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Glossary of Architectural Terms

Alure
Ashlar
Barrel Vault
Bartizan
Base Batter

Batter
Bawn

Beam hole

Centering

Corbel

Crennellations
Embrasure
Fosse
Gable
Garderobe
Joist hole
Machicolation(s)
Machicolis

Merlon
Moat
Mullion
Murder(ing) hole

Parapet
Portcullis

Put-log hole

Quarrying
Quoin
Rubble
Springer
Talus

Transom
Vault
Voussoir
Wallplate

Yett

Yett-holes

The wall walk on a tower / castle or bawn behind the battlements.
Cut or worked stone.
A vault in the shape of a half cylinder - of semicircular cross section.
Overhanging comer turret - usually sub-circular.
A more pronounced batter at the base of a castle or tower, it is
sometimes referred to as a "talus".
The inward inclination / tapering of a wall from its base.
Fortified or defended enclosure, surrounding or adjacent to a castle or
tower.
Hole in a wall on the interior of a castle or tower for the purpose of
supporting a beam, usually for a floor.
Temporary formwork, used to support an arch or vault while it is
being constructed.
A stone which projects from a wall to support a weight, beam or
wallplate.
The merlons and embrasures of the battlements.
Open areas in the battlements - between the merlons.
Ditch or trench surrounding an area or structure.
The pointed end of a wall which projects upward - at roof level.
Latrine, generally in the form of a mural chamber.
A hole in an interior wall to support the end of a joist.
Plural of machicolis.
Projection from a wall - usually over a door - from which objects can
be dropped or cover provided.
Upstanding and solid parts of the battlement, - between embrasures.
Fosse or ditch which is filled with water.
Vertical bar dividing a window.
Opening in the floor in the second level of a tower / castle through
which the occupants / defenders protected the entranceway / doorway
below. It is located over the "lobby" inside the tower’s entrance door.
Wall at a height on a tower, castle or bawn to protect defenders.
Sliding grid or door, rebated into door frame which is opened and
closed by raising and lowering it in the rebate.
This term is most correctly used to refer to the holes on the exterior
walls which were used to support scaffolding during construction. It
is sometimes also used to refer to similar holes on the interiors,
though these are more properly described as beam or joist holes.
Destruction or dismantling of a castle / tower for its stone for re use.
A stone (usually ashlar) at the comer of a building.
Uncut or unworked masonry.
Wall which forms the vertical support of an arch or vault.
A base batter, more pronounced than the normal batter of a tower. It
is usually used for larger military castles.
Horizontal bar dividing a window.
An arch or series of arches which forms a floor and ceiling / roof.
Any stone in an arch or vault.
Horizontal wooden beam, set against the wall on corbels, it is used to
support joists, beams etc.
Outer grill which is found evidenced with some doorways. It was
hinged at the side and closed / secured using ropes / chains through
the yett holes.
Found cut through the door frames, these were to enable chains or
ropes to close and secure an outer grill or door, see Fig’s 4.22, 4.24,
4.25, 4.26.
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The Tower Houses of Co. Wexford Albert    J. Jordan

ABSTRACT

This thesis aims at an examination of the castle form known as the tower house,

for one Irish county - Wexford. The examination is conducted using all sources available,

from cartographic and manuscript to historical, archaeological, scientific and the most

primary source of all - the remains of the structures themselves. The available evidence is

frequently scant imposing many constraints on those who seek to use it. Within these

constraints it is difficult and often frustrating to attempt to sketch as full a picture as

possible. (Some flaws in the documents will emerge - both in terms of omission and

mis-representation.) Though it is only one of the sources drawn upon, archaeological

investigation, is perhaps the single area in which most potential remains. It can answer

many of the questions which will emerge from this thesis.

The picture is as follows. If not in danger of extinction, the tower house is

becoming an increasingly scarce specimen in the Irish landscape. Less than one in four of

the castles / towers of Co. Wexford survive - even in part. Once these were places of

splendour, scenes of conflict and the centres of communities. They were situated in an

agricultural environment and found in association with their bawns and often attached

"halls". Dovecotes, mills, gardens, fishponds, weirs and hives which often featured in the

area around the towers have disappeared, indeed what remains today as "tower houses" are

merely the skeletal nuclei of what once was.

They were built by specialist craftsmen under the supervision of a master

craftsman. Towers were constructed of roughly coursed rubblework, with cut stone reserved

for quoins and for trimming opes. Walls incorporated an array of mural features - both

residential and defensive. It appears that they would have taken roughly a year to build,-

though this was ultimately dependent on the resources available. A contemporary cost of

several hundred pounds is indicated. Wood was employed as a main material for floors and

roofs and various fixtures and fittings. It was also used for the often complex formwork

required in the construction process.

Vaults were multi-functional elements of the towers and virtually all had them.

Because of the complexity and effort their construction entailed they were undoubtedly

important. In addition to serving a stabilizing function, as stone floors they were a major

defensive barrier dividing the most defensible - lower part of the tower - from the less

defensive,- though still very secure - upper part. Of the roof types known, only two were

in evidence in Wexford. Both types allow for the use of the attic level space and give a
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high weighting to defensive design, with an allure on all four sides. There was ample

provision of space for the use of the allure level in a defensive capacity. Defence was given

a high priority throughout the tower house. The design of the structure was subject

primarily to defensive considerations. Numerous specifically defensive elements are

incorporated into the superstructure. Included amongst these were machicolations,

battlements, bartizans, turrets, flankers, strong battered walls, loops, strong door

arrangements with murder- holes and "lobby features". Some possibly incorporated outer

doors / grids and a few had a portcullis feature. Outside the towers, the bawn was frequently

fortified, and often the entire complex was further protected with a fosse. Though

residential and defensive considerations sometimes conflicted when it came to design / layout

the result was an ingenious merger of the two requirements, with defence perhaps weighing

heaviest in importance.

Standardization was apparent in a number of ways. There appeared to be rough

guidelines of design and layout, possibly "standards" of the master craftsman, who tailored

them to suit local conditions and the instructions of his employer. Evidence generally

argues against the use of detailed standard plans for the towers. Some individual features

however, (especially doors) were noted to be remarkably similar in style, design and

dimension; - indicative of work by the same school of masons, or adherence to some

standard drawings / specifications.

Tower houses are found on lowlying land, with a relationship between size of

tower and the quality of land being apparent. Rivers were another factor in influencing the

siting of towers. Some were evidently part of a network of defence or "frontier". This was

most evident as an enclosure around the "Pill of Taghmon" (the Pale of Wexford). Within

this - the "Colony of Bargy and Forth" - was found the highest tower house density.

Otherwise the distribution pattern overall was most dense in the south of the county.

Tower houses were the homes of those who controlled the land - generally those

of sub - Tenant in Chief status. Some were Church property and a few were at times

garrisoned. They were secure both in fact and in appearance. Emerging from the supposed

"gap" in Irish castle building, they were an important link in the evolutionary chain of the

Irish castle. Developed in response to a need, they were successful and enduring, because

they effectively fulfilled three main raisons d’etre; combining residence, status and defensive

requirements, until the seventeenth century. We have evidenc¢ for tower houses being

constructed in the early 1400’s (though there are indications that they may have been built

earlier), they continued in vogue until the widespread use of cannon acted as a catalyst in the

evolutionary process in the seventeenth century. By that time there was already evidence of

the evolutionary process operating, with the development of less defensive, more

comfortable and convenient structures to replace the castle form known as the tower house.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis aims at a comprehensive examination of the tower house -

specifically those of County Wexford. Endeavouring to work within the

constraints imposed by the paucity of evidence I shall attempt to answer a

broad range of questions on the tower house. My approach will be to ask the

six basic questions - (i) who, (ii) what, (iii) where, (iv) when, (v) why and

(vi) how ? Applying these in the tower house context I shall enquire as to (i)

who lived in them, and who built them; (ii) what form did they take, and

what has become of them; (iii) where are they to be found; (iv) when were

they built and when used; (v) why did they take the form they did, and why

was it such a successful design; (vi) how were they built, and how were they

defended ?

Beginning with a short introductory chapter on "Function" which will

also address the question of why there were tower houses, the needs they

fulfilled and the features which made them popular / successful I shall follow

the approach outlined above. I shall examine the tower house under ten

chapter headings. "Construction" will deal with those who built them and the

methods they used, together with the factors which influenced the

construction process. There will also be an investigation into construction

time and costs. "Architecture I" (Vaults Floors and Roofs) presents an

analysis of the form and function of the main horizontal elements of the

towers, what form did they take and what influenced their design ? "Walls

and Mural Features" (Architecture II) deals with the vertical architectural

features, it includes an analysis of features and their layout in the light of

implications for the use / status of the levels / floors. "External Features"

covers the environment in which the tower houses existed, both the attached /

adjacent structures and the associated settlement features. In the chapter

"Attack and Defence" I shall examine the many aspects / elements of the

towers which were purely defensive or those which were influenced by

defensive considerations. How defensible were they and against what /

whom ? The distribution pattern of the towers and the factors which

influenced the siting of the structures will be the subject of "Location and

Distribution". Included in this will be a discussion on O.D. levels, soil

types, topographical features together with other forms of settlement.

Possible "frontiers" will also be investigated. "Tower house Occupation"

covers those who lived in the towers and the internal living conditions.
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Various methods, ranging from historical and archaeological, to the

scientific, will be employed in "Date and Chronology" in an effort to assign

dates to the structures. This chapter will also assess the place of the tower

house in the history of Irish castles. Finally "Destruction" will look at what

has become of the tower houses, assessing both contemporary and modem

destruction.

Though each chapter is intended to address a particular topic they are

inevitably related to one another and I have provided in the text references to

other chapters in which points are further developed. While primarily

intended as a work of research, I have tried wherever possible to widen its

appeal, and make it intelligible to the "layman" - those not involved in the

study of history, as a number have expressed an interest in reading it.

Presentation

I have used graphics and illustrations extensively as these can often

convey more than words. Reference to these are provided in the text. Each

reference is related to a particular chapter, e.g. Table 4.2. Here the "4" refers

to Chapter 4 in which the table is first mentioned - and to which it mainly

pertains. The ".2" refers to the place / position of that illustration, i.e. it is the

second one for that chapter. Figures, plates, tables, etc. are numbered from

one upwards within each chapter regardless of the type of illustration in

question. Thus, after "Table 4.2" will be found "Figure 4.3", followed by

"Plate 4.4, the prefixing word is used only to denote the type of illustration in

question. All illustrations are contained in Volume II. Wherever codes /

symbols are used in tables or graphics they are explained at the foot of the

illustration or on the following page. They are in chapter order and are

arranged in the order in which they occur in the text. The tables and

appendices contain a vast amount of information and they can be put to other

uses - apart from the use made of them in the text. They may therefore be of

use to others in their own research. Within the text, quotations from original

sources are indicated with italics in addition to the quotation marks.

Footnotes and references are found at the back of this volume together with

the Appendices and Bibliography.
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1

 unction

That the tower house is a defensive structure is obvious both from

the written sources and from the surviving structures themselves with their

abundant defensive features.

One testament to the strength of the structure known as the tower

house is the survival of so many of these buildings into the modern age.

Apart from their durability, it is obvious from the many surviving features

that these structures were to a high degree defensive structures, buildings of

strength and places of safety and security.

The whole appearance of a tower house is one of strength and

stability - with its sturdy and heavy wide walls - often with batter and talus

below, tapering gracefully to the top. Inside too, the walls become thinner

and the interior space greater as one ascends the levels. The thick sturdy

walls with few openings at ground level present a strong barrier to the

would-be intruder.

Generally the doorway is of a size that permits comfortable entry of

one individual at a time. Evidence of thick doors - presumably of wood,

and possibly shod with iron - can be found, (see Chapter 4). We can still

observe the draw-bar slots in which the beam slid across behind the closed

door and slotted into a mortise at the other side - thus preventing the door

from being opened. This was often supplemented with the presence of a

murder-hole, (see Chapters 4 and 6).

The murder hole allowed a defender - occupying the level above



ground-level - Oust above the doorway on the inside), to maim or kill

intruders from his vantage point. The defender was able, with the

advantage of height to deal one by one with the intruders as they broke

through the entranceway beneath. Here a lance or a long sword would

have been effective, though hot liquids may also have been used.

Loops - or narrow slit type windows - are generally the only

openings at ground level besides the door. These add to the defensive

aspect of the structure in that they prohibit entry while allowing air and light

to penetrate. Their inward splay facilitates the occupant’s wide view of the

outside, and allows possible manouvre with a crossbow - the main

instrument of defence. At the same time the loop presents the minimum

target area on the outside. Narrow openings at low levels add to the

structural stability of the tower house, allowing a maximum degree of

support to the weight of the walls above.

Because of the narrow openings at low levels this part of the structure

- especially ground-level - would have been rather unpleasant to live in. It

is thought that the ground-level was generally an area for storage. It may

also have served at times as a final safe area for one’s livestock - the chief

portable form of wealth.

The bawn presents another aspect of the security features of the tower

house structure. Bawns (walled, sometimes fortified courtyards, adjacent

to the main building) do not often survive: (see Chapter 5). Given that a

man’s wealth was measured by the amount of land and livestock he

possessed, and considering the instability of the medieval period, it is not

surprising that cattle raiding was a major problem. It is probable that the

bawn was developed as a response to the need to protect ones livestock.

By driving the herd into the bawn at risk periods, one heightened ones

chances of keeping them.

If you had wealth, then someone wanted to take it away from you; a



bawn with its occupied and defensible adjacent tower house was one way of

dissuading the casual cattle raider - who would be inclined to consider the

losses likely to be incurred as not worth the potential gain; and so move on

to an easier target. The cattle raid should perhaps be seen as the equivalent

of the modern bank raid; and the easier the target the more likely it was to

fall victim to the criminal. In this way, by being defensible, the tower

house served as a means of maintaining ones wealth. Wolves too were a

problem to the stock owner, and here also the bawn proved useful.

It would appear that the tower house in the medieval period served

one of the same functions as the churches in the pre-Viking Age - or the

bank vaults of today - secure store houses for ones valuables. One

Christian Jones of Cloghine, lost the property he had "sent for security to

one of Sir Richard Everard’s towers". 1 From this it would appear that

whatever their realistic defensive capabilities, they were certainly seen as

places of safety and security.

Vaults too, played an important defensive and strengthening role in

the tower house. The stone vault is frequently to be found between level 1

(ground level) and the second / third level (first floor) of a tower house (see

Chapter 3). A vault was fine proof and it thus added to the defensive nature

of the structure. They provided also a strong barrier between the ground

level and the more habitable parts of the structure.

Still at ground level we frequently find a batter and talus (see

Chapters 4 and 6) - a noticeable tapering as the walls rise and a more

noticeable splay outwards usually evident from about the height of the first

floor. Batter and talus is frequently to be found in association with vaults

at low level. They enable the walls to more easily cope with the outward

thrust produced by the vault. The batter serves too to produce a more solid

and graceful look to the structure. In physical terms this involves a wider

wall at low level - producing a wall barrier more difficult to breech.
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There was too another possible defensive role of the talus. It may be

that missiles dropped from battlement level, would, on striking the talus, be

deflected outwards from the structure at a level which would inflict on the

aggressor a serious blow; (see Chapter 6). More realistically perhaps, the

talus / batter would keep an aggressor out further from the base of the

structure than would the perpendicular wall. This would give the defender

at battlement level a clearer shot at the attacker from above, without

presenting too much of a target himself. Thus a batter and or talus can

serve to make a better target of ones enemy; (see Chapter 6).

Perhaps the most noticeable defensive features - apart from the

battlement crennelations - are the machicolations and bartizans to be found

as part of most tower houses. (See Chapter 6). The machicolus is most

common. It enables the defender to command an entranceway from above

- usually at the highest level. It is a projection from the wall - usually over

a doorway - which permits the occupant to look down over the opening

and, either fire a crossbow, or drop missiles on the assailants below. As

these features are generally placed at the highest levels it would appear that

missiles may have been the favoured defence - as the added height would

have ensured a greater momentum and thus a greater impact, - lower down

they would have afforded a crossbow bolt greater penetration power.

The bartizan is found at comers and served a similar function to the

machicolus, these are usually rounded, and afford protection - flanking fire

- to two sides of the structure, (see Chapter 6). Battlements themselves,

apart from being decorative, are perhaps the most recognisable defensive

features. That such features were functional, even into the sixteenth

century, is confirmed in an account of Richard Stainhurst (1584); ... "they

place sentries atop the castle, as in a watchtower who frequently call out and

remain vigilant throughout the night ..." 2

That they were viewed as places of security can be seen from a
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comment of Giraldus - "Be warned, my friends, be warned. Cities (urbes)

and castles (castra) are far distant while any hope of escape is remote." 3

He implies that to be far from a castle or fortification one was vulnerable.

As the tower house inherited the function of the earlier fortresses, they

inherited too the role of provider of security and safety.

A tower house, by virtue of its design and strength enabled a

relatively small force to defend it against a numerically superior attacking

force. It conferred the defensive advantage on its occupants. The tower

house was viewed by its occupants as the castle of its time and it was

expected to fulfil many of the roles of a castle of earlier times. The tower

house should be viewed as an evolved castle, (see Chapter 9), certainly it

derived from the "castle proper" and is a modified or late form of castle -

retaining not merely the name "castle" but many of the functions of its

ancestor.

The tower house in the role of a fortification to hold land is illustrated

by Hore, commenting on a MS of 1680. "...observed the ruins of many

castles (sic) of the ancient English on the marches of these countries (sic)

which had been almost razed to the ground by the Irishry, who, observes he

(Sir Henry Wallop) will have none such, but wish all the land to lie open,

without such places of strength. In effect secure only in their forest forts

and in the wilderness state of their region they were naturally gealous of the

stone towers which enabled the Englishry to keep the rich land they had

gained." 4 Here we see the tower house used to hold conquered land - i.e.

succeeding to the "castle proper" in function. Hogan - quoting a 1680

source emphasizes the role of the tower house as a fortification; "the

mansion houses of most of the Gentry were fortified with castles,

some nere 60foot high, having walls at least 5foot thicke to the number of

thirty ..." 5 So here the tower house is serving as an instrument by which

you could hold what you have in terms of territory.
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Because the tower house was defensible it could be - and evidently

was - used, to an extent, as an instrument of conquest - ie to hold land, - to

preserve pockets of one race in a sea of another. Take for example the

Kavanagh dominated parts of Wexford, into which the Anglo-Irish race had

made inroads - or at least maintained a presence, by way of the tower

house. "This part of Co. Wexford north of the river Slane is possessed

chiefly by the Irish called Cavanaghs ......... into which notwithstanding

some of the Inglysh have intruded and planted forts and castles

within them .... ,, 6 Polmontry Castle (#16A) was one such castle, it was

built against the depredations of the Kavanaghs and intended as a

Government garrison. Though not a tower house, Ferns Castle and indeed

all early castles were to serve to enable conquerors to maintain a presence in

alien territory. Giraldus, commenting on Ferns, states that "Maurice

Fitz-Gerald ..... immediately built a castle (castrum) --(at Ferns)-- although

they were surrounded on all sided by their enemies." 7 It is I believe,

reasonable to assume that those who owned tower houses, expected them to

serve to a large extent the function of a castle proper, and provide for them a

degree of insulation and protection against the external threat from the

natives or other hostile forces.

Cairns, in his study of the Co. Tipperary tower houses noted that

some were built by the English / Dublin Government as garrisons. This

implies a military function for the tower house and lends further weight - if

such is needed - to our considering the tower house as a castle. It is

frequently found that they contained garrisons - as did Ballyhack (#92) in

1649.7A Taghmon (#69A) appears to have served as what Hore calls a

"public fortress". 7B It was granted at the King’s pleasure and retained in

his hands. He concludes that this castle too was probably garrisoned.

R. A. Brown discusses the "range" of a castle - the distance which could be

covered by mounted men from a castle in one day to an outward point and
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still be able to return to their base by nightfall. He gives this as

approximately ten miles. A smaller force - such as a tower house might

maintain would presumably command a lesser radius, but nonetheless, well

equipped and armed men, based in a tower house could have fulfilled a

military role effectively from these structures.

The use of a tower house in the winning and holding of territory is

attested by Hore, who gives examples of tower houses which he sees as

having been used by the Brown family as bases to conquer land:- "The

Brownes of Mulrankin, built a castle near Taghmon and another near

Enniscorthy (still known by their name) and thereby rescued the adjacent

land from the Irish". 8 Mc Kenna views the tower house as a function of

instability - something constructed in response to unsettled conditions.

Basically because of the security aspect of these structures, they were

constructed as a response to a threat, whether it came from the "Native

Irish" cattle raiders or hostile neighbours of any sort. In its protective role

the tower house could serve also to guard other valuable property, such as

at Buttermilk Castle, where a valuable fishing weir, belonging to the monks

was being protected.

The idea of the tower house serving as part of a wider defensive unit

has also been aired. Town fortifications sometimes comprised the tower

house as an integral part. Here they served as posts which encompassed

the settlement, and between which town walls were constructed. These

towers served to fortify the town walls - i.e. Westgate (#58/1). As

"flanking towers" the tower house served primarily in a defensive capacity.

Defensive zones, or frontier lines of tower houses have also been

postulated. Such a "frontier" was found protecting the "Pill" area (of

Bargy and Forth) in southern Wexford, (see Chapter 7). 9 Other examples

of tower houses functioning collectively in a defensive capacity may also be

found. The castles of Ryland and Clohamon, together served to defend
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and protect the ancient ford across the river Slaney between them.

These structures of strength as well as keeping enemies out could be

used to hold them in. (See also Chapter 4). In 1537 W. Browne "did take

Stephen St. John in ye highway and did leade him to his castle (Mulrankin)

and did imprison him after his own use contrary to the King’s law (un)til he

had paid hisfine." 10 Henry Masterson too, recounts in a deposition, the

manner in which he was detained for six weeks in Clonmullen by Sir

Morgan Kavanagh with a pair of bolts on his legs. 10A As prisons,

therefore the tower houses might be used it would seem to exact ones just

dues by dubious means or to prey on wealthy wayfarers as Hore

suggests. 10B Here, whether we see the tower house used as a tool of

administration, a source of income, or merely a gaol - it is clear that it was

primarily a defensive building, serving a "fortress like" function.

The tower house could have served as a means of exacting tolls, if

strategically positioned. The most effective location in this capacity would

be adjacent to a fiver crossing. Ryland and Clohamon were suitably

positioned to perform such a function. On routes or roads, they may have

performed a similar function, though two factors must be bourne in mind.

Firstly, which came first, - the tower house or the road, - i.e. was the road

constructed to serve the structure ? If so the toll function is not supported.

Secondly, as Cairns points out, roads were so poor, that it was only a

minor inconvenience to be forced off one; and so, to avoid the toll one need

merely circumvent the tower house.

Because of the age in which it existed, the tower house necessarily

fulfilled a feudal function - (see Chapter 8). They were an integral part of

the territory, and were, together with the land on which they stood, the

primary form of property. The land, and the towers which stood upon it,

could be granted to a liegeman in return for military service. Being a form

of property, it could be given, whether in return for services, rent, or in
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some cases, merely an undertaking to maintain and occupy it. Both Davin

and Cairns argue that the tower house served as a Manor House, and indeed

these structures would have been ideal for such a purpose - offering as they

did, security to their occupants, protection for retainers, and a fitting abode

for the Lord of the Manor.

Giraldus linked the absence of castles to disorder: - "several castles

destroyed (destructis castris pluribus) and serious disorder breaks out

throughout the whole island". 11 The tower house castle, because it served

as a place of strength and security, brought with it an element of stability

and often the order of the feudal system - as expressed in the form of the

manor. The tower house as a settlement form was a secure residence, and

it is the residential aspect we shall next address.

In considering the term "tower house", the latter element of this

appendage is significant. Certainly the residential aspect and function of

these structures was important. We are often inclined to consider only the

obvious surviving evidence when examining these structures. What we

must not lose sight of, is that much of what we know to have existed as part

of the building and its surrounds, have failed to survive. We should not

allow this to bias our assessment of the function of the tower house. When

we consider a tower house we think of it as we see it today - a structure

almost exclusively of stone, let us not forget that it is only the strongest,

most durable, and enduring features which have survived the destruction of

the centuries; and that in their occupation period these settlements were,

both more complex and more extensive than they appear to us today, (see

Chapter 5). It is mainly the defensive and strength aspects which have

endured, and we are left with relatively few indicators of the residential

function which the tower house certainly catered to.

Similarly, in documentary sources, the mundane day to day living

rarely attracts comment, whereas incidents of attack, defence or trouble
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were more worthy of comment, and thus were recorded. But let us not

forget that it is because these were the exception that they made news, and

that the tower house in time of peace, served as a home. This important

function should not be dismissed merely because it is least commented

upon.

Structurally there are still to be found several features which testify to

the residential role and function of the tower house. As one ascends the

structure, the walls gradually become thinner and the rooms larger. The

higher up one goes the less need there was for strength and defensibility,

and so one could better cater to the residential function - rooms being larger,

brighter and more "habitable", (see Chapters 4 and 8). In the upper levels

windows tend to be larger and give more light to these levels. All of these

factors enable one to reside in more agreeable surroundings. Generally

what is most defensible, is least comfortable, and vice versa. The fact that

defence and strength were at times, sacrificed in favour of comfort argues

well for the importance of the tower house as a home.

Slop sinks and garderobes, with their associated mural chutes, are

amongst the surviving features indicating the standard of living one might

expect in

sanitation

structures.

a tower house, (see Chapter 8).

- and garderobes often feature

Certainly they had basic

on several levels in these

Fireplaces too, are a common feature, towers often had several,

(see Chapter 4). They are generally found in all but the earliest of towers -

where presumably a central hearth would have been the order of the day.

Generally the main fireplace is located in the Lord’s Chamber or "Great

Hall", these are usually of considerable size, serving as they did, to

provide heat and also presumably to cook food. Amongst listed utensils in

tower houses, spits for roasting meat are quite frequently mentioned.

Other features of domestic use would include wall recesses - or mural

presses - presumably fitted with wooden shelves and doors. These are



frequently to be found throughout the structure and are purely a utilitarian

feature. Chairs are seldom mentioned, though we often encounter a more

permanent form of seating in the form of window seats, (see Chapter 4).

Even from the scant surviving indicators we observe that the tower house

provided accomodation, with numerous rooms in close proximity to one

another, sanitation, storage facilities as well as heat. In the Chapter on

occupancy (Chapter 8) we shall see that the interiors were quite

comfortable, and that all the necessary means for a relatively civilised

lifestyle were available. Indeed with the wooden features replaced, walls

plastered, and windows re-inserted, a tower house would provide - even for

us in the Twentieth Century a reasonably acceptable living environment.

The tower house then was the home of the man of means or stature.

But just as a mound of earth is all that remains of the motte and bailey

settlement form, so too, is the tower house as we observe it today, the mere

skeletal nucleus of a more extensive form of settlement. The tower house

stood at the centre of a group of less substantial structures. Sometimes a

crease-mark on the outside of the tower house wall attests that other

structures abutted the exterior walls. Similarly, outbuildings - many

inhabited, we must assume, - stood in the shadow of the imposing tower.

Communities grew up around the tower house, whether to serve it, or

because of the security it provided. Whether or not they served in a

capacity as manorial centre - and Hore believes this to be the primary

function of the "non military" castles - they did function as the focal point of

a settled community. 11A Due to the general lack of excavations on tower

houses we are as yet starved of information in this area. That the tower

house was intended to be the centre of a settlement is clear from a 1534

entry for Trimlestown Co. Meath. One John Barnewall was given a grant

on condition that he build a village for the better defence of the castle at

Killnagross. :2 This is indicative of the interdependence of the tower house



and surrounding settlement. A 1307 Extent of the lands of Joan de

Valence, notes that a considerable village - of possibly 111 houses, if

judged from the rents - had grown up around the castle of Carrick. 12A An

anonymous letter of 1559 speaks also of communities in the shadow of

castles, "cometh and spoylethe all the poore people that dwelleth about those

ffortes." 12B It is clear that in the sixteenth century it was the policy of the

English authorities to encourage settlement, by facilitating protection in the

form of garrisoned castles. ’7 (Sir Henry Wallop) came to castle Kevan

(sic) ..... seemed to be most apte for garrisons ..... easy to be defended, the

rather to allure the Countrey people to inhabit and lyve under the protection

of garissons." 12c

The tower house could provide protection, not merely for its owner

and regular occupants, but also for the community; and the strength it

afforded, gave them a secure place to store their crops and valuables. The

storage function is attested in a 1591 account of the old castle within

Duncannon Fort, .... "will serve for storidge"- (Sir Thos. Norreys.). 12D

So too, in order to best defend the structure, or launch a counter attack, a

sizeable force would be advantageous.

The economy was primarily agricultural and so the tower house and

its associated settlement served the needs of an agricultural community; but

in an age before industrialization, where any form of production was carried

out in the community, it is reasonable to assume that the tower house, might

at times have functioned as a base for home industries. It would at least

have played a contributory role in a largely self sufficient economy. Just as

the Lord might administer from a tower house, so too might a merchant

trade from one or an armourer produce his wares there. In 1602 Sir John

Brockett used the tower of Hook as a base for his counterfeiting

operations. 12E

The great residences of the age - whether they be ecclesiastical or lay
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function as a symbol was regarded as important. It could therefore be

regarded in the terms R.A. Brown uses to describe a military castle " the

instrument and expression of Lordship." 16 Whether it be Lordship, wealth

or control in any form, the tower house was associated with greatness.

In considering the function of the tower house, we have identified

three main areas, those of, strength, residence and status. With its

defensive features, such as thick - often battered - walls, few and narrow

openings at ground level; bartizans, machicolations, murder-holes, in

addition to crennelations, together with vaults and frequently bawns, these

structures stood as towers of strength. These places of strength and

security might perhaps be viewed as the instruments whereby feudal

strength and stability was imposed, or, by which efforts were made to

impose it. This strength, in addition to providing safety against all but

large forces - until the arrival of cannon in the seventeenth century - may

have served at times as prisons, or in conjunction with other tower houses,

either as part of a town’s defences or as part of a frontier network. It is

reasonable to assume also, that they may have functioned as a base for small

scale aggressions.

The residential function was central, and the tower house provided a

relatively comfortable habitation environment, with a wide range of essential

facilities, both sanitary and utilitarian. As houses they were the centres of

hospitality. Seen from a great distance, they may have served as the hotels

of their day for those of high social class. In considering their residential

and settlement role, we must not lose sight of the more extensive nature of

these places. They provided homes for a sizable community; though, - as

with most aspects of the tower house - we lament the lack of surviving

evidence and hope that excavation in future will add to our knowledge in

this area. Together with land and mobile stock (cattle) they were the major

items of property and symbols of wealth. They attested a man’s status.



The tower house could perhaps be seen as a function of wealth, they

functioned as a means of expressing ones wealth, preserving, and perhaps

often enhancing it, and they provided a relatively secure environment in

which to enjoy it.

The tower house was therefore a form of evolved castle with the

military function giving way to the residential. It catered to the requirements

of the age, capable of dealing with a potential threat, (see Chapter 6), its

occupants presumably geared the level of strength, defence and security to

the potential threat at the time of building. In catering to the need for a

secure residence and fitting abode for a man of means or position, sight was

not lost of the aesthetic; frequently we find combinations of the functional

and the decorative eg. mulit-stepped battlements, cyma-recta arches and

corbels where plain ones would have done the job just as well; these

together with its talus and batter, served then to embelish and ornament; to

attach a degree of pride, and they enable the tower houses to function today

in the twentieth century as objects of beauty.



2

Construction

This chapter addresses aspects relative to tower house construction;

in particular, the practices and conditions of medieval construction which

pertain in some way to the tower house; or methods which may have been

used in tower house construction. I shall deal with the planning of the

work, those involved in carrying it out - the craftsmen -, the materials they

used and the conditions under which they worked. I shall discuss some

aspects of costs and time before dealing with some of the construction

methods used. Because of the virtual absence of documentary sources on

most areas of construction we are forced to rely primarily on the

architectural or solid remains and deduce what we can from these.

Whatever we may glean from such sources about the stonework, we are of

course less fortunate with the woodwork as it is less durable. This

necessitates a considerable amount of speculation and theorizing on many of

the wooden structures - including formwork - but it also means, that for the

most part, we (in our discussion of the tower house) must neglect the

wooden structures which stood in the bawn and which were perhaps as

important to the occupants as the remains we find today. Therefore most of

this chapter will deal with stone, but it is important to remember that wood

was at least as important - serving as it did both as a considerable portion of

the finished fabric of the structure itself, and as a vital material in the actual

process of construction.

Having decided on a castle of whatever sort, one had to set about

finding a master craftsman to build it. The specifications given to the master
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craftsman presumably varied. Stalley concludes that such instructions

would have been vague, i.e. to do something similar to a work seen

elsewhere. In any event, it would appear that the prospective owner would

know generally what he wanted but would leave the technical organisation

and administration of the construction work to the master craftsman. The

on-site involvement of the future owner would probably have been limited

to the occasional visit. We know that in the case of #25 - Mountgarrett -,

Patrick Barrett, who commissioned it was out of the country at the time of

its erection (1409-10).° We have no means of ascertaining the degree of

involvement of the employer.

Knoop and Jones are of the opinion that plans or drawings were rare

or that where they exsisted they were simple; most of the details, they

maintain would have been carried in the head of the master mason. There

would appear to be evidence, however, that detailed drawings were

employed in some cases. Arnold Taylor argues for the existence at least of

"a common pattern book, or a sketch book". 1 He arrives at this conclusion

having discovered two similarly shaped and dimensioned windows at

Harlech (Wales) and Chillon (Switzerland). Though in the Harlech case

the measurements are very slightly greater, he accounts for this discrepancy

as being made up of the surface rendering (plaster).

He believes that such nearly exactly similar design and dimensions

are not explicable as mere co-incidence. Whether or not documented plans

or details existed in medieval times, it is unlikely that they would have been

necessary in tower house construction; though the appearence of unusual

but similar features of interest in various tower houses should be looked for

- such as the inverted "v" recesses on some of Cairns examples in Co.

Tipperary: - which he cites as evidence of the mobility of the Master

Masons.1A This may help to answer the question of standard plans for these

structures.



The door styles of a number of Wexford castles were both distinctive,

elaborate and virtually identical, they also showed common measurements; -

clearly some form of standarisation - of whatever form - was in use (see

Chapters 4 and 9 ).

Schools of castle building - or local styles are also to be found, and

need not be as a result of standard plans. The hall castles in Co. Wexford

or the circular keeps of Co. Tipperary may merely be popular local styles -

one owner copying an idea he had seen - or employing the same contractor

to duplicate - in some measure - a style he had seen elsewhere.

Specifications, however, did exist as references to "plots" can be found - in

1587 for example, we encounter the following ’7 have sent your Lordship

by this bearer, my servant, the plott of the two skones (small forts) which I

have now finished at Doncannon". (Cairns encountered the term for an

earlier period -1540.) 1B These plots or plans in whatever form, were

perhaps unlikely to have been detailed specifications but rather guidelines or

instructions of a more general nature, with the interpretation and operative

details being left to the expertise of the director of the works. Problems -

as Stalley says - would be solved as they were encountered on site.

A valuable account (dated 1581) survives and throws light on several

areas of tower house and castle construction. It is headed "Article of

agreement between Lord Arthur Gray (Lord Deputy ) and Paul Finglas -

carpenter - for erecting a Bridge of tymber over the River of Slane att

Enescorthy, with a castell of Lyme and stone in the middle thereof, to be

perfected by the said Paul according to the contents of the articles

followinge ye 18 Sept. 1581 ."

"he will erect...a bridge at Enescorthie ... of good sound and

substantial tymber, to be in length 240 fote ... and in bredeth ...

11fote. The said bridge to stand upon 14 arches and every arch

to contain 3 pillars, and every pillar to be in square 18 ynches ...



the entry into the said bridge on both ends to be made with stone

and lyme ... build in the middle of the said river and bridge a

square Castell or Tower of Lyme and stone, built upon a new

foundation with 2 gates to go through the said castell of lO fote in

breadth and lO fote in height, the said castell to have 2 storeys in

it above the vault of the gate, and to containe in breadth on the

outside 28 fote the one way and 22 fote the other way, with

battlements, a strong roofe and fflower wyndowes, and

murdering holes, as many as shall be needful, and at each of the

two gates aforesaid to place a drawbridge with the crosse-barres

of yron, great spikes, and cheines of yron .... ,, 1¢

So we see that the operational and constructional details were left up

to Paul, and that the "plans" took a general and literary form, as opposed to

detailed drawings. Generally it appears therefore, that one might specify

materials and dimensions, referring to a known standard or type, and

detailed only the extra specific or unusual features you wished to have

included. "Plans" then would seem to have been general instructions,

which, together with the interpretive skill of the head of operations would

suffice to produce the desired result. 1D

Central to any construction process were the people who carried out

the actual building work. These fall into two categories:- skilled, and

unskilled. Of the unskilled we know little, saving that they would assist,

and follow the instructions of the skilled craftsmen - performing those

laborious tasks which required no specialisation. The unskilled could be

locals who were recruited, or compelled to work on the project; or in the

case of the King’s works they could be "impressed". Work such as

digging fosses, carting stone and mixing mortar would have been done by

such a body of men.

The possibility that as one worked one would gradually acquire skills
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and move up the ladder cannot be ruled out. Knoop and Jones argue for a

system of gradually acquired skills as the means of learning one’s trade,

rather than any formal system of apprenticeship.

The documents tell us more of the skilled men. In 1210 John

brought with him to Ireland "Nicholas the carpenter, Osbert the quarrier,

Alberic the ditcher, Pinell the miner and Urricus the engineer." 2 These

men, each specialists in their own fields, were brought to supervise the

King’s works. Unlike labourers, who did whatever simple tasks as were

assigned to them in any field, these men each concentrated on specific

skills. Each aspect of construction was dealt with by the appropriate

expert, and these were numerous. Apart from the obvious masons and

carpenters, other areas too had their experts:- wailers, slaters, thatchers,

glaziers, painters, plasterers, daubers, pavers, millers, smiths etc..

One of the tasks of the skilled workman was to supervise and direct

the unskilled workforce. In the case of major projects, - usually the King’s

works - we find a "Keeper of the works". It was his job to recruit those to

carry out the work, buy, and organise transport for building materials and

see to the finances of the project. It was an administrative job and he need

not be immediately concerned with the construction process itself. The

director of the operation might be a contractor as was the case with Paul

Finglas in 1581. In his case he was a carpenter,- but masons too we have

seen, directed works. Paul’s contract laid down what was structurally

required, the time period in which the project was to be completed and the

amount payable for the project. The contractor would in this case be

responsible for hiring all workmen necessary and for the working out of all

details required for the successful completion of the work.

Directing the actual work of constructing a castle or tower house was

in the hands of the master craftsman - such as Paul above. These were the

architects of their day, they designed the building, and dealt with the



structural problems. They organised the work and supervised the skilled

men. At Clonmines in 1557 we find "the overseer to purchase iron, steel,

tallow, candle wick, ropes, pitch tar and stone coals for the smythes, with

horses for carriage. 2A

experience and expertise

The chain of command was dependant on

and was reflected in wages. It is alluded to in the

same account;- "One Clerk overseer, a man expert and of good knowledge,

having experience in the said mines 18d a day ...... to have under him a

discrete wise man, to take charge in his absence at lOd a day ...... twelve

miners, 2 at 12d a day each the other 10 at 6d ...... 4 labourers 4d each ...

a smity lOd ... two women (sic) to wash the ore after it is broken small 6d

each .... 2A

The skilled workforce comprised a number of different offices each

largely concerned with his own material. The smith provided locks,

catches and hinges for doors, shoes for the portcullis, chains for the

drawbridge and nails. It was also his job to ensure that other craftsmen’s

tools were maintained and kept sharp. The plumber dealt with leadwork

for gutters and flashing. The lime-burner supplied and manufactured lime

for the mixing of mortar. The job of carpenter included the chosing of

wood suitable for the job in hand. Sawyers then felled and converted the

trees under his supervision. In 1590 we find carpenters sent into a wood to

cut for constructional purposes. "Into the Cauinors (Kavanaghs) Cuntrey I

sent 20 carpenters, which cut 4000 palisados there." 2B Mc Kenna

describes the usual conversion process. The tree is felled and sawn into

beams, during the seasoning process they lose their square section and this

has to be corrected by "adazing". 3

Probably the most important craftsman of the time was the mason.

He at least is the specialist about whom we have the most information. The

term "mason" itself is a general one, encompasing several categories of men

who worked stone. Knoop and Jones, while maintaining that masons did
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not fall into watertight groups or grades, do show, the different standards

and categories of mason. At the top of the masonic scale was the

freemason. This term was applied to the most skilled stoneworkers.

Apparently the standards of these freemasons varied, a freemason could be

one who produced masterpieces of sculptured stone and was adept in all

aspects of the craft. Lower standards of freemasonry would at least require

one to be skilled in moulding work. Below this grade were the "hewers"

or "cutters" (cissores). Theirs was the job of producing good quality and

exact dimensioned stone blocks. Below this were the "layers" or

"roughmasons" - also known as "setters", (cubitores), theirs was the task of

actually setting the stone in place. They would have had assistants to mix

mortar for them and carry it to wherever it was required. The next grade

down was that of the "quarriors" - who quarried the stone and sometimes

roughly dressed it. Those who proved adept at dressing could ascend the

ladder - perhaps to the status of hewer. There were, apart from the main

body of masons, specialists in other stoneworking fields, i.e. wailers,

(murratori), paviors, image makers, and an assortment of others.

Whatever number of masons the construction of a tower house might

have involved, it is clear that various grades would be required. Certainly

the construction would have involved a lot of roughwork, and therefore

quarriors and roughmasons would form the bulk of the masonic labour

force, though hewers would also be required as would a freemason to direct

the stone operation.

One thing is clear about masons, and indeed all skilled craftsmen -

that they would have had to be mobile. Once the job was completed they

would have to move to wherever the next employment was available. This

movement need not always have been voluntary on the part of the

craftsmen; eg. in 1409 Henry IV granted Bishop Patrick Barrett lisence to

requisition stonecutters and masons in Wexford, Kilkenny and Waterford to
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build Mountgarrett Castle (#25) (see Chapter 9). That masons adapted

themselves to the job in hand - whether it be a lay or an ecclesiastical one -

would be a logical assumption. Leask has concluded from the similarity in

design and construction that the same "bands of masons" who worked for

the monasteries, were later employed by lay clients for their defensible

residences. 4 Knoop and Jones have shown that masons would take

whatever work they could get, and that often employment was scarce.

Stalley has pointed out similarities in the choir at Cashel and at New Ross.

This, he argues, is indicative that at least the higher craftsmen were mobile.

Just how far down the scale this mobility may have extended we cannot be

certain. Probably in an age when transport costs were high one recruited

the bulk of one’s labour force from as near to hand as possible. It is likely

that only those whose skills were required would be likely to travel long

distances. We have a late thirteenth century account of the Constable and

Provost of Old Ross, showing that at Ballyconnor, craftsmen moved to

where the work was available, and lived there while working. 5

When we think of or look at a tower house, all that is apparent in

most cases are stone remains. We must not allow this to blind us to the

reality that these structures were more complex and were made up of

numerous other materials; which for one reason or another, do not survive.

We are dependant for our knowledge of their existence on what we can

conclude using the documentary sources as our main source; though

occasionally we do find scant traces in situ.

Let us deal firstly with stone, as it was the main material from which

the tower house was constructed. Almost invariably the superstructure was

of rubble masonry, which would either be coursed or uncoursed. (In

Wexford the vast majority - 70% - were "roughly coursed"- see Chapter 4.)

Cut or dressed stone was usually reserved for framing door and window

opes, for quoins and other areas where it was structurally required, (see
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Chapter 4). The type of stone used depended on the location of the site; if

a suitable stone was to be found locally it would be used, as the costs of

transporting building materials were relatively great, (see below).

Quarrying from ruins to save on material and transport costs was practiced

even in medieval times. In 1534 the ruinous Fransiscan monastery of

Wexford was quarried of cut stone for the repair of Wexford Castle. "Take

one oblygatyone for asmyche stone off the Churche ther as schall suffyce

for the repayr of the Kyng’s Castell ther..." 6 At Dublin Castle stone

quarried from the moat was used in the construction of the castle. So too in

Wexford we find that the structures incorporate the local stone the

superstructures invariably being of this material.

The stone, whether rubble or dressed needed to be bonded, and this

was achieved using a sand and lime mortar. We rarely encounter

references to sand, but where it is mentioned, it is clear that it was more

expensive to transport than it was to dig. It was therefore dug as near as

possible to the construction site. (How much the availability of

raw-materials affected site choice is touched upon in Chapter 7.) The

bonding agent in the mortar was lime which was manufactured by burning

lime in limekilns.

The use of intra-mural

addressed by Wilcox, (1981).

bonding and re-inforcement.

timbers in medieval stone building is

Their function was, in the main, twofold -

Because of the nature of medieval mortar it

had a long setting time - several months to in excess of a year - before it

achieved its full bonding strength. Until then there was always the danger

of unequal settlement. Thus, beams were sometimes inserted, running

longditudinally through the walls to counteract this threat. These beams

were likely to last at least several decades, and were thus ideally suited to

serve for the few years for which support was required. Such timbers

were sometimes used at floor levels, with the floor timbers proper being



jointed to them to prevent distortion. Survival of such beams is extremely

rare. Often we do not know if or where they were utilised. Such timbers,

Wilcox also postulates, may have functioned as collars - in the same way as

roof trusses are collared - to counteract the outward thrusts, i.e. they may

have served as a sort of forerunner to re-inforced concrete.

On the face of it this aspect of construction may hold exciting

prospects for the architectural historian. With the development of dendro-

chronology (see Chapter 9), the discovery of intra-mural timbers

(I.M.T.’s) - if oak, - would enable us to date the walls, and hence the entire

structure with heretofore impossible accuracy. The possibilities of this,

however, are slim. I.M.T.’s are rarely found, frequently they have

decayed, leaving only voids in the stonework to attest their former presence.

Rarely is the wood itself found; and then usually only in the section of a

wall after a partial collapse.

doubt. A thirteenth century

incorporated a 3.5m length

The existence of I.M.T.’s in Ireland is not in

gateway at Rinn Duin in Co. Roscommon

of 30cm (0.3m) square section, and at

Kilmacduagh Co. galway and Hillsborough Co. Down other samples have

been found. (The date implications of I.M.T.’s once found - (I discovered

only one in Co. Wexford) - are discussed in Chapter 9).

Wood was used extensively in castle and tower house construction.

Indeed wood was indispensible, serving as it did, as part of the finished

structure, and throughout the construction process, in the form of

scaffolding, centering and other formwork - of a temporary but essential

nature. The actual types of wood used would probably have been

dependant on locally available varieties, (oak was both widely available and

frequently used). Our analysis, however, is restricted as so little of the

original woodwork remains. One exception to this is at Clara Castle Co.

Kilkenny, where the original oaken floor beams remain in situ. We know

relatively little about woodworking techniques. Mc Kenna and Duggan
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have both conducted studies largely concerning woodwork - dealt with

below in the relevant chapters. Suffice it to say that often we are dependant

on the size of put-log holes to ascertain the sectional area of beams / joists.

In some cases it would have been necessary to insert joists into the walls as

the building work progressed;

carpentry and masonry workers.

thus necessitating a co-ordination

(See Chapters 3 and 4.)

of

The roofing material probably varied, and we have evidence for

several different types, (see Chapter 3). Shingles, thatch and slate were all

used to varying degrees. We know that at Dublin Castle in the early

thirteenth century £8.12s.21/2d was spent for lead and its transport to the

castle to be made into gutters. We know that it was regularly used in the

medieval period. How extensively - if at all - it was used in tower house

construction is difficult to say. It certainly would have been useful as a

flashing material, apart from any possible water supply / drainage function.

It is not unreasonable to assume that it was used, at least in some cases.

We know of its use in Enniscorthy Castle. Allegedly, lead to the value of

£100 was stolen from there in 1641:- "and that he did from thence take and

carry away, the lead that covered (the roof of)t he said castle (Enniscorthy)

to the value as this deponent concieves of £100" 6A We may account for

our failure to discover material evidence of its use in two ways. Primarily,

being a relatively costly material, it is likely to have been appropriated by

later generations, once the tower house went out of use - either for re-use or

for sale to raise capital. Secondly, as it is a dense material, during the

decay process of the structure it may have fallen to earth and become buried.

As we have had pityfully few excavations of tower houses, we can neither

confirm nor deny this - though we should remember that we did not expect

to find a lead pipe under the Mellifont cloister !

Iron too, was an important material, as the presence of the smiths

attest. Because of its corosive properties we have little in the way of iron
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remains, though it does feature in the manuscripts. At Ballyconnor in

1283-4, payment was made for "glue and nails for the wicket of the great

gate." 7

We have already mentioned the itinerant nature of most of the

medieval craftsmen. As well as the availability of work, the time workmen

actually spent engaged in work, was dependant on the seasons. Often

construction ceased in winter, as temperatures were unsuitable for the

proper adhesion / setting of mortar. We have references to the purchase of

straw to cover the work in its unfinished state for the duration of stoppage.8

Whereas the actual construction of the main fabric might cease for a time,

work would be unlikely to come to a complete halt. Some of the masons

were probably retained to continue preparing stone for use - which could be

stored until conditions were again suitable for laying. There is no reason

why carpentry and formwork assembly should not continue during the

winter months - even if the constructed / assembled pieces were not placed

in situ. The extent to which work continued in winter on tower house

construction would have been dependant on the quantities of material

required; though ultimately, on how quickly its new owner wanted the

work completed. There is no reason to suppose that work needed to stop

completely in winter, though for several reasons it did slow down.

Certainly we know that craftsmen worked shorter hours in winter

than in summer. Knoop and Jones have calculated that the average mason

worked eight and three quarter hours in the five winter months, and twelve

and a half in the seven summer months. 9 Generally it would appear that

given adequate resources, where conditions were suitable, craftsmen

worked, when and where they could;- i.e. so long as there were materials

and light. Wages were usually paid on a time basis and depended on the

degree of skill. A skilled mason would earn something in the region of

fourpence a day in pre Black Death days, and about sixpence per day from
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then until the early sixteenth century. Bonuses were paid for overtime, and

there are references to the purchase of candles for night work. This serves

to show that the speed of construction was to a large extent dependant on

the f’mancial resources available.

The craftsmen generally set up a permanent base from which to work.

This would have been located on or near the site. Such a "shop" is

mentioned in the 1283-4 Account of Old Ross; - where we find a payment

"for 4,000 shingles from the home wood made in the carpenters shop

(carpentaria) of the said grange ..." 10 Similarly masons set up "lodges"

from which they worked. Lodges could accomodate anything from twelve

to twenty masons - though this would no doubt be excessive for tower

house construction. The lodge was usually a temporary wooden shed, it

served merely as a workshop where shelter would be had, tools stored, and

the work carded out. An inventory of a fourteenth century lodge included

.. stone axes, a gavel, iron chisels, mallets, a compass, tracing boards, a

hatchet, a handsaw, a shovel, a wheelbarrow, two buckets, "one big truck

with four wheels" and two smaller trucks. 11 At Ballyhack in 1552 we

find "5 hammers, 5 grete wedgs, 2 hand sledgs, 9 pikeaxes, 3 pix, 19 olde

shovell hedds, 2 hatchetts, 19 shovells and spades, 3 sprengs, 4 long

augers, 1 short auger .... a whypp sawe ... a payre of scales, a chisel,

7,000 and a half (sic) ofbrick." llA In all, not too different from the type

of items one might expect to find in a modern builder’s hut. We find also

reference to items of whose form and function we are not so sure; such as

at Kilclogan (in 1307) where, amongst the possessions of the Knights

Templar there were seised;- "an anvil 2S, 2 large augers 8d; 4 smaller ones

8d; 4 locks price ls, 2 pick axes, and 3 saws (besches) ls, two large

Malhoil and 2 folles 2s, 44 bars of iron, 4d each, 700 nails price 21 d; one

large lock, price 3s; with the following various tools, 1 Twybil 2s, 1Adis

Is, 2sayes 6d, one schwyre and 2 Nangeres price 8d .... ,, l lB Granted,
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medieval construction workers did not have the complex equipment

available today, but it is obvious that they had enough to do the job.

Windlass’s were used to hoist stone, and treadmill cranes were known. 12

Their levels, worked on the principal of a plumbline intersecting at right

angles a mark on a lath - once the lath was horizontal. 12A This presumably

could have been calibrated by setting it on water. We observe therefore that

they possessed devices for doing basically what is done today, though these

devices were necessarily much simpler.

Any attempt to find out how long construction might have taken, or

how much it may have cost, is bound to be frustrated with the lack of

information on the relevant variables. Costs were made up of three main

components:-

(i) materials,

(ii) transport,

(iii) labour.

The costs of materials are often indistinguishable from the purchase

price, together with the costs of transporting them to the site. We are

frequently presented with accounts as follows:- "for 9 crannocks of lime

brought to make a wall to the grange 4s. 4d." 14 Compounding this

problem of quantification is our insufficient knowledge of how much of

each material was required, or even - in many cases - what medieval

measurements would correspond to in our modem measures ! The location

of the materials was important as it might have cost little to obtain them

locally, whereas, if they were to be brought in from a distance the carriage

costs involved were likely to have been considerable. It is also difficult to

know all of the materials which were required. There are therefore too

many variables to be able to work out even a rough estimate of the costs of

construction.

The most striking discovery about transport costs, was that they were
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usually many times the cost of the actual materials being transported. In the

fifteenth century, sand, at Kirby Muxloe, cost one halfpenny per load to dig

and twopence per load to transport, (four times the value of the goods). 15

Carting of stone less than five miles to Vale Royal Abbey cost £347,

whereas the stone itself, cost only £104, (thirteenth century). 16 In 1330,

timber, costing thirteen shillings to fell and prepare, cost 55s 6d. to

transport. 17 It is therefore not surprising that materials were dug or mined

as close as possible to the construction site, as this would be a major factor

in cost reduction, in a trade where "economy of means" was constantly

sought. High transport costs also meant that stone was usually roughly

dressed at the quarry, to reduce weight and volume, and thus the transport

costs to the site, too, could be reduced. Transport by water was cheaper

than overland. This may have been a factor influencing a prospective tower

house builder to locate his new residence close to a navigable fiver; though

the advantages of doing so went beyond this factor alone, (see Chapter 7).

Often the conveyance of materials to site would have involved;- porters,

carters, and boatmen.

Labour or wage costs were more standardised. Here again though

there are unknown quantities, i.e. how many of what grades were employed

on a given work, and for how long ? Prior to the Black Death, wages

tended not to fluctuate much. Masters then received sixpence a day,

ordinary craftsmen fourpence, and lesser craftsmen threepence. Ultimately

the wage you received was dependant on:- your level of skill, and, the

hours you worked. There were other factors also, such as whether or not

you were provided with food and drink by your employer, while engaged

on his project. At Caernarvon Castle in 1316, hewers received on average

30d. per week, and layers 25d.weekly. :8 The level of skill having an

influence on wages can also be seen at Old Ross in 1283, where, "William

de Stoks received 5d per day for carpentry work, while Mathew the
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carpenter received only 4d. per day."

What is evident is that building was an expensive process, and the

accounts present us with long lists of varied payments, which at least

illustrate the many areas in which money had to be spent. In order to

defray some of the expenses involved, a Lord might impose "coign and

livery" on his subjects, or demand labour services from them. Given the

large amount of money spent in just a few weeks on a largely wooden

structure at Ballyconnor, it should be obvious that a tower house would be

many times more expensive; and that the £10 subsidy which was

sometimes paid, could have represented little more than a small fraction of

the overall costs. It could in no way have been sufficient for the total

operation. It is therefore very much a misnomer to use the term "Ten

Pound Castles" when refering to tower houses.

A "polygonal keep" in the twelfth century cost £429, but of course

costs varied over the centuries - indeed changing prices in the medieval

period could form a thesis in itself - and in addition to other factors in the

equation they depended on the size of the structure. 18a In 1581 Paul

Finglas contracted to build a wooden bridge over the "Slane" fiver, with a

tower house ("castell or Tower of lyme and stone") at its midpoint; - "28

fote one way and 22 fote the other.. " 18A He was to be paid £350 in total

for the project, payment was as follows:- "for and in consideration of

whichworke so to be performed ..... all things necessary for the same the

sum of £350 sterling, wherof £100 to be ymprested beforehand .... and

£100 more at our Lady day next in March and another £100 when the

tymber work of the said bridge is set up and the castell set to the height of

the vault, and the rest when the work is perfected." 18A Valuable as this

source is, we have no way of seperating costs, to gauge which proportions

were castle, and which were bridge. We might perhaps generalise and fix

an approximate figure of c £200 for a tower house at this period - given that
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this is slightly more than half the cost, but as the stone structure was more

substantial this ratio might be justified, it remains however, mere

speculation. It is also possible that the figure of £350 might have been the

"going rate" for such structures at this time, as Polmontry (#16A) is reputed

to have cost that amount in 1581.18b

At Ferns in 1357-8, £100 was expended on wall repairs to the castle,

together with the restoration of the bridge. 18B Once again we do not know

how extensive the repairs were, or the proportion spent on either structure.

As to how long it may have taken to build a tower house, it is again

nearly impossible to say with any degree of accuracy. There are too many

variables. We have already noted the seasonal nature of the work. We may

be looking at a timespan of several years. Roscommon Castle took five

years to build, and this was regarded as a rapid construction. Though a

tower house would not have been as massive as Roscommon, neither

would it have been one of the King’s works

resources would not have been available,

and therefore the same

enabling such "rapid"

construction. The more money one was prepared to spend the more rapidly

one could build. One could hire more craftsmen and labourers and pay

overtime if necessary. The weather, and the proximity of building

materials too, would have been factors in this equation. It is not possible to

know all the methods of construction used or how time consuming they

may have been.

It is as difficult to assess construction time as it is to calculate

construction costs, again data is scarce and factors too variable. In 1581

Sir Henry Wallop directed repairs to two of Co. Wexford’s castles. "I

came to Castle Kevan, which together with Castle Comin weare in ruins ....

I bestowed in eache of these fortes 4 or 5 daies in which time I made them

wardable, and by the works of masons and carpenters commodious for the

soldiers to lodge in." 18c Here, in order to produce a reasonably accurate
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answer, we would need to know the extent of the damage and the size of the

repairing labour force.

Perhaps our most valuable account is the Paul Finglas agreement of

1581, where under his contract, the project was to be completed "between

this (Sept 1581) and Lady day in March come 12 months" (25th March

1583).18D This gave eighteen months approximately, from the time of the

contract, to the projected completion date. How typical this was we do not

know. We must bear in mind however, that this was the construction of a

bridge and a tower house, and that being on water it would necessarily have

been a slower process. This might lead us to believe that an average tower

house could be completed in less than a year.

In this context, the three years or so alotted time to build a castle -

such as was given to Christopher Plunkett in 1449 should be considered

ample time. 18E Presumably such a timescale allowed one, time to become

established, settle in, and build at one’s leisure. Thus Cairns citing of the

Lifford example - built entirely in the summer of 1527 seems more

tenable. 18F

There are few certainties with construction time. We may generalise

though, and say that logistically, the higher the castle went - and because of

the necessity for scaffolding and formwork -, progress became slower the

higher one built.

Central to any chapter on construction are the methods employed. (I

have left details of roof and floor construction to the relevant chapters -

vaults are also discussed in another context - Chapter 3.) I shall deal here

with general constructional aspects on which information is available.

In the building of a tower house, temporary structures, or

"falsework" would have been employed. These would almost invariably

have been of wood. These include scaffolding, centering and formwork of

various kinds. The evidence these procedures leave behind is scant, and
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hence there is a considerable amount of speculation and theorising.

Firstly, let us consider centering. This is basically a temporary

construction which exists to give support and shape to an arch or vault,

while it is in the process of being constructed. It consists of several parts.

The uppermost layer is of planking or lagging, on which the actual stones

and mortar to form the vault or arch are to be placed. It is supported on

curving timber segments or supports which give shape to the formwork.

These are sometimes called cradles, and are, in turn, supported by a strut

and brace formwork, which give the whole a rigidity.

Two main types of vault centering existed and there were variants

also in the type of lagging used. The thirteenth century Anglo-Norman

practice was to use planking as the lagging material. The native Irish

method of using wicker mats instead, was later adopted. The advantages

of this latter method were threefold. It was simpler to use, - requiring less

cradling. It conformed more readily to the shape required - producing a

more curvaceous line. It also did not need to be removed, but could be left

in place as a receptive surface to plaster against. (See diagrams in Chapter

3.) In many tower houses where the vaults survive, it is possible to see the

remains of wickerwork, either in the shape left in the mortar, or the actual

remains of the mats themselves. Leask maintained that willow was

generally used for the mats but Mc Kenna in her study analysed several

samples and found them to be hazel. 20 It seems reasonable that whatever

was locally available would have been used if it were suitable.

The construction of vaults in tower houses was perhaps the single

most complex constructional process, as it involved a tremendous bulk of

formwork. Vaults, where they occur, are generally found forming the

"first floor" - for level three (sometimes level two) - above the ground.

Occasionally two vaults are to be found in towers, where this is the case the

second might be two levels above the lower one; though in Wexford
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wherever two are found in the same tower, they occur at the same level in

the structure. Methods suitable for the construction of the lower vault were

often unsuitable for a higher one. This is to say that craftsmen had less

choice of formwork for a high up vault than they did for one which was

near to the ground. The construction of the lower vault could be achieved

in several ways.

The simplest method was to fill the room to be vaulted with earth,

moulding up more earth to the required curvature, to serve as the formwork.

The ground floor of tower houses would have been suitable for this as the

walls were thick and the internal volume not great, also, there would have

been few large openings in the wall to block up. The thick walls - usually

with talus - (base batter) - could easily have retained the weighty bulk of the

earth. This method had the advantage of being simple, and it required only

cheap and readily available materials. It would have involved rather a lot of

labour, but this did not need to be skilled. De-centering - the process of

removing the formwork -, in this case would have been laborious, i.e.

moving several tons of earth. A variant on this method was to construct a

raised wooden platform on which the earth could be heaped. This would

require less earth and would have enabled a quicker and easier de-centering

operation (see Chapter 3). It would, however, have been more complex in

terms of wooden struts or supports. Probably the most common method

was the use of planks or wickerwork mats on shaped wooden frames, held

in position by struts reaching to the ground, (or other support); these would

have been removed once the vault had "set".

Certainly a method of this sort, or a variant of it, would have been

used high up in the towers when vaults were to be constructed, as moulding

earth up to such heights would have presented major problems (both

structural, and in conveying the earth to a height). Therefore a centering

frame would have been used. The question is how would it have been
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supported. Dropping vertical struts to the level of the first vault would

have been one solution. This would have placed the struts under great

strain. It would appear that a more common method was to support the

formwork from the walls. This could be done using corbels, either resting

the frames directly on the corbels themselves, or more practically on

wallplates which would span the corbels. Similarly this method could have

been used for the lower vaults, and it clearly was in some cases. Often we

can find corbels at the springing points of the vaults or slightly below this.

It is likely that these corbels were primarily used in the construction of the

vault and did not necessarily serve to support a permanent floor at that level,

(see Chapter 3). There were, as we have seen, various constructional

procedures in operation. Mc Kenna has noted the resting of the centering

frame on an offset in the wall, which resulted in a "series of scars" 2:

Vaults were extremely heavy, and in order to support them - together

with their downward and outward thrusts - the walls beneath needed to be

thick, having few and small openings. Base batter (or talus) was

important, it enabled the line of thrust created by the vault to pass centrally

through the walls beneath, to the ground thus ensuring stability of the

structure, (see Chapters 3 and 4).

In theory, the vousoirs of a vault should be cut so as to fit snugly

together; in practice this rarely - if ever - seems to be the case. Rough

vousoirs were invariably accomodated with thick mortar joints.

Once the formwork had been placed, the vault constructed and set,

there arose the problem of de-centering or striking (removing) the

formwork. There were several methods of doing this. One involved the

initial placing of the struts in barrels of dry sand when the centering was

being placed. When the vault had set the holes in the barrels could be

unplugged, the sand would flow out, this would result in the lowering of

the strut sufficiently to move it and free the rest of the centering for removal.



Another method which may have been used was known as the "saw-cut"

method. 23 I believe it is much more likely that the simpler method of using

pairs of wedges would have been employed. These would have been easy

to strike; they would also have been used to raise, lower or adjust the

formwork as required. As this would have been the simplest, and most

versatile method it was probably the one most employed.

Once the centering had been lowered there arose the problem of

removing it. Doors and windows were not very large - especially at lower

levels. Mc Kenna postulates, that the walls from which the vault was to

spring are first constructed, and only once the vault is set are the end walls

built up to the vault. 23A This left an opening, through which, she

maintains, the formwork would have been removed. This was not always

the answer. Several questions remain un-answered here. In the absence

of the end walls keying into the vault springing walls (see Chapter 3), what

was to prevent the vault thrust from pushing out and demolishing these

walls once the centering had been removed (before the end walls had been

built up to the vault) ? At the very least, this practice would have placed

great strain on those walls, even if they had a pronounced batter and were

very thick. How would formwork have been removed from a vault higher

up in the tower house, given that her suggestion would have been un

feasible there ? Surely one of the functions of the end walls is to bind

together the walls from which the vault springs, (by virtue of them being

keyed in together). By building such walls up to the vault later, as she

suggests, one would lose out on keying properties, and result in less than

optimum strength in the structure.

must have been un-acceptable.

At ground level especially, this surely,

Remains of vaults in Wexford, on the

whole do not entirely support Mc Kenna’s contention. The evidence for

Wexford towers confirms beyond doubt that from ground level to the

springing point of the vault at least, all four walls were integral - i.e. keyed
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into each other. If Mc Kenna’s theory applies here at all it can only refer to

the area of wall between the springing point and the crown of the vault. In

some cases a dividing line was apparent, which may support her contention;

in other cases the evidence, - where it existed - could not be considered

conclusive in proving her case. Centering could have been removed

through such openings (under the vault arch) by turning it fiat, in this way

the whole structure would not be compromised structurally (see Chapter 3).

Therefore if centering were to be removed through the wall at all, only a

small gap - the size and shape of the vault arch was left.

It would appear therefore, that in order to remove the formwork, it

might often have had to be dismantled into sections of a suitably small size.

This, though time consuming, would probably not have been too difficult if

the right form ofjointing were employed. Mc Kenna cites as evidence for

her theory, Boulick, "where the end wall is clearly built after the vault is

completed". 24 It may be that this represented a later structual alteration

there.

In order to construct a tower house to any height, scaffolding of some

form would have had to be employed. The evidence we have for the type

of scaffolding used is almost totally dependant on the put-log holes that

remain visible on the structures. Often these are subsequently filled in and

hence in many cases we are left to speculate. Scaffolding for the lower

work, would presumably have been supported on long vertical poles from

the ground. Arnold Taylor notes the use of helicoidal or inclined

scaffolding paths which wind their way around and up the tower. These

platforms would have been tied into the walls at the put-log holes and

braced to the structure itself, sloping lines of put-log holes would evidence

this. Wexford put-logs attest the use of the more conventional horizontal

platforms. There were several advantages in not having scaffolding

running all the way from top to ground; it would have enabled freer
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movement at ground level and saved on materials.

Mural passages, chambers and "secret chambers", sometimes found

in tower houses, had, as one of their functions, the accomodation of

scaffolding in the construction process. Also, because they were hollow,

not alone would they provide space for whatever use later on, but they

required less stone and therefore reduced costs. In order to reduce the

force and thrust on the scaffolding, the raising of materials was by means of

cranes or derricks, either located on the ground or on the structure. 25 It is

likely also that materials, be they stone or wood, were "shaped" and "test

assembled" on the ground, so that they could be quickly assembled once

raised, without need of further adjustment.

We are left to conclude therefore, that construction was an expensive

process, involving as it did, many specialists and a large labour force. For

its day, construction was a significant employer, it involved too, a variety of

materials, and both labour and materials were costly: transport though, was

surprisingly so. The rate at which building progressed was dependant on

weather, season, and the number of workers employed, it was thus tied to

finances. We know relatively little about construction methods, and much

of what we do know is speculative. Many questions remain to be

answered.
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3

ARCHITECTURE I,

Vaults, Floors and Roofs

This chapter will examine the main horizontal and transverse elements

of the tower house, i.e., the vaults floors and roofs. I shall analyse how

common vaults are, where they occur and what form they take. The use of

the interior space under the vault shall also be investigated and I shall

examine the constructional procedures involved. I shall try also to assess

the function of the vault. The make-up of floors, the methods of floor

support and the surface finishings employed will be studied. Roofs will be

examined in an effort to determine what roofing materials were used. I

shall also discuss the roof trusses or frames, relating their form to their

function, i.e. assess the factors determining the type of roof; and present

findings on the types of roof to be found.

VAULTS

A vault is perhaps best described as an extended stone

arch. In construction terms it is merely an arch which in length is carried

on to the full distance between two end walls whilst being supported by

(springing from) the other two walls which form its vertical supports and

take the downward and outward thrust; (see Fig. 3.1). They can be
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described either as stone floors or ceilings - depending from where one

observes it. They are constructed always of stone and lime mortar and

when complete formed the strongest and most durable type of floor / ceiling

known in the age of the castle. There are two main types or shapes of vault

generally found in tower houses; (though more complex forms such as

ribbed or ribbed and groined existed they are usually confined in this age to

ecclesiastical structures). These are barrel vaults (Romanesque) and the

Gothic - or pointed vault. The former is so called because of its

resemblance to a half barrel - the arch in this case is semi-circular i.e. it has

one centre of arc; (see Fig. 3.2). The pointed or bluntly pointed variety is

made up of two arcs meeting at a point in the centre, i.e. it has two centres

of arc, (Fig. 3.2).

The walls which form part of the arch - or its vertical supports - are

known as the springing walls -or "springers" and are of greater thickness

than other walls in the tower house. The springers and the vault arch are

integral and were constructed in one single process - see below, they must

not be considered as two distinct entities i.e. there is no dividing line in the

masonry work and thus no joint line between springers and the arched part

of the vault. Stones used in the arch are termed voussoirs - rarely, if

ever were these precisely cut to shape, rather the mortar was relied upon to

f’fll the uneven gaps between them.

A vault was not an essential item in a tower or castle though they

are quite common. Of all the tower houses surveyed where it was possible

to assess vault evidence - where the structural remains survived to vault

level - a huge number, indeed the vast majority had vaults. Over 94%

showed evidence of one form or other of having possessed at least one

vault. (This is with the exceptions of Strokestown - #35 and Butlerstown -

#117 - which were the only tower houses where vaults can be confirmed

not to have existed. (This is excluding the "Coolhull Type"- see Chapter 9.)
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The statistical data on the presence of vaults is presented in Table

3.3. Of all the tower houses surveyed which permit analysis in this regard,

almost all (94%) of the applicable cases, had vaults, (excluding the

"Coolhull Type"). Amongst the few exceptions were Strokestown and

Rathshillane - both dating to late dates in the tower house period - see

Chapter 9. Of those which had vaults, the vast majority had only one,

though in some cases two were present - at the same level, (see Table 3.3).

Multiple vaults - at the same level - were found to be rare for our

structures occurring only at The Deeps, Ballymagir, Fethard and the later

structure at Daphne Castle - which was not a tower house. 1 When vaults

do occur they are not necessarily confined to any particular level of the

structures, though on examination the vast majority, all but one, were

found at low levels. The vaults have been categorised by the levels for

which they formed the floors.

addition to ground level itself -

Where there is an under-vault room in

though the vault may only be 5m above

ground level - it would be categorised as a Level 3 vault, i.e. forming the

floor for Level 3; as there are two levels of habitation below it, (see Fig.

3.4). In the absence of an under-vault room; and this includes where the

under vault space is too small - by virtue of its height - for human habitation

and frequently also by the absence of lights or wall openings - it would have

served only for storage: and the vault is then considered a Level 2 vault,

(i.e. forming the floor for that habitation level). Thus Level 2 and Level 3

vaults are both "low level" vaults; often differing only depending on the

habitability of the space immediately below the vault. Low level vaults in

the Wexford case accounted for 98% of the sites which had vaults. Of the

total number of vaulted tower houses 23.5% were Level 2 vaults, while

75% were Level 3. Vaults at a higher level were extremely rare in

Wexford, occuring in only about 2% of cases - Kilcavan (#104) appears to
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have had a Level 4 vault, (see Table 3.5).

In deciding that a vault belongs to L.3 we must first agree that

there are two levels below it, or in other words there must exist below it two

habitable levels, the lowest of these being ground-level. In several cases

such as Borris and Kilmannin the under-vault space, though extant, - and

with a horizontal platform roughly at springer level under the vault - could

not be considered under-vault rooms as the "height" from "floor" level to

the highest point on the "ceiling" / vault arch was extremely short, i.e.

0.8m-lm. One must conclude therefore that in these cases at least the

under-vault space served only for storage; what we might view as a low

level "attic".

In other cases, however it is clear, both from the vast space

available and the architectural evidence that the under-vault space was

indeed a habitable room and that it was used as such. This becomes clear

as we consider the floor to ceiling space in this level, (Level 2).

(Measurement "B" in Fig. 3.6.) Architecturally the floor support evidence,

together with appropriately positioned windows and loop openings - and

often doorways in the masonry under the vault - leave us in no doubt as to

the importance of this level in the use and occupancy of the tower house.

Even when doorways are not in evidence in the stonework it is likely that

the under-vault space was accessed by a wooden stair or ladder through the

wooden floor from below. Depending on the amount of space available in

these circumstances we might view such a level as appropriate for sleeping

quarters for the retainers, near to their defensive positions, for ease of

access in the event of a need to man them quickly in an emergency. Often

the murder hole is operated from this level. The low levels, including the

under-vault area were potentially the most vulnerable, both from external

attack by one’s enemies and from the weight and pressure produced by the
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vault itself and the superstructure above it. Consequently openings in the

under-vault levels - usually L1 and L2 - are small. Windows, if they are

found at all in these levels are small and narrow.

of light and gun-ports are sometimes found.

Loops are the usual form

In some cases such as

Sigginshaggard (#75) though there are a large number of openings the

actual breeched wall area is small - indeed negligible. Here 2 loops and 9

gun ports accounted for all the opes giving reasonable all round visibility

from within, together with an acceptable amount of light at these levels

while not unnecessarily weakening the structure or rendering it excessively

vulnerable from without.

The construction of the vault required skill and effort and I have

outlined the main steps in Figure 3.7. (See also Chapter 2.) The walls are

first constructed up to a point just below the springing point of the intended

vault with the springing walls projecting just somewhat higher than the

"end" walls, (3.7.1). Centering support is next inserted. This may take

the form of vertical struts supporting horizontal beams (3.7.2.B)or a

horizontal beam or "wallplate" resting on projecting corbels, (3.7.2.A).

Another method was to rest the vault centering trusses on a ledge - such as

at Newcastle (#81), and Baldwinstown (#110) (3.7.2.C). In some cases

too putlog holes appear to have been the method of centering support

used. The framed and roughly shaped wooden beam trusses are next

placed in position with their ends resting on the aforementioned supports,

(3.7.3). In order to achieve a smoother curve, batons are fixed transversly

across the trusses, and wicker matting is wrapped over these; (3.7.4.),

planking may be used as an alternative to wicker mats. A layer of lime

mortar is next spread over the matting, conforming to its curvature, (3.7.5).

The voussoirs or stones are laid in place - bedded in the mortar- which was

used to bind them, (3.7.6). As the voussoirs were not cut or shaped stone
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but rather roughly hewn and of irregular shape the mortar had the added

role of ensuring compatability of the voussoirs by virtue of its plasticity.

This reduced both costs and construction time in dispensing with stone

cutting work. The exterior part of the springing wall is carried up vertically

from springing point and the resulting gap between it and the arch of the

vault can be infilled or it may be fashioned into a chamber, (3.7.7). The

vault is then completed by levelling the stonework across the top - (3.7.8).

The finishing of the floor surface with a layer of hardcore covered with

stone slabs is optional, (3.7.9). Once the masonry has set satisfactorily the

centering may be removed, (3.7.10). All that remains to be done is the

building up of the end walls (3.7.11) and the tower can continue to ascend in

height.

Of the varying types of centering evidence which could have been

used in Wexford we have definite evidence for at least two types. The use

of dry sand and or centering supported on vertical beams - using wedges to

hold them in place - (as described in Chapter 9) - would have left no

architectural evidence in our tower houses. Where evidence of another

method is not present it is likely that sand or vertical struts were used. Of

the towers for which we have more positive evidence both corbels and

putlog holes have been used in their capacity as vault centering supports.

Where corbels are found e.g. Ballyhack (#92) and Courthoyle (#41) they

appear to have been used as floor supports and may have doubled as

centering supports - though we cannot be certain of this. It is of course

possible that corbels may have been installed to support centering and

afterwards been broken off flush with the wall face thus presenting us with

no support evidence. The evidence found in Wexford however, favours

putlog holes (sockets) as the most common centering aid - for which we

have definite evidence. In most cases where details were present there is
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def’mite or strongly suggested evidence that putlogs were used. In the case

of Taylorstown (#70) putlogs existed only at the springing point. At

Slevoy (#71) the evidence is conclusive. Here, corbels exist as Level 2

floor supports and one metre above these - at the springing point - there is a

row of putlog holes which we must conclude served as the centering

supports; they could not feasibly have served as floor supports at that point

- the corbels at the correct level, obviously catered for this function. At

Borris castle (#5) the putlog holes - and therefore presumably the centering

trusses or frames were placed at 0.5m centres. Putlog evidence is also

found at vault springer level in a number of other castles including #’s 43,

65, and 78G. At Newcastle (#81) the ledge which afterward supported the

L2 floor was used originally as the centering support for the vault. (See

Plate 3.8.)

As to the type of cover for the centering trusses; wicker matting

was found to predominate, (see Table 3.9). Not all vaults had extant

evidence as to the methods used, 34 out of 51 or 63% had such evidence.

Of those which did all were found to have been constructed over wicker

matting. Of those where there was no evidence some survived only as bare

stonework and as such no tell-tale mortar with either plank or wicker marks

were to be seen. In other cases such as Newcastle (#81) the underside of

the vault was plastered and the marks could not therefore be seen. The

practice of plastering against the under surface of the vaults was apparently

quite common, and here wicker matting left in place would provide a "key"

for the plaster. This was another factor favoring the use of wicker over its

planking rival. In some cases not enough of the vault itself survived to

enable an analysis.

The wicker matting where it was used was placed so that the main

strands of wicker ran parallel to the axis of the vault. Wicker matting was
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made up of pliable rods of either willow or hazel.2,3" In some cases actual

wicker itself survives rather than trace marks in the mortar. Such was the

case at Sigginshaggard, where small, short lengths of the strands

themselves were found shrivelled where the vault arch met the end wall.

Examples of the trace marks are illustrated in the photo below, (Plate 3.10).

In the construction of the vaults it was not always possible to

discern whether the end wall - built up under the arch of the vault - was

integral with the vault superstructure, or whether the vault and wall were

distinct though abutting; i.e. whether they supported at least in part Mc

Kenna’s theory that the "end" walls were built up after the vault had set.

We can consider Mc Kenna’s theory to be supported where it appears that

there is a distinct line under the vault arch in the end wall, showing that the

vault and the walls underneath its arch were not built in one process but in

two separate stages. Mc Kenna argued that it was logical not to build up

the end walls until after the construction of the vault arch. This was to

enable the removal of the centering trusses and formwork before the

building up of the end walls. 4 Otherwise the formwork would have

proven difficult to remove through the narrow openings at the low levels, or

down narrow winding spiral stairs in some cases.

Her contention was based on the apparent divide between arch and

wall in some of her examples. The theory relies on the possibility of the

springing walls being solely sufficient to support the vault and its weight,

without the support of the other two walls.

springer walls ("A" and "C" in Fig. 3.11)

It is frequently the case that the

are thicker than the others, this

is to enable them to take the weight and thrust of the vault.

If we are to accept Mc Kenna’s contention, then the vault

construction procedure would have followed the steps illustrated in Fig.

3.7. This meant the construction of walls "A" and "C" with the vault as a
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continuation of these, with walls "B" and "D" being subsequently

constructed up to and beyond vault level. The dangers of this procedure

include a possibility of collapse of the structure on the removal of the

formwork if the joints had not properly set, or if the calculations had not

been correct so as to ensure that the springers were sufficient to take the

weight and thrust of the vault. To lessen this danger it would help if walls

"B" and "D" were constructed with the other two walls - i.e. all four walls

being completely integral - and interlocking where they abutted at fight

angles - the end walls would then serve also as ties - somewhat

counteracting the thrust of the springers. (Where put-log holes are found it

may be that the spanning beams of the centering served as wall ties until the

vault had set.) In no case in my Wexford survey did I encounter a vault

where it appeared that the non springing walls (end walls) were separate

from the springing walls from ground level up, rather the evidence showed

all walls to be integral at least up as far as springing point.

In many cases it was not possible to discern whether end walls

and vault were built in one process. In about 20% of cases however, it

was apparent that from springing point upwards, along the underside of the

vault arch a distinct dividing line between vault and wall could be seen. (See

Table 3.12.) These cases at least appear to be supportive of Mc Kenna’s

theory while also maintaining the bond in all four walls from springing

point down. As they were bonded together they were apparently built

together. It was often difficult to be sure that vault and the top part of the

end walls were integral, in a number of cases they may have been integrated

/ bonded though in many cases it was not possible to tell. Killesk (#65)

was one case where there was evidence and here the end wall and the vault

showed no signs of any separation.

(second end) wall under the vault

In this case there never was a fourth

(see Plate 3.12A) and there would

therefore not have been any problem when it came to the removal of the
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centering on the fourth (open) side.

The stability of the vault was dependent on a number of other

factors. A line of pressure is produced by the vault, in order to avoid

outward thrust on the springers this line must be contained within the

middle third of the thickness of the springing wall. 5 Otherwise there is a

serious risk of collapse if no counter measures are taken, (see Fig. 3.14).

This means that strongly pointed vaults are the most unstable, as the thrust

line would project outside this safe zone. Strongly pointed vaults are rarely

found. This may represent an awareness of their instability on the part of

the builders, i.e. that they were not commonly built. It may otherwise be

the case that they were constructed as commonly as the others but due to

their instability they do not survive. Table 3.15 shows the breakdown of

vault shapes for the Wexford tower houses. In only 85% of cases was

shape identafiable. Of those 37% were barrel vaults, while 63% were

pointed vaults; though none were really sharply pointed. Of the "pointed"

vaults (11) were very bluntly pointed - hardly discernible from barrel vaults

- as compared with the others (18) which had a more noticeable point. One

might perhaps expect that towers which had pointed vaults of one sort or

other would have taken measures to ensure their stability. This could take

the form of providing thicker springer walls or ensuring that they had a

good base batter or talus. The thickness of a springer wall is usually

considerable and in most cases where there are walls of varying thickness it

is the springer walls which are the thickest. Springers were found to be of

varying thickness, varying from 1.1m in the case of Killesk to 3.55m at

Ballyhack (#92). A number of tower houses were found to have wall

widths of the same size, e.g. several appeared to be 1.4m wide, i.e. #’s 31,

45, 78G, 81, and 104. The same was also true of wall widths of 1.75m,

with five towers at least having this wall dimension, - see Chapter 4. It
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proved always to be the springing walls which were thickest, in some cases

they were more than double the thickness of the other walls. At Newbawn

the ratio was 0.75m : 2.0m at Kilhile it was 0.6m : 1.6m. It was unusual

for the springers to be less than 1.2m (4’) thick, and the majority were

usually much more. The thickness of the walls then was therefore usually

relied upon for vault support.

Batter or more specifically talus was frequently employed to

supplement the vault support, in addition to its defensive and aesthetic

benefits; (see Chapters 6 and 2). Table 3.16 displays the findings on tower

house batter - for those towers which had vaults. Batter was present in

almost every tower. Where it was present most had both batter and talus.

Few towers with vaults were without appreciable talus. In these cases the

strength of the walls was solely relied upon for support. Possibly the

height of the vaults above ground level, or the span of the vault may have

had some bearing on the need for talus and the thickness of the springing

walls. At Kilmannin where no talus was evident the vault was not a high

one. In this case the vault was low to the ground - with a height above

springer of only lm. Neither was it a very wide vault, in fact it had one of

the shortest spans - of only 2.55m, (see Table 3.17). In this case the

necessity for a talus as a support aid was minimal if not obviated.

Wilcox stated that "the higher the vault is raised the more massive

the walls must be in order to contain the horizontal component of the vault’s

lateral thrust" 5 In an effort to assess to what degree the Wexford tower

house vaults complied with this I have compared the relationship of vault

measurements. In many cases (11 out of 21) the vault height above ground

level ("G" in Fig. 3.6) is approximately three times the width of the

supporting springer walls. It was usual for the springers to be at least one

third as thick as the vault was high. Vaults were rarely found to be greater



in height than four times the width of their springer walls. This applied to

all but Ferrycarrig and Killesk, - both of which had unusually high vaults,

(see Table 3.17). I have used wall thickness as a measure of how massive

the walls are and measurements "B" and "G" as an indicator of vault height.

The result would appear to indicate that there is no obvious direct correlation

between vault height - as represented by the height of arch "B" or the height

above ground level, and the thickness of the walls used in support. A

similar test was run for the span of the vaults ("A") relative to wall

thickness and whereas some were found to be similar (and at least one

exactly so -#71 and #69-) they could not be said to have displayed any

standard relationship and therefore would not in this case appear to support

Wilcox’s argument.

The variety of sizes of vaults is apparent from Table 3.17. They

ranged in "span" (width of arch - "A" in Fig. 3.6 - ) from 2.45m at Borris

(#5) to 5.50m at Killiane (#88). The average width was 3.8m. Height

above ground level - "G" in Fig. 3.6 - was not ascertainable in some cases.

From those figures which were available this figure ranged from

Adamstown’s 3.25m to 6. l m at Ferrycarrig; the average in this case being

4.5m. The height of the vault arch itself- "B" - also varied considerably.

At Westgate it was less than a metre - measuring only 50cm, while at

Clougheast it was 2.85m, on average arches were 1.96m high. The head

clearance space - ground level to the first floor level above it ("F") was

frequently the same or little different to "C" though I do not have the

statistics to prove this. The height of the under vault room at its highest

point ranged from only lm at Kilmannin to 3.35m at Clougheast. The

capacity of this room - assuming that the vault is semi-circular - or

approximately so - (as would be the case for a bluntly pointed vault) ranged

from the smallest of 6.75m3 at Kilmannin where it would have been storage
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space to the habitable 99m3 at Clougheast. The thickness of the vault at

its weakest or thinest point - the "Kingstone" - or its crown ("D") was on

average c 59cm or 2’. Killesk was the thickest, measuring 0.8m - see Plate

3.12.

Having sought other similarities in a large number of instances

based on similarities noted in "A" -"G" dimensions, I could not conclude

that they were anything but co-incidental, and no other similarities or

connecting factors emerged between the tower houses in question. There

was, however, one exception, that was for Slevoy (#71) and Newcastle

(#81); where both had a span of 3.15m. It was also discovered that both

belonged to the same family - the Rossiters and they were located within

seven miles of each other. In an effort to identify other similarities I noted

that neither had a talus - which was quite unusual and that both had the same

stair tread size of 25cm. Both also had four wall recesses on ground level.

Though not conclusive the similarities are significant especially when we

note that the measurements in question did not correspond to any standard

imperial measure.

What then was the function of the vault, as it appears to have been

so popular ? Clearly they took much effort to construct and so incurred

extra expense. Why would a wooden floor not have served just as well ?

It has been postulated that a stone vault would have served as a good means

of insulation between levels. I find this difficult to accept - on the grounds

that generally the more dense the material the more it lends itself to

conduction (and thus heat loss and transferrence) and as such it would be a

poor insulator. It would certainly fare worse than a wooden floor which

though thinner was composed of many layers - thus making a relatively

better insulator. As a fireproofing material stone was superior to wood and

this may be a key factor in its use. It is possible that vaults were chosen
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over wooden floors as they allowed fires to be lit on their surfaces and so -

especially in the absence of fireplaces - they enabled the essential fires to be

lit within the tower. If we examine the presence of vaults within the tower

house in conjunction with the presence of fireplaces, we note that out of 38

applicable cases 3, or 8% of the towers with vaults did not appear to have

fireplaces. It is obvious that fires would have been required and it is

probable that they were lit on the flat surface of the vaulted floors. Because

of the destruction of a large number of walls it was not possible in seven out

of thirty eight cases to establish whether a fireplace was in fact present and

so the figure of 90% with fireplaces could have been substantially higher.

In 28 out of 31 suitable cases fireplaces were present in the vaulted towers

and in every case a fireplace was to be found on the same level as the vault.

Thus we have established that the vaulted chambers did have fires - at least

fireplaces were present. This would of course be expected as it was the

main living area and both warmth - from the fire, and safety - by virtue of

the vault; would have been desirable. When we note that in some cases a

fireplace was also present on another level which was not vaulted but had a

wooden framed floor e.g. Adamstown, it becomes clear that vaults were not

required to enable the lighting of a fire, but where they existed they could

usefully serve this purpose. We certainly should not consider a vault as an

extended hearth.

As we shall see in our examination of floors (see below) the

coveting of otherwise wooden floors with a layer of hardcore and stone

slabs would have provided a stone surface suitable for lighting fires upon.

(This would have been feasible given the large sectional area- and thus

good load beating capacity - of the floor timbers.) This would seem to

lessen the importance of a vault as a facilitator for fires. Where the vault

may have played an important role in connection with combustion is in

defence and attack. Given that the vast majority of vaults are at low level
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they would serve as a barrier against the spread of fire from one level to

another. Most especially they would have prevented a fire on ground level

from spreading to the upper levels. This we must view as a serious threat

in the tower house era, given that the frequent presence of murder-holes is

indicative of a real threat of ones enemies breaking into the lower levels -

why else would the murder holes be necessary ? If one could gain access

to a lower level and set a fire then the tower - in the absense of a vault -

would have been gutted. It will be noted that in the 42 cases which it was

possible to study - only two (#69 - Taylorstown and #117 Butlerstown)

could definitely be said not to have had a murder-hole; in the former case

modification of the tower had taken place - also the presence of an adjacent

structure possibly from the outset may account for our inability to find such

a feature today: and in the latter a portcullis was present. It would appear

therefore that there is a strong correlation between murder-holes and vaults,

and this I believe is indicative that whereas a vault served many functions in

a tower house, a defensive or protective role should be viewed as its most

important raison d’etre.

What a vault can offer - if properly constructed - above a wooden

floor is durability and strength. Perhaps wooden floors - especially in the

relatively damp conditions that prevailed in tower houses - required periodic

replacement, vaults where they were used would have obviated this. If the

master mason got his figures fight then a vault was an asset to a tower in

terms of strength. It could serve to stabilise in the same way as a

transverse brace would across a square wooden frame. By virtue of the

fact that concrete and stone is strongest in compression a vault could lend

itself to stabilising a tower house structure.

It has been asserted that vaults are mainly found high up in

towers. 6 In Wexford this was seldom the case and structurally as we have
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demonstrated this would not have made sense. Vaults were not always

entirely solid throughout. It is not unusual to find a breech of some kind

which was purposely built into the vault at the time of construction.

"Secret" chambers in the sides of vaults are sometimes - though infrequently

- found. At Black / Brownswood (#20) for example there is one such

chamber. Chambers are also to be found at Ballyhack, Ballyteighue,

Ballycogley, Taylorstown, Rathmacknee and possibly existed at other sites,

given that in a large number of cases it is difficult to establish such a

presence; (see Appendix I). If we are to consider these as "secret"

chambers then by definition they cannot have been a standard feature and a

vault would supposedly be an unlikely place to have had one. A vault

might be "breeched" too for defensive considerations. At Killesk a

chamber exists as if cut into the side of the vault, giving access to a murder

hole; (see Plate 3.18), while at Sigginshaggard another such "alcove" is cut

into the vault to give access to the gun-ports there. These defensive

considerations necessitated a high degree of complexity in the construction

of a vault, and should therefore serve to highlight the importance of

defensive features and of vaults themselves in the tower houses. The

former, because of the extra effort and complexity required, indicates the

importance of the defensive aspect, whilst the latter is implied in that a vault

was worth constructing despite the complexities these considerations

necessitated.

FLOORS

Above the vault were usually several other occupation levels and if

the floors for these were not of stone - i.e. vaults - then they must have been

of wood. Wooden floors were the most common type of flooring in tower

houses. There were a number of different types of wooden floor, these
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were dependent both on the span - width between walls to be "spanned"

with flooring - and the materials available; even so there was room for a

number of different styles; this manifests itself mainly in the way in which

the beams or joists were supported.

There were various layers to a wooden framed floor: starting at

the top and working down we should first notice the covering. The

coveting was normally of rushes etc. (see Chapter 8) and though not part of

the floor structure it was required both to soften the surface and aid with

warmth and insulation. This was probably necessary - as we shall see later

- because it was apparently common practice to overlay otherwise wooden

floors with stone slabs or tiles. Beneath the stone layer - where it existed, -

were the floor boards. Underneath these and supporting them were the

joists. Floorboards crossed the joists at right angles. Beneath the joists

and supporting them were horizontal beams. This is except in those cases

where the span was sufficiently short to allow joists to span from wall to

wall, deriving their support directly from the walls. It is the combination of

joists and beams which varied, and which determined the "floor type".

Joists and beams ultimately were supported by the tower walls.

There are a number of ways in which this could be done. One of the

simplest was to rest them on a ledge or offset. This method is to be seen at

Level 2 at Newcastle (#81). (Though used here at Level 2 it was not used

elsewhere throughout the tower.) This method was generally uncommon, -

involving as it did a reduction in wall thickness and thus a loss of strength.

This method involves the wall being stepped back slightly on the interior

and continuing upwards at a reduced thickness while maintaining an

uninterrupted surface line on the exterior. The result was a ledge on which

the joists or beams were placed, (see Fig. 3.19A). Shorter beams or

batons could be placed between the joists to hold them at the required

centres - i.e. prevent them from sliding. Closely akin to this method was
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the "slit" - see Fig. 3.19B. This was similar to the ledge except that the

wall did not continue upwards at a reduced thickness but reverted to its

original width. The result was similar in appearance to a housing joint. I

have no conclusive evidence for the use of this method in the Wexford

towers, though Mc Kenna found it to be quite common in Ulster.

The use of put-log holes or sockets in the walls to accomodate

the woodwork - i.e. the ends of the beams or joists - was common in

Wexford. In this method the ends of the beams are built into the wall as in

Fig. 3.19C. When this method was employed it is evident with the line of

put-log holes on the interior wall face

opposite facing wall, (see Plate 3.20).

with a corresponding line in the

The problem with the use of this

method arose when a single timber was to be used to span the gap between

the two walls. (Any method whereby one piece was not used required a

wood joint of some sort and a weaker structure would result.) The joists

would have to be built into the walls at the time of construction of the wall.

If they were to be inserted at any other stage it would require the use of two

separate timbers which would have to be jointed in the centre; - most likely

with a "scarfed" joint. Despite this, and the fact that the building of timbers

into the walls under damp conditions was likely to eventually rot the timber;

this method was well in evidence in the towers. (See Table 3.21).

Though involving more effort and complication the use of

corbels in floor support was perhaps the most common method. Though

more costly in terms of construction - with more cut stone being required -

and often in subsequent timberwork; the result was a stronger and more

enduring structure. Corbels enabled single beams to be used to span the

entire width, and these could be inserted- or replaced - at any stage after the

construction of the walls. When used in conjunction with a wallplate they

provided excellent flexibility; - in that joist centres could be varied to and

placed at any desired point along the wallplate not having to be dictated by
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the presence of a corbel at that point. The simplest method for the use of

corbels was that which required least timber. This resulted in the ends of

the beams resting directly on the corbel, with the beam spanning the room

and its other end resting on a similar corbel in the opposite wall. This

however, necessitated the positioning of corbels directly opposite to one

another in facing walls. Such an arrangement was rarely found in Wexford

indicating that this method was not commonly employed. Exceptions to

this appear to have been Clonmines (#97) and also Scar (#107) in the latter

case the evidence indicates that four beams spanned the room - each of five

metres in length. These would have supported the joists thus constituting a

double floor.

The use of corbels in conjunction with a wallplate - spanning the

corbels and often slotted into the end walls on either side - was commonly

evidenced. This method is described by Duggan (1982) as "beam

wallplate conctruction" (B.W.C.). I have illustrated this method in

Fig.3.22. (See also Plate 3.23.) Its main advantage is that it allows the

joists (or beams in the case of a double floor) to be supported at any given

point - in that the positioning of the ends of the timbers is not dependent on

the presence of a corbel at that point. Thus by using a few corbels bridged

with a wallplate any number of joists at any given centre (distance from one

another) may be laid down. It is also advantageous in that it obviates the

need for placing corbels directly opposite one another in facing walls. This

is a particularly useful allowance in the case of wall openings. Where this

method is used the corbels can be inserted at the time of wall construction

between windows or arches and the beam can be relied upon to provide the

intermediate support at any point.

degree of freedom to the builders.

This method therefore gives a greater

It is of merit also in that fewer timbers

need to be built into the walls and thus less weakening of the walls was

likely to occur. Wherever timbers - especially those of great section - were
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built into the walls there is always the danger with the decay of the beam

that the floor collapse may act as a lever on the wall at the point of insertion

thus causing mural structural damage. 7

Wherever B.W.C. was employed and the ends of the beam

waUplates were slotted into the walls it was not necessary either to construct

the floor at the same time as the walls or to construct joints in the timber

beams which would be a weak point later on. Neither was it problematic to

renew this type of flooring.

penetrated the wall (using

The wallplate - the only beam which may have

B.W.C.) could be inset in two lengths - and if

cut so as to form a butt joint over a wide corbel - would not be a source of

weakness to the structure; while enabling its construction or renewal at any

stage. This is illustrated in Figure 3.24 and Fig. 3.22 - plan. This

arrangement may have given rise to the occurrence in a number of cases of

unusually wide corbels - such as at Newcastle (#81) - ensuring a good

"bearing" for the ends of both beams. B.W.C. occured in Wexford in

several "varieties". The wallplate was found to be supported on corbels

alone in some cases, it was slotted into the wall at one end in some others

i.e. Ballyhack (Level 2), and in others its ends were slotted into walls at

both sides. It is also possible to find B.W.C. used on one side of the room

and another method of joist support on the other - ledge or put-logs.

Though B.W.C. has many advantages it is not without disadvantages.

Primary amongst these was the thickness of the floor timber which resulted.

Given the numerous layers of wood used in tower house floors

and the thickness of these it should come as no surprise to us to learn that it

was not unusual to have floors of 0.6m (2’) or more in thickness. Figure

3.25a shows the relative thickness of timber floors found. This

measurement is arrived at by measuring the distance from the flat surface of

the corbel to the point of the floor surface level above. It is thus the
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thickness of the flooring (see "M" in Fig. 3.24.). This ranged from 0.25m

in some cases to 0.7m in others. This great thickness becomes more

acceptable when we note that many of the individual layers were quite thick

themselves. From put-log holes and cut wall sockets for wallplate ends, it

was possible to obtain the sectional area of a number of wallplates and

joists. This information is displayed in Fig. 3.25b. It will be noted that

many of these display surprisingly large sectional area - certainly more than

one would encounter today. At Sigginshaggard the beam measured 26cm2

and at Newcastle it was 23 x 19cm. In some cases beams of 25cm x

30-35cm were used.8 The beam as distinct from the joist is considered to

be the wooden member of the greatest sectional area which spanned

between two facing walls and supported the joists. The joists - usually

though not always - of lesser cross sectional dimension rested on and

across the beams and supported the floorboards. The joists too were

surprisingly thick 18 x 20 cm for example is found at Newbawn and this is

by no means the largest. In some cases joists were of equivalent section to

the beams which were often 1’ (30cm) in section.9 It is therefore not

surprising that with the use of B.W.C. that we can have floors of 60 cm or

more in thickness; i.e. above the corbel we have (i) waUplate - 30 cm

square, (ii) joist c 25 cm in depth and then the floorboards - of anything up

to 10 cm in thickness. From Level 4 in Ballyhack we have strong evidence

that the floor layer from the top of the joists to the top of the floor level was

10 cm. (See Fig. 3.26a.) Granted this may have been made up of timber

overlaid with slabs but what is of interest here is that material of some kind

made up the gap between the joist and the threshold level to a depth of 10

cm.

If we examine the Ballyhack evidence we may conjecture based on

this a floor make up as shown in Figure 3.26b. The beam wallplate spans
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five corbels which are at irregular centres on the wall illustrated, and fewer

corbels on the opposite wall also at irregular centres. Between these the

joists span the distance, resting their ends on the wallplate. Lying on the

joists and running at fight angles to them are the floorboards - probably c

25mm thick. These project past the joist and rest on the ledge in the wall.

The remainder of the gap may have been made up of a slab covering set in

mortar over the floorboarding. The dimensions are as shown in the

illustration.

When viewed in conjunction with Duggan’s illustration of the

third floor at Clara Co. Kilkenny this make up is further supported.1° The

Clara example was apparently made up of a beam wallplate resting on

corbels with its ends inserted in the end walls in the usual manner. Above

this though, at very close centres - barely a few centimetres apart - lay the

joists, at fight angles to the beams. The need for the close spacing of the

joists becomes apparent as we note the subsequent coveting with masonry.

Over the joists was spread a layer of mortar containing a large aggregate.

Over this was laid a layer of larger stones and the floor surface - now

missing - was placed over this. Presumably flat stone slabs were used.

The advantage of this method of floor construction was that it produced a

stone surface without provision having to be made for a vault. The 10

centimetre gap at Ballyhack could have lent itself to the use of mortar and

slabs over floorboards or even directly on closely set joists / beams.

Similarly in many other cases where floor thicknesses ran deep this method

may have been employed; and one would not expect it to leave any

evidence.

When it was not intended to overlay the surface with a mortar and

slab layer the spacing of the joists could be much greater; depending on the

spans to be crossed. At Newbawn they were found to be at 0.50m
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centres. Often the distances joists / beams were required to span were

great. Often too the superimposed load would be great - especially if

mortar slabs were to be used above. We must also bear in mind that

partitions - perhaps even of stone - may have been set on these floors, such

was the case at Clara. 11 It is not surprising therefore that the sectional

area of beams was required to be great. It was found that the load

supporting timbers - be they joists or beams - always spanned the shortest

distance. This is to say that in a rectangular structure, which most were,

the beams bridged the shortest gap; "D" or "E", see (Fig. 3.27). This made

logical sense as the shorter the distance spanned by unjointed lengths the

stronger would be the resulting structure. It did not matter if the overlying

timbers were more lengthy as these could abutt one another or be jointed

without threat of structural weakness. It is thus the norm to find the

corbels along the longest wall (y1 and y2 _ Fig 3.27.) To arrive at an

approximate length to be spanned - assuming it to be the shortest - the

equation would be D = X - 2T (where "D" is the distance spanned, "T" is

the thickness of the wall and "X" is the external wall length.) The length of

the timbers required would also be "D", though where inbuilt this would be

extended by the depth of the put-logs on each side (2P). Using this general

rule we can arrive at quite accurate lengths of "D" - or the distance spanned

by the timbers in the towers by applying this equation to the ground plan

dimensions and wall thickness. The result is a "D" length for Mountgarrett

(#25) of 6.60m (21’6" approx).12 Lengthy spans were also found at

Brownswood (#20), Newbawn

(#69A) along with several others.

(#42), Ballyhack (#92) and Taghmon

This raises the question as to whether an

intermediate support was employed in these cases; i.e. were the spanning

timbers supported at some point underneath other than at their ends ?

This question of interim support beams takes us into the area of
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different types of flooring. Duggan identifies three different types of

floors. These he terms (i) single, (ii) double and (iii) triple floors,lzA

Basically the category of the floor is determined by the number of layers of

timber beams which supported the floorboards. Thus a single floor is one

where joists span from one wall to another with no intermediate supports.

These would have been suitable for "short spans" - and were frequently

used in tower houses. A "double" floor involves secondary beams or

joists underlying and supporting the primary ones on which the floorboards

rested. These secondary joists - because of their greater sectional area -

could span greater distances. This method would have been suitable for

use in cases such as Mountgarrett. It is not possible there, or in many

cases to establish whether secondary joists were generally present, due to

destruction of masonry or to ivy cover. The evidence at Scarr - especially

the corbels directly opposite one another - would support the existence of a

double floor there. At Clonmines (#97) it would appear that double floor

construction was used. Certainly beams of relatively great section spanned

the width of the room (5. l m) they both rested directly on corbels and were

also slotted into put-log holes above the corbels, (see Plate 3.28). These

beams (there were two) together with wallplates along the other two walls

supported the joists. This would qualify under Duggan’s definition of a

double floor. A conjectural double floor such as may have existed at

Mountgarrett is illustrated in Figure 3.29. This is based on the likely need

for intermediate supports

probably have sufficed.

and one such beam is illustrated, which would

The use of transverse joists of greater section -

probably c 34 cm square - would have obviated the need for a double floor

in this case. (The illustration - with the addition of another crossbeam -

would depict the floor found at Clonmines.)

Duggan’s third category the "triple" or "framed" floor is not found
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in any of the Wexford towers. A triple floor would be employed in cases

where very great spans were to be bridged with lengths of timber. In such

cases there would have been three layers of joists, from the floorboards

down each successive layer’s joists, or beams would have been of greater

sectional area; with each layer at fight angles to the other. It is basically a

double floor which is supported on an extra layer of transverse beams of

larger cross section.TM Because this form of floor entailed so many layers

of timber it would have been excessively deep (too thick) for a tower house

- taking up almost a metre of space. The spans in tower houses were not

sufficient to merit the construction of this type of floor, nor indeed is there

evidence in the Wexford towers that it was employed.

There is evidence, however, for floors which might have had three

layers of timber in places but would not properly be called triple floors.

This type of floor may have been used in tower house construction.

Duggan in his valuable work identified some inconveniences which would

have appeared to have resulted from his suggested floor types at Rockfleet

Co. Mayo and also at Barrettstown Co. Tipperary. In the former case the

floor type conjectured by Duggan resulted in a high step between floor

surface and door threshold level on the second floor. 15 In the latter there

would appear from the suggested reconstruction, to be, a wallplate spanning

part of an open archway - i.e. across the ope - in a number of cases. 16 It

would appear to me that both of these problems could be resolved with the

insertion of a wallplate, thus raising the levels sufficiently to bring the floor

nearer to threshold level and remove the cross beam from in front of the

arch, while not altering the thickness of the floor itself. The thickness

would be increased only along the wallplate against the wall; (the effect is

merely to raise the level in each case) the result would not be classifiable as

a triple floor in that no intermediate beams spanning unsupported from wall



to wall would have been used.

wallplates.

B.S.B.W.C.)

It would merely be a double floor raised on

(We might term it as a beam supported B.W.C. floor -

It is possible that this form of floor may have been used in

some of our towers where double floors as illustrated by Duggan would

logically have been employed.17 I have reproduced Duggan’s illustration

of a double floor at Rockfleet (Fig. 3.30a) with my suggested modification

(Fig. 3.30b). 18 The net result of the use of the wallplate in this context

need not leave any architectural evidence in the structure, it would however

serve to raise the floor level, thus shortening - if not eliminating - the high

step, especially if the floor were to have a finishing in stone. The use of a

wallplate would also serve to enable more beams to be used in support, as

their positioning would not be dictated by the presence of corbels.

In the case of the blocking of part of the archway at Barrettstown,

my suggested floor as compared with Duggan’s is illustrated in Figure

3.31. This would be feasible so long as there was no window or open

archway on the adjacent wall at the same horizontal level; again it entails

merely the use of a wallplate, on which to lay the secondary joists rather

than resting them directly on corbels.

Duggan has suggested that floor type was a factor of time, i.e. that

the make-up of floors changed with time; whereas Mc Kenna has noted a

difference which she attributes to geographical location. Duggan’s

conclusions are based on the apparent absence in his study of any

"geographical or tribal" basis for the resultant floor types, and he has thus

suggested that chronology was the determining factor. In support of his

conclusions he notes that only one type - either B.W.C. or double floors

appear in any tower house. 19 Mc Kenna notes for Lecale a system of

double floors using putlogs, and for Tipperary she identified B.W.C. as

the norm; she thus concluded that a geographical determinant of floor type
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was appropriate.2° Duggan went further and suggested that double floor

construction is found in tower houses built prior to the last quarter of the

fifteenth century, (i.e. pre 1475), and that B.W.C. was used from then

until the end of the sixteenth century. 21 If one were to discover both types

of flooring in a tower house this would serve to undermine Duggan’s

theory. That Mc Kenna did not note the occurrence of both types together

is supportive of Duggan - at least that they belong to two different times - or

that the styles evolved at different rates in the different regions. In

Wexford I have not been able to positively confirm the presence of both

styles / methods of floor construction in a single tower and so Duggan’s

theory remains plausible.

secure dates for towers

The dating of tower houses is problematic and

are extremely rare (see Chapter 9).    Some

guidelines do exist, Duggan suggested too that put-log supports gave way

to corbel supports in the fifteenth century. 22

It appears that in most aspects of our study we will either have not

enough evidence, or that which we do have is conflicting, take for example

the attaching of floorboards to the joists. At Clara Co. Kilkenny - one of

the few sites in Ireland where original floor timbers survive,- there is no

evidence for the presence of floomails, nor for dowels.23 In a thirteenth

century account we find "nails bought at Ross 8,500floor nails, 25s 6d at

3s per 1,000; .... ,, 24 We therefore know that they were available. It is

always possible, though perhaps unlikely that the nails would leave no

trace. 25 It is I think more likely that nails were dispensed with as un

necessary as a stone coveting was to be applied to this floor and the weight

of the stone would obviate the need for nails and save on costs. Does this

if acceptable imply that the absence of floornails in surviving beams is

indicative of the former presence of a stone slab floor coveting ? Though

we are wanting in evidence for floors we are even more deprived when it
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comes to roof evidence.

RooFs

It is unusual for roof details to survive, few towers survive to

their original height and those which do rarely retain gable details. This is

perhaps due to the gable walls - where they existed - being relatively thin

(except where Type II or III roofs existed - see below) and with the collapse

or decay of the roof the gables were likely to fall also, or at least be

seriously weakened and tumble not long after. We are therefore largely

dependent on ancillary architectural details and documentary indications for

much of our roof knowledge. It is possible to discuss the various types

and forms of roof construction appropriate to the period, and investigate the

context in which each might be employed. It will emerge that there are a

number of different roof shapes, compositions and finishes and that the

choice of these was dependent on a number of considerations, amongst

which were - shape of the structure itself, the intended use of the roof space

and the materials available.

The simplest of all roofs is known as a lean-to. This form of roof

has one single slope only and is illustrated in Figure 3.32. This was the

standard roof form employed for single storey buildings, or structures

which abutted an existing wall - be that a tower house exterior wall or the

interior wall of a bawn. The rafters abutt the wall and slope downwards

away from the wall, the roofing was then fixed to the rafters on batons.

The rafters could be fixed to the wall in one of a number of ways. The

simplest was to insert the rafters into the wall in put-log fashion (as in Fig.

3.32a). The insertion of a wallplate in the wall to which the rafters could

be nailed was another, (3.32b.), though this would involve a lot of chasing

work if it were to be done subsequent to the construction of the wall. 26
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This method would be most likely to be employed when it was known at the

time of construction of the main structure that a roof would be required at

that point; as the beam could then be built into the wall as part of the initial

construction process. This applies equally to the third method - the use of a

wallplate supported on corbels to carry the rafters, (3.32c). This method is

the ideal one as it offers the greatest bearing and ease of roof renewal; it

was therefore likely to be the method used wherever it was known at the

time of the construction of the wall that a lean to would abutt it. Such a

method is to be found supporting the cloister aisle roof at the twelfth century

abbey of Jerpoint Co. Kilkenny.

The use of flashing - the means of producing a waterproof joint

where the roof slope meets the perpendicular wall - is important. The most

effective form was a projecting line of masonry covering the line of the roof

to wall intersection. In other cases a lead flashing may have been chased

into the wall. The use of flashing is also important to us as an indicator of

roof type and presence. The presence of a flashing line or crease mark on

the surviving tower house walls is a valuable piece of roofing evidence.

Such marks are evident at Ballyteighue and Baldwinstown at

Mulrankin and Ballykeerogue on

Taylorstown is possibly original also.

and

the external wall, while that at

One at Clonmines is illustrated, -

see Plate 3.33. They appear as inverted "V" marks on external walls.

They represent the point at which the roof abutted the surviving wall, and

they can also afford information on the pitch or angle of the roof. At

Ballyteighue this turned out to be 45.75 degrees which would have been

suitable for thatch, though it would appear that the roof was only ten

centimetres in thickness below the crease mark - which is not conclusive.

For gabled and hipped roofs there are three significant measurements to be

taken into consideration. These are the span, the rise and the pitch. All

three are inter-related in such a way as any two together will determine the
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third;

(see Fig. 3.34.). The pitch or slope of the roof is of importance

to a large degree indicative of the type of roofing material used.

i.e. if we know the span and the rise, we can determine the pitch,

in that it is

The span

may be defined as the width of the gap between the walls, which would be

covered by the roof, and running perpendicular to the ridge board. The rise

is the height of the ridge board above a horizontal line drawn between the

two eaves (where the roof and walls intersect). The pitch is the angle

produced by the common rafters as determined by the span and rise.

Because so little of original roof details survive we are largely left

to make the best of what we can glean from other surviving details. It is

generally possible to establish the span by measurement of the interior, as

close as possible to roof level, however this is of little use to us in the

absence of the rise, which is unfortunately an uncommon survivor. At

Adamstown (#31) for example we know that the span was 5.1m and the

length of the ridge board was 6. l m - assuming that it was a gabled as

opposed to a hipped roof - yet we do not have either the pitch or the rise

information and we are therefore at a loss to conclude architecturally on the

roof form. This is sadly the case with the majority of our towers. At

Ballykeeroge (#64) we are fortunate that there survives within the bawn,

evidence of one of the roofs. Though the surviving portion is not a tower

house proper this was a contemporary roof and in all probability it took the

same form as the other roofs there. The span in this case was 3.05m with a

rise of 1.52m resulting in a pitch of 45 degrees. This angle is regarded as

suitable for thatch. The principal behind the use of thatch was that it

allowed water to run down before it had time to soak through - so long as it

is at a suitable angle - of 45 degrees or more. 27 The second tell tale mark

of thatch is a sizeable gap between the line of the common rafter and the

flashing; in other words the flashing is higher on the wall for thatch than
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for any other roofing material - relative to the line of the rafter, (see "W" on

Fig. 3.35). This is because thatch, wherever used requires a thicker layer

and results in a roof much thicker than slate, shingle or tiles. It is therefore

likely that this was the roof form used at Ballykeeroge, and probably at

many other locations also. This if true at Ballykeeroge would accord with

the burning of the castle in the seventeenth century. Roof pitches of 45

degrees or more were noted in two other cases where enough gable detail

survived to enable measurement; these were Ballyteighue and Butlerstown.

Though this does not conclusively prove that thatch was used, it would

have been feasible with those pitches.

Duggan concluded that thatch was the usual form of roof. 28 Let

us examine evidence which might support this. There is mention of

thatched roofing at Wexford Castle in 1323-4. 29 A seventeenth century

account describing a "sow" described " The ruffe (root) of the sow was

bult (sic) lick the ruffe of a house, ....... with very sharp ridge." 3o If as is

suggested by this account, roofs were generally of great pitch then it is quite

likely that they were of thatch. A seventeenth century MS in the Hore

collection gives evidence for the use of thatch also, "sowe fyrse seeds

........ dwelling houses are therewith all roofed." 31 The furze was used

as "watlin" to which the thatch was fastened. It would not be used with

any other roof form. 32 The method of attachment of the thatch can be seen

from the roof section diagram (Fig. 3.35.). This roof form normally

entailed the placing of a wallplate in a rebate on the top of the wall on its

inner face. The common rafters were raked upwards from the wallplate on

either side, thus producing a gabled roof. The furze was then used to form

the horizontal members to which the thatch was fixed. The layers of thatch

- as can be seen from the diagram - were relatively thick, and it made up the

space between the rafter line and the stone crease or flashing mark on the



gable wall. The drainage chutes between roof and parapet wall are also

shown. Because of the pliability of the furze and the resilience of thatch the

roof timbers did not need to be as precisely cut as for other methods. This

form of roofing also served as a good form of insulation - an important

consideration in tower house construction. Balanced against this was its

flammability. Thatch could easily be set alight, this and its bulk were its

two main disadvantages. Because of its bulk, whenever it was used it

could limit the space between the roof itself and the parapet wall, thus

limiting mobility on the allure. This was the main factor influencing Mc

Kenna’s conclusion that slate was the dominant roofing material and that

thatch was little used.33 There can be little doubt though that it was

commonly used and that it was employed in tower house roofs. Ardenagh

(#72) is listed in the Civil Survey as "a smale castle in repaire and afaire

thatchd house ... "34 Stanyhurst’s 1584 account in describing the house of

the "Irish Chieftains" said that they were "strongly built as a fortified mass

of stone ........ and thatched." 35 The 1644 Le Gouz account also

confirms this. "The castles or houses of the

walls extremely high, thatched with straw ..."

nobility consist of four

36 It is only logical that

what was an easily obtainable, and plentiful material - and certainly in use

for many centuries previously - should continue in use into the tower house

era, as the evidence indicates it did.

There is evidence also for the use of slate. In 1636 "An accidental

fire burnt down most of the town (New Ross) ..... over 300 slate houses

were burnt besides many thatched houses." 37 Another MS of the

seventeenth century describes the houses of the gentry in the following

manner. "Theyre howses built with stone walls sclated .." 38 Because it

was less bulky it was more suited for use where mobility at allure level was

important. It offered too resistance to flaming arrows which might be used
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in an assault on the tower. The Civil Survey is helpful in some cases. It

records for both Newbawn (#42) and Adamstown (#31) the same findings;

"Newbane .... a ruined castle and a good slate house." 39 For Ballyhan’on

(#43B) a "slate house and a handsome castle in indifferent repair" is

recorded. 40 It may appear in these cases that only the more modern

structures were of slate. It is not anywhere stated that the castle itself was

slated. For Mullinderry (#70A) all that is entered in the Civil Survey list is

"afaire slate house..." We find that in the summary lists this is undoubtedly

listed as a castle. 41 It is likely too that the reference for Ballyshelin

mentioning a "slate house out of repair" is a reference to the castle there.

It appears then that slate too was commonly employed as a roofing material.

Where it was used the pitch did not need to be as steep as for thatch - less

than 45 degrees would suffice. At Clougheast (#136) the span of 6.4m,

with a rise of 2.6m resulted in a pitch of less than 45 degrees - thus slate

would have been employed here, as the pitch was unsuitable for other

materials. (In only five cases do we have information on the pitch of

Wexford tower roofs.) Even when the angle / pitch is greater than 45

degrees, slate may have been used, though such a pitch would have

accommodated other materials. This roof form was relatively heavy and as

such it required a strong roof truss to support it - especially where wide

spans were to be covered.

There were other roof types in use in medieval times. Stone, in

the form of corbelling, shingles and roof tiles were used at different times.

Corbelling is an ancient form of roofing and is to be found in structures

as old as Newgrange. It uses the principal of one layer of flat stones

slightly overlapping the layer below, relying upon their own weight for

support. The slabs were gradually layered so that each successive layer

reduced the opening until both sides met, or more commonly until the
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opening was sufficiently small to be covered with a single capstone. (See

Figure 3.36). This method is rather bulky and by virtue of its weight it is

unsuitable for use - at least as a main roofing type - in tower house

structures. Certainly it has not been found as the main roof form in any of

the Wexford castles. It is however commonly employed as a roofing

method for covering short spans at various levels throughout the towers,

e.g. the chamber at Level 2 at Ballyconnor. This technique has also been

made use of in constructing angle turrets, or wherever it was necessary to

expand a wall outwards.42

Shingles - or tiles made from wood - were apparently also

employed. In Wexford town there is a fourteenth century reference to "a

stone castle with four towers attached to it, a hall roofed with shingles..." 43

Shingles we know were in use in Wexford at least as early as the thirtenth

century - if not well before.

detailing the hiring of a man to

For the year 1283-4 we have an account

make holes in 4,000 shingles; and also for

"the purchase of ..... 5,000 shingles for roofing the grange.." 44 This

type of roof had as its main advantage that it was light and so the roof

trusses could also be light. Though perhaps less durable than slate the raw

materials were more readily available, thus reducing transport costs. It was

possibly a type of roofing which could be installed in a tower house at the

outset, if it were required to keep construction costs low, and given the need

or improved means later on it could be replaced with a more durable and fire

resistant material.

A relatively informative thirteenth century document on castle

roofs - for Great Island - provides us with a number of telling details. 45

Laurence Brody, the Provost of New Ross’s accounts detail repairs to "the

castle of the Island" (#61 / 61 - Great Island, or Durbard’s Island a.k.a.

Herveys Island), it reads as follows "60s for one waggon and ten stone of
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lead bought for the castle of the island- to be newly roofed - together with

the carriage of the same from Wales, .... Item, Plumber for melting and

applying the said lead, 7s 4d .... For braking slates for newly roofing the

said castle. For roofing anew the castle by taskwork 26s 8d. For mortar

made .... For timber bought for the repairs ..... For 200 boards ....... For

sundry nails, ..... For 250 laths,

carpenter hired by the day 27s 6d.

...For crest tiles .... For a certain

.. For a certain man (employed) in

repairing the slate on the castle of the island .... ,, 45 The ridge was

waterproofed using "crest tiles". The lead was presumably used for

flashing and accords well with the rest of the materials used. The boards

would have been fashioned into roof trusses and the laths attached - using

the nails - as the horizontal members to which the slates were fixed. It

would appear that it was a highly professional job and that even where

importation was required i.e. lead from Wales, no expense was spared in

ensuring that a high standard was achieved. This would have produced a

strong, durable, watertight and fire resistant roof; ideal for any castle

whose owner could afford it. Sweetman in his excavation at Ferns

discovered 14 fragments of roof tiles, three of these fragments were

"coxcomb ridge tiles". 46 It is of course possible that in some cases the

roofs were tiled - as opposed to the use of tiles only on the ridge of

otherwise slate roofs; though in order to establish this extensive excavation

would be required. This too would help to indicate how frequent tiled

roofs were in a tower house context.

The type and weight of the roof covering which was employed;

together with the sectional area of the timbers from which the trusses were

hewn, were the determining factors in ones choice of roof truss. The

greater the weight to be supported and the broader the span to be covered,

or the greater the pitch then the greater the cross sectional area of the timbers
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that would be required, if one were to adopt the simplest design of roof

truss frame. Otherwise a more complex truss would have to be used. In

order to lighten the total load - and if sufficiently broad or lengthy timbers

were not to be had - one was forced to construct more complex trusses; or

indeed if one intended roofing large areas or using heavy roofing materials

(such as slate). Duggan categorises roof trusses into three forms; single,

double and treble. Single roofs were of course the most simple. These are

defined as those in which the common rafters do not receive any

perpendicular support except from the wallplate, lean-to, collar and close

couple roofs would fit this category, (see Fig. 3.37). Support, where

required in these cases, was provided using a horizontal "tie-beam" or

"collar" to counteract the outward thrust: this form of support had the

effect of placing the horizontal beams in tension but was economical in the

use of timber. Duggan concluded that they would have sufficed for spans

up to 7m. 48 This could account for many of the Wexford tower houses.

Presumably there is a flexibility in this allowance for roofing materials and

beam section - which we do not know - i.e. large section beams and or

thatch cover would enable greater spans to be roofed using "single-roof"

construction.

Where "purlin" supports are introduced a roof would be

categorised as a "double roof". A purlin is a long timber beam of

relatively great sectional area - or a number of such beams, scarf jointed

together and supported.

rafters at their mid length.

This beam runs along underneath the common

The rafters thus rest on the purlin, which in turn

relies for its support on the gable walls and timber framed strutts or

supports - Fig. 3.38. In cases where the purlins themselves spanned 6m or

so Duggan maintained that framed trusses would be required to support

them; and this he termed a "triple or framed roof’ (see Fig. 3.37). 49
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The roof at Dunsoghly Co. Dublin is considered to be Ireland’s only

surviving original castle roof (of medieval times). This is a "butt-purlin"

roof and is a relatively complex structure.5° It also possesses arch bracing

to prevent side sway. As Dunsoghly is a tower house, should we not

assume that this was the form of roof employed in medieval times ? The

evidence would not seem to indicate this to be the case. Duggan questions

a fifteenth century date for the roof, and a meaningful dendrochronological

date has not been possible. Duggan favours a date late in the sixteenth

century for it. 51 The large span at Dunsoghly would justify such a

complex roof but few other tower houses would have justified its use. The

use of such a complex structure where there were not areas of equal

magnitude to be covered would have incurred unnecessary expense and

taken too long, and so less complex constructions would have been

employed.

An additional determinant of the type of roof support was the

intended use of the under roof space. This is recognised by Mc Kenna.

She considered the most important roof type determinant to be the function

of the attic area. 52 Movement within the "attic" space would have ruled out

a number of styles of trusses e.g.the "King post";

would have been suitable, (see Fig. 3.37.)

though the "Queen post"

This latter form is a

combination of close couple and collar, with optional purlins at "X". If the

collar were sufficiently high then mobility within would have been possible.

It is of course possible that roof space was often used for storage only.

Our surviving architectural remains may, in many cases help to resolve this

question in individual cases. At Ballyteighue and Baldwinstown and

several other sites evidence survives in the masonry for the use of the attic

level. They display a surviving gable wall with a doorway. This is

indicative of the use of this level other than for storage - which would not
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require this form of construction - as a trap door in the attic level with a

ladder would have sufficed. These are both Type III roofs. The presence

of windows in the gable wall, would of course be taken as an indicator of

the habitation of attic space, but gable walls rarely survive. Where

battlements were functional - as opposed to decorative - and there was

provision for access to them for the purpose of defence, e.g. Ballyteighue

it is likely that attic level was occupied; and that a queen post type truss - or

a high collar roof - would have been employed and a roof such as Mc

Kenna suggests for Ballindoney - a combination of purlins and a collar -

would have sufficed. 53 The type of roof truss then was dependent on the

use of attic space and would be kept as simple as possible. Based on the

ground plan size of the majority of Wexford tower houses it seems logical

to conclude that single and double roofs - employing purlins and collar ties

where appropriate, were the norm and that this might on occasion manifest

itself as a queen post roof.

The exterior shape and outward appearance of the roof was

dependent on the shape of the ground plan and the use of the topmost level.

Where battlements were seriously intended for use as opposed to

ornamentation then the roof was constrained within them allowing a

sufficiently wide allure for defensive purposes. Where one wished to

maximise attic level interior space and did not require ease of access, or all

round access at battlement level; then two of the main walls could be carried

up to form the gables, with parapet walls only on the two remaining sides.

(See Fig. 3.39 Type IV.) These tower houses, where walls are carded on

up to form a gable flush with the exterior, are cases where the priority was

the use of space rather than the defensibility of the structure and are

relatively late in date. In other examples the roof need not be visible above

the battlements which ran at the same height (level) on all four walls and
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surrounded the roof, (see Mc Kenna diagram for Castleware,) illustrated in

Fig. 3.39 (Type I). Access to the allure was generally provided by means

of a turret, and often, lesser turrets were provided eg. at Ballyteighue,

Rathmacknee, etc.. Where mobility on all four sides of the tower at

battlement level was required then a number of different styles could be

employed. Gables could rise from within the battlements, allowing

sufficient allure space between them and the parapet wall. Gable walls are

our only evidence of the existence of gabled - or partially gabled roofs. It

is otherwise possible that a hipped roof may have been employed. A

hipped roof differs from a gabled one in that it has a slope on all four sides,

though still possessing a ridge (though of shorter length than for a gabled

roof with the same ground plan) see Figure 3.40. When ground plans

were almost square (none were found to be exactly so) and this accounts for

30% of Wexford towers, (77% were plain rectangles of one sort or

another), then having a slope on all four faces of ones roof resulted in a

pyramidical roof. This may have been employed where the use of attic

space was not important. Though more complex in construction terms it

was more economical of materials and allowed a good mobility at allure

level. A further type (Type HI) - see Fig. 3.39, - ensuring defensibility by

means of wide allures on three sides and an elevated battlement platform

together with comer turrets has also been found. The main charecteristics

of this is a roof gabled on one side and hipped on the other, it is found at

Ballyteighue and a number of other sites with elevated platform, and also at

Baldwinstown with an allure at the same level on all four sides. It has a

doorway in the gable wall accessing the attic room from the allure. It is

probable that this room was occupied by those who manned the battlements.

When it was required to roof a circular structure i.e. a circular

corner turret, a conical roof would have resulted. Another method

permitting good allure mobility involved the construction of two elevated
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battlement platforms at either end of the gable wall. This is achieved by

continuing the external walls upwards and building another wall parallel to

this on the inside either supported on an arch as at Kells Co. Kilkenny, or

built upon solid stonework. This produced two battlement walkways,

elevated almost to ridge level, with the gable roof spanning between these,

parallel to the ridge board were the two lower level battlements with their

allures. Access from upper to lower allure levels was by means of a

stepping built into the gable wall and running parallel to the surface of the

roof. This roof type is to be found at Burnchurch Co Kilkenny and is

illustrated in Figure 3.39 (Type II). Roof details being scarce, we can

speak conclusively as to roof type in only a few cases. There is no

evidence in Wexford for Types II or IV, though a number of Type I are

found, Butlerstown, Kilclogan and Clougheast all being examples. There

is more evidence for Type III, it is found to occur at Killiane, Westgate,

Baldwinstown, Ballyteighue and Danes Castle. Based solely on the

survival of details it (Type III) would appear to have perhaps been the most

popular, - offering both accommodation in the attic space together with

good allure mobility and room to manouver.

In conclusion we can say that nearly all the Wexford tower houses

appear to have had vaults. Both the barrel and the pointed forms occur, (in

the latter case, many were bluntly pointed). The vaults invariably occur at

low level in the structures. The under-vault space was usually habitable, it

was otherwise used as a storage area.

though a number of trends did emerge.

Vault construction was complex,

Rubble, or roughly hewn stone

was always used and wicker mats appear always to have been employed as

the centering form. Vault centering was occasionally ledge supported, and

there is no doubt that corbels were often used, put-logs however appear to

have been the predominant method of centering support for which we have

evidence. The evidence (with some modification) is apparently largely
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supportive of Mc Kenna’s construction sequence for vaults - which allows

for the removal of the centering frames. Springer walls were always the

thickest and a talus was almost always present where there was a vault, as it

served as a useful supportive feature. There did not, however, appear to be

any direct standard relationship between vault height and the thickness of

the springer walls. At their thinnest point vaults were often 0.6m (2’)

thick, they were a strong component to any tower house. Occasionally

chambers are to be found in the sides of vaults - be they "secret" or merely

for extra space. It was sometimes found that the same measurement of a

specific feature occured at a number of distinct towers, this usually proved

to be co-incidental, though in a few cases this may be one of a few

connecting factors between the structures and may be supportive of a theory

of standardisation of plans or perhaps work by the same construction team.

Though vaults may have served as fire hearths - or extentions of these - this

should by no means be viewed as their main function; which was to serve

as a fire barrier from below and as a stabilising component for the structure

itself. The vault should be seen too, as a defensive component of a tower

house per-se, - especially where smaller defensive features, such as access

points to murder-holes or loops were provided for in its thickness.

Floors too were quite thick and were made up of a number of

layers. It is the variations in the layers which determine the "floor type".

The wall supports for the floors vary from a ledge to the more common

put-log hole with corbels predominating as these appear to have been the

most practical. Corbels appear to have been employed on the whole as part

of B.W.C. - the most "flexible" floor method. There is evidence to support

the existence of stone slab overlays for wooden framed floors. Beams

always spanned the shortest distance with joists and floorboards running

appropriately at fight angles to the run of the previous layer. Though we

cannot conclusively prove it for more than a few cases, it is highly feasible
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that double floors may have been used in more of the Wexford towers, and

in some cases these may have rested on wallplates.

Our study of roofing is seriously affected by the lack of surviving

details. We are therefore forced to rely heavily on documents which

support a number of theories. We have both documentary and architectural

evidence for the use of thatch, and the use of slate is also supported in the

documents. Corbelling, shingles and tiles all had limited roles to play.

Roof trusses ranged from the simplest "single" roofs - with collar ties - to

"double" roofs which included purlins for support, both afforded internal

space and mobility. The single and double roofs were sufficient for the

roofing of small or medium spans - the vast majority of the Wexford tower

houses. Where lengthy spans were involved and where ease of mobility

and habitability of the roof space was also required then a queen post roof

may have been used. The style of the roof depended on the level of

defensibility required i.e. the importance of the parapet and allure. Flush

external gables were not found, (these are regarded as "late" and they gave

small priority to defence. We have identified four main roof types (I-IV)

of which there were a number of variants. For Wexford, only two of these

are evident.

What emerges overall is that there were a number of consistencies

between the structures such as wicker centering and rough stonework in

vaults. There were too a large number of variables, such as centering and

floor support methods and in roof construction materials, and styles varied.

The picture is one of a commonsense approach to design and construction,

with proven and superior methods such as wicker centering being universal.

Whether or not other methods or details were employed was dependent

upon local requirements and ones individul preferences, which were

constrained and influenced by what was most practical in ones own

circumstances.



4

ARCHITECTURE II

W alls and Mural Features

This chapter aims to examine the walls and mural features of the

tower house. Walls were a complex component of the tower house, having

as they did a multitude of features, in addition to giving shape to the

structure as a whole. We shall examine the size of the walls in relative

terms and both the size and shape of plans. Walls together with the areas

they enclosed shall also be investigated in the context of the bawn. The

walls hold the key to the construction and function of the tower house from

foundation to allure turret, I shall attempt to detail the composition of the

walls and how it varied throughout the structure. Apertures - be they doors

or windows - are extremely significant mural features and I shall detail their

varieties together with their size and shape and outline how this was dictated

by their location and function. In the thickness of the walls were the

stairways, I shall describe the form they took and the factors influencing

their design. Chambers and garderobes (latrines) will be analysed as to

their function and location as will the fireplaces which too manifest

themselves in the walls. I shall conclude with a general analysis of the

distribution of mural features throughout the tower house commenting on

the implications of such an arrangement for the function and status of the

various levels.

The walls of the tower house together with their features survive
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relatively well - ie better than roofs, floors and fixtures - though in many

cases the walls too have vanished in part or completely. (See Chapter 10.)

Walls were quite thick, especially at ground level, this was to enable them to

serve various functions - amongst which were structural support for vaults,

defence and strength. The thickness also enabled mural features to be

incorporated, ie recesses, embrasures, window seats, chutes, and in some

cases chambers. Mural stairs of course were common. Full details on the

thickness of walls, together with a comparative analysis is provided in

Chapter 3. In Wexford, tower house walls ranged in thickness from

1.05m to 3.35m and averaged out at 1.60m. Black / Brownswood (#20)

was by no means the thickest yet viewing this wall against a 2m ranging

pole (see Plate 4.1) will help serve as an illustration of the strength

-through thickness of such structures. Table 4.2 provides full

information on the thickness of the Wexford tower house walls. It is not

surprising that structures of such strength have endured the centuries

through the elements and the ravages of man. If we examine the relative

thickness of all tower house walls (Table 4.2) we can perhaps see that the

thickness of the wall was a compromise between maximising internal space

and ensuring a structurally and defensively sound construction. Springer

walls were necessarily thicker because of the load they had to bear. On

average non springing walls had thicknesses in the region of 78% of the

thickness of the springers.

In terms of their length - or the size of the external ground plans,

there was again a degree of variance.

necessarily apply to the adjacent one.

What applied to one wall did not

The statistics show that we would

be incorrect to say that a tower house was square in plan as it is rare to find

exactly square plans. In many cases however the structures were nearly

square though in most cases they were most obviously rectangular. (See

Fig. 4.3.) The external length of our tower walls ranged from 5.3m at
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Kilmannin to 14.0m at Mountgarrett, on average they were 8.1m in length.

The lengths are given in Table 4.2 together with their imperial equivalents.

When converted to imperial they frequently convert to exact imperial units

or fractions of these i.e. three four or six inches etc. based in the "English

Foot" of 0.3048m.1 It would appear from this that the English foot was the

standard measurement in use and that it and fractions of it ie. quarters,

thirds and halves were used for most of the layouts for which we have

evidence.

In height, towers sometimes appeared very tall, the more slender

the tower (that is with a smaller ground plan) the taller the tower appeared

when viewed from a distance. One of the tallest towers, Mountgarrett

(#25) might appear relatively squat due to its relatively great ground plan

area. It was uncommon for tower houses to survive to their original height

though some did have four, five or even six levels extant. Where the full

height of towers is known they ranged from having four levels in many

cases to having five or six in some cases with the option of additional attic

space at parapet level. In some cases it was possible to ascertain the full

original height of the tower i.e. the number of levels it once had. This

information is presented in Table 4.2 with an "F" used to denote where the

full original number of levels survive or is known. When the structures are

placed in order by ground plan size and related to the number of levels

surviving it appears that the greater the ground plan area the more levels one

is likely to find. It may also follow that the greater the area of ground plan

the taller was the original structure, this argues for a degree of relativity

between height of tower and the area of ground plan.

The sectional shape of the wall itself was dictated by the presence

or absence of a batter and talus. (See Chapters 6 and 3.) By defenition a

batter is the gradual sloping inward of the external wall face as it ascends.

This produces a stable structure with a sturdy appearance. The talus is a
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more obvious batter confined to the base, which, in addition to its structural

and defensive functions was aesthetically pleasing. The higher one ascends

in a tower the less vulnerable were the walls to attack and the more

important and precious was the accomodation space, thus the walls tended

to become relatively thin. This results too from the use in some cases of

offsets or ledges as flooring supports, (see Chapter 3). The thinnest walls

in the structure were ironically those most popularly associated with defence

ie. the battlement or parapet walls. At the top of the structures these walls

were intended to afford cover from small arms fire and they were safe from

the crowbar of the miner and the sapper. At parapet level there was also a

need for ease of mobility around the allure - between the roof surface and

the parapet wall - and so these walls would be constructed only as thickly as

was necessary. Original surviving battlements are scarce, though from

those which do survive we learn that the parapet walls ranged in thickness

from 0.30m at several sites to 0.58m at Clonmines (#99), averaging 0.36m,

though many were 0.30m or one imperial foot.

The allure is the walkway along the top of the castle or tower

house wall - or between it and the attic or roof. Because of the necessity to

drain water from the roof the allure slopes both down and outwards, the

water discharging through holes in the parapet walls at their base.

(Fig.3.39.) In order to channel water to the appropriate drainage points the

allure has alternating raised and lowered levels - somewhat akin to

corrugation - e.g. at Baldwinstown - Plate 4.4. This meant that walking at

allure level required somewhat more care than on a flat surface and may

have given rise to overlaying the uneven surface of the stonework with a

wooden cover of planks enabling the water to drain underneath them.

Because of the slope of the allure and the perforations for drainage together

with the relative thinness of the parapet wall, the joint between parapet and

the rest of the structure was a weakpoint and parapet walls could be easily



destroyed from within the structure: they were thus unlikely to endure the

ravages of the centuries as well as their stronger support walls would, it is

not therefore surprising that a complete original battlement level is a

scarcity. Allures may be found too on bawn walls - e.g. Rathmacknee

(#89) - see Plate 4.5.

Battlements in many cases were "stepped" both for functional

reasons - ie. defence and in the case of double or multiple stepping for

decorative or aesthetic effect. (See Chapter 6) They were often also

splayed internally. This splay took the form of a slanting of the top of the

crennelation with each step decreasing in thickness as it ascended. The

overall trend therefore for the walls from base to battlement was to narrow

in thickness as it ascended.

The size of the ground plan ie. the amount of ground covered by

the tower house - measured in square metres is shown in Table 4.2. This

ranged from less than 30 square metres (29.68mz) for Kilmannin to a

massive nearly 150 square metres (149.8m2) for Mountgarrett. On average

our tower houses took up an area of roughly 66 square metres. Between

the two extremes there appeared a broad scattering of sizes in terms of area.

Tower houses are sometimes referred to as "Ten Pound Castles". This

stems from a subsidy of that amount granted by Henry IV in 1429 to

.."every liegeman of our Lord the King of the said counties (viz Dublin

Meath, Kildare and Louth, counties of the English Pale) who chose to build

a castle or tower sufficiently embattled or fortified within the next 10 years

to wit 20’ in length 16’ in width and 40’ in height or more, that the

commons of the said counties shall pay to the said person, to build the said

castle or tower £10 by way of subsidy." 2 If we were to convert the

imperial dimensions to our modern metric measurement, this subsidy could

be applied to all tower houses or castles of 6.09m x 4.87m or greater.

Those structures which would comply with this criterion are so indicated in
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Table 4.2. Virtually all structures were well in excess of the dimensions

with only Kilmannin (#78G) falling short of the minimum specification.

The relatively great area taken up by the walls at ground level

becomes apparent if we look at the sectional plan of a tower house at this

level. Fig 4.5A shows a schematic ground plan of a tower house (based on

#69 with a door feature based on #42). This illustrates what has come to

be known as the "lobby system". This arrangement of ground plan came

about as a combination of functional and defensive considerations. The

external doorway "A" leads into a small hall or lobby. This has a number

of features. Directly opposite it is another door "B" which gives access to

the ground level chamber -L1. To one side is a solid wall and to the other -

usually the left - is a stairway ascending to the second and upper levels, this

is sometimes (as at Newbawn) protected by yet another door. Above ones

head in the lobby is the murder hole which makes entrants easy prey to the

defenders manning it from the level above. (See Chapter 6.) The internal

space at ground level was limited with the thick walls, and to find more

spacious accomodation one must ascend to the upper levels. The external

ground plan dictated the plan of its superimposed levels. Though with the

narrowing of walls as one ascends the interiors become more spacious.

The standard plan or layout for any tower house level was a large central

area enclosed between all four walls. Extra space was often afforded with

the use of wall recesses and window seats. Storage space was usually

provided in the form of mural presses. Chambers within walls, be they

garderobes or serving other functions are not uncommon, and chambers

within the thickness of vaults are sometimes found. The use of internal

partitions of whatever form cannot be ruled out. These have survived at

Clara Co. Kilkenny and may have been more widespread. Certainly

divisions often existed within the main rooms, it is merely a question as to

what form they took. They may have been wooden partitions or perhaps
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tapestries or curtains. Certainly there appears to have been an internal

division of the structure - as identified by Abraham, - based on the location

and distribution of structural features inside the towers.

Abraham viewed certain features as being "public" and others as

"private". Entrances to latrines or garderobes and sometimes fireplaces

were to be considered private: while the main entrance doorway to that

level, the murder- hole and in some cases the fireplace, should, he

maintained be considered as "Public" features. His argument takes on

greater validity when he argues his case for clusters of features. At

Roodstown he notes a fireplace near the entrance to a latrine on one side of

the room, while the main doorway was on the other, he thus argued the

division of the room into public and private on that basis. 3 In another case

"public components" were confined to one area of a room : "fireplace,

,, 4murder-hole and doorway .... were used to denote the most public area.

Whether or not there was any physical division or partition, it is apparent

that in a number of cases - if not the majority there was - he maintained - a

de-facto division of the levels into "public" amd "private".

If we examine the layout of mural features found in Wexford

towers and plot the plans of a representative sample we can observe the

situation more clearly. I have represented seven such layouts in Fig. 4.6.

Applying Abraham’s "public and private" divisions, we find that most of

our examples lend themselves to such a "division" in one way or another.

Taking garderobes as a "private" feature, window seats and presses as

tending to be more private, and fireplaces as being private and / or public:

we can attempt - with a high degree of success to divide the levels.

Observing the layouts with respect to the entrance door, the room

"divisions" may be either parallel to the door wall, e.g. at Clougheast,

Butlerstown, and Killiane (see Fig. 4.6), or perpendicular to it as at

Rathmacknee, Westgate and Artramont. Some sites were found which did
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not readily lend themselves to such a division, e.g. Danes Castle (#101). It

is important to stress that apart from the garderobe, which must be

considered a private feature we must take other features in conjunction with

one another when assessing whether they were "private" or "public". We

must view the overall layout; e.g. though windows with seats are generally

to be considered "private" features, in some cases they will be found in the

"public" area of the room, such as at Artramont (Level 3). Here it is found

in near proximity to the manning point of the murder-hole and was therefore

in the "public" area of the room. The fireplace seemed to be rather a neutral

feature. Often it is found at midpoint in the wall where "public" meets

"private", it would therefore, - if such room divisions really existed -,

apparently have been a shared feature. It may have represented the point at

which the "public" area ended and the "private" area began. It would

appear in many cases therefore not to have belonged exclusively to either

part of the "division", rather it would appear to have been communal.

Whether or not it was intended to divide the levels into "public"

and "private" areas, it is apparent that some form of guidelines as to layout

were in operation, as certain features are consistently found to be in

standard positions (with respect to the door). Foremost amongst these are

the garderobes, which with very few exceptions, tended to be located in the

wall (or comer) opposite the entrance door. Mural chambers, apart from

garderobes are generally found to occur in the same wall as (or the adjacent

comer to) the door. Fireplaces tend, wherever possible to be located at or

near to the midpoint of the wall, either directly opposite the door, or in the

wall adjacent to it (usually on the fight). The tendency with mural presses

was to locate them more often than not, near comers, this may represent an

effort to fit them in between other features.

The plan of a tower house was not always a simple square or

rectangle, it could often be more complex. In some cases turrets were
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incorporated - often from ground level. This in plan might take the form of

one rectilinear shape abutting another (smaller) one. At Ballyteighue

(#128) for example such a turret is to be seen. The function of such turrets

was both residential and defensive. By projecting from the main body of

the structure they afforded a view - and a cover if required - to the main face

of the tower house or castle. In practice too they afforded extra internal

space. This space might be manifest in the form of internal chambers or be

used to provide garderobe or stair facilities. Turrets might also be circular

or sub-circular in plan and where this was

accommodated a "newel"/spiral staircase.

There were several forms of turret.

the case they sometimes

One type could be found at

roof level. The most common turret type found was an access turret. This

was located at a comer of the tower at allure level, rising above the parapet

wall. Within this turret the stairwell continued up from the levels below

giving access onto the allure. Such turrets were an integral part of roof

types I, II, and III,- see Chapter 3. It is accepted practice to term any

mural accomodation which is provided above allure level as a turret. As

such, turrets can occasionally be found which run the full length of the wall.

Such a turret occurs at Ballyteighue, providing a lengthy chamber,

surmounted at one end by yet another corner turret. (See Plate 4.7.) Be

they for decoration or to afford a greater vantage point, non access comer

turrets are sometimes found. These are generally supported on three of their

comers by the parapet wall and on the other by a stilt-like pillar, resting on

the allure surface and deriving its support from the main walls. Because of

the "stilt " feature, mobility around the allure is not restricted, as one can

walk underneath the platform of the turret between the pillar and the parapet

walls. Access to these turrets is by means of flat stepping stones projecting

out from and supported by the parapet wall.

Fig.3.39.) These turrets are normally

(See Plate 4.8, and Chapter 3

finished with multi-stepped



battlements. Turrets which run for the full length of the wall from ground

level up were regarded by Leask as indicating that a tower house was

"early" in date - presumably on the basis that the more defensive the

structure the earlier its date of construction must be.5

The walls of the bawn too had turrets - angle turrets - and almost

invariably these were circular in plan. Located at the confluence of two

bawn walls they served as a joining point, afforded flanking fire if required

and gave access onto the allure or wall-walk of the bawn walls as well as

affording extra height above the bawn wall. They sometimes too may have

provided extra accomodation space - allbeit temporary. At Ballyteighue and

Baldwinstown and Killiane such turrets survive. The Baldwinstown

example is now tilting at a considerable angle and will shortly go the way of

its sister tower which tumbled within the past decade. (See Plate 4.9.)

This tower survives to 6.5m in height and has a diameter of c 4.0m. It

would appear that bawn turrets too were battlemented, with loops as a

standard feature. Internally they commonly had mural recesses and

presses. At Ballyteighue two impressive bawn turrets survive, together

with much of the original bawn wall. These turrets were circular in plan, -

their layout is shown in Fig. 4.10a. One turret (T1) was c 5.0m in external

diameter and it rose 7.0m above ground level. Internally it had a mural

stairs and was reasonably spacious. The second turret (T2) was c 4.0m in

diameter and approximately 9.0m high. Internally it had a dome-like vault

though there was no stairway below this vault. There was evidence for the

use of wicker matting in the construction of the vault. It would appear that

access to and from this turret at the upper levels was via the bawn allure.

(See Plate 4.10 c.) Another multi-level bawn turret is to be seen at

Ballykeerogue (#64). This had - until recently - five levels, and was

defended in the usual manner with loops.

The shape and size of the bawns varied, and with the poor
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survival rate of bawn features it is not possible to present a complete

picture. Fig. 4.10a for Ballyteighue and Fig.4.10b for Ballykeerogue

display two surviving examples. From what we are able to piece together

at Ballykeerogue the internal dimensions of the bawn enclosure were

approximately 26.3 x 29.5m - yielding a rough bawn area of 775 square

metres. The thickness of the bawn walls here was 1.1m. The bawn area

for this settlement was therefore approximately 21 times that of the ground

plan area of the tower house itself.

features its tower house at one

The bawn area at Ballyteighue also

corner of the bawn. Its area is

approximately 690 square metres - approximately nine times the area of the

tower house. Cairns noted that bawn areas in Tipperary ranged from

12,075 feet to 112,500 feet - with a metric conversion this would be

1,222m2 to 10,451m2. Thus our examples above would, by those

standards considered relatively small. (This is further covered in Chapter 5.)

The walls, be they bawn, tower or castle were made up of stone

and mortar, (with the exception of some bawn "walls" of earth). The

mortar used was a mixture of three ingredients, sand, water and lime. We

have documentary evidence for the use of lime for wall construction for

Wexford in 1283-4. "For 9 crannocks of lime bought to make a wall to the

grange 4s. 4d .... ,, 6 Lime was manufactured by burning limestone in

kilns and crushing the result to a powder. There are frequent references to

the purchase of lime and payment for this product together with its

transport. This would seem to indicate that limekilns were not very

widespread. Sand - the other major component of the mortar - is rarely

mentioned, and may therefore have been dug more locally. The resulting

mortar was extremely durable - as is attested by the survival of so many of

these structures to the twentieth century; however, its setting time was

relatively long. (See Chapter 2.)

The stone used was mainly rubble - uncut or roughly hewn
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stones. This at least was the main material, with worked or finely cut /

shaped stones being reserved for use in door and window frames or at

quoins in some cases. This is not to say that every tower house had cut

stonework. Table 4.11 details findings on the make up of walls.

Quoinstones are those stones found at corners where one wall meets

another. In Wexford it was found that in only 8.40% of cases cut

quoinstones were not employed. They were commonly employed as they

strengthened the structure and gave a more defined outline to the tower

house. They were placed so that each stone alternated, projecting from !

into each of the two faces giving an interlocking effect. This may be seen

at Taghmon and Kilcavan (see Plates 4.12 and 4.14). In some cases i.e.

Scar (#107) the quoins are "roughly cut". Where quoinstones were

roughly hewn the priority would appear to have been strength of the

structure; - even rough quoins with their "squared" edges provided a more

stable junction than would the smaller (and irregular) rubble stones which

would be more prone to erosion and less able to bear a superimposed load.

(The principal being that blockwork is more stable than rubblework.) The

amount of mortar used with cut stone (ashlar) was less than with rubble and

the result was a sturdier edge to the building. Where external appearance

was thought more important then quoinstones could be hewn more

precisely, i.e. Kilcavan.

Walls can be coursed, roughly coursed or un-coursed. A wall

would be considered to be coursed if clearly identifiable layers - courses - of

masonry could be seen, i.e. that a clear line separating one level from

another above it was discernible; (blockwork would be classed as

coursed). Uncoursed, describes a stone wall where there is no apparent

evidence of building the wall in layers. Roughly coursed then describes a

wall where a layering system of construction was roughly adhered to and

horizontal lines in the masonary are reasonably apparent - if not always
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obvious.

walls. Only two could be regarded as properly coursed;

uncoursed with the majority (43) being roughly coursed.

Table 4.11 shows findings on the degree of "coursing" of the

15 cases proved

Thus walls were

nearly three times more likely to be coursed to some degree than not, in the

surviving tower houses.

The stone "rubble" also varied in quality and the choicest pieces

were used as external facing. The majority of walls were constructed as a

sort of sandwich in which the larger stones and flattest faces faced outwards

on both sides. Between these two facings a mixture of random rubble,

hardcore and mortar was used to provide a fill. This is to be clearly seen at

Baldwinstown - see Plate 4.15. This method of wall construction was

also identified by Gowen at Dunboy Co. Cork and it seems to have been

common.7 As to the types of stone employed it would appear that the local

stone was generally used - it was extremely expensive to transport stone,

(see Chapter 2), and so the nearest suitable supply was used. It was rarely

possible to be sure as to the source of stone for a particular structure,

although at #107 (Scar) it would appear that the source was a quarry about

two miles distant from the structure.

themselves to the use of just one

The builders did not always confine

type of stone and mixed rubble is

commonly found (Table 4.11). The structures proved almost without

exception, to be built in the main of local rubble. In only one case was a

non local stone noted (for the newel of the stair at Selskar - an ecclesiastical

structure). For the tower

whatever was near at hand.

that tower houses had an

externally.    Weathering

houses then, one spared expense and used

This might perhaps add weight to the argument

external "rendering"- i.e. were plastered

precludes analysis of this, although at

Baldwinstown there are some indications (fragmentary plaster residue on

exterior wall) that it may have been rendered. There is of course no way of

proving that rendering is contemporanous with the stonework. It is
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accepted that internal rendering was common and though we have less

evidence for exteriors we should not dismiss the possibility. It is thought

that external whitewashing was likely, and we may be correct to interpret

that some accounts detailing "lime for the wall" may refer to lime wash i.e.

whitewash. We do know that some towers i.e. Hook were whitewashed

(1657) and we may assume that the practice was more widespread and was

probably practiced well in advance of this date.7A

Wall foundations are difficult to examine without archaeological

investigation; however, in a few cases some evidence is apparent. Some

towers were constructed on rock outcrops - Black / Brownswood (#20) was

one such example as are Ballyteighue, Ballyhealy and Ferrycarrig. Scar

was built on "soft" slate and relieving arches in its walls may represent an

effort on the part of its builders to distribute the weight to the areas most

able to take it. The bases of some tower houses reveal interesting details.

At Tracystown (#70) the builders appear to have begun by laying down the

largest and heaviest rocks and boulders and building on them (see Plate

4.16), while at Taylorstown (#69) -where the present ground level appears

to be below the original - it would again appear that boulders appear to have

been laid down first - apparently on some extant in-situ boulders (Plates

4.17 and 4.17a). A proper examination of tower house foundations

however, would require excavation.

An integral part of the stonework of the walls themselves are the

corbels. These are projecting stones used for support. Though frequently

of cut stone they are sometimes very roughly hewn - and in a few cases not

worked at all. The projecting part visible to us should be considered but

the tip of the iceberg as most of the corbel is buried within the thickness of

the wall. Another mural feature is the put-log hole.

External put-log holes are less commonly evident

counterpart.

(See Chapter 3.)

than their internal

They may represent an abutting structure or roof (see Chapter
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5). Where they occur at several levels in an external wall surface, it is most

likely that they represent support points for scaffolding used in the initial

construction of the structure, (see Chapter 2). External put-log holes are

evident at a number of Wexford tower houses including Taylorstown and

Danes, (see Plates 4.18 and 4.18a) they are also to be seen at Mountgarrett,

Tellarought and Mulrankin and they would have been quite common.

Their failure to be easily apparent to us may be attributable either to

ivy-cover, collapse of walls or the subsequent filling in of the holes.

One of the main breeches in a tower house wall was the doorway.

These varied in size and shape, though there was a surprising similarity in

design of door opes, with many having common features. There were a

number of different styles and arrangements. Three shapes were in

evidence, least common were the round arched doorways, - such as at

Kilhile (#91) and Butlerstown (#117) - see Plate 4.19. There were a

number of square framed examples such as at Slevoy (#71) or Ballyhack

(#92) - see Plate 4.20. The doorway at Tracystown (#70) was bluntly

pointed, but the most common shape for door frames was a pointed arch;

(see Table 4.21), one typical example is Newbawn (#42) (see Plate 4.22).

The dimensions of the doorways varied, though not much. Heights of

about 1.90m - 2.0m were the norm for an entrance doorway and in width

0.90m to one metre was usual. Given their size it would have been

possible for valuable livestock to be taken through the doorway to the

ground level - if it were desired to afford them the protection of the tower

house itself or to have them readily on hand for consumption in the event of

a seige. It would have been difficult for more than one person to enter a

tower house at a time and this enabled more effective defensive measures to

be taken; - from the murder-hole and machicolis. (See Chapter 6.) Just

how many of the tower houses were surrounded by a moat is uncertain (see

Chapter 5) but it is not unreasonable to postulate that a drawbridge feature
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or external door - hinged at the base - may have operated at a number of

sites. At Borris (#5) there is evidence which strongly points to the

existence of such a feature and the earthworks support the existence of a

surrounding fosse. At this site cut base stones which appear to have

housed a horizontal hinging mechanism enabling a doorway to be raised and

lowered (as a bridge over a fosse) are evident. The stonework too, is cut

with a rebate in the talus which would have accommodated such a door;

(see Plates 4.23 and 4.23a). Though it cannot be proven it is possible that

the external rebates which are commonly evident in the main entrance door

frames (many had them - see Table 4.21) may have been to accommodate a

second door, grid or gate which would have been horizontally hinged and

raised and lowered from inside; - probably through the "eye" holes in the

rebates of the frames (by means of chains or ropes - pulled through the eye

holes). These "eye" holes are illustrated for Mountgarrett (Plate 4.24 and

4.25), Newbawn (Plate 4.22), Artramont, Barrystown and Coolhull (Plates

4.25a, 4.26 and 4.26a).

Not all doorways need necessarily have been at ground level.

Several which are now above ground level may have been so elevated at the

time of their occupation, i.e. Taghmon (#69A), Ballyhack (#92) and

Butlerstown (#117). (See Plates 4.20 and 4.19). In these cases a set of

steps which could be raised and lowered - and may have been pivoted at the

base - would have complimented the other defensive features - though we

cannot claim to have any evidence to support this. The degree of similarity

between the features at a number of different sites is remarkable. Most

noticeably perhaps are the door frames of #’s 25, 42, 54, 100 and 106. All

are of cut stone, pointed, with external rebates featuring chamfers and

haveing eye holes at approximately the same levels in the rebate and

cases these are pre cut into two separate blocks before assembly.

side by side these similarities are most striking. (See Plates 4.24 and 4.24a:

in most

Viewed
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also 4.26 and 4.26a.) Are we to conclude here that the same masons are

responsible for both or that a similar set of plans were used ? It could of

course be the case that one copied from the other as there are no other

immediately apparent similarities between the two structures.

Not all door opes had frames of cut stone. Kilhile and

Taylorstown were amongst those which did not, - see Table 4.21. In each

of these cases the arrangements were simple with no external rebates or

ornate features. A number of features are however commonly found as

part of the door frame arrangement. Most commonly found are draw-bar

slots. These are long square channels which run through and parallel with

the wall in which the door is located. The slot is longer than the width of

the door opening so as to be able to contain the entire length of the wooden

draw-bar when it was slid back into the length of the wall - when the door

was open. The sectional area of the slot holes would accommodate a beam

of 10-14 cm in cross section, - see Plate 4.27 - of Killesk (#65) draw-bar

slot. These slots are located in the wall at about mid height of the door;

they slid across behind the door into a receiving mortise at the opposite side

- thus serving to hold the door closed. This was a well designed

arrangement which made it virtually impossible to prise the door open and

one would thus have to resort to breaking the door (a slower process)

during which time one was prey to those manning the castle defences.

Draw-bar slots were evident in the external door arrangements in the vast

majority of tower houses.

doors, we cannot be certain;

As to the thickness of the woodwork of the

though going by the architectural evidence -

distance from slot to rebate - we might expect a door of about 6 cm in

thicknes. This is based on the assumption that the draw-bar slid behind the

door, which may not necessarily have been the case, if it slid through the

thickness of the door then the door would have been considerably thicker.

The wooden doors were hinged and latched with iron fittings and these are
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on occasion referred to in the documents. A thirteenth century account

from Old Ross records "...for an iron latch (or hinge) (clucetta ferra) made

and placed before the bar of the lock of the doorof the great gate l d." 8

Portcullis arrangements are in evidence in a number of towers in

the south of the county. Butlerstown (#117), Ballyconnor (#122) and

Clougheast (#136) all had them. This provided an extra defensive element

to the structures. Where they are found there is no external rebate: perhaps

indicative of it serving as an alternative to other external "drawbridge-like"

features which may have been employed at some sites, (see below).

Hanging arrangements for doors which do survive take the form

of stone "eyes" (see Plate 4.28). Base stones with holes in them to take an

iron pivot attached to the door are located at the base corner of the

doorframe, above this at the top corner was the eye stone - another socket

cut into stone for the upper pivot point, between the two pivots the door

swung. Such an arrangement applied equally to the internal doors of a

tower house. At Baldwinstown the doorway from the stairwell to level two

is shown with a ranging pole (2.0m) inserted in both pivot points, (see Plate

4.29). Also found in a number of cases was a shallow wall recess to the

side of the door opening to accommodate the door when open, this is most

commonly found for narrow opes and is designed so as to allow the door to

open to its fullest, whilst not taking up valuable space.

The holes in the cut door frames which are often found are more

problematic to explain. These have already been noted at Newbawn and

Mountgarrett. There is also evidence for them at Coolhull, Artramont,

Barrystown and Adamstown where some cut fragments of the doorway

remain. If these are viewing holes then they do not afford a wide field of

vision. At Barrystown it was not suitable for looking through and it is

difficult to access in the wall. For such a function a hole or a sliding hatch

in the door itself would have been more effective. Neither do they appear
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suitable as chanels through which a weapon could effectively be discharged.

The Newbawn and Ballyhack features would have been awkward to

access for this purpose, and that at Barrystown impossible and hence

neither the view nor the defence function appears likely. It is possible that

these holes were used as a channel through which a chain or rope to raise

and lower an external barrier (be it a door, gate or grid) operated. The

Newbawn example illustrates the potential of this; by pivoting a door or

gate, it could be raised and secured through the apertures at the side and top.

The location of the holes would allow the door or gate to be pulled tightly -

flush with the external wall and the entire door would be ideally

accommodated within the rebated exterior. It is unlikely that these holes

were part of a latch mechanism as this too would have been more effectively

operated through the door itself.

Though not part of the door, a feature commonly associated with

doorways is the murder-hole. On entering through the door one will

almost invariably find a sizeable opening (through to level two / three)

above ones head. This is covered more fully in Chapter 6. The size of

the opening varied, but was always sufficient to enable those in the chamber

above to deal effectively with those in the lobby through the hole, if the

need arose. Some murder-holes are rectangular in shape - such as that seen

at Killesk we may also see here the chamber above the door from which

this feature was used. (See Plate 3.18.)

The importance or status of various levels or chambers is

sometimes discernible from the quality of its features. Abraham took as

one such feature the quality of the doorframes. To determine status for a

doorway he considered factors such as size, level of security and the

quality of the stone cutting. 9 He stresses that pointed door arches were

probably emphatic of chambers of "great social importance".1° In other

words, features found, and their quality, were perhaps indicative of type
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and frequency of use. At Killesk for example the external door is pointed

as is the main doorway to level two, the doorway to the murder-hole

chamber is of "low status" - presumably being used only by retainers and

infrequently. It is sometimes the case that even doors to garderobes /

latrines and mural chambers may be of "high status" at some levels i.e.

Ballyhack. In Wexford though, pointed or well cut doorways are often

found as the main door into each level, it is unusual to find such high status

doors leading to chambers from within.

One mural feature which was more varied than the doors were

windows. A number of shapes were in evidence. Most common were the

flat headed rectangular opes - an enlargement if you like of the arrow slit or

loop. This shape did however vary greatly in size from one level to the

next and from tower to tower. Because of the fragmentary nature of wall

survival and the quarrying of cut stone from the structures it is not always

possible to analyse the window feature as extensively as we would like.

We can however come to some general conclusions. By far the most

common surviving window shape was the rectangular ope - being many

times more numerous than any other identifiable type. (See Table 4.30) At

Ballyhack for example the rectangular window opes varied in area size from

the smallest of 0.083 square metres (0.67 x 0.125m) to 2.79 square metres

(1.44 x 1.35m), with six different size ranges in between. The variance

even within this one tower is best appreciated by a visual scaled

comparison - see Fig. 4.31. The rectangular ope was the simplest, some

towers display a development of this

mullioned and transomed window.

shape - the mullioned or the

These are in essence a large

square or rectangular window with a horizontal bar or transom and a vertical

one (mullion) forming a cross and dividing the opening into quadrants.

Such windows survive at Strokestown (#35), Ballyhack and Mountgarrett -

see Plate 4.32. The Mountgarrett example is of cut granite with the
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transom being made of one single piece while the mullion was in two

sections. Rebates, chamfers and a hood moulding are also visible. The

"stud" indentations in the frame allow for the possibility of glazing bars -

the window may have been glazed. Hood mouldings are typical of the

period from the fiftenth to the seventeenth centuries. In practical terms the

function of the moulding was to prevent water from running down the wall

over the window and flowing in through the opening. It was also

ornamental. A variant of this was the mullioned window, (without

transom), this was found at a number of sites, - see Table 4.30, examples

include those at Danes Castle, Lady’s Island and Clougheast. Opes of this

type tend to be smaller than the mullion and transom variety, though larger

than most plain rectangular opes. Examples of other windows with

transoms are also to be found, they can sometimes appear as two closely set

narrow windows - perhaps ogee, trefoil or multifoil. An example at

Swords Co. Dublin evidently had a glazed top section with shutters at the

bottom instead of glass. 11 This probably probably dates to the fifteenth

century.

Other double windows - indeed the majority - do not have

transoms. A double window is in essence merely two narrow windows

placed together with the wall space between them serving as a crude

mullion. Double or "twin" windows are evident at several sites in

Wexford, Ballyhack and Adamstown are amongst those which display

surviving examples. At Ballyhack, double rectangular and double ogee are

found while at Adamstown double rounds are to be found. At Ballyhealy,

what may be an original double cinquefoil is to be observed.

There existed quite a variety of window shapes, or at least quite a

variety of styles were to be observed at the ~ of windows. On the whole

windows tended to be narrow and vertical - like the towers themselves.

We have already noted the flat headed (most simple) variety. Round
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headed examples of cut stone may be found, with Adamstown and

Kilmannin, Clougheast and Butlerstown each having distinct specimens.

Those at Adamstown were so slender as to be almost loop-like, while at

Kilmannin an external rebate for a shutter was present. The graceful ogee

or "cyma-recta" curve manifests itself in windows in several towers. Ogee

windows are known in both single and double form -examples of the

former may be seen at at Killesk and the latter at Ballyhack.

More ornate window forms were not unknown but they were

scarce. Baldwinstown (#110) was one of the few sites where a trefoil

survived and Ballyhealy’s (# 129) cinquefoil was an unusual occurrence.

Windows were not the only apertures which pierced the tower

house walls at numerous points. Loops or narrow slit-like openings were

extremely common and in some towers they outnumbered the windows.

(See Appendix I.) Loops were especially concentrated at lower levels - see

Chapter 6. They were also commonly employed to light chambers and

stairs, elsewhere they were predominantly defensive. It is often difficult to

decide whether an aperture is a narrow window or a wide loop, i.e. it can be

a subjective analysis. (It might perhaps be useful to adopt a standard

definition of a loop as an opening where the height is - say - six times its

width.) What is certain however, is that narrow and small windows and

loops were common if not predominant. This trend towards small opes

was commented upon by Le Gouz in the seventeenth century. Describing

the houses of the gentry he noted " they are nothing but square towers

without windows, or at least having such small apertures as to give no more

light than is in a prison." 12 His comment indicates too, that by the time of

his writing (1644) such features were considered archaic - the age no longer

requiring such restrictive and defensive features.

Though loops are almost invariably vertical, one tower house -

Tracystown (#69) has two horizontal loops at ground-level. Loops may be
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of cut stone or composed of rubblework. Sometimes they are found to be

more complex than the customary plain slit, i.e. a cross-loop survives at

Courthoyle (#41) Sigginstown (#130B) and Ferrycarrig (#56B), see Plate

4.33. The inverted "key-hole" variety using the slit for sighting and the

circular opening at the bottom for discharge of the weapon is not evident in

Wexford tower houses. They may also vary from the normal single splay

in the form of double splays - both inwards and to the exterior - sometimes

being found. Such was the case at Taghmon, Sigginshaggard, Aghnegan,

Newcastle (#81) Baldwinstown and a number of others. An even more

complex style of loop is found at Newbawn where an offset occurs in a

double splayed loop (see Fig. 4.34). The versatility of the loop together

with its functions are examined more fully in Chapter 6.

An even smaller opening than the loop was the gun-port (a.k.a.

gun-loop) which may be seen in just under one in four of the Wexford

tower houses. They were most common in Sigginshaggard -see Table

4.2.. Here they occurred in all five levels of the structure with seven single

and two double ports at ground level, a triple on level two, five on level

three, with two and three on levels four and five respectively. Where a

double or triple loop occurs there is a single opening on the interior which

forks into two or three small apertures on the exterior wall; see Plate 4.35.

Evidence of the internal "shuttering" arrangements is sometimes to

be seen. Generally stone sockets, eyes or "gudgeons" to accommodate a

pivoted frame, show that many - if not all -windows had features enabling

them to be closed. At Baldwinstown a narrow window is shown (see Plate

4.36) with a scaling rod pivoted in such pivot points. The pivoted frame

may well -especially in later times - have held glass, but in the absence of

such a "luxury" stretched animal gut, wicker or even parchment may have

been employed. Sometimes, especially in mullion and transomed and

double windows an offset mortise may be provided in the mullion to latch
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the shutter frames closed.

The wall recesses or embrasures (often splayed) in which

windows were usually found were sometimes also used to increase internal

space by locating seating space in the window bay. This gives rise to

window-seats, which are found in many towers - especially in the south of

the county and generally from level three upwards, see Table 4.37. The

seat - or seats, for there are invariably double, - one each side of the ope,

often have a convenient foot rest. The window seat arrangement might be

described as a large wall recess the lower part of which had two shelf-like

seats - facing one another

which the walls splayed.

and above which there was a window opening to

The combination offered a relatively comfortable

place to sit and view outwards, or indeed pay attention to events inside the

walls. An example is illustrated for Rathmacknee - Plate 4.38. The

window seat is found in association with the relatively large windows and

one should expect to find them moreso in the "private" areas of the room.

The placement and location of the windows in the walls and their

distribution throughout the tower too, is significant.

possible,windows were placed pretty much centrally in

Wherever

their walls.

Usually, where this is not the case it is due to the presence of a chimney flue

and the window must therefore be displaced. Examples of the central

placing of windows can be seen at Adamstown and Sigginstown and

Sigginshaggard- see Plates 4.39 and 4.39a, whereas at Ballyhealy they

have been pushed to one side to make way for the flue - as outlined by an

offset in the wall. At Ballyhack, windows have been located at either side

of the flue (see Plate 4.40).

The number and size of the windows were generally dependant on

the level at which they were located in the tower. A commonly observed

window relationship was for the largest windows - or at least the greatest

window open surface area - to be found in the tower at level three - usually
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the level for which the vault formed the floor. This was the most important

level in that it was the room most used during the day. The level above this

usually had a somewhat smaller window area. The trend was, that as one

ascended in levels (from level three) the size of the windows decreased,

with the rooms being less well lit. In an attempt to quantify this

relationship I have summed up window numbers, size and total area for

each level at Ballyhack (#92) - see Fig. 4.31. Level one has a number of

loops only, with an ope area of 0.16 square metres. Level two had just one

rectangular window, the ope area was greater than for level one with 0.26

square metres. A much greater ope area, i.e. a very well lit level - was

found on level three (above the vault,) with 2.49 square metres of open

window space. This was to prove the best illuminated level of the tower.

Level four decreased to 2.17 square metres, having two rectangular opes, a

double ope and two ogee windows. Though the amount of light here was

less than for level three some of the windows seemed more elaborate i.e. the

ogee heads - see Fig. 4.31. The fifth level also had some ogee windows,

but these tended to be narrow, with a total window area of 0.93 square

metres. 14 In general both the larger and the more ornate or elaborate

windows were to be found in the upper levels of the tower house (level

three up) with the amount of light being greatest at level three and

decreasing as one ascended. Windows then are a valuable indicator of the

importance or "status" of the various levels or chambers. The most used

chambers would be best lit, while the uppermost level - probably the

sleeping quarters for the principal occupant and his family - was moderately

lit; chief rooms of occupancy were the brightest.

Regardless of their level, stairways tended to be lit throughout

their length by means of a number of loops. Stairs may be divided into two

main types, mural and spiral. The term "mural" stairs is applied generally

to any stair which runs for all or most of its length in straight lines, as
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opposed to a constantly winding or spiraling stair; though both are in fact

commonly located within the thickness of the wall. In order to provide for

a stair to run through a wall and still maintain strength and stability of the

structure, it was usually necessary to increase the thickness of the wall. It is

thus not surprising to note that when one wall is thicker than others (apart

from springers) it will be found to contain a mural stair. Mulrankin (#112)

for example has one wall measuring 1.7m rather than its corresponding wall

which is just 1.3m. The thicker of the two was found to contain a stair of

0.65m in thickness. Spiral staircases were not necessarily confined to

round comer turrets, though they were generally located in a comer of the

structure. Whereas some rose from ground level to the top of the structure

in the same corner, others rose to one level and might continue upwards

from a different comer - via the chamber. The strongest form of spiral stair

is the "newel" stair in which each individual step is cut in a keyhole shape

so as when they are superimposed they form a continuous central

supporting pillar running vertically to the ground. Generally though, in

Wexford, where spiral stairs occur, they rely mainly for their support on

the wall at the stair circumference with little support in the centre i.e. no

newel. It is not unusual to find merely fragments of a spiral stair (in the

form of a few disjoint steps) remaining as a result. At Adamstown only a

few of the steps of the spiral remain, and it can be seen that these were

supported from the wall -at their ends -and that no newel existed. (Plate

4.41).

When a continuous spiral stair was used, doorways branched off

at each level from the stair itself. A cross-breed of stair, i.e. one combining

the straight mural length with the "winders" of the spiral is not uncommon;

stairs might run along one wall, wind around a corner and run straight up

through the adjacent wall. Most common of all was a combination of mural

and spiral, with the stair beginning as a straight mural - from the entrance
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lobby - and continuing from level two or three as a spiral i.e.

Sigginshaggard; though some continued alternating as mural and spiral. It

appears that the stair was designed to suit the floor layouts. Stairs were

sufficiently wide to allow comfortable passage, usually of not more than

one person at a time; though two people could pass one another in most

cases - asuming that one or both turned sideways. Some stairs were as

narrow as 0.58m, though murals averaged 0.76m wide. Spirals might be

a narrow 0.65m but they averaged almost the same as murals (0.77m), the

widest stairs tended to be 0.90m - see Table 4.42. The stairways being

narrow served a dual function. It allowed them to be compactly tucked into

the wall without rendering the wall either too thick or structurally weak. It

also made it more defensible.

It is difficult to attack or assault upwards on a slope or stair, and

conversely it is easier to defend downwards. It is most noticeable in Table

4.42 that where spiral stairs occur they tend to wind in a common direction

with few exceptions. Tradition has it that stairs run clockwise in ascent and

anti-clockwise in descent to enable a defender - generally right handed - to

wield a sword in defence, from above, against an assailant below. The

assailant - unless left handed, or armed specially - would have been quite

helpless. Those spiral stairs which conform to this theory of "wield" have

been indicated with a "W" in Table 4.42. It will be noted that in most cases

(70%) tower stairs conformed to this. This is not really enough to support

the design of stairways to suit the swordsman. I think it is more likely that

other factors were more important. The direction of ascent largely

depended on which side of the door one placed the stair, it was therefore

dictated by more domestic considerations.

Another defensive feature sometimes found in a stairway is a

murder-hole type arrangement, mid way in the height of the stair. Through

this an occupant could kill or maim anyone attempting to ascend the stair -
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such a feature is found at some sites in Co. Wexford including

Ballyteighue. (They may be observed elsewhere i.e.Burnchurch Co.

Kilkenny.)

As for standardisation this applied in many cases within the

individual tower, i.e. when both mural and spiral stairs were found in the

same structure the same unit of measurement was often used for both.

Taylorstown displayed both mural and spiral stairs, each being 0.8m wide,

both also had risers of 0.22m. Standardisation between structures was to a

degree evident. A number of structures were found to have had mural

treads of 0.26m, while 0.8m was a common stair width; (see full stats in

Table 4.42). Where stairs survive to full tower height many were found to

have had as many as seven lights, - loops placed at necessary points along

the course of the stair.

Not all stairs were of stone. Some tower houses had wooden

stairs as a means of access from one level to another. This is attested by the

absence of any evidence of inter level communication, i.e. no stone stairs

where stairs must have existed. These stairs need not be located within the

walls but could run from within the chambers themselves, e.g the restored

stair at Westgate (58/1).

Yet another "mural" feature were the chambers. There were a

number of different types of chamber. Many were simply small rooms

located within the thickness of the wall - as space was usually at a premium

any extra accomodation which could be provided was welcome. Chambers

could be quite spacious and were sometimes located in the sides of vaults as

well as in the normal vertical walls, (see Chapter 3). When a number of

mural chambers are found in a tower house it is usual to find that they are

located one above the other - at the different levels in the same wall. This

usually means that one of the walls - exclusive of accomodation space - was

sometimes considerably thicker than the others.
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The most commonly identified use of mural chambers is as

garderobes (latrines). The garderobe was primarily a sanitary chamber

though its name derives from another of its attributed functions - that of

preserving cloth which was stored there, (by virtue of the fumes). A

garderobe is identifiable to us as a chamber in which a stone, shelf-like seat

with a square hole in it is found. From this a mural chute runs downwards

to ground level and discharges externally at low level. A wooden frame

with a seat - and probably a lid - was apparently fitted to this opening,

making it a more comfortable and sanitary arrangement. (See Plate 4.43 -

Ballyhack.) In some garderobe chambers a wall press is found within

reach of the seat - which would have served to hold the equivalent of toilet

paper. It is common to find a number of garderobes in a tower house,

usually at different levels. (See Apendix I.) Where they occur they are

most commonly found on level three though level four often possesses them

- Appendix I. Whenever two successive levels had garderobes it was usual

for them to be placed over one another in such a way as the downward

mural chute from each could discharge in parallel, and often through the

same outlet. In a number of cases fragmentary twin mural chutes for

garderobes were in evidence, e.g. Sigginshaggard and Baldwinstown.

The garderobe chamber might on occasion, be found to contain in

its floor, access to a "secret" chamber below. Access usually took the form

of a square opening and entry and exit was presumably by means of a

ladder. We cannot be certain as to the function of these chambers. They

are not very common, only six towers had evidence of them, though in

three of these cases several were found, i.e. Rathmacknee, Ballycogley and

Ballyteighue. It is possible that they may have been for storage. They

sometimes do not possess any lights - even in the form of loops - the only

breech in the masonry at any point being the access hole at the top. The

chamber at Ballyteighue measured 1 x 2m in internal ground plan and it was
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2.60m deep; (a volume of 5.20 cubic metres). A similar one at

Brownswood (#20) was also two metres long. The Brownswood

chamber, however, displays evidence of a secure door having been fitted to

its access opening. There was evidence in the masonry of a door fastening

arrangement. This secure door might be taken as evidence in support of the

theory that these chambers were used to hold captives. If this is so then

they would have been extremely unpleasant, cramped, cold, damp and dark,

- one presumes that the door covering would have had ventilation holes t

Some towers have slightly larger "secret" chambers which though poorly

lit, one at Rathumney had a small window, while at Ballycogley, a small

loop was the only source of light. These might perhaps have been more

reasonable cells for prisoners. It is difficult to accept though, that the unlit

cramped chambers were intended for the holding of captives - at least for

any appreciable length of time. I think that they would have been more

suitable as storage places for meat, grain, wine or indeed valuables, as they

were often located and accessed in the private areas of the tower. The

locking arrangement as preserved at #20 could be interpreted merely as a

means, of securing ones property.

Fireplaces and chimneys are a mural feature found in many though

not all tower houses. The fireplace is the open hearth area, whereas the

term chimney refers to the pipe or "flue" which runs upward through the

wall above with the smoke discharging through a chimney-stack at roof

level. Appendix I displays those castles and towers which had fireplaces

and details their location within the structures. Chimneys are most

commonly found on level three; - being rarely found on level two and only

if there was no vault present or if it were a very lengthy structure. It is

located on vault level when there is a vault present. Quite a number of

towers have several fireplaces, with the second usually located on level

four. This is to say that the two levels immediately above the vault were
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the main living areas. Of the towers surveyed 37 had fireplaces (one or

more) this represents 88% of towers found with this feature. In only 12%

of cases (5 out of 42) was it possible to say with certainty that no fireplace

existed within the tower house itself; though they would have been present

in the settlement either in the form of a fire lit centrally on a tower house

floor or somewhere within the bawn area. This conclusion can only be

reached where there are sufficient remains of the structure to show that it did

not have a fireplace. In many cases there was not enough structure

remaining to be able to dicsern whether the tower had a fireplace. Of those

towers which possessed fireplaces, 50%, or one in two had several,

(usually two)- see Appendix I.

When there were several fireplaces in one tower, they tended to be

located in the same wall, i.e. one above the other at different levels. They

would also normally be staggered, i.e. slightly out of line, in order to enable

the two chimney flues to run upwards un-obstructed; e.g. Ballyhack -see

Plate 4.44. When fireplaces are found at two levels, it may be possible to

discern which is the more impressive or of highest status, this would have

implications for the status of the level. At Ballyhack both would appear to

be similar with no obvious difference in style, size or importance. The

design and composition of the fireplaces and chimney breasts varied.

Straight lintels over the hearths were fairly ubiquitous, though these were

constructed in a number of ways. At Ballyhack, one single slab of cut

granite was used as a lintel, this was chamfered and supported in relief from

the wall on two rounded corbels, with the masonry above tapering back to

wall surface level within 0.5m, a similar arangement is shown at Danes

Castle - Plate 4.45. It would appear that the chimney breast at Scar (#107)

was also offset from the wall, though here, the hearth, rather than

conforming to the usual rectangular shape (in plan) was segmental, i.e. it

had a curved back. Granite straight lintels, flush with the internal wall
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were employed extensively. In some cases the lintels were composed of a

number of blocks, two in the case of Baldwinstown and three at

Taylorstown. Where this was the case it was usual to take the wall thrust

off the lintel by means of a relieving arch immediately above it. (See Plate

4.46- Taylorstown (#69)). In the case of Taylorstown the middle stone of

the lintel was cut in the shape of a kingstone vousoir - now missing.

In order to accommodate the flue within the thickness of the wall

and to prevent or ease congestion due to the chimney stack at allure level,

the technique of offsetting the flue and stack externally in the wall was

sometimes used. This may be observed in a number of cases including

Ballyhack, Rathumney, Ballyhealy and Baldwinstown. This was achieved

with the use of a number of corbels supporting an offset in the wall, which

was carded up vertically beyond allure level - see Plate 4.47 - Kilclogan.

The Kilclogan offset runs from level five, though they can run from as low

as level two. The chimney stack at Baldwinstown accommodates a twin

flue, and even allowing for the offset it encroaches slightly on the allure

walkway.

Throughout the tower house there were a number of mural

features with a variety of different functions, not all of which are

satisfactorily explicable. In a wall recess in Ballyhack - evidentally used as

a chapel, - there is a rather ornate recess with a pointed top and slots for two

levels of shelving, - perhaps a tabernacle ? To the left of this was a

miniature corbel with a hole drilled into its top surface - presumably to hold

a candle. Taylorstown possesses a curious viewing hole in its wall. It

looks out from the stairway at level three, it is angled downwards having

rounded comers; it would appear that it was designed as an observation

point, it affords a wide view of the area outside. A similar feature exists at

Mountgarrett though it is inaccesible for examination.

Wall presses were extremely common. These present as box-like
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recesses in the thickness of the wall. Virtually all towers had presses, most

had them in abundance, - Ballyhealy had thirteen ! In many cases each

level had a large number of presses. If we were to analyse the breakdown

(by level) for each tower, we would find that they were quite common on

ground level - with two in some cases. On level two (usually the

under-vault room) they were less commonly found, with one being the

most. Level three (the above vault room) generally had an abundance of

presses, in fact, rarely was a tower found not to have had presses at this

level. On the whole it was level three which was best provided with this

particular mural feature. The fourth level was also well provided with them

in most cases - in a few cases better provided than level three. Where

structures survive to level five, between one and three presses were found,

though usually only one was found. We are left to assume that the function

of these mural presses was storage. Some perhaps, may have been

convenient places in which to sit candles - secure from being knocked over.

They may have had wooden doors, they may even have been concealed -

perhaps behind panelling or tapestries. They are almost invariably located

at easily accessible height, though in some cases (i.e. Ballyhealy) some

were at awkward height for ease of access. More curious are the

occurrence in a number of cases of a more complex form of press located at

comers. These are found at several sites including Scar, Ballyteighue and

Newcastle (#81). They appear strangely complex; they exist as a recessed

box at the confluence of two walls with a further

within this in the adjacent wall see Plate 4.48.

(smaller) box-like recess

The complexity of design

would seem to indicate that a specific function other than storage was

intended for these features.

We have already noted the garderobe feature, used for the disposal

of human waste. Another waste disposal feature which is sometimes found

is the slop-sink. These are not nearly as common as garderobes in
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Wexford. They take the form of a recess, the base of which slopes

downwards externally, with a hole discharging through the wall -

sometimes a drip-stone is provided. This feature has been noted at a

number of sites, (see Appendix I) its function being to provide for the

disposal of liquid waste easily. Drip-stones - where they occur - serve to

ensure that the outflow is discharged clear of the external wall surface.

They are found in conjunction with slop-sinks and also sometimes at allure

level. (See Plate 4.49 - Brownswood (#20)).

What emerges therefore, is a multitude of mural features

throughout the towers. If we were to represent the main mural features at

each level of a tower house in a diagramatic form so as to aid analysis

(Table 4.50) and divide each level into "defensive" and "habitation" features

we should be able to view more clearly the horizontal distribution of

features throughout the tower and conclude as to the function of each level.

Furthermore we should be able to assess to some degree which rooms were

most used. In order to portray the main features for analysis I have

selected four main features as indicative of habitation in any level,

(windows, presses, fireplaces and garderobes.) As indicative of defence I

have noted loops and also a "factor" of other defensive indicators - such as

talus, thick walls and strong doors.15 The resulting chart enables us to

assess each level in a tower and decide whether it was predominantly

defensive or more residential in function. It allows also an overview of

levels in general enabling us to generalise as to their "function". 16

The overall emergent picture for level one is not surprising. It is

overwhelmingly defensive. Each tower at level one had (with very few

exceptions) loops or gun-ports as its only openings, in some cases there

were no openings - apart from the door. The amount of other defensive

features at this level was high - usually two or three in each case with a large

number having all three (thick walls, strong door arrangement and a talus).
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Residentially, level one did not fare well, in a few cases small windows

were present. The most common "residential" feature at level one were

mural presses, but on their own they are not conclusive evidence of regular

occupancy / residence and are consistent with a storage function - or a low

status residence function for that level.

Level two (usually the under-vault room) was relatively cramped,

wall thickness remained relatively thick, loops were common, indicating

another defensive level. Residential indicators were limited to windows

which were rarely other than small and were always infrequent. Presses

were sometimes, though not commonly found; the likelihood therefore for

level two is that it was still defensive, and though it did have a few

habitation indicators these were not of good quality, nor were they frequent.

The cramped space at this level must also weigh against residence in favour

of defence / storage.

Moving up to level three (the level for which the vault generally

forms the floor) we notice a marked difference in the facilities with a swing

from the defensive to the comfortably residential. Defensive features at this

level were rare - with loops being the only such indicator - these, however

tended to be located in chambers and stairways. From level three upwards

windows take over from loops as these levels were sufficiently high above

ground level to widen the opes without compromising defence. The result

is brighter more habitable rooms. Every tower house had windows at this

level, and presses were very common. Perhaps most noticeably, level

three had clearly residential - if not luxury - features. Fireplaces were

found in most cases with 86% (31 out of 36) of the towers having them on

this level. Even more common were garderobes with nearly 94% (32 out

of 34) having them on level three. About 75% of tower houses had both

garderobes and fireplaces on level three. It would appear therefore that the

vault marked the horizontal division of the tower into predominently
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defensive and mainly residential features: defence below, residence above.

In most cases all four residential indicators were present on level three.

The residential function continued into level four, though data is

more scarce here (level four being a less common survivor). Loops were

less common than for level three. There appeared to be a low defensive

priority at this level. Windows were almost always found and presses too

were common - though less so than on level three. Again garderobes and

fireplaces were commonly found though these too were about a third less

common on level four than on level three. Thus whereas level four was a

residential level it tended overall to have less facilities than level three which

appears to have been the most occupied level.

Level five was an infrequent survivor, here windows were

relatively small, with loops sometimes being employed for light. Presses

were sometimes found though they tended to be few in number, while

garderobes and fireplaces were not at all

surviving features are consistent with an

found at this level.

occupational rather

These

than a

residential function - i.e. it would appear more suited to sleep or private

accomodation than to social activities.

We have already seen the complexity of the walls. They did more

than give shape and security to the structure, they housed within themselves

the features which are the key to our architectural understanding of the

tower house. We have observed that walls were always thick at ground

level, gradually becoming thinner as they ascended. Plans differed,

sometimes in shape though frequently in size, as did the bawn enclosures

which were sometimes extremely spacious, and almost as complex as the

tower houses themselves. Walls were generally rubble and of local stone,

roughly coursed. Worked stone or "ashlar" was often - though not always

- employed at quoins and usually as trimmings at window and door opes.

A form of "sandwich" construction seems to have been employed with lime
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mortar being used to bind the stone. Towers were sometimes built on

bedrock foundations though oftentimes the builder was content to work up

from boulders laid as the bottom course. Doorways were more often than

not of cut stone with a number of shapes in evidence - most popular being

pointed. A number of features of strength were evident in the doorways,

ranging from draw-bar slots to the lobby system with its murder-hole - and

perhaps an external door or gateway.

Windows varied greatly in size, though the rectangular shape was

most common, rounded, pointed, ogee, (especially "cusped ogee") and

trefoil, headed windows were also used. Double-lights - sometimes with

transoms - were sometimes employed, with the mullioned window and the

mullion and transom (with hood moulding) featuring toward the end of the

period. Windows were almost invariably vertical, though a few examples

departed from the norm. A variety of features were associated with

windows - from the accommodating window-seat to evidence of shuttering

arrangements. The window layout tended to be centralised in the wall

where possible with a tendency for a reduction in window size from levels

three to five. Windows rarely featured below the vault where structural and

defensive considerations dictated the use of the more suitable loop and

gun-port. Elsewhere throughout the tower loops could be found lighting

stairways and chambers. Windows on the whole were an important status

indicator.

The majority of stairways began as straight mural flights which

continued either as spiral or a combination of spiral and straight with

winders at comers. Stairways were accommodated conveniently in the

walls and were apparently designed with defence in mind. Garderobes are

confined to levels three and four, often possessing mural presses, some

were quite spacious and well lit. Fireplaces too were a characteristic feature

of levels three and four - or at least above the vault. A number of towers
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had two fireplaces, 88% of towers appear to have had mural provision for

fireplaces. Stylistically in Wexford they were usually made up of a straight

lintel of one or more pieces - usually of granite. Mural chambers, some

possibly "secret" varied

spacious and better lit.

from the cramped, dark and stuffy to the more

Many were secured, indicating the storage of

valuables or detention of prisoners - with the latter function probably being

confined to the larger chambers. A number of miscellaneous mural

features, such as viewing points, presses and slop sinks confirmed the

functions of the tower house from the defensive and secure to the domestic

and residential. This dichotomy was clearly manifest in the general

distribution of features throughout the tower. General guidelines, appear to

have operated in the layout of plans, this results in a degree of

"standardisation" of layout, which would appear in most cases to lend itself

to division (by us at least) into "public" and "private" areas in the towers.

In general the vault marked the division of the tower into predominently

defensive below to largely residential - though secure - above. Below the

vault the opes were few and small - often there were none save the door.

With thick walls, talus and a strong door arrangement the lower levels were

a show of strength. Over the vault - level three and above - the levels

were relatively well lit, having more windows which were both larger and

more ornate. Here "luxury" domestic features such as fireplaces and

garderobes were most commonly found. Generally level four was almost

as important as level three, having slightly less window space though

almost as many provisions for habitation as the level below. Level five

had less lighting and "luxury" features were generally absent. What

emerges therefore is a complex array of mural features dictated by the need

to combine occupation with security. All in all it is an architectural

masterpiece in which the bulk of the necessities for life in security were

murally catered for.
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5

( xternal features

In this chapter it is my intention to examine some of the features

which are found outside the tower house; be they part of the external

structure itself, attached in some way to the tower or located around - or "in

the shadow" of the tower house. I shall also briefly cover excavation

finds, as these are generally confined to the exterior. Some external

architectural features are by their nature and function defensive, e.g.

machicolations, bartizans etc., and these have therefore been left to the

chapter on "Attack and Defence" (Chapter 6), where they are considered to

be more appropriate. I shall discuss the "bawn", its function, and describe

its features and shall try to ascertain

association with the Wexford towers.

how prevalent this feature was in

Attached structures such as "halls"

too shall be discussed, as will external earthworks. The tower house did

not stand forlorn and I shall therefore endeavour to sketch the picture of

other associated settlement features, and discuss also other external aspects

which presented themselves to medieval man.

The term bawn - or "basecanet" as it was known in the barony of

Forth refers to an enclosure connected in one way or other with the tower

house.1 The derivation of the name is uncertain. O’Donovan’s suggestion

that it may derive from bo dhun - fort for cows - is probably as good as

any, especially as we shall see, cows and their protection features highly as

a function for the bawn.2 The term bawn describing a cattle enclosure was
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in use in the Scottish highlands. 3

Lee parallels the pre-Norman ringfort with the Tower House and

bawn, with the bank and fosse serving the same purpose as the later stone

wall.4 Indeed he describes the earliest bawn as being "an enclosure,

surrounded by an embankment of earth impailed with wooden stakes .....

surrounded with a deep trench." 5 Whether or not we accept the ringfort

as the ancestor of the bawn it is beyond doubt that some at least were

constructed of earth, sods or wood, e.g. Cullenstown (#108A). As late as

the first decade of the seventeenth century the Ulster plantation

"Undertakers" conditions specified that the bawns were to be built of lime

and stone - the implication being that not all were. Prior to this date a

"Mulmorie Oge O’Reilie hath 3,000 acres, upon this there is a Bawne of

sodds, and in it an old castle, which is now built up, in which himself and

family dwelleth." 6 Jope states that raths were adapted in some parts of

Ulster to serve as bawns. 7 Could the "rath" or circular earthwork adjacent

to Boley Castle’s site have served a bawn function, or was it perhaps a

genuine rath which may have been adapted to such a function by the castle

occupants ? Cairns too cites evidence for enclosures of materials other

than stone, surrounding tower houses. He notes a palisade around

Ballysonan Co. Kilkenny (1649-50) and remarks that some of the works

around Lifford (Co. Donegal) erected in 1527 were partially of wood. 8

Whatever its origin or composition the bawn, had by the process of

evolution, developed from an enclosure - generally for cattle-, and often of

earth, to a stone structure in the style of the castle and tower house, with

which it is found. Its function too was to evolve, and we shall see that

many bawns defined a large area of habitation, providing protection to the

occupants of the structures found within the enclosure, in addition to

protecting the livestock, which in all probability remained one of its main
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raisons d’etre.

We shall be concerned mainly with the bawn of stone as it is these

which have tended to survive. There was as much variety in bawns as

there was in the towers themselves. Let us define the bawn as an enclosure

associated with a tower, usually of stone, and for the purpose of protection.

Many different structures will fit this definition, but then there is a large

variety of bawns to be found. The simplest bawns were stone walls

surrounding the tower. Some however, were more elaborate, and turrets

or towers are not an uncommon feature with the bawn walls i.e.

Ballykeerogue (#64), Killiane (#88), Baldwinstown (#110) - see Plate

4.9 -, and Ballyteighue (#128) - Plate 4.10 c. These towers where they

occur are found at the angles in the wall. Their function was to serve as

flanking towers in the defence of the bawn and castle. As such these

towers were equipped with loops. A nineteenth century account of

Adamstown (#31) describes its bawn .."a square tower encompassed by a

court flanked by four turrets ...... the wall surrounding the castle was 20

feet high and enclosed c an English acre of land and the courtyard had a

tower at each of the four corners...

Adamstown.

,, 9 Today none of the bawn remains at

The majority of bawns were roughly rectilinear in plan, (see plans

of these - Figures 5.2a - 5.2c, 4.10, and 5.2. The thickness of the walls

and their height varied. Davin gave a range of 3 - 5 feet for their thickness

in the Pale area. Cairns noted thicknesses ranging from 18" to 5’ with an

average of 3’. There were few surviving bawns found in the field, and so

we have only a limited amount of data. Observed widths / thicknesses of

bawn walls ranged from 1 m at Lady’s Island to 1.55m at Killiane, to the 5m

wide earthen bank bawn at Cullenstown, - see Plate 5.1.

Height is more difficult to quantify as where bawn remains exist

they rarely survive to their original height. Only Rathmacknee had
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sufficient remains of wall to obtain a dependable height measurement, here

it was 7.7m high. Cairns’ examples ranged from 9’ to 20’ high, and

Davin’s from 8’. We have already seen that Adamstown encompassed a

large area of ground. The Wexford bawns were on the whole smaller than

those noted elsewhere, - see Table 5.3. As the extent and shape of many

which "survived" is not fully apparent, areas could only be calculated in a

few cases (Table 5.3). Four examples gave areas between six hundred and

seven hundred square metres, with Ballymagir having by far the largest

enclosure, measuring over 2,000 square metres. Lee observes that a bawn

133’X 106’ was capable of affording shelter to 200 head of cattle. 10 This

works out at approximately 70 sq. feet per cow, if we assume that all the

bawn area is available - i.e. not filled with outbuildings. If we apply this

figure to the Wexford examples we would an’ive at a capacity of 92 head of

cattle for Ballyteighue ranging to 320 for Ballymagir. This however, is in

all likelihood a dangerous exterpolation as 200 is probably a "rounded" and

therefore an inaccurate number, and we do not know if the cows were

densely packed into the bawn in question or had plenty of space.

Many of the tower house features are mirrored on those of the

bawn - if on a somewhat smaller scale. The allure on the bawn could take

the form either of a simple wall walk behind the parapets, or as in some of

the plantation examples platforms capable of carrying cannon.11 Because

they are generally of flimsier construction than their tower houses the

bawns, and especially their parapet defences, where they existed, rarely

survive. Rathmacknee is one notable exception, there the bawn is nearly

complete and is surrounded by a fosse, (see Fig. 5.2b). It has a wide

allure accessed by mural stepping - Plate 5.4. A machicolis over the

entrance and a bartizan at one corner supplement its defences: (see Fig.

5.2b).

The relationship of the bawn to the tower house took several
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forms. In constructional terms we can see where the tower house and

bawn were built simultaneously - i.e. if, and where the bawn comes into

contact with the tower we may observe whether the stonework of each was

integrated. If this is seen to be the case we must conclude that the two

structures were built at the same time. Where the bawn wall clearly abutts

the tower and is not integrated with the main structure we must assume that

the bawn was a later addition, as at Rathmacknee - Plate 5.5. In cases

where the bawn surrounds but does not touch the tower house we cannot

tell from architectural evidence. We do know however, that some bawns

were built in advance of the tower houses or castles they enclosed. In Co.

Cavan John Hamilton is recorded as having "built a bawne of lime and

stone 80 ft. square and 13 ft high, with two round towers for flankers,

being 12 ft le piece in diameter. There is also begun a stone house." x2

Though the above refers to a castle and bawn of the early seventeenth

century Ulster Plantation, it is reasonable to assume that such was in some

cases true in earlier times. Certainly the cover afforded by a bawn - be it

of stone or an earthwork,- would have been useful protection while the

more lengthy task of constructing the main structure was in process.

In plan the relationship of bawn to tower house could follow any

one of 3 main arrangements. The tower house could form part of one of

the bawn walls - as at "A" below (Fig.5.6). The tower house could be

situated at one corner of the bawn ("B") eg. at Rathmacknee (#89), or the

bawn could enclose the tower house without coming into contact with it, in

such a way as to result in two independent free standing structures, one

within the other ("C"); i.e. a simplified arrangement in miniature of the plan

at Trim Castle.

In the "Down Survey" for the barony of Forth, Ballycogly

(#114A) is shown as part of one of the longer bawn walls, incorporated

about half way along its length. It thus conformed - if we are to go by its
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pictorial representation - to type "A". Number 131 - Ballymackane - is

similarly shown on the same map.

We have already noted that the main function of the bawn was a

defensive one. It served in part as an outer line of defence but primarily as

a defensive enclosure to protect one’s property. The most prized moveable

possession was of course ones livestock. Moryson in his "Description of

Ireland" in the early 17th century portrays the bawn in its role as a livestock

container. "Neither can the cattle possibly be great since they eat only by

day, and then are brought at evening within the bawns of castles ...... and

they are brought in by nights for fear of thieves, the Irish using almost no

other kind of theft, or else for fear of wolves .... ,, 13 He goes on later to

describe the ferocity of the wolves, which were according to him not at all

scarce.TM Jonathan Swift in 1753 described a bawn as "a place near the

house, enclosed with mud or stone walls, to keep the cattle from being

stolen at night." 15 The reality of such cattle raids is borne out in Wexford

in an account of 1642 relating to Tintern (#94A). " The said Dudly .....

attempted to break an out gate bellonging to the bawne of the said castle,

intending to have brought thence the cowes and garrans therein, but being

discovered, the English out of Tinterne castle, made shots against the said

,, 16Dudly .... and departed without attaining any prey...

Bawns were a protective feature, certainly for cattle and livestock

and served as an adjacent enclosure in which were located outbuildings or

"offices" - similar to modern farm outbuildings. Clearly some were more

defensive than others, in Ulster some had strong flankers and Jope points

out that this was necessitated as a defence against the evicted Irish.17 We

have already seen that the thickness of the walls varied, depending on the

defensive requirements, similarly, defensive features may, or may not have

been present, depending on necessity. It is therefore apparent that the term
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"bawn" can refer to an enclosure which served at least as a farm enclosure,

and which was sometimes necessarily defensible and strong depending on

local needs.

How common were bawns ? In Co. Tipperary Cairns’ study

revealed that of the 352 castles, 91 - according to the Civil Survey - had

bawns. (Or "barbicans" - which was another term used to describe bawns.)

In reality the figure was much more than this as some castles not attributed

with bawns in the Civil Survey were discovered to have had them on the

ground. We know that not all were of stone, wood decays and earthworks

fill up and are ploughed out and so leave no "above surface" traces. Even

when the bawn was of stone it was the lesser structure and less durable, and

it is therefore not surprising that many have failed to leave any visible trace

on the landscape. An exception to this is the earthen bawn at Cullenstown

(#108A) - see Plate 5.1. What we see therefore is a minimum, and the true

figure would be substantially higher. Because they are not easily detectable

we should be aware that many, if not indeed most tower houses probably

had bawns or outer enclosures of some form - if only for the reason that

they would have been required.

Excavation has shown up bawns where they were not apparent. In

1978 Fahy discovered the remains of a bawn at Dunboy Co. Cork. Prior

to excavation there was no evidence of this structure.TM This all argues

well for a high percentage of tower houses having had bawns.

If we were to rely on the seventeenth century surveys for data on

bawns we would conclude that few of the Wexford tower houses had

bawns. I have tabulated Civil Survey and Down Survey information on

bawns below - Table 5.7. From this we note that few at all are represented

as having bawns; in fact only six between both surveys are so indicated.

This is a gross under - representation. Both surveys give a partial

record only and even used in conjunction with each other they do not give a
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comprehensive and detailed coverage of what was on the ground. We note

first of all that there were discrepancies between the two surveys, there are

instances of the Civil Survey noting a bawn which is not shown in the

Down Survey; e.g. #67A - Rosegarland, and Taghmon (#69A) is shown

without a bawn, indeed in some cases not even the castle is shown. This

occurs for #111A - Ballymagir and #112 - Mulrankin, it will be noted that

both of these are in the barony of Bargy - a barony for which the Down

Survey shows very little detail and omits many castles let alone the features

which we know to have existed. The barony of Forth is shown in greatest

detail in the Down Survey, but unfortunately the Civil Survey has failed to

survive for this barony. The discrepancy in detail is difficult to account for

in these two baronies which were side by side and which had equivalent

castle density. On viewing the Down Survey this would not appear to have

been the case. The failure of the Civl survey to survive for Forth accounts

for the absence of bawn records for numbers l14A and 131 which the

Down Survey shows with bawns.

From my field survey a minimum of seven further castles / tower

houses were found to have had bawn remains, and many more no doubt did

have bawns which were not apparent. Of these only two or 20% (of all

noted in the field) were so detailed by the seventeenth century surveys.

Others, such as Adamstown were noted in other literary sources to have had

bawns, giving a minimum total of fifteen bawns for Wexford towers.

Besides serving as a defensive livestock enclosure the bawn housed a

large number of outbuildings. Adamstown (#31) had in 1889 "..inside the

walls .... a great number of buildings - for the most part ruined." 19 In

1323 an inquisition on the lands of Aymer de Valence noted that the castle

of "Carryk" (opposite Ferrycarrig Tower (#56A)) had "..within the

enclosure (clausum) .... a hall and chapel, both unroofed and almost

thrown down- ofno value." 2o At Kilclogan (#124) in 1311 an inventory
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of the goods of the Templars there, reads as follows. ’Tn the haggard, 60

crannocks of wheat, .... 80 crannocks of oats, 12 cows and 1 bull, ..... 24

oxen, and 8 heifers, .... 8 horses for 3 wagons ..... 500 two year old sheep;

60 pigs ..... In the stable of the Preceptor 1 horse ..... ,, 21 This is exactly

what one would expect to find in a farming context, all of the above would

be valuable property, and were located around the tower which formed the

nucleus of the settlement. It is reasonable to assume thet they were

contained within some sort of enclosure and that the term "haggard" refers

to such an area.

Architectural evidence too attests that buildings existed within the

bawn. At Aughnanure Castle Co. Galway a stone hall is found along one

of the bawn walls on the inside. Otherwise crease marks or put-log holes

on the interior of bawn walls are evidence of the former presence of roofs of

some of the outbuildings. (See Chapters 4 and 9.) In order to determine

the presence, function or use of these buildings we would require

excavation information which sadly does not exist. It is reasonable to

assume, however, that anything of value was protected, whether it be in the

tower house or in its bawn, where large bulky property was in need of

protection or where extra accommodation space was required this was

catered for within this extra line of defence - which we might regard as an

extension of the castle - albeit a relatively insubstantial one.

The need for extra accommodation or more convenient or

comfortable accommodation led to the building of "halls" or structures

attached to the main tower which were intended to afford extra living space.

This practice was used by the "Irish" (Gaelic). Stanyhurst noted in 1584

that Irish Chiefs commonly annexed large cabins to their towers, wherein

they resided, the tower or castle being used for sleeping and to provide

safety and security.    (Ex argilla et luto fictae
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factaeque,

"cabins" were of

vicina adhesione copulantur. ) 22 These

typical Irish construction - i.e. mud - that being their

customary building material, and evidentally as late as the sixteenth century

still preferred. The preference for a more horizontal abode - whether for

added convenience or extra accommodation space was also to manifest itself

in the construction of several "hall castles" - what has come to be known as

the "Coolhull type" (e.g.#’s 73, 95, 106, 115). (This is covered in some

length in Chapter 9.) (The towerless hall castle at Rathumney would also

be indicative of the use of this more "horizontal" form of "castle".)

The Coolhull type or class of castle was intentionally constructed as

a form of tower house with an attached hall. Many other tower houses -

not of the Coolhull type - too had halls. In these cases where the hall was

abutted against the tower house as opposed to free standing it sometimes

leaves telltale remains. This can manifest itself in the form of an invert "V"

mark on one of the external walls of the tower house e.g. Clonmines - see

Plate 3.33. These are to be observed at varying levels of elevation -

depending on whether the annex was of one or two stories. The presence

of an annexed structure from the outset is also evidenced at Taylorstown

(#69) where there is still to be seen a second doorway at level 2. This was

once the connecting door to the adjacent hall which now exists only as a pile

of rubble. When the invert "V" is observed it indicates that a gabled roof

abutted the wall at that point - the invert "V" being the marks of the flashing.

If on the other hand the ridge of the gable was parallel to the external tower

wall face, or if the hall had a lean-to roof, the marks left, if any would

appear as a straight line - usually of put-log holes, though possibly as a

flashing line. Corbels too if seen to project in a horizontal line on an

external wall face could reasonably be assumed to have carried a wallplate

for a lean-to roof for the adjacent "hall". Excavation could cast valuable
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light on this aspect of the tower house.

The siting and construction of some halls took advantage not alone

of the tower house but of its bawn also; existing walls being made use of -

serving to reduce the labour and expenditure. There is mention of a "hall"

at Kilclogan (#124) in 1311.23 Perhaps the best illustration of these halls is

found in the Down Survey. For the barony of Forth the Down Survey is

most detailed and here many tower houses are depicted with attached

structures.

Halls are usually represented as abutting the tower, generally with

a gabled roof and were most often between one third and one half the

height of the tower itself. (See Table 5.8 for details). From the table we

will note that the information on halls as gleaned from both the Down and

Civil Survey’s is most abundant in the former. An informative seventeenth

century document reveals some detail on these "halls" at two Wexford

towers. A survey of the estate of General George Monck (first Duke of

Albemarle) - made in 1669 - (now preserved in California), provides some

detail on the external environment. It reveals that at Adamstown (#31)

"there is an Old Irish Castle, to wch there was a Range House, or Barn like

House ajoining, but downe many yeares since ..... ,, 23A At Ballybrennan

"there is a castle with a long Barne like house joyning to it, the first pte of it

next to ye Castle was a large house, and ye other are divided into smaler

roomes and loftes but now in a very ruinous condition, little standing but ye

wales and barne timber ..... ,, 23A It is likely that these adjacent structures -

apparently timber framed - were a common annex to a tower house. It is

probable that what is being described are those structures which are

evidenced now, merely with crease marks on the external walls.

With only one exception (#64) - Ballykeeroge, all the tower houses

shown with halls in the Down Survey are in the barony of Forth. This is
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not to say that halls were a feature of that barony alone, but rather that that

barony is depicted in greater detail than the others. For Forth ten out of

thirty or 1 in every 3 castles or towers illustrated were shown with attached

halls in 1655. Even this we must take as an under representation, as many

by this time are likely to have disintegrated - especially those of wooden or

flimsier construction. Clearly as far as the surveyors of the seventeenth

century were concerned the halls were both an integral and substantial part

of the tower house as is attested in the manner in which they are shown.

In 1581 in a letter to Walshingham, Sir H. Wallop described some

of the work he had carried out at "Castle Kevin and Castle Comyn", in

addition to wall repairs he "also entrenched strongly large Barowes (sic)

(hillocks) by the labour of the Pioners, easy to be defended, the rather to

allure the countrey people to inhabit and lyve under the protection of

garrisons." 24 This illustrates for us the use of earthworks in the defence

of castles and towers. How many of the structures had such banks we do

not know. Ditches or fosses are also extremely difficult to trace. Many

castles we know to have had them, and we can assume that a ditch, fosse or

moat of some kind would have been a common external feature to many of

the tower houses. At Mountgarrett for example there are several mural

chutes remaining, it is likely that these would have discharged into a moat or

fosse of some kind though today the ground surrounding the tower house

appears level. Excavation would be required to establish whether these

fosses existed or indeed how common they were. It is likely that with the

silting up over the centuries, together with the collapsing rubble from the

tower houses themselves, and with rubbish dumping and modern

agricultural activity that what fosses there once were were easily filled. At

Roscrea Co. Tipperary Geraldine Stout in an excavation carried out in 1983,

discovered a fosse of sizeable dimensions outside the castle perimeter; prior

to excavation there was no evidence of such a fosse. 25 If a fosse of 3m
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depth and 6m width at the top can be so easily concealed it is I think likely

that many lie concealed from us today around tower houses. It is highly

unlikely that any but perhaps an exceptionally large fosse would survive to

the present day and any which did would certainly not appear nearly as

impressive as they did in Medieval times; the example cited by Davin at

Drimnagh is in all likelihood re-cut. 26 (Rathmacknee does however have

evidence of a surrounding fosse, - see Fig. 5.2a.)

If we are to take into consideration features within the shadow of

the tower house - i.e. other elements in the settlement, associated with the

tower house and belonging to its occupants then there is a large array of

such features. All owed their existence to the presence of the towers and

were associated with them in that they served in one form or other to

support the castle dweller, one might perhaps see them as an extension of

the tower house, which served as the nucleus of the settlement. These

features all - in one way or another - existed to provide food or drink to the

castle occupants and the wider community.

"Gardens" - similar to the modern term - refers to adjacent plots of

land in which were found crops - apart from the main varieties which were

grown in the open fields. A typical garden might contain various herbs and

fruit bushes. A sixteenth century MS relating to the barony of Forth

describes its "fecundious perfection ...... abounds with all sorts of

excellent bread, corne, graine, gardens, orchards, fruits, sweet hearbs

...... theyre farms are so diligentlie and exactlie hedged and fenced .." 27

As it was the case with monasteries and abbey’s so too with tower houses,

the garden was likely to be close to the kitchen.

ruinate garden" existed "on ye East side..". 27A

a ruined garden and an orchard were observed.

At Adamstown in 1669 "a

Similarly, at Ballybrennan

To preserve the produce

from animals if nothing else it is likely that the gardens were delimited,
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whether by palisade fencing, earthen bank or ditch, or in the case of a large

bawn it is possible that the garden may have been located within the bawn

walls.

Fish was an important element of diet and to ensure a fresh supply

fishponds were sometimes dug. The rock-cut pond discovered by Fahy

at Dunboy may have been such a fishpond as it was cut so as to contain a

natural spring. 28 Other less durable fishponds, however, were the norm.

If located close to a river one could ensure a plentiful supply of fresh fish

with the use of a weir. Weirs were a favourite method of catching fish and

were extensively employed by the Cistercians in Ireland from the twelfth

century. They were a means of ensuring a continuous supply of fish at a

minimal cost, as the only costs were those incurred in the initial construction

of the weir itself. A weir traversed a river and channelled the flow into a

confined space which could be netted thus catching the fish. The Civil

Survey frequently mentions these as they were sources of revenue: - see

Table 5.9.

The table shows all Civil Survey and Down Survey listings of weirs

in Wexford. We must remember that Forth is not represented in the C.S.

and that we are viewing only a partial picture. Many are noted as ruinous

and probably many had disintegrated before the survey. It will also be

noted that some of the larger settlements e.g. Ferns had several weirs. We

know that Buttermilk (#90) protected a weir belonging to the monks, and it

is not recorded in the survey. Any tower house located near a river or

stream was likely to have possessed a weir.

We sometimes find evidence of wells in association with tower

houses. Those tower houses not located on or near rivers or streams would

presumably have relied upon a well for their supply. Without the benefit

of excavation we must remain ignorant as to just how many tower houses

possessed this important feature. They were more easily lost than the more
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extensive moats and fosses which we have already seen have become

un-recognisable. Frequently though, when there is apparently no water

source the local inhabitants are able to confirm the former existence of an

old well nearby. Wells have been identified at at least ten Wexford towers,

this is but the tip of the iceberg. 28A Even if these are not the actual wells

used by the castle occupants it further increases the likelihood that some

castles relied on a well for its water supply.

Local inhabitants will frequently inform visitors to monuments of

"tunnels" connecting the monument in question with one close by - or even

several miles distant. The presence of such a "tunnel" may be insisted upon

despite the presence of a river between the two sites in question. Rarely is

this claim found to be substantiated, and yet it is a common claim. Some

maintain that it has been lost or that it was known in earlier generations but

its location is now uncertain. How can one account for these claims and

assertions ? Some of it is clearly no more than folklore - handed on from

one generation to the next, of uncertain origin, and with no proof- merely

accepted and self perpetuating. Some may have had some foundation,

often it will be claimed that "part of the tunnel" was discovered. I am of the

opinion that what in effect is happening is that wells or more probably

souterrains are being unearthed and it is assumed that these are part of a

tunnel which connected the local tower, church or castle to a nearby

monument. This is not to say that genuine connecting tunnels did not exist

- we may yet discover such features - such as exists at Kilkenny Castle

connecting from the castle across what is now a road to where the castle

stables once were. This however is a rare case and if tunnels did exist they

were certainly much less frequent than is claimed.

Dovecotes were a source of fresh fowl and were common in

medieval times. They are sometimes mentioned in manorial accounts and

some have survived to the twentieth century. Examples can be seen at
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Kilcooley Abbey Co. Tipperary and at Kells Priory Co. Kilkenny. They

are normally recognisable as tower-like structures in the internal walls of

which are to be found nesting holes for the doves or pigeons. These

resemble lines of put-log holes as close centres, with one line set above the

other. Clougheast Castle (#136) incorporated a dovecote into its roof gable

- see Plate 5.10.

Beehives too were popular to ensure a supply of honey. These

were also a favourite amongst the Cistercians. The honey was sometimes

used in the making of "mead". The hives would leave no trace and would

have been located close to both the main structure and the garden.

Obviously all kinds of agricultural buildings were required - animal

houses, stables for the valuable horses - such as is mentioned at Kilclogan,

and these were located within the bawn. 29

Mills are often noted in the surveys as these too were revenue

producing. Each manor had only one mill and the miller therefore enjoyed

a monopoly. The revenue from the mill to the Lord was a set amount paid

annually to him for the privilege of operating the mill. The miller in turn

received his income in the form of a multure equal to 1124 to 1116 part of the

grain, which he retained from the grain the villagers brought to him for

milling. 30 There are mills recorded at a number of castles in the County.

These include Fortchester (#2), Monaseed (#5A), Bargy (#115), Monart

(#10A) Tomnemaghtiry (#11B) and Rathmacknee (#89). In the latter case

the Down Survey map shows the tower house (without a bawn) a church

and a watermill on the river. On the same map windmills are shown in

close proximity to other castles, Ballidegan (#50B), Great (#88B), Hill

(#119), Clougheast (#136) and Castletown (#137). Windmills are also

shown, though not closely associated with castles in the following parishes

in the barony; "Macklas", "Ballymore", "Roslahir", "Kilrane", "St.
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Ellens", "Tacumshine", and "Carne". Tomnemaghtiry (#liB) in the

barony of Scarawalsh is described in the Civil Survey as "a small castle, a

mill and weare upon a small river." - at the time of the survey in ruins. The

Down Survey for this barony is not detailed and only the castle is shown.

The tower house was the centre of a community - an agricultural

one. Many formed the centres of manors. These communities went about

their daily lives under the protective shadow of the towers. They consisted

of the Lord’s tenants who worked the land using the two or three field

system within the manorial structure. The feudal system with its free and

unfree members included also tradesmen such as the aforementioned miller,

coopers, smiths, carpenters, tanners, weavers, butchers etc. these supplied

goods also to the occupants of the castle. There existed therefore an

interdependence between castle and community. The market was usually

held near the castle gate.

If we examine the Down Survey maps we note that churches are

frequently shown in close proximity to castles and towers. This is

indicative of a community or settlement in the vicinity of the tower. In

some cases where maps are detailed, clusters of small buildings can be seen

around the tower house. At Newbawn (#42), in the barony of Shelmaliere,

small houses or huts are haphazardly scattered in a cluster of which the

tower house forms the centre; and at Kilmaclogue (#5B) in Gorey barony,

houses, church and tower house are shown grouped together. So where a

tower house stands forlorn today in the landscape we should try to imagine

it as the centre of a community, and as only one - if the most important - of

a number of structures.

Outside the tower house there is much more evidence awaiting

discovery by archaeologists. When we add to our documentaty and

architectural evidence the archaeological information gleaned through

excavation we come closer to a more complete understanding of the
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structures and those who lived in and around them. Though extremely

limited in number, excavations on castles or more especially tower houses,

cast valuable light on the topics of tower houses, castles and medieval life.

This evidence for the most part is obtained in the area surrounding the

structure and I have therefore deemed it appropriate to be included in this

chapter.

Information from excavation falls into several categories. Some is

useful in adding to our knowledge of the structure itself. At Ferns (#7A)

Sweetman discovered roof tile fragments including "coxcomb ridge tiles". 31

This confirms tile as one of the materials used for roofing, - the others

being, stone, thatch, slate and shingles. Our knowledge of foundations is

meagre - see Chapter 4 - and so discovery by Stout at Roscrea Co.

Tipperary of relieving arches is valuable, illustrating both the adaptability

and ingenuity of the medieval castle builders in ensuring secure foundations

for their structures. 32

Excavation and the information it yields is useful too in casting

light on occupancy dates (see Chapter 9) - e.g. at Ballyhack (#92) it was

possible to give 1660+/_ a few years as the date of final abandonment,

based on the assumption that in the post-abandonment period the garderobe

shaft was used as a rubbish pit.33

Artefactual finds are most useful in illustrating the lifestyles of the

age. A leather scabbard survived at Ferns - a reminder of the place of

weaponry in that society.34 Silk too was found at this site - indicating both

the potential luxuries available and trade associations abroad.35 Amongst

the metal finds have been nails, which were most common. Military metal

has included arrowheads and a dagger fragment at Ferns; - the latter

probably dates to the fifteenth century. 36 At Clougheast a "shoe" from a

sword scabbard was unearthed in a clean-up operation by its owners in
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1989. At Dunboy Co. Cork an iron buckle came to light and is thought to

date to the fifteenth century. 37 At Ballyhack a metal chaffing dish fragment

was discovered and Lewis has dated this typologically to between the 15th

and 16th centuries.38 Mention is frequently made in the documents to such

chaffing dishes. A chaffing dish was also found at Dunboy.39

Adhering to the metal fragments of the Ferns chaffing dish were

found fruit stone fragments. Other dietary indicators resulting from

excavation have included; hazelnuts at Ferns.4° Here also, "blackberry,

raspberry, strawberry, goosefoot and knotgrass or meld" and "weeds of

cultivation .. including chickweed .. nettle, ..

that fish and especially shellfish were eaten.

" were found. 41 It appears

Fish bone, whelk and oyster

shells were discovered at Ferns. 42 At Dunboy oyster was again found

but here periwinkle apparently replaced whelk in their diet. 43 By far the

most common dietary find was animal bone.

were common to both Ferns and Dunboy.

Cattle, sheep and pig bones

At Ferns where there was

accurate recording ; deer, duck, horse, ox, goat and dog were also found.44

At Ferns Whelan concluded from the way some of the bones were cut

that marrow was extracted. 45

Sherds of pottery are commonly found in excavation. Pots were

easily made, just as easily broken and their fragments are durable - hence

the frequency of the finds. In considering the pottery evidence, less

attention should be paid to the number of the sherds than to the bulk, quality

and type of the sherds found. (One large sherd if broken could be

recorded as numerous smaller sherds.)

can often be dated. Several

Pottery is especially useful in that it

dating techniques exist i.e.

archaeomagnetism, etc. but for the medieval period typology is the most

useful. At Ferns "Ham-Green" ware was scarce, local manufacture

accounted for the bulk of the pottery finds at that site. 46 "Native green
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glazed" ware was found at Roscrea. 47 The remains of a Spanish olive jar

were unearthed at Ferns, and this is similar to one found at Ballyhack. 48

The similarity to the Ballyhack finds extends also to green glazed jug

sherds found in the fosse at Ferns. 49

Apart from the evidence the items of pottery provide on diet they

are useful in highlighting foreign trade connections. We have already

mentioned the olive jars of Spanish origin found. Saintonge wares were in

evidence at Ballyhack and also at Dunboy, where Gowen attributed it to the

early phase of occupation there in the late 15th century. 5o This ware has its

origin in central-west France and though Gowen considered it a luxury at

that time it is not uncommon in an Irish context. Portugese delfware of

early to mid 17th century date was discovered at Ballyhack, and Valencian

"lustre-ware" came to light at Dunboy in a 15th to 16th century context. 51

It is clear therefore that the castledwellers had access, if they possessed the

means, to the "luxuries" of the age; - whether or not we include as a luxury

the fragment of a chamber-pot found at Dunboy, - as they had access to

continental markets. The leisure time activities of the castle dwellers

included dice as one of the favourites -(see chapter on Occupants)- and this

is attested at Ferns with the discovery of what appears to be a fragment of a

die.52

On the whole the evidence from excavation is both re-inforcing

and complimentary to the documentary evidence noted in the chapter on the

occupants and their lifestyles - Chapter 8. The similarity of finds from one

site to another is indicative of a similarity of lifestyle - in the main at least.

It is reasonable therefore to expect that future excavation especially on the

tower house where it is most needed - should provide overlapping and

similar finds to further confirm the conclusions to date. They will

no-doubt also cast new and welcome light on many aspects of tower house
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life, periods of occupancy and much else besides.

The exterior of the tower house displays a large number of

features. Architecturally these include defensive features such as batter,

machicolations bartizans etc. which are dealt with in the Chapter 6 ("Attack

and Defence") It has been noted that supporting corbels to bartizans and

machicolations in the Wexford tower houses tend to be rounded.

Elsewhere a mixture of tapered and rounded are found. 52A This is

confirmed on the ground. This is perhaps indicative of a local school of

castle building and also possibly of the importance of "fashion" in the

medieval construction industry. It may otherwise be argued that the

rounded variety (by far the most common in Wexford) is used because it is

simpler and thus less expensive than its alternative. Other features such as

loops and gun-ports also come under defensive features, while windows,

doors etc. are dealt with in the chapter on walls.

This leaves for discussion other features which affected the

outward appearance of the towers. The external surface as presented to us

today is not necessarily that which adorned the medieval landscape. As

with the carved tomb effigies and cloister arcade sculptures which today

appear in cold ’monochrome’ stone, they were once vivid and

multicoloured; so too, may many of our tower houses have presented a

brighter face. Cairns claimed that some of his towers were externally

whitewashed, and that some were "harled" - presumably a type of light

dashed plaster. 53 In Wexford there are 17th century references to towers

being "white limed" - i.e. white-washed - a practice presumably continued

from earlier times. "And by two of the clock to permit the Lord

Lieutennant to put 300 men into the blockhouse, gatehouse near the breach,

and the white tower near the same." 54 In 1657 Hook Tower was

described as "white limed" by Col. Symon Rudgley (the Govenor of
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Duncannon Fort). 55 We have already noted that the interiors of the rooms

were frequently whitewashed, and so too it seems were the exteriors - at

least in some cases. We cannot expect the whitewash to endure to modem

times and so are dependant solely on documentary evidence for proof of its

existence.

One of the more curious aspects of the exteriors of the towers are

the carved heads or faces that sometimes present themselves. How are we

to account for these ? They occur at some point on the external elevation of

the wall and face out and sometimes slightly downwards. I have

discovered examples at Ballyhack (#92) - where there are two quite different

specimens. One is of limestone forming one corner of the flame of a

window ope. The other is of a yellow stone - possibly "Dundry stone"

from Bristol - and is a grotesque, (see Plate 5.11). Here both carvings

occur on the same wall face.

(#88) and Taghmon (#69A).

I have observed them in Wexford at Killiane

One also occurs at Selskar (#57B). I have

also found carved faces off the coast of Co. Clare on Inis Iar. Those on

the island which were simpler, were executed in limestone and presented on

two faces, perpendicular to one another. They do not appear to have been

strategically placed but rather haphazardly inserted into the wall structure -

presumably at the time of construction. At Boley Castle (#67) two carved

heads were found. The castle is now completely destroyed and one of the

heads lost. The other currently resides in New Zeland . 56 From its

appearance it probably was similarly positioned on a wall face like the

others observed in-situ; but this is merely an assumption. These heads are

quite a problematic feature and I am unable to provide any satisfactory

explanation as to their purpose. I can merely offer a few suggestions.

As some are extremely simple in design and execution it may be that

some were of an age earlier than the tower houses in which they now

feature; and that they were incorporated out of an antiquarian interest and
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or for decorative motives. It may otherwise be the case that they served as

a sort of masons mark and that well known tradesmen incorporated them in

their castellated creations as a sort of trademark, brand or advertisement, at

least this is the "lore" which surrounds the Taghmon specimen. A carved

head known locally as "Michael an Cheannai" exists at Jerpoint Abbey Co.

Kilkenny. This head is carved on what appears to be a corbel. The

tradition there is that he was a benefactor to the abbey who was

immortalised in stone by way of thanks for his bequest to the monks. We

do not know if Michael was an external feature or if he can be paralleled to

our examples. It may be, however, that the carved heads were effigies of

persons known to the occupants or to their ancestors, and had particular

significance to them. It is I think likely that there were several categories

of these carved heads, and as the Ballyhack and Killiane grotesques are so

obviously different from the other examples I would suggest that their

purpose is perhaps different to the others. Michael Moore has suggested

that it could be paralleled to some grotesque heads found on medieval

churches - where they are sometimes to be seen on the north face,

apparently to ward off the devil and to warn against burials at that side, as

the north side was regarded as the lurking place of the devil. 57 As

Ballyhack was an ecclesiastical structure this theory is perhaps tenable there.

Whatever their origin or function it is I think true to say that these carved

heads are worthy of a thesis in their own right.

I hope that this chapter has served to show the wider circle of the

tower house by focusing on its many external features. We have seen that

the bawn exercised not merely the role of a cattle enclosure but that of a

wider protective enclosure - a line of defence in itself. Bawns varied in

size, shape, design, materials, relationship to the tower house in plan and

the possession of defensive features. All of this varied and was dependant

on local conditions. Though we have direct evidence for relatively few
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bawns we may conclude that the evidence does point to them being quite a

common if not indeed a standard feature. We have established that the

Down survey - and to a lesser extent the Civil Survey - is not a thorough

source, nor indeed is it uniform in its presentation of detail. For a number

of reasons it provides a gross under representation of bawns and other

external features. The protective function of the bawn extended beyond

cattle to inhabited structures, crop stores and other property. In addition it

may have provided a valuable primary line of defence for the tower house

itself.

Halls, we know existed, not alone because of documentary

evidence, but also due to architectural remains; these logically came about

because of a dual need both for more space and a more convenient living

environment. The protecting fosse which may have encircled many tower

houses has now almost been universally obscured. Within their shadows

the tower houses overlooked a large number of settlement features

concerned mostly with food, its production, processing and storage.

Amongst these were gardens, fishponds, weirs, dovecotes, hives and mills.

The tower houses were the centres of agriculturally based communities and

the presence in many cases of house clusters and a church is indicative of a

sizeable settlement.

Excavation has told us much about the external area both of castle

and tower. To excavation we owe discovery of bawn features, ditches and

fosses. Excavation with the valuable light it has already cast upon

numerous aspects of our study has served too to highlight the large gap in

our knowledge - especially of the external features; and it is excavation

alone which has the potential to fill this gap. We have seen the contribution

made by excavation to our understanding of lifestyles, and the important

information it affords us especially as to dating and occupancy and the

contribution it has to make to the discovery and understanding of the
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majority of the major external features i.e. bawn, external and attached

buildings, earthworks and wells in addition to structural data i.e. on roofs

and foundations. It is of great use also in providing indicators of the

settlement as a whole. In our endeavours to come to a more complete

understanding of the external area of the tower house world it is excavation

which holds the key. It is our future information source providing a

window to the past.
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6

Attack and Defence

A tower house or castle was more than a home it was a residence built

for the possibility of attack with a view to defence. It is the features

necessitated by defence and attack that produce the characteristics with

which we are familiar in these structures and which render them

recognisable as castles.

A castle was a place to flee to for refuge and protection - a 1580

account in State Papers records "...and sodaynlie (sic) came upon them and

then some of them fled to castles and bounde the famylies of the houses and

kepte the Castelles as long as they coulde and wounded some of my men

with shotte ..... " 1 They were seen as places of strength - the factors

which made them defensible; and what they defended against shall be the

main areas concerning us in this chapter.

To appreciate the defensive nature of a castle or tower house let us

consider the position of the would-be attacker. In order to consider the

various aspects of defence let us take a hypothetical castle or tower and

examine its defensive nature as it would have been apparent to a force

seeking to assail it.

Though often not formidable or impressive to us today due to

silting up over the centuries, the moat or fosse - where it existed -

presented a formidable obstacle to an attacker. The fosse was the first

feature of defence and it surrounded the stone structure. Used from the

earliest times by the Anglo/Cambro Normans in their Motte and Bailey
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castles, it took the form of a deep ditch which surrounded the structure or

structures. This could be deeply dug in the soil or even cut into the rock

with the resulting soil or stone often heaped so as to form a bank which

augmented the ditch thus making it a more formidable barrier. To make the

approach even more difficult the fosse could be water filled - either by

connecting it to a flowing source or merely allowing it to fill with rainwater

- thus forming a moat, and rendering the approach yet more difficult.

Giraldus mentions the "castle ditch" in his Expugnatio "They led up to the

castle ditch (Fossata) the Bishops of Wexford and Kildare". 2

The fosse was a much more formidable barrier than is apparent to us

today, being wider and much deeper than we might imagine, and often with

steep sides. Giraldus tells us that "Robert de Barry .... fell from a height

into the bottom of the steep ditch (imum fosse ) "and he had to be "pulled

out by his fellow soldiers". 3 This occurred during the defence of Wexford

in the early stages of the invasion.

The importance of maintaining the depth and steepness of the fosse

is highlighted with the need to "re-cut" them periodically - approximately

every 25 years. 4 The size of a fosse and the near insurmountable object it

presented obviously inspired confidence and a sense of security in a

thirteenth century scribe who wrote - "the fosse was made 20feet in depth,

and its length extended above a league .... when it shall be completed they

may sleep securely and will not require a guard; for if40,000 men were to

attack the town they would never be able to enter it." 5 The fosse therefore

was deemed to be an important and effective barrier.

Due to the nature of the fosse it is often not evident, let alone

obvious, in several cases, where it would have existed. Some have been

infilled or completely obliterated, others have merely silted up or have been

infilled over the years. Borris castle (#5) for example had a fosse, as is
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evidenced by the architectural remains. The entranceway is built to

accommodate a drawbridge - with stone fittings to take the pivots at ground

level and a rebated batter to allow the drawbridge to be raised and lowered,

(see Plate 3.23 and 3.23a).

The fosse here however is not easily apparent due to collapse of

rubble from the structure and also to modern infill with rubble - similarly,

many moats and fosses throughout the country are no longer evident and are

certainly less impressive in defensive appearance than they were at the time

of use. There is evidence for this feature at few of the Wexford towers

though its presence is suggested in a number of cases, - see Table 6.1.

The fosse where it existed surrounded not alone the castle but the

secondary level of defence - the bawn. The bawn was in essence a

fortified outer courtyard surrounding or adjacent to a tower house. Most

of those that survive are of stone, though not all would have been so

permanent. In Ulster some were of sods and banks and would have been

palisade topped - the earthen bank was to eventually evolve to a stone wall

bawn of varying complexity (see Chapter 5).

In 1642 at Tintern the strength and effectiveness of the bawn is

attested in a deposition held in T.C.D. relating to that year, - "that night the

said Dudly ... with the parties aforesaid forced into an house close to the

gate of Tinterne, of purpose to have brought from thence some sheep,

which he supposed to be in that howse bellonging to the english (sic) and

being disappointed of the said sheep being not there at the time further

attempted to break an out gate bellonging to the bawne of the said castle

intending to have brought thence the cowes and garrans therein, but being

discovered, the English out of Tinterne castle made shots against the said

Dudly and his partie and the said partie shot against the English and

departed without attaining any prey .... 6 From this we learn something of
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the complexity of the bawn and something too of its function - mainly a

defensible courtyard for stock. The tower could be - and it clearly was in

this case - used to provide covering f’u’e in defending the bawn; and the

bawn itself as an outer enclosure forming a first (or second in the presence

of a moat or fosse) line of defence for the tower served to further protect the

main structure. The protection of ones valuables however must be seen as

the main function of the bawn and in most cases this was as much as was

possible, as is evidenced by the structures themselves. Large bawns could

accommodate the outer structures or "soft buildings" - in this sense a tower

house and bawn can perhaps be viewed as the evolved successor of the

motte and bailey castles; with the bawn and bailey being equivalent while

the tower roughly equates with the motte (with bretesche).

The bawn could be a large and complex structure, (see Chapter 5),

the bawn at Adamstown Castle (#31) was, from the description in 1889

quite extensive " .... a tower, encompassed by a court flanked by four turrets

... the wall surrounding the castle was 20’ high and enclosed c 1 English

acre of land and the courtyard had a tower at each of the 4 corners .....

inside the walls there was a great number of buildings -for the most part

ruined." 7

It was not unusual for a bawn to have flanking towers to provide

covering fire, two towers at diagonally opposite comers would suffice.

The principle of flanking fire is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 with each tower

covering the two sides adjacent to it. Sometimes the tower house itself

might be located at one comer of the bawn, obviating the need for a flanker

there. Ballykeeroge (#64) seems to conform to this arangement, see Fig

4.10 b. Probably Killiane did also, - Fig. 5.2a; while at Ballyteighue at

least two circular bawn turrets are evident, Fig. 4.10a. The bawn might

have an internal platform to allow its occupants to defend it, many in fact
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showed evidence of allures of their own, e.g. Ballykeerogue, Killiane, and

Rathmacknee, - see Plate 5.4.

On the tower itself the height aspect was utilized in a defensive

capacity to the full. There were at least three different protruding defensive

features which could be found high up on a tower. Hoardings of timber

(Fig. 6.3) may have been used, though the timber would not survive. If

the structure survives to its full height the hoarding would leave evidence if

and where it existed, in the form of putlog holes which would have

accommodated the protruding beams to support the external wooden

platform; this platform would have overhung the exterior of the wall at

parapet level. Such hoardings may have existed at Castle Roche Co. Louth

- from the appearance of the battlement level there, where the many evident

put-log holes would have lent themselves ideally to a hoarding, Plate 6.4.

The timber hoardings (Fig 6.3) were the forerunner of the stone

machicolations and bartizans. Machicolations - or machicolis if

singular - are an overhanging defensive feature high up on, or at the top of a

fortification, these had floor openings through which missiles could be

dropped on attackers - Fig. 6.5. Corbels protruding from the top of the

wall supported these features and the space between them was the opening

through which the garrison could dispense missiles or shoot their

crossbows.

Through a machicolis the defenders or occupants of the tower had a

downward view over anyone within attacking distance of the tower walls,

and from a relatively secure vantage point they were in a position to

seriously endanger the assailant. It was therefore a defensive feature

enabling effective counter measures to be taken in the defence of the tower.

The bartizan was a variant of the machicolis. These are found at

the angles of a tower (or bawn) and are generally rounded, though they may
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sometimes be straight sided. One example at Taghmon is shown - Plate

4.12. They differ from the machicolations only in that they are confined to

angles and they provide cover to two sides of a tower - serving as a

cross-breed between a flanking tower and a machicolis.

Giraldus gives us an example of missiles being used from a height to

defend Wexford in 1169 "they all with one accord attacked the walls

(muris) but the citizens .... straight away hurled down heavy pieces of wood

and stones..." 7a This was a common practice in the Middle Ages and

because of the momentum afforded by height it was an effective one.

Perhaps the most characteristc feature of any "castle" are its

battlements (also known as erennellations). The battlements consist

of a number of individual features. From the allure or wallwalk the tower

was defended from above, the defenders moved along this at the top of the

castle walls around the roof. From here they were afforded cover by the

parapets or parapet wall which sprung from the base of the allure. (See

Fig.4.4a. The parapet itself is made up of two features the merlon - or

high part - and the embrasures which made up the open areas between

merlons, - Fig. 6.6. From the embrasure a crossbowman could discharge

his weapon at intervals and to re-load he could retreat back behind the

protecting merlon. On occasion merlons themselves are found to have

arrow loops from which bolts could be shot from the crossbow without

having to expose oneself at the embrasure.

The loop is another common feature in castle architecture. These are

essentially narrow, vertical openings in the walls. They present outwardly

merely a thin slit in the curtain wall - providing only a tiny target area to the

attacker, - Fig. 6.7. Because of their inward splay the loop enabled the

occupant a wide field of view and consequently a wide field of fire. The

splay also afforded the bowman room to manoeuvre and discharge his
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weapon. (The other advantages of the loop in terms of structure and

internal illumination have been discussed elsewhere - Chapters 1 and 4.)

Loops were provided in walls at all heights but mainly at lower levels

for obvious defensive reasons; they could be found too in flanking towers

to provide covering fire along the tower walls. Using flanking towers

the bowman was in a position to shoot anyone attempting to damage the

structure at any point on the perimeter. There were few points that could

not be covered with this system and these would have been protected from

above at battlement level, or from one of the overhanging defensive

features. As Leask points out a skilled bowman was at a great advantage

and could discharge the following:- "high trajectory, short range dropping

shots: - direct long range fire, - downward close to wall fire." 8

It is clear that a loop with a bowman behind it was an extremely

useful defensive element to any tower; and with the right combination of

loops and the manpower behind them one could ensure that ones tower

could only be approached with considerable injury and loss. The loop was

an ingenious device, hardly visible until one is quite close to the castle, -

close enough to be shot through one of them ! One would therefore be

likely to be wary of approaching a tower house against the will of its

occupants. Though narrow, loops commanded a wide field of vision, this

field widens in triangular fashion as one moves out from the tower, - see

Fig. 6.8. One was within range of the lethal crossbow (or later the small

firearm) from about 100m to 150m. One was at optimum striking range at

18 m to 20m from the tower, (indicated for level 2 in Fig. 6.8). Each level

had loops, each covering a broad area. With the fight combination of loops

one could cover the entire perimiter with protective / defensive fire, - with

nothing safe from your aim. As will be seen from Ferrycarrig, by

combining cover from all four levels, one had virtually the entire perimiter
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covered. If there happened to be any gaps these could be protected from

battlement level, or with a machicolis or bartizan. (At Ferrycarrig the only

possible safe approach area was towards the comer near the door, this faced

the sea, it is likely that if the tower survived to its full height a bartizan, and

certainly a machicolis would be found protecting this area.) Cover from

loops therefore was an important element in the defence of a tower, and

when supplemented with some of the other defensive features they

functioned most effectively indeed.

Gun loops as distinct from arrow loops are also to be found -

especially in later structures. These were rectilinear or rounded openings

with a corresponding inward splay. Through these one could discharge a

musket or other form of early firearm. A favourite location for these loops

was in flanking towers or in close proximity to entrances, Sigginshaggard

(#75) had an abundance of this feature,- see Chapter 4 and Plate 4.35.

Often described as the instrument of defence, the crossbow was

ideally suited for this purpose. Small enough not to be cumbersome within

a relatively confined space: it allowed surprising room to manoeuvre behind

a loop or a merlon. The crossbow for its small size was an extremely

powerful weapon. The short flexible bow with its strong cord was pulled

back - by the bowman, with the aid of a harness fitted about his waist and a

foot hold fitted to the fore-end (or later on with a cranking mechanism) - and

held in position with a holding mechanism. The projectile was a bolt - or

short heavy arrow. The "feathers" were of wood and its tip was of no

greater diameter than the shaft itself thus enabling good penetration. Having

selected his target, the bowman merely operated his trigger to send the bolt

flying on its lethal way. Its range and thus its penetrating power were

greater than that of the 5’ or 6’ long "longbow". The longbow was

however, capable of a more rapid rate of fire. The crossbow it is estimated,
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even if skillfully used could scarcely have had a rate of fire much in excess

of one shot per minute. The crossbow and the castle were a mutually

suited pair; with the castle wall affording the bowman the cover he required

for the duration of the relatively great reloading time. De hOir has estimated

the effective range of a crossbow to be 150-250 yards. 9

The importance of archers is recognised by "Bemardi" in his account

of New Ross for 1265. " .... many a good cross-bow man have they and

many good archers ...... so many good cross-bowes hanging on the wall,

nor so many quarrels (crossbow bolts) to shoot withal ..... they are well

provided I warrant you to defend themselves from their enemies." 10

A tower could put up a staunch defence using small arms, as did

the garrison at Ballyhack (#92) in 1641. " .... our ship lay before it ...

most part of the day sending many shots to the castle, but could make no

breach therein, I then commanded some 20 musketiers to go on shore and

set fire on one side of the town ...... all this while the Rebels from the

castle played upon our men with their small shot, very thicke; our men

retreated into the Boates .... only one man at first landing was shot through

the shoulder .." 11 It would appear therefore that with the aid of shot -

whether from crossbow or early firearms, the occupants were able to hold

out against reasonably sizeable forces. Though the towers could not long

withstand large forces they could and evidently did effect quite a sting

againgt small forces.

A tower’s defensive features were almost necessarily part of the

walls - whether loops or parapets - but the walls themselves too were a

major component of a castle’s defences. In their thickness and solidity lay

the strength of the tower. The wall batter and particularly base batter or

talus was primarily a defensive feature. The batter is an outward sweep or

splay at ground level - resulting in the wall being thicker where a batter
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occurs, - Fig 6.9. Batter and talus, we have already seen, were found in

almost every tower in Wexford (see Chapter 4).

The batter was extremely useful defensively: - it provided for great

thickness at low levels - the most vulnerable part of a castle where greatest

strength was required; together with an economy of masonry as one

ascended in height - where thick walls were less necessary. By providing

a wider base in addition to giving a look of stability, it ensured that anyone

at its base would be in range of the defenders on the allure without them

having to expose themselves unduly. (See Fig. 6.10.) It has been

conjectured that missiles dropped from above could be deflected outwardly

from the batter to cause injury to those attacking the tower base, (Fig 6.11)

but this, if at all tenable, should not be viewed as of major defensive

importance.

Theoretically the weakest point of any fortification is the entranceway

or in the case of the tower house the doorway. It is not surprising therefore

that many of the defensive features of the structures were geared to

protecting the entranceway. Loops

overhanging machicolis are common.

at the sides of the door or an

The doors themselves were of wood

and were thick, heavy and strong. Opening inwards, they were bolted by a

thick beam of wood or draw-bar which was slid across in the thickness

of the wall behind the door into a receiving mortise at the other side.

In some structures, vertical grooves in the stonework at the sides of

the doorway attest the presence of a portcullis. This was a heavy wooden

grid often shod with iron, which could be raised and lowered outside the

door itself. Some towers may have had an iron grille outside the door,

O’Callaghan maintains that one simply closed the door and relied on it and

the strong walls for defence. Defence however was an active process and

one did what one could to repulse the attackers, and force them to retreat.
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In the extensive and large castles, gatehouses and barbicans

enabled one to assault the attackers while they were attempting to gain

access. In the tower house this facility was catered for with the

murder(ing)-hole. Should one succeed in breaking through the door of

a tower house one was likely to meet another facing door giving access to

the room at ground level, and to one side a stairway leading to upper levels.

Generally while in the "hallway" (or "lobby") space one was vulnerable to

assault from the tower’s occupants through the murder-hole above one’s

head. This is normally a square or rectangular opening in the floor

overhead, which enables one to attack those having just penetrated at

ground level. This would be effected either by dropping objects, pouring

liquid, shooting or even stabbing with a long pike, bill or halbard. (See

plan of "lobby Feature"- Fig. 4.5 a.)

When not in use the opening was closed from above with a wooden

cover. A second function for this opening might perhaps be the dowsing of

the burning door if the attackers managed to set it alight.

A tower or fortification only becomes defensible if it has the

manpower to operate its defences. This manpower might take the form of a

garrison. Giraldus records that Ruaidri burned and razed those castles

(castra) which he found deserted.12 Each component alone is weak but by

combining both man and tower a formidable force is produced. Tintern

(#94A) was garrisoned in 1653, a force of 30 was stationed there "... for

the defence thereof against the Irish in the behalf of the English ... " 12A

The occupants, in order to provide for their defence were of

necessity armed. In addition to bows there were swords, daggers and axes

for closer combat. From the sixteenth century various forms of pike became

popular, (mainly as they were cheap to make and usefull for infantry and

"guerilla" tactics).
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Guns or firearms were slowly introduced and are evidenced mainly in

the documents and the presence of gun loops in architectural remains.

Because of their inefficiency they were slow to be adopted on a wide scale

and they were certainly not accurate. One of the earlier reference to a

firearm in Ireland was in 1489 when six German muskets were presented to

the Earl of Kildare, it was to be over a century before these became popular

in Ireland.

Though a large occupying or defending force would be an asset in

a castle or tower it could also be its greatest liability and weakpoint. The

siege was one of the most effective means of taking a tower. The occupants

or garrison were only an asset as long as they had provisions, thereafter

they became a liability. One need only prevent supplies getting through and

await, and a submission would normally result. The larger the force the

faster it would exhaust its supplies. Even though they might be abundant in

weaponry: food, and often more importantly water could be lacking; and it

would only be a matter of time before the tower - unless relieved would be

forced into submission with few or even no casualties on the part of the

attackers.

The main theory behind a siege was privation. Shortages of wood

in winter, or sustinence at any stage would eventually lead to desperation.

Starvation brought its own problems too in the form of illness and reduced

resistance to plague and disease. R. A. Brown commented that during a

truce, knights might be given leave to see if they could obtain help, if they

failed the castle would surrender on terms at the expiration of the alotted

time.TM In Caims study, 14 of his fortifications fell as a result of privation.15

Stocks of food could be stored - whether in a bawn or on the

ground level of the tower itself -, water was of more urgent concern and it

was desirable for each tower to have its own secure supply. Some towers
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are located on the banks of rivers, most are located near a water supply of

some sort,- see Chapter 7. Many even had wells,- see Chapters 5 and 9.

If the besiegers were determined enough, a stream or even a river could be

diverted so as to deprive the defending occupants.

In 1518 a formidable force is recorded as having come "riotously

with a fleet of boats and ships in piratical or warlike fashion, variously

armed: to wit, with surcoats, coats of mail, helmets, shields, spears,

swords, lances, cross-bows, weapons, (sic) bows, arrows, broad-axes and

bombards or cannon, on the twentieth day of May in the 10th year of the

reign of Henry VIII (1518) to assault and besiege ..... the town of Ross. 16

It would appear logical on arriving at a castle and assessing its defensive

capabilities and the losses likely to be sustained to opt for siege - assuming

that there was no great urgency, otherwise an assault could be carded out - a

quicker solution though more costly in casualties. It made sense therefore,

as in the case mentioned above to go prepared for either option.

Fire was a useful tool in the taking of towers. Cairns notes the

taking of a tower in Leix / Offaly in 1596 by the English, by setting fire to

the roof and door and by preventing the fire from being extinguished by

ensuring continuous covering fire to suppress the garrison. Fire could be

introduced with a bow or one of the many siege machines (or "siege

engines") in use.

The need to break sieges lead to various devices being employed.

These could vary from the extremely simple scaling ladders to the more

complex "trebuchet". The scaling ladder was light and easily transportable

but exposed the users as easy targets to attack from those on the parapets.

These were more likely to be used by a large force in an assault or quietly at

night in a surprise attack - even if only to get a small number of your force

inside to admit the main body waiting quietly outside.
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Devices to provide cover to a force attempting to penetrate a castle

included the sow. This was mobile and could be pushed up to a castle

wall, inside were men skilled in operations of this kind who would work

away at the walls in the relative security the sow provided. While those

inside gnawed away at the walls with axes and crow bars the garrison

would drop missiles and direct their fire at the device. Its use in 1689 is

described by Harris.17 "It was made hollow to contain men and was

composed of very many strong whole timbers bound with iron hoops and

covered with two rows of hides, and as many of sheep-skins, which

rendered it proof against musket-ball or steel arrows. The back part was left

open for the men to go in and out at pleasure and in the front were doors to

be opened when the sow was forced under the wall, which was done with

little labour, the engine being fixed on an iron axle-tree."

The belfry (or malvoisin) was a similar device in that it provided

mobile cover for an assaulting force. This however was a taller device,

tower-like in appearance with various interior levels. Made of wood and

covered with hides - often dowsed to prevent incineration by the defenders’

arrows - it could be slowly moved on wheels or rollers to the castle by its

occupants using the leverage principle from within. The use of this device

was dependant upon the ground approach to the target structure being level.

The intent was to tower above the parapets of the castle and assault them by

firing down upon them. A large attacking force could be accommodated in

the belfry which should perhaps be considered the medieval forerunner of

the modem day tank.

Perhaps the most well known assault weapon is the battering

ram, often shod with iron and used against either the door or the wall.

Cover in this case was provided by a shelter known as a cat. A relative of

the ram, was the bore - which instead of percussion relied on a nibbling
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process to penetrate the structure.

Mining was a slow and labour intensive technique and its use was

confined to major sieges. The process was carried out by "sappers" who

tunneled from a distance towards the tower - propping up the tunnel over

them as they progressed, they would proceed under the castle wall - there

using strong beams for support, - these together with other combustible

material would be set alight - thus undermining the structure above -

hopefully with the resultant collapse of the masonry. Only structures built

on solid rock or behind water defences were secure from this form of

attack. Otherwise a counter-mine was the only form of defence against this

method.

The aforementioned "engines" were usable at close quarters, there

were however, several which could be used from longer range to pound the

garrison and wear them down gradually. Ballistic devices include the

mangonel, ballista (arbalist) and trebuchet. The mangonel was a large

heavy catapult-like device which worked on the principal of torsion and

catapulted its missiles - up to 600 lbs. in weight towards its target. A

wooden beam was tensioned at one end using twisted ropes, the object was

propelled from the other end when it was pulled down and released.

"Greek-Fire" - an inflamible liquid if / where used, could have been

propelled from such a device.

The trebuchet was more complex and was a large mechanised

sling- shot, it was operated by a heavy weight; more complex and

cumbersome than the mangonel, it was capable of discharging missiles of

greater density. The ballista was in essence an enormous and heavy

crossbow which dispensed javelin-like missiles. These devices could also

be used to defend a castle, though their use would have been confined to

large castles, and would not have been employed in a tower house context.
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Sieges varied in length and depended on the state of supplies and

the size of the occupying force. The siege at Duncannon Fort in Wexford

lasted for two months (20 Jan - 19 Mar 1645) sieges of several months up

to a year were not unknown - with a Tipperary tower house enduring a

siege for 11 months in the seventeenth century.TM A siege was a potentially

costly business; in 1 64 1 John Devereux agreed to take Tintern (#94A) for

the sum of £400 ! (This was at a time when a horse cost £5.)18A

The taking of a castle then could take the form of a direct assault, a

siege or a combination of both. Whether starved into eventual submission,

or fallen victim to advancing archers behind their protective mantlets -

while receiving cover fron some form of bombarding device; or succumbing

to the less dramatic infiltration or betrayal (often with the aid of bribery) it

was usually only a matter of persistence and endurance if not sheer brute

force which would eventually bring a castle or fortification of any sort to its

knees. Logically the size and strength of a castle determined the efforts

which would be required to take it. Tower houses could not be expected

to withstand armies but they would have been extremely efficient against

lesser forces - be they cattle raiders, or rival local forces; they afforded their

occupants the ability to withstand effectively, numerically superior forces.

The castle remained an effective if not essential device and

unsurpassed in security and defensive terms until the effective use of

cannon became widespread. This development was to ring the death knoll

of the castle.

The early guns were ineffective if not downright dangerous to

those who used them. They were crude in design and would take

generations of use to perfect. Consistency was not possible, when one

considers that for each individual gun the clay mould had to be broken - so

that no two guns would be exactly the same; they would therefore behave
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differently. The earliest were of bronze or wrought (hammered) iron.

There were two designs, muzzle or breech loading. Breech loaders were

more complex, here pre-prepared cylinders comprising both the powder

(propellant) and the shot (projectile) could be inserted into the back end of

the gun. Though this gave a greater rate of fire than its muzzle loading

alternative, it was to prove less successful, as it was prone to several faults.

The engineering technology at the time was not sufficiently advanced to

produce snug enough cylinder to barrel fit and so efficiency was lost,

inconsistency was commonplace and accidents were not uncommon.

The muzzle loader because of its simplicity was less prone to

failures and it was to be adopted as the main form of ordnance. A muzzle

loader is essentially a cylinder open at one end with only a touch hole at the

other through which the powder could be detonated. The powder and shot

were inserted at the open end and rammed home in turn, and upon

detonation sent on their way.

The earliest "bullets" were arrows wrapped in leather sheaths in

order to fit snugly into the barrel. The term "gun" is a broad one

encompassing both artillery and handguns. Artillery itself can take the

form of either siege or field artillery. The bombard was a very large

cannon; while the term cannon applied to a gun weighing 4,500-8,000

lbs. which could be mounted to be fired. (Taking shot 40-60 lbs.) The

culverin or basilisk was a smaller bore or calibre with a long barrel, it

fired shot of 12-24 lbs. over relatively long ranges. A smaller version of

this, known as the saker fired 5-6 lb. shot, while the falcon fired a similar

shot of 21/2- 3 lbs. in weight. (See Plate 6.14 and 6.14 a.)

"Handguns" were naturally lighter and more portable. The term

personal artillery might be a more appropriate term as they were of similar

design. The harquebus or hagbut had a barrel over one yard in length,
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the caliver was even larger. The more famous musket was more

successful, mainly due to its greater accuracy and longer range (300 yds.

approx.). On the negative side it was the heaviest of all hand held arms, it

required a rest (usually a monopod) on which to aim it, and it produced an

extremely strong recoil. As with the crossbow it had a slow rate of fire

due to the length of time required to load, and it was more prone to

mechanical failure. Why then adopt this in favour of the trusted crossbow?

De hOir was of the opinion that the noise made by the guns did as much

harm to the enemy as did the shot.19 The relative effectiveness of the

available forms of field artillery is discussed in an account dated 1642.20

"We now find the great necessity of sending here two whole cannons, for

besides, the walled towns revolted there will be very many castles to be

gained by no other means than by battery, and if we have no other ordnance

than culverin the service will be much the more difficult and longer in doing

and the expense and charge of powder will be much more, by reason of the

many shots that culverin are forced to make before they can make a breech,

whereas a cannon cleaves and rents the walls at first and leaves them so

shaken as a few shots after from the culverin breaks down all that the

cannon had shaken, wherefore we desire to have two whole cannons sent

us and some more gunners ...... "

It is obvious from this account that cannon was powerful and

effective, unfortunately for the attackers it was also heavier and thus more

difficult to transport than the lighter less effective pieces. Good roads were

non existent, and the terrain did not lend itself to transport of cannon by

land and thus many a castle tower escaped its doom. The situation in the

sixteenth century is summed up in the State Papers, the besiegers were

"utterly wanting in artillery, a thing impossible to be conveyed in this

country by land.’’21 In addition there was the ever present necessity of
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having to ensure that the powder was always kept dry.

Artillery and its potential was appreciated, and indeed it was

perceived as being formidable. So much so that in the early sixteenth

century O’Brien deserted two of his towers, being under the impression

that the English had ordnance to use against him. On discovering this not

to be the case he subsequently re-occupied them.22 This fear of big guns

could lead to the cunning tactic of using imitation cannon to frighten the

occupants into surrender.

The first mention of guns in Ireland was for the year 1361 when

Lionel - son of Edward III was issued with a small gun on his going to

Ireland. Richard II in 1394 brought with him 6 great and 6 small cannon.23

In 1399 he left behind him at Dublin Castle 16 single cannon and 16 other

cannons. Otway-Ruthven records that in 1394 "one Richard Sonner .....

smith ... was employed to remain at Carlow for 3 months making gonnes

and other armament for the defence of the town." 24 We have to wait until

1487 before we encounter a reference to the actual use of guns in Ireland;

when Godfrey O’Donnell shot an O’Rourke with a gun. One year later we

find artillery in use at the siege of Balrath Castle in Co. Westmeath by the

Lord Deputy Kildare.

It would appear that certainly until the time of Cromwell the most

powerful and effective guns lay dormant due to transport difficulties. If

one managed to transport them - by water or otherwise - to ones fortification

they could sit there to be used in defence, thus making the taking of your

fortification an unattractive proposition. In 1684 the following were

recorded in an inventory at Wexford Castle ...
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ITEM NUMBER

"Half culvering ( 7’10" 23st. llbs. 9ozs) 1

Saker (of diffrent lengths) 4

A piece of an iron murtherer (unserviceable)

Platform carriages 7

Musquett Barrills 5

Round shot for Mynion and falcon (serviceable) 11 "

Whether the apparent poor condition of some of the stock - noted in

the extensive accounts of the siege - reflects the security - ie that they were

not, nor were they likely to be, needed - or merely neglect for other reasons

is a matter for conjecture. It does illustrate however the variety available,

and the potential to use them in a defensive capacity.

Cairns has shown that even in the 1640’s few sieges involved

cannon, but Cromwell as we know employed them extensively and to

devastating effect. His ordnance included 7" and 8" calibre - discharging

shot up to 60 lbs. weight over distances upwards of 2km. With cannon

coming into its own the castle and tower house would crumble, and would

to all intents and purpose lose their raison d’etre, consequently the

architecture would have to adapt to this development. The star-forts such

as Duncannon and Charlesfort were developed for this reason, but by this

time the tower house era was past.

Defensively it is not possible to view a castle, let alone a tower

house as totally secure and certainly not as inpregnable. There were

degrees of defensibility, one could make a tower strong and hope the

strength would deter a potential attacker - either into moving on to an easier

prey, or into considering the losses likely to be incurred as not worth the

potential gain. The equation therefore was to make your structure as strong

as was necessary, satisfied that the security would be at least equivalent to

the envisaged threat.
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One could not expect to withstand a siege if ones adversaries were

willing to devote that amount of effort; and with the coming of cannon and

its more widespread use in the seventeenth century one could not hope to

successfully defend ones castle or tower if ordnance were to be employed

against it.

The effectiveness of the towers lay in the protection they afforded

against small forces such as robbers. The problem of robbery was

omnipresent, especially in the context of the manor and the large property

holders. In 1281 the problem of robbers is recognised in an account

detailing expenses at Old Ross "for the expenses of Sir John Cas. Kt. who

was assigned by the seneschal to take charge of the Manor of Ross for 15

days for fear of the robbers." 25

That towers were seen as places of security and refuge is illustrated

in a document dated 1638. "John Cliffe ... he, his wife and children for

fear of the Rebels were fled from their house to the castle of Prospect

(#49) belonging to Edward Chichester .... " 26 Certainly of all secure

places to be, a castle was the obvious choice. But this is not to say that

they would ultimately prove to be a safe refuge.

The Wexford architectural evidence is rich in surviving defensive

features. By dividing defensive features into five main categories, -

namely - (i) the possession of a talus and / or batter, (ii) possession of a

murder hole / lobby feature, (iii) having machicolations / bartizans, (iv)

incorporating a vault, and (v) earthwork defences (fosse / moat) - we can try

to assess the "defensibility" of the tower house. (See Table 6.1.) What

works against us in our efforts, however, is the poor condition of most

structures, few were complete - see Chapter 10. Often we cannot be sure

whether or not the features in question were present.

Of the 61 towers which lend themselves to this examination, all had
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batter or talus, most had both. Only four could be said not to have had

murder holes. (In one such case the presence of a portcullis compensated

for this lack, and in the others the structures in question were of the

"Coolhull Type" .) In two cases there were two murder holes present. In

most cases machicolations were present, (though in many cases it was not

possible to tell). Bartizans often supplemented the defences at allure level.

In almost every case - except for the few belonging to the "Coolhull"

group,- vaults were present. As already seen (Chapter 5), earthworks are

often not identifiable, - though there was evidence for them at a number of

sites. We can assess - out of five - the number of defensive elements

present in many cases, though in others, not enough of the structures

survive. In those cases, we will still be able to confirm some features, and

sometimes, - though rarely,- be able to confirm the absence of a feature.

We can thus arrive at a "range" of defensive features for each tower, i.e. it

may be known to have had four of the five categories, and it may have had

all five. For example, Ballyhack (#92) had,- batter and talus, murder hole,

machicolis and bartizan, and a vault. There may have been an earthwork,

(we do not know of one, but neither is there evidence to show that there

was none). Thus for Ballyhack we arrive at a factor of 4-5, - four are

present, and there may have been all five, (see Table 6.1). This "factor"

does not take into consideration other defensive features such as bawns,

loops, and battlements;

anyway. From Table

which, evidently, most if not all castles had

6.1, we will see that in most cases all of the

defensive elements may have been present. In many cases most were still

evident. In very few cases do we know the features in question to be

absent. Towers therefore, were apparently extremely well provided for

defensively.

Indeed those features which are regarded as being "typically or
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characteristically Irish" - such as double stepped merlons, corner loops and

corner galleries at mid height, together with "graceful batter" are all

defensive elements which have evolved into a more aesthetic form, though

their function remains primarily defensive.

The tower house was a place of security for oneself, ones family,

retainers, stock and property. This was made possible by its strength and

defensive features, with fosse or moat, bawn, battlements, bartizan,

machicolations; loops, flankers, towers and turrets, together with strong

walls with batter, doors - often with murder holes - and well designed

strategically placed openings. One might even consider a tower house as a

number of defensive features moulded together to form a habitable

structure. The tower together with its manpower, presented to any foe a

force with the potential to inflict serious casualties. Faced with exposing

oneself to horizontal and vertical attack from within the tower, all but the

most determined forces would be inclined to re-consider the attack option.

Security then was largely assured against all but large forces

willing to trade loss of life for the speedy reduction of the tower by force.

The safer - if more time consuming - option of siege was sometimes

employed, and if lengthy the doomed fate of the tower and its occupants

became more sure, with the passing of each day - as few would have had

the capability of withstanding the resulting privation; indeed few appear to

have been designed (or located) with independent or internal water supplies

for this eventuality.

The inhibiting Irish terrain, (with its poor roads, insubstantial

bridges, and extensive woodland and bog) dictated that large siege machines

and ordnance would rarely be employed; and so one could rest reasonably

secure behind ones walls, confident in your safety against all but the largest

forces - also uncommon in Ireland in the tower house era - until the advent
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of Cromwell.

The tower house or castle was no match for him with his big guns,

but until his arrival towers were effective, as few had cannon, or mighty

forces to bring against them. What they did most effectively, was to serve

as a defence and deterrent against the more common perils. They were a

function of civil unrest, in the absence of a central or social protection the

onus of defending oneself fell to the individual, and so these defensive

structures evolved and became popular, surviving in use as long as they

remained effective. They were small castles designed and intended to

protect against allbut major forces, until big guns were brought effectively

to bear agaist them in the seventeenth century.
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7

Location and Distribution

Giraldus records that John de Courcy "fortified all parts of Ulaid

with castles (incastellavit) built in suitable places.". 1 This chapter will

attempt to outline what constituted "suitable" places. What did those who

built the tower houses regard as important factors influencing the siting of

castles, in short, where did they want or need to live and what are the

consequences of this for the distribution pattern ? Throughout the chapter I

shall use the term "distribution" to mean the overall pattern of tower houses

/ castles whereas "location" shall refer more to the factors which influenced

the exact positioning of one’s individual tower or castle once the

approximate site is chosen. I shall briefly outline the sources used to

produce my distribution maps and go on to cover the problem of deciding

which of the castles were in fact tower houses. Having outlined the

distribution pattern I shall account for it under a number of headings.

Natural features had an important role to play in producing the tower house

picture as we observe it. The importance of soil will be analysed. The

value of freshwater sources will be discussed with particular reference to the

proximity to rivers. Local stone and rock formations will also be looked at.

An examination of the settlement pattern and a brief discussion on the

system of landholding will precede an examination of the tower house in

conjunction with the manor. Other recognisable forms of medieval

settlement such as the moated site and various forms of nucleated settlement

will also be examined with a view to examining their relationship - if any -
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to the observed pattern of tower houses in the county. I shall then examine

the tower house’s relationship to other settlement forms and the degree to

which defensive considerations or "protective frontiers" may have

influenced the siting of some of the structures before concluding on the

topic.

The mapping of the tower houses of County Wexford has been

somewhat problematic. Much of the original locational information was

derived from the nineteenth century Ordnance Survey maps, - primarily the

first edition (six inch to the mile) and the revised twenty five inch edition of

the early twentieth century - with its larger scale. These maps record

merely "Cas" to represent a castle or in some cases the name of the castle -

especially where it has continued as an occupied settlement - allbeit often in

a modified form. In some cases plans were provided which may enable

one to decide whether or not it was likely to be a tower house. This

information I have recorded in two separate listings (Appendices II and

III).

Some of the castles were not recorded by the Ordnance Survey and

have been identified by the seventeenth century Civil Survey with others

coming to light through the S.M.R. office of the O.P.W. z As will be seen

from the "Data 1 (S)" list (Appendix III) many of the castles no longer exist.

This poses problems of classificaton. How many - indeed which - of

these castles were tower houses ? (See Chapter 9.) In order to get around

this I have produced two maps. The true picture lies somewhere between

the two. Map 1 records those castles which are known to be - or have been

tower houses, these are also recorded in bold print in the data lists, -

Appendices II and III). Map 2 shows castle sites and locations which may

have been tower houses - including those which are confirmed. This map

is arrived at by eliminating those which were known not to be tower houses

i.e the larger castles such as Ferns and Enniscorthy, "Plantation" castles and
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later constructions, which though they were called castles would not qualify

as true medieval structures. These eliminated sites are shown in italics in

the Data lists - and are plotted on Map 3. Though the data lists and Map 2

may include some sites which may in fact not have been tower houses we

should not forget that there may be a number of sites that have disappeared

without being recorded. The true tower house distribution map though lies

somewhere between the two maps. Indeed statistically we could claim 248

tower houses in the County on current evidence. 2a What is almost certain

however, is that the overall distribution pattern remained the same for both.

Let us try to analyse this observed distribution and assess what

factors may have brought about the siting of the castles and towers where

we observe them. Wexford county is divided into eight baronies. (See

Map 6.) If we look at the number of tower houses in each barony we will

observe that some baronies have a high tower house density whilst others

possess only a few structures - see Table 7.1.

The northern baronies of Gorey, Ballaghkeen and Scarawalsh all

have low castle densities. Gorey for example has between one and ten,

Ballaghkeen nine to thirteen and Scarawalsh six to ten towers.3 The

barony of Bantry lies mid-way between north and south and it has a sizeable

number of towers (21 to 33). The concentration, as one might expect, was

however in the south of the barony. If we examine the four southern

baronies we find that Bargy had 30 known tower houses, Shelbourne had

between 29 and 31 with Shelmaliere possessing somewhere between 36 and

45. The highest density of tower houses occurred in the south easternmost

barony of Forth which had a tower house population of between 49 and 60

! It would appear therefore - and it is clearly apparent from the distribution

maps, that the greatest bulk of tower houses in Wexford are found in the

south of the county.

What factors influenced the siting of castles in one area as opposed to
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another ? Might natural or topographical factors hold the key ? Other

researchers on the tower house have noted that they were rarely located in

hilly regions. 4 Cairns found that in Tipperary most were below 400 feet

ordnance datum, with few as high as 600 feet. 5 In Co. Kerry they are

rarely found above 500 feet O.D. 6 In Mc Kenna’s studies she noted a

"tendency to" be sited "below 500" which she described as "the upper limit

of Anglo Norman settlement in South Eastern Ireland" 7 In County

Wexford there were no tower houses sited above 500 feet O.D., indeed

there may have been none above 400 feet. 8 As can be seen from Table 7.2

few were sited as high as 300-400 feet (with only between six and fourteen

in this category). Of the definite tower houses we can safely say that

probably none were sited above the 400 O.D. line. The majority of county

Wexford’s tower houses are found on the most lowlying lands (the 0-100

O.D. levels) - with 52.5% so sited. Almost 80% of the tower houses were

below 200 feet whilst 96.7% were below 300 feet O.D.. Clearly therefore

lowlands were preferred, the lower the land the more likely it was to

possess settlement in the form of the tower house.

Though one can generalise that lowlands on the whole attracted

settlement - as manifest in the form of castles etc., whilst the higher territory

was largely unsettled in this way, it is not possible to account for the

location of tower houses purely on the basis of altitude. In other words the

tower house distribution pattern is not entirely explicable purely on the basis

of the level of the land. All the lowlying areas and the tower house

distribution pattern do not entirely match as if on a jig-saw puzzle. There

were therefore evidently other factors at work in the siting of our towers.

An analysis of soil patterns in the County yields some interesting

results. The National Soil Survey of Ireland for County Wexford identifies

fifteen different soils in the County. 9 Only six of these concern our

towers. The soil situation is portrayed in Table 7.3.
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What emerges is that with the exception of "Type 8" which is

described as "poor for cultivated crops" and "moderate for pasture" ( in

which only 1.1% of the definite tower house sites were found, though it

covers 9.0% of the county ) all of our tower houses were located in what

was the choicest land in the county. The vast majority (c 64%) were

located in the top quality soil areas. Indeed with the exception of "Type 6"

- where natural drainage was poor - all locations (excluding the variable

"Type 15" ) may have been in soil types as good as "Type 1". Virtually all

were situated in lands of excellent agricultural potential. With the exception

of just over 1% ("Type 8") no tower houses were situated in poor quality

soils. Looking at the map in detail it is noted that a very great number of

towers were located at the periphery of the best soil ranges - indicating

perhaps a good knowledge of the quality of the land on the part of those

who built them (who we should perhaps call Anglo Irish) and an effort on

their behalf to utilise the best quality land; with settlement in the form of the

tower house - being evidence of an effort to bring as much of the best land

as possible into use. We may summarise therefore that the quality of the

land was known and great care seems to have been taken to locate one’s

tower house where yields to support it would be at the optimum.

An analysis of soil type in conjunction with the ground plan size of

tower houses yielded some interesting results. The poorest quality soil on

which any reasonable number of tower houses were built (though still of

relatively good quality ) - "Type 6" - described as "of somewhat limited use

range" with "poor natural drainage" - had the smallest tower houses -

averaging a ground plan of 51.72 square metres.1° The "Variable" category

- containing poor to good soils was found to have a larger tower house size

(65.82 square metres). The top quality soils however, - which accounted

for the vast majority of tower houses supported the largest structures. On

"Type 1" soils the average size of the ground plan was 71.64 square
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metres.11 The tendency therefore was to build the larger tower houses on

the best soils. This is indicative of the interrelationship between the land

and its occupants. One would build as large a structure as one could afford

and which the land would support. Though it is clear that the size and

stature of one’s dwelling was to a high degree dependent on land quality it

is not clearly apparent whether this represents a need for larger structures to

defend the greatest spoils; or whether having settled in an area and derived

one’s income from it that greater incomes enable the construction of larger

dwellings. Though both of these are probably valid comments we should

deduce primarily that better land supported more settlers and it was the

number of these which dictated the need for larger dwellings - which were

constricted by the resources available - dependent too on the land; but better

land both required and enabled larger tower houses to be built.

The quality of the soil is dependent to an extent on the location of

rivers and so it is not surprising to find that tower house distribution is

related to the location of rivers and streams. The siting of one’s castle in

close proximity to a freshwater source was likely not merely for its

implications for soil type and quality but for a number of other important

reasons also. Map "R"(4) shows the tower house / castle distribution

pattern together with the major rivers of the County. It will be noted that

the siting pattern of stone castles follows in large measure the routes of

some of these rivers. Many of the castles in the north of the county are

found to straddle the banks of the river Slaney: whilst in the south and west

of the county the Barrow evidently was important in influencing choice to

settle that part of the county.

southern rivers - also wind

The Owenduff and Corock - amongst other

their way snugly between the castles and

towers. Clearly there were advantages in terms of soil fertility and crop

yields in siting close to rivers. In addition there were important water

supply factors to be taken into consideration. One was unlikely to risk a
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settlement where water supply might be a problem. Rivers as a means of

communication were extremely important - especially in medieval times -

when much of the terrain was difficult if not treacherous to travel.

Rivers as supply routes were of the utmost importance as water

transport was quicker and indeed safer than overland. Being within

reasonable reach of a navigable river was considered important, it meant that

one was within reach of civilization. The prospect of being remote,

isolated and cut off from one’s neighbours and supplies was to be both

feared and avoided. This is attested by Giraldus, in his "Expugnatio" he

recounts that "the first race cotdd not do without the wine on which they had

been brought up and so were quite unwilling to remain in remote border

regions and castles (castris) built far inland ..... their only wish was to be

stationed far from anywhere where supplies ever ran short." 12

Cambrensis’ remarks serve to highlight the importance of good

communication and the value placed on proximity to a navigable waterway.

What was true of the initial settlers was to remain so of those who followed.

We have seen already that the cost of construction of a castle was to a

surprising degree dependent on the cost of transport. Given that rivers

were the best and cheapest mode of transport they facilitated, if not

encouraged building within sight of their banks. It was more expensive to

build the further inland you went. (See Chapter 2 - Construction.) The

siting of one’s castle or tower close to a river had a number of other

advantages also. One could command strategic positions and control

routes. This could be turned to both military and financial advantage - in

the form of tolls. The construction of a castle and bridge at Enniscorthy

(detailed in Chapter 2) highlights the value placed on such a location; as a

lot of trouble and expense was incurred to secure this important location.

Castles on land were of limited effectiveness in controlling routes as they

could be circumvented. In order to effectively control communication one
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was best advised to site one’s castles at strategic points along rivers; thus

ensuring supplies for oneself, a mode of communication and placing oneself

in control of the terrain. There were other factors too to be taken into

consideration; rivers were not alone a source of water, but of food - as fish

appears to have been an important element in the diet.

Looking at the siting of the Wexford tower houses in conjunction

with the pattern of rivers we see that more than one in three tower houses

were located o___~n recognisable freshwater sources (i.e. on their banks).

Nearly 60% of the towers were within one eighth of a mile of a fiver or

stream, with 83% being less than one quarter of a mile away. A striking

94% were within half a mile of a fiver - see Table 7.4.

Only one per cent of the towers in the county could be said to be over

one mile away from a river, but these (Loftus Hall -#125A, and Slade

-#138) were both costal and could to a large measure depend on the sea for

many of the requirements otherwise met by rivers. They would probably

have had to sink wells for water supply, or store water in some way.

Given too that the water table has changed since medieval times it is

possible that many of the towes could have been even closer to supplies

than is now apparent. 14 In many cases during my field survey local

inhabitants have confirmed the presence of wells in the bawns or beside the

towers. In at least ten cases, wells adjacent to tower houses were

conf’u’rned by their present day owners; often no one could be found from

whom to enquire as many towers are now remote, and these features

disappear from view with ease;

proportion of all towers had wells.

it is therefore possible that a sizeable

It is likely that this was the case too in

the medieval period. Even if the wells extant today are not those used by

the medieval occupants they at least confim~ the potential source of supply.

Another natural feature which may have had some bearing on the

siting of tower houses was stone. We know that there were savings to be
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made in construction expenses if stone could be quarried locally. In most

cases the main rubble used was local stone, and in some cases local

inhabitants have confirmed that the stone is - and probably was in medieval

times - quarried locally; i.e. The Deeps and Scar. This may have been the

case for many of our tower houses though it would be difficult to prove as

evidence of quarrying is uncommon.

The different local rock types found in the county together with the

number of tower houses located over them is portrayed in Figure 7.5. As

will be seen from the venn diagram the bulk of the tower houses were

located on slaty rock.

Of all possible tower houses 73% may be described as being situated

on slate or a combination of slate and another bedrock. Only 5% of towers

were actually situated on granite and yet a huge number of towers

incorporate at least some granite structurally. (See Table 4.11) It is

apparent therefore that granite was considered important enough to transport

it - and it was extensively used - allbeit often sparingly at quoins or in the

form of cut frames for windows and doors etc. Local bedrock does not

appear to have had a direct influence on the distribution pattern of our

towers - i.e. one rock type was not preferred to another to such an extent as

to influence the siting of a castle.

used in construction is supported

That they were not fussy about the stone

by the large number of castles which

employ a mixture of stone types. Generally whatever was available

appears to have been used with the more significant and choicest material

being brought from further afield. Thirteen per cent of tower houses were

built in areas where a number of different bedrocks were found, this,

together with the array of rock types found in most structures confirm that

there was no clear favourite rock / stone type for the bulk of the construction

work, one used whatever was available. In no part of Wexford was one

likely to be short of sufficient rubble within a reasonable distance to build
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one’s castle. Local rock therefore does not appear to have been much of a

determining factor in castle disuibution.

Taking "distribution" to describe the overall picture - the siting of

castles in Wexford as a whole - and "location" as a more local term;

location of one’s castle might take into consideration other factors on the

ground. "Location" when taken to mean the final positioning of one’s

structure within the chosen ,area - was likely to take heed of slopes and other

significant features of topography. In locating one’s tower house, rock,

especially natural bedrock - does appear to have been taken into

consideration. Having chosen the area in which one intended to build, the

presence of a secure rock outcrop offered a solid foundation for one’s castle

and in some cases this seems to have been taken advantage of. Though in

only ten cases did tower houses present visible evidence of having been

sited on bedrock or a natural rock outcrop, one would need to apply the

trowel to establish the true number. At Hilltown for example recent

excavation work for an adjacent construction has revealed natural bedrock.

In other cases it is more apparent while at Ferrycarrig it is dominant. Thus

as far as rock was concerned though it lost out to soil and water factors in

determining one’s area of setlement it seems often to have been taken into

consideration in the final placement of castles; though we should not see it

as an overiding factor.

Locally in the siting of castles one was always careful to ensure that

they were not positioned in a vulnerable spot - i.e. not overlooked by any

feature which might be turned to the advantage of an attacker. Whereas the

majority of tower houses appear to be "neutrally" sited some are placed so

as to confer on their occupants both security and a military advantage.

Mountgarrett (#25) for example is sited on a hill summit (Plate 7.6) while

Ferrycarrig (Plate 7.7) is constructed as the crown of a projecting rock

outcrop. On the whole it does appear, however, that defensive
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considerations as expressed by the height aspect were not the overiding

concern of those who built the castles. They could rely on the design of the

structures themselves for defence, and so long as they were not sited so as

to be vulnerable the concern of those who sited them seems to have been

dictated by land quality and proximity to water.

Factors which influenced settlement in general seem to be those

which influenced the siting of the tower houses. How then does the tower

house fit into the settlement pattern ? The medieval settlement pattern is a

complex one. In the immediate post conquest period the process of

sub-infeudation saw the initial granting of large tracts of land to a small

number of "Tenants in Chief". These men held their grants of the King in

return for Knights Service. The grantees were bound by this to render unto

the King forty days military service per annum - generally commuted to a

monetary payment known as "scutage".

indirect method of controlling the territory.

In practice it was the King’s

Each Tenant in Chief in turn

broke up his grant - which was often considerable - (i.e Strongbow was

granted the barony of Forth in 1173, with Hervey de Montmorency

receiving Bargy and Shelbourne;) into smaller land tracts. These were

given to "sub-tenants" in return for various services. (The whole system

was governed by strict feudal codes of practice.) Thus the manorial system

was created. Each manor was one agricultural unit - each a settlement

dependent on the land and part of ~ larger feudal network.

Let us look firstly at manors. Colfer in his comprehensive study of

Anglo Norman settlement in the county notes 61 "fees" or "manors". 15 Of

these the locations of eight are presently unknown with five being in doubt,

there are thus 48 identified manors - based largely on parochial units. 16 If

we exclude the unknown units and assess the remainder in the light of our

known tower house distribution it emerges that in 20 cases there were no

identifiable tower house remains. This figure should be treated with
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caution - the true picture is that there were probably more towers which

have since disappeared leaving no trace. In 19 cases one tower was

identifiable in the manorial unit, with 15 manors having several towers still

in existence. Though some of the manorial units in the northern part of the

county were extensive in area, tower houses were generally scarce there.

Many - large though they were - showed no evidence of a tower house and

a number were found to have had evidence of only one. Even in the very

large manor of Ballyrankin only two tower houses were noted. The manor

of "Ui Mealla and the Duffrey" - comprising between one third and one half

of the northern part of the county may have had only seven towers. In the

north of the county a 28 carucate manor like Glascarrig would be considered

small. 17 In the south of the County it was a different picture, here a

typically small manor such as Kilcowan was only c 7 carucates. 18

Generally speaking manors in the north were four times the size of those in

the south. In the south nine manors did not have recognisable towers

while twelve were noted to have had at least one. Seven manors had two

tower houses extant with four or five to be found in some. About one fifth

of the manors in the south of the county might be described as medium

sized - all but one of these had a tower house, three had two and one had

four. The high density of tower houses in the south was a general trend

with a large number of towers in the larger manors, i.e. five in Adamstown

/ Ballymagir and seven in Rosegarland / Duncormick. Large tower house

concentrations of seven and eleven towers respectively occurred in the

extremely large manors of Kayer and Fernegenal. The picture then is of

large manors with few tower houses in the north of the County - indicating

a low density settlement, whereas in the south of the county by comparison

there was a high tower house density and a relatively great number of

(relatively small) manors. (This does not take into account other- possibly

more transient - settlement forms, in all probability though, it would not
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have affected the overall distribution, as it too would have been dependent

on those same factors which influenced the siting of towers.)

If we examine manors and the tower houses located within them in

search of a standard relationship we will find that in some grants some

rough relationship appears; with two towers per fee - this was roughly

adhered to in about one third of the multi-tower fees; though there did not

appear to be any strict standard relationship overall between the value of the

fee (expressed in Knights Fees or fractions of a fee) and the number of

castles or towers within those fees.

In terms of fee size we cannot maintain that tower house and manor

bore a strict relationship to one another except obviously that generally the

larger the unit the more tower houses it was likely to have, though this was

not necessarily always directly proportionate. It therefore cannot be proven

that tower house and manor had a direct relationship and though many may

have been at the centre of manors they do not appear to have been a

prerequisite. There does, however, appear to have been a general tendency

for tower houses to exist on manorial settlements with large manors tending

to have more - this relationship is best attributable to the fact that tower

houses were most common in the most densely settled areas, which in turn

had smaller manorial units.

Examining distribution in relation to other settlement forms such as

moated sites was informative. The moated site distribition pattern

(established by the pioneering work of Barry and since added to by the

S.M.R. office of the O.P.W.) of the county when compared to that of the

tower houses presents a remarkably complimentary picture. How are we to

account for this ? Did one form of settlement represent an alternative to the

other ? Were they contemporaneous or is there another explanation ?

The settlement feature known as the moated site is thought to date

from the early thirteenth century, probably up until the early fourteenth
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century. 19

(See Chapter 9.) It has been postulated

settlement employed in isolated areas. 2o

This is generally accepted as pre-dating the tower house era.

that the moated site was a

This would perhaps help to

explain the difference in the two settlement patterns - given that we know

that the areas with few or no moated sites (especially in the south of the

County) were heavily settled from the outset of the invasion. The siting

of moated sites along the "border" or "frontier" areas has also been

established.21 A concentration is also apparent in the barony of Shelmaliere

- which Colfer describes as "frontier" and "no-mans land" following the

thirteenth century Irish revival. 22 Moated sites therefore would evidently

appear to be located in insecure areas and are best described on the whole as

a peripheral form of settlement. The implication then is that the tower

house was not generally sited in peripheral areas, being more likely to be

found in established or secure locations.

Nucleated settlement in medieval Wexford comprised towns, villages

(manorial) and the curious feature known as the "rural borough" - not quite

a town but a nucleated settlement nonetheless. All of these can be divided

into two categories - deserted and surviving. Those classed as deserted are

those which have not continued as nucleated settlements. The others have

remained as settlements to the present day, some have expanded while

others are now but a shadow of their former selves. Colfer identifies 41

deserted manorial villages - 27 of these (65.85%) have evidence of tower

houses; of the thirteen surviving villages nine or 69.23% have towers.

Deserted rural boroughs do not fare as well. Only 40% of these seem to

have had towers, other boroughs fared even worse - of the five known none

appear to have had towers. Towns fared much better. Of the six towns

(three surviving and three deserted) all had towers, some had several. So

for the overall nucleated settlement pattern we observe an appreciable

correlation of centres of population with the tower house. The more
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successful the nucleation was the more likely it appears to have had tower

houses. Considering that towers may have existed at other nucleated

settlements - (settlements which may in many cases no longer be apparent to

us) the true correlation was probably considerably higher. Not surprisingly

the tower house as a settlement form is found to occurr in areas where

people were concentrated. Our correlation is based on known nucleated

settlement, this would probably be higher - as with bawns and outbuildings

etc.. The presence of a tower house was likely to encourage nucleated

settlement, - if it did not result from the settlement itself. The tower house

and nucleated settlement therefore were often interrelated.

It has been argued that the tower house is a settlement feature which

occurrs peripherally in relation to the main centres of power. 23 This we

may accept as largely true given that a number of important - if early -

centres of power in the county possessed large castellated fortifications in

which the local magnate resided - i.e. Ferns, Enniscorthy and Wexford

Town; - all having had reasonably large castles. Given that two out of

three of these are in the north of the county and the later settlement was to be

concentrated in the south - with Ferns being held for much of its period of

occupancy by the Irish (the Mac Murroughs occupied it for most of the

fifteenth century), we must conclude that the tower houses served as the

homes of magnates of varying degrees of power. One might explain the

situation in terms of the initial Tenants in Chief constructing for themselves

large castles whereas the highest residential structures others were to aspire

to would be the tower house. The tower house distribution pattern therefore

reflects the settlement pattern of the Anglo-Irish (or Anglo Normans) - if

they may be referred to as such by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Relating tower house distribution to other forms of settlement - be it

contemporary or of an earlier era - is no easy task, indeed it cannot be done

with any reasonable degree of confidence, as other settlement features were
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of a less permanent nature and therefore - though they may well exist - in

many cases, they are not apparent to us, and it is only by chance discovery

or archaeological excavation that we are likely to uncover their presence.

Villages once deserted, often disappear, landscape features can be

obliterated or rendered unrecognisable - both through the ravages of time

and of man. We may never establish the full pattern. Though many towers

currently isolated may have succeeded other settlement forms on the same

site, and most certainly co-existed with other structures, we are likely only

to uncover a fragmentary picture. It is thus next to impossible to assess to

what extent the tower house was constructed on sites previously occupied

by the generations which went before. It is likely that the quality of the

terrain - which rendered it both suitable and desirable for settlement for the

tower house dwellers was similarly attractive to their predecessors - but

questions as to continuity of occupancy cannot properly be addressed.

Land changed hands, it is won and lost and often divided, and the

settlement pattern reflects this, but short of a wide scale programme of

excavation we will not be able to speak authoratively on the relativity of one

form of settlement to that more permanent form known as the tower house.

In a number of cases the tower house is found in association with

other recognisable settlement forms. These for example may present as

square earthen enclosures such as at Ballymagir (#111A) or circular one’s

such as at Boley (#67) or Cullenstown (#108A). The feature at Ballymagir

is interpreted as a moated site. 24 We observe that the tower house is

situated within the earthwork feature,- see Fig. 5.2c. What we cannot state

with certainty is whether the moated site dwellers eventually aspired to the

construction of a tower house, or whether the builders of the later castle

merely took advantage of the extant earthwork as a convenient bawn within

which to build. Similarly at Boley, what was probably a ring fort may

have served as a bawn for the tower house which once stood beside it. At
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Cullenstown the tower stands within the remains of an earthen enclosure,

(see Plate 5.1). Here, without excavation we cannot establish whether it

was constructed by the tower house occupants / builders as a protective

bawn, or whether it may have been an extant earthwork conveniently

re-used and chosen as a site in which to construct one’s castle. Though the

number of towers which are associated with earthworks is apparently few,

the true number and the true relationship is not as yet properly understood.

We have already noted tower houses in association with or in close

proximity to other - usually earlier - settlement forms. (As the quality and

desirability of a location was unlikely to change much from one generation

to another.) Those locations which once attracted settlement were likely to

retain it, and be it expansion or renewal, the tower house was to serve the

needs of those who inhabited the land. The tower house therefore, was

indicative of centres of population, it is, as we have seen, found where it

was desirable or necessary to live. For protection it was desirable to live

within easy reach of a stronghold - such as a castle. Whether these castles

were built to provide protection for extant settlements or whether the

communities were attracted to an area because of the security of the castles

is largely irrelevant to the fact that population and the tower house were

integral, and that the tower house distribution pattern reflects the areas in

which settlement existed.

The defensive aspect of the tower house is relevant to its distribution

in another way also. In some cases we may be justified in considering the

distribution of a number of towers in conjunction. Were tower houses built

in "lines of defence" ? In Wexford in at least one instance it would appear

that they were. What is often referred to as "the Pill of Wexford" or "the

Pill of Taghmon" is often equated and compared to the more northerly

"Pale". 25 "The Pill" was the name used to describe the estuary of the

Bannow (this fiver is now partially known as the Scar and flows into the
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sea at Bannow). Though in modern times it does not appear formidable it

was formerly a much wider feature with its waters covering large tracts of

lowland. 26 The resulting tracts of swampland were a natural barrier,

apparently supplemented with the construction of a number of tower houses

for protection. The "Pill" water could be crossed by ferries, fords, passes

and bridges and it was at such strategic points that tower houses might

usefully have been sited. What largely amounts to the parishes of Kilbride

and Whitechurch were flooded. Embankments were used to contain the

flooding down to what is now Barrys cross roads. 27 Near this, Brownes

Castle (#46) controlled the crossing point. With a strong tower house at

Taghmon and several other towers straddling the river southwards what

amounts to a cordon of defence appears to have existed (see Map 5 (P)).

Included in this "frontier" were the castles of Scar (#107), Barrystown

(#100), those at Clonmines (#’s 97-99), Rosegarland (#67A), Slevoy

(#71), Horetown (#147) the aforementioned Taghmon (#69A) and Brownes

castle (#46). Castles on the Slaney to the north of this area could serve to

protect this sector of the county on its northerly side; it was otherwise

surrounded by the sea. The enclosed area was of very good quality land

and as will be observed from the map, had the highest density of tower

house settlement in the county. (At least 103 - or over 57% - of located

tower houses were located therein, though it accounts for probably less

than one quarter of the land in the county. The remaining 43% were

distributed over the rest of Wexford though predominantly in the south of

the county,- see Map 1.)

What brought about this apparent line of defence ? Hore considers it

a means of protecting one’s wealth - in the form of cattle - from raiders.

He points out that cattle could not be driven over swanpland and that the

raiders would not risk attempting to use the crossing points if they were

protected by towers. 28 The "Pill of Taghmon" coincides with "the colony"
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of Bargy and Forth in the south easternmost corner of the county. Davin,

in her study of tower houses around "the Pale" area noted a concentration in

the area adjacent to the marches along the major river valleys. This

parallels the similar concentrations of "Pill" castles in south Wexford. That

this fortified dividing line existed in the mid fifteenth century is made clear

in an order issued in 1453, it stated that "no one shall break the fortifications

of Taghmon in County Wexford, nor shall make no ways on the same water

from the north of Bannow to the pill adjoining the river slaney." 29 The

barrier therefore, was recognised though when exactly the towers were

constructed is not specified, it is likely to have been c 1441 when a £10

subsidy was extended "for the building of towers upon the waters or river

of Taghmon in the County of Wexford." 29A

was in response to incursions of that year.

(See also Chapter 9.) This

It is possible that many of the

tower houses built between Barrystown and Carrigmannon - particularly

along the river valleys - represent a response to this threat. In this way,

tower house distribution, to an extent at least, was influenced by defensive

considerations; and the pattern of distribution needs to be considered - each

tower in conjunction with others rather than in any isolated way. The

emergence of a line of castles serving a protective function was not unusual.

O’Keeffe has identified such a pattern in Co. Carlow, when in the

fourteenth century they were he contends -built to stem the counter

expansion of the Native Irish.3°

In Wexford the initial post-conquest settlement had been shrinking.

The north of the county had been re-taken by the native Irish by the late

1200’s while the south

Normans". Between

continued to be heavily settled by the "Anglo

the two was the "frontier zone". 31 The Irish

gradually made inroads, extending progressively further into this zone.

This was to create pressure on the southern colony and as the frontier zone

disappeared they were to be placed under greater pressure. The absence of
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this buffer zone meant that they would now be more prevalent to raids and

incursions, and the "Pill" area once fortified offered the best means of

protecting what was still choice land.

With the north of the county occupied and controlled by the powerful

O’Tooles, O’Byrnes, and especially the Mac Murroughs, the

"Anglo-Norman" (or "Anglo-Irish") controlled area was gradually pushed

back until it was concentrated within Bargy and Forth - within "The Pill" -

where the greatest number of their towers are still to be seen today. This

retreat to the south eastern corner meant that the "Anglo-Normans" who

held it were isolated from other pockets of their "race" in the country - i.e.

those within "The Pale", and this isolation with the necessity for protection

lead to the combination of man made fortifications and natural terrain to

provide the required security. Though once again it was the terrain which

dictated the location of the castles the "defence" and the "human factors" in

the equation were important in this context. Though it is tempting to draw

lines of division on maps - and distribution patterns often lend themselves to

this - and account for frontiers, this is normally impractical, as in order to be

effective as a frontier, a line of castles needs to be supplemented. On their

own a chain of castles cannot provide a sufficient obstacle against

determined inroads - unless they are connected by a suitable barrier.

Castles were not normally close enough, nor weaponry sufficiently

advanced to be able to provide defensive cover between structures in the

absence of some form of natural defence. Such a defensive line was

provided in the rivers together with their wide marshy environs in the south

of Wexford, and these were fortified with the addition of tower houses.

This is shown, both by the documents and the remains on the ground. The

resultant "colony" in the mid fifteenth century, reflects the extent of "Anglo-

Norman" settlement at that time, it co-incides also, not alone with the

frontier line of Wexford tower houses, but contains within it the highest
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tower house density in the county.

In conclusion, we have seen that most tower houses were found

below 100 feet O.D., with almost all below 300 feet. The more lowlying

the land was the more attractive it appeared to be to the castle-dweller. Soil

analysis has shown them to be situated on the choicest land - of excellent

agricultural potential -, tower houses are not found on poor soil. There

appears also to have existed a relationship between the potential yield of the

land - as expressed in terms of soil quality - and the size of the structures -

as measured by ground plan size.

tower house and land therefore,

Better soil meant larger towers. The

were very much interrelated. Rivers

appear to have exercised a magnetic attraction to towers, they meant more

fertile and productive land, they provided too the essential water supply.

Rivers served a number of other essential functions also - as a means of

transport and communication and as supply routes. Siting of one’s tower

along rivers often meant control of these important waterways. In some

cases the towers served in conjunction with the waterways to provide

defensive zones. Virtually all tower houses were within a short distance of

a river. Rock was generally freely available throughout the county and the

prevailing rock types seem to have constitiuted the bulk of the rubblework

in the superstructure; often the choicest stone - used at keypoints - in the

structure might be brought from further afield. Rock type was therefore

not apparently an important factor in choice of site. Having roughly chosen

a site one might take account of suitable rock formations if such presented

themselves - as foundations - in this way rock may have had a locational

role to play, though in comparison to other natural topographical features it

was a relatively unimportant one.

Both the number and the size of manors and the distribution and

location of tower houses in the county are indicative of dense settlement in

the south. Clearly tower houses and other forms of settlement are
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indications of concentrations of people. If we accept the moated site as a

"peripheral" settlement form, then the tower house as a form of settlement is

characteristic of the more secure and most densely settled areas. Centres of

population as expressed in the form of known nucleated settlements

correlate well with the pattern of tower houses observed. Though in some

cases extant settlement forms may have been utilised as bawns, many

settlement features undoubtedly go un-noticed though extant at tower house

sites, as the evidence for this lies buried. It is thus difficult to state

authoritatively that the tower house distribution was influenced by extant

settements - sometimes seen in the form of earthworks - though based on

surviving recognisable examples this would not appear to be the case - as

few show evidence of older earthworks. We have noted that "The Pill of

Taghmon" - a "colony" protected by a combination of tower houses and

natural features - had within it the highest density of tower houses in the

county. Here for the line of the "Pill" the distribution is dictated to a greater

extent by terrain and overall defensive and protective factors - which appear

to have been high on the priority list in the siting of these structures at least.

It is however true to say, that the factors which determined the siting of the

majority of towers were less military in nature. On the whole the

distribution pattern reflects where the people - especially - the

"Anglo-Normans" / "Anglo-Irish, were living, at least at their time of

construction. Agricultural considerations have been shown on the whole to

have dominated. There existed a quintessential relationship between the

castle and the land. Castles controlled the land and the land supported the

castles; and though a number of interrelated factors were at work in

determining where castles / towers were to be built it was the desirability of

land - reflected in the density of settlement - which was most important.
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8

Tower House Occupation

This chapter deals with those who lived in tower houses and aims to

throw some light on what tower-house life was like. I shall begin by

examining the allocation and holding of land - asking who were likely to

possess castles or tower houses. I shall progress from this to view the

specific Wexford examples, - examining how Wexford’s castles / tower

houses were held - in so far as the evidence permits; also within the

limitations of scant surviving details on the occupants I shall discuss who

the occupants were - what families held castles / towers and investigate the

"continuity of occupancy". I shall also raise the question of Irish / Gaelic

occupants. A brief examination of the ’°Plantation Castles" in the

context of their "planter" occupants will be included. The general layout of

the tower house will next be investigated and we shall try to discover what

went on at each level / floor. More specifically we shall try to cast some

light on what it was like to live in a tower house - through the surviving

information both documentary and material, in the form of furnishings and

artefacts - and our examination of tower house living will conclude with

glimpses of tower house life as described to us in travellers’ accounts.

Ultimately of course all land and castles were held of the King.

Those to whom he directly granted land were known as "Tenants in

Chief" In return they provided Knights service for their Lord.
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(Knights service customarily involved 40 days per annum military service

for the King, this could be commuted to a money payment known as

scutage. A Knights fee was not a set amount of land, it was merely the

amount of land for which the services of a Knight was due to the Sovereign;

this could vary considerably. Colfer notes that in the "frontier zone" of

Wexford Knights Fees could be four times the size of fees in "the land of

peace" (see Chapter 7). We also encounter grants of fractions of a fee. )

The Tenants in Chief could sub- infeudate their holdings - ie enter into a

similar relationship with a sub tenant as they themselves had with the King.

The sub-tenant’s holdings generally took the form of manors. In the

case of Wexford after the conquest, the initial grants were to Robert

FitzStephen and Maurice FitzGerald (who got Wexford town), Henry II

later re-granted this in 1173 to Strongbow (Richard de Clare). The

baronies of Bargy and Shelbourne were granted to Hervey de Montmorency

and Forth went also to Strongbow.

Because of the vastness of the grants to the Tenants in Chief -

often encompassing, as we have seen several baronies - their lands would

have included a large number of castles; and it is obvious that the lord

himself could not inhabit them all. The process of sub-infeudation

therefore meant the granting of some of your strongholds to your retainers -

or especially early on in the post conquest period - the granting of land to

your vassals on the understanding that they would encastellate.

The tower house form of castle was to become the preferred

residence of these sub tenants;

occupied the major castles of

whereas the Tenants in Chief would have

the county. Abraham in his work on

tower houses (1986.72) confirmed that it was the sub-tenants who built

tower houses. He noted that those who held relatively small tracts of land

would have lived in tower houses; they would also be built by Tenants in

Chief on their outlying manorial lordships. Generally those who occupied
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castles which were not major centres of power were tower house occupants.

The manorial unit too varied in extent. It comprised the basic

agricultural unit, its demesne lands were retained to the Lord and worked

for his benefit by his tenantry as labour services. The remainder of the

manorial lands were rented from the Lord by the tenants. The caput of

the manor - the Lord’s residence needed to be a fitting abode and generally

took the form of some sort of castle - depending on the status of the Lord, -

not infrequently therefore they were tower houses. In the northern part of

County Wexford manors tended to be large and could encompass several

parishes. Southern Wexford was more intensely settled and the land was

of better quality, here manors were smaller and Colfer confirms that they

tended to coincide with parish units. This is reflected in the distribution

pattern of tower houses also as they are scarce in the northern part of the

county whereas they occur densely in southern areas.

As an alternative to the granting or leasing of land and castles a lord

could appoint a custodian to administer it on his behalf. These custodians

were known as constables. Though they would occupy and run the

castle, the ownership and revenue of the estate still went to the Lord who

paid a fee to the constable for his services. In 1280-1 there is a reference at

Old Ross to the "Janitor and Keeper of the castle" 1 It is also recorded that

"the Lord of Ossory entered into the castle of Durbards Island (60/1) ......

with force, upon John Devereax, the King’s constable there." 2

When land was granted by enfeofment it was usually for life and

often tenure would pass on to the feofee’s heirs. When land was leased it

was usulally for a stated time period - normally several decades. A lease

like a grant, could entail several conditions and duties - such as the upkeep

of the castle - ensuring that it were kept in repair and maintained in a

defensible state "stiff and staunch". Some rents were fixed for eternity in
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the initial charters which specifically outlined the duties of the occupants.

Occupancy of a tower could and of course did change, on the death

of a Tenant in Chief the custody of the tower reverted to the King, such as

the manors of Ross and The Island which in 1306 on the death of Roger

Bigod reverted to the crown. It was then up to the King to regrant the land

and its castles. In the event of a grant for life "to him and his heirs male

forever ..... " the property would pass on from one generation to the next

thus remaining in the same family. It was not unknown however, for a

tower owner to exchange his castle for another. Such was the case in 1653

when Polehore (#48) which was built by the Furlongs was exchanged with

the Hore family for Horetown (#147). Castles were property and thus

could be and were traded, bequeathed and inherited. This trading in castles

could and did as Spencer assures us take place, he notes "others they have

sold and others they have bought which were not in their first grant.". 3

The castles were the homes of the nobility and greater Lords and the "tower

house castles" were the residences of the lesser nobility, anyone with

pretentions to nobility or who wished to express such a pretention and who

possessed the means was liable to build a tower house. They were

therefore not confined to any one particular social class. The regal setting

of a castle / tower was always deemed a fitting abode for those of

substance, and in the later centuries of our period the gentry could be found

occupying the towers. A late seventeenth century account speaks of the

Wexford tower houses as the places which "the ancient Gentlemen, that

were conquerors do inhabite." 4 Or of " ..... the gentleman that dwells in

the castle .... ,, 4A They may be viewed as the homes of those of property -

whether they be major landowners, as was the norm - or often in the

towns, the homes of merchants - where they may also have served as secure

storage places.
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Closer examination of castle holders in County Wexford is somewhat

hampered by the scarcity of information. Over the centuries we find

various types of tenure. In examining the occupancy of castles and tower

houses I have looked at tenure details prior to 1600. It is quite difficult to

categorise castle holding and land tenure from the surviving evidence. If

we f’trst look at those structures which over the period appear to have been

held of the sovereign, we find them listed in three ways. Some such as the

castle of ’The Island" (#60/1) were held - in 1440 - "of the King.." by

military service, the Duke of Norfolk was the occupant in this case. Over

the centuries several tenurial arrangements were described in this way

including Ballyhire (#123), Ballyharron (#48B), Macmine (#32A), Kilbride

(#6A), Blackhall (#156), Brownes (#46) and Taghmon (#69A): the latter

two being held of Queen Elizabeth I. Also held by military service, though

specified as in capite were the following castles, Ballyhealy (#129),

Ballycuppock (#81G), Ballyteigue (# 128), Castletown (# 137), Growtown

(#46A), The Island (#83B), Kilcowan (#110A) and Newbay (#84B); the

latter was stated to be held of Queen Elizabeth I for one twentieth of a

Knights fee by Paul Turner. Ballyteigue and Kilcowan were both

described as being manors though it is likely that most, if not all such

holdings would have been manorial. Similarly it is probable that these

castles listed as held of the sovereign are but a fraction of those which were

so held. Amomgst those probably held directly of the King were

Duncormack (#108), and Kilcavan (#104) both described as a Knights fee

together with Killesk (#65) held in 1576 for 1/4 Kts. fee by Baron

Burnchurch.

Sub tenure, or holdings under the sub-infeudation process are also

in evidence. This is confirmed when we find that "X" held a castle of "Y".

Kayer / Wilton (#19A) was held of the Earl of Pembroke as was
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Rathaspick (#83G) by the Codds. Held of the Earl of Shrewsbury were

Ferrycarrig (#56B) and Newcastle (#51). The Furlongs held Carrigmannon

(#47) of the Baron of Kayer and the Hores held Aughnagan (#77) of the

Furlongs, the Hores also held Harperstown (#76A) - in 1572 of Roches of

Drinagh; and Ballyharty was held of the Suttons for suit of court. The

conditions under which fortified residences or land was held varied, and in

Wexford Old Court (#36) and Polehore (#48) were held under "grand

sergeanty" tenure - this is defined as "the service of keeping passage over

the Pill water as often as sessions should be held." 5

The Church in the medieval world was both powerful and wealthy

and as one of the major property owners it is not surprising to find that it

had numerous castle holdings in Wexford. To describe a medieval Bishop

as a feudal Lord would not be far wide of the mark, and in terms of castle

holding they too were to be found in these lordly abodes. Spenser speaks

of the bishops as using their "tythe" income to acquire "great lands and

build fair castles upon the same". 6 Perhaps he was alluding to Bishop

Barrett of Ferns who circa 1409 built Mountgarrett castle (#25) - this later

passed to the Ormond family. Fethard (#126) too was formerly the

residence of the Bishop of Ferns - it later passed to the Suttons. Another of

the Bishop of Fems’s castles - Dungear (#45) was held of him by the Roche

family.

The monastic church too were castle owners. The Cistercian order

was well represented in Co. Wexford- Tintern and Dunbrody both being

located in this county. There is a castle recorded at Tintern, and Boley

Castle (#67) was also a possession of that abbey; whereas Killesk (#65) is

noted as a possession of Dunbrody.

The Knights Templar too had possessions in Co. Wexford until

their suppression in 1312. Theirs was a castle at Kilclogan (#124?) and
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also the preceptory at Ballyhack (#92?). Buttermilk Castle (#90) was

apparently built by the monks to protect their fishing weir, and Nook

(#40A) was in essence a fortified church tower, as was Clonmines (#99).

The fortification aspect of these towers meant that in some areas

their military role predominated over the residential and we find that initially

several towers were garrisons and only became regular residences in a later

period. Such was the case at Taghmon (#69A) which served as a "Public

fortress" probably until c 1540 when it became the residence of the Hore

family. Such public fortresses would be garrisoned. Cullentra (#50)

seems too to have been in this category. Ferrycarrig Tower (#56B) was

also a fortress. The occupation of towers by a garrison of soldiers was

therefore apparently a widespread practice, even as late as 1581 the tower at

Polmontry (#16A) was reputedly constructed to accommodate a government

garrison.7 Certainly many towers which were formerly residences were

garrisoned in the Cromwellian period, in 1649 the towers of Dunbrody

(#62) and Ballyhack (#92) were garrisoned, and in 1653 Tintern (#94A)

housed a defending garrison of 30 men.8 Moryson speaks of those

"....placed in garrisons at their own home..." 8A We therefore encounter

instances of towers which were initially intended as garrisons being adapted

as residences and vice versa with the garrisoning of formerly residential

towers. If we are to accept Johnson’s division of castle occupants into

garrison -those concerned with defence of the castle / tower - and its other

occupants which were concerned with the running of the castle; this raises

the question of the various grades of castle occupants which we shall

examine later.

The range of castle occupants is as wide as architectural details are

different. The list ranges from Mc Murrough’s Castle (#24) in which

Strongbow and Eva are reputed to have resided, to Mulrankin (#112) where
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Viscount Baltinglass went into hiding in 1581. The castle of The Deeps

(#33A) housed a variety of occupants and changed hands at least five times.

Hook tower - though not a tower house - saw many reside within its walls,

amongst whom was one Sir John Brockett who took advantage of its costal

location to set himself up there as a forger - the intent being according to

Richard Mellinge who in March 1602 made the following deposition - to

..."lease the tower of Hooke (being a castle built as a sea marcke) (i.e. a

lighthouse) meanying to build a house thereupon and to work, and to bring

all his toles thether for his more saulfety, and if any perill were, to cast all

,, 9his toles into the sea.

Towers served as houses for many grades and classes in various

capacities. Domestics, whether they be cooks or servants of another sort,

attended on their masters in the towers and if they did not reside in the tower

itsself - which some certainly did - they were housed in an out building

probably within the bawn, and spent a fair part of their lives in the castle.

The towers may have belonged to the rich, the powerful and those of

substance but they needed to be attended upon and protected, and so even

those of lowly descent found themselves as castle dwellers. At Old Ross

for example we find in the thirteenth century a "Janitor and Keeper".

Tenants are recorded at Peppards Castle (#12A) "Rebel Kerns took meat

and drink from Mr. Peppards house, his tenants refused them ..... , lo

Though this occurred in 1603 tenancy had apparently become

commonplace, though we cannot know the social status of these "tenants".

Gernon on a visit to a tower notes that the horses were "sessed among the

tenants". 10A In 1653 there were 15 occupants at Polehore (#48)11, should

we interpret this as 15 in total or should this be taken as 15 of substance

exclusive of servants and retainers ? Four years previous to this 23

members of the Sutton family were allegedly burned in their castle of
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Ballykeeroge (#64), two, it is said managed to escape - again this begs the

question as to whether this number includes servants - or indeed wherher

there were any at this time. Can we postulate on this basis that a tower

houes could provide comfortable accommodation for at least 20, or should

the figure be higher ? Again here we are hindered in that we simply do not

know whether these numbers would have resided in the stone structure we

see today, or whether they would have been accommodated too in the bawn

area or beyond.

The area of family occupancy of the towers is an important one;

and the investigation of habitation of Wexford’s castles, by such families in

the period pre-1600 yields the following results. Our knowledge of

families who held castles derives mainly from the work of Jeffreys who

concerned himself in his work "The castles of County Wexford" with the

families associated with those castles, to this I have added material from my

own research. What emerges is a list of the main families in the county

which were at one time or other castle dwellers in the period pre 1600.

This information will be found in table form in Appendix IV. In

viewing the results there are two important factors which must be borne in

mind. Firstly there is the problem of continuity of occupancy - I have tried

as far as possible to include only those families which appear to have

resided in a castle / tower for most of its history, but it is of course not

possible to detail all occupants of each tower, simply because we do not

have that information. Secondly the castles ascribed to various families

should be considered a minimum in that of the many structures to which we

cannot attribute owners some in all likelihood belonged to some of those

families.

From the statistics we have, the following families would appear to

have been the most prolific castle owners in the county - each with four or

more castles / towers. Browne 6, Cheevers 4, Devereux 6, FitzHenry 4,
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Furlong 5, Hore 5, Roche 4, Sutton 7 and Sinnott 4. These nine families

between them at one time or other appear to have held at least 45 castles -

(for a more complete picture consult Appendix IV).

In so far as I can ascertain from the available information 16

family names each held one castle, eight held two, three held three, four

held four, two families held five, two held six and the Suttons held seven.

This picture would be further complicated in that structures changed hands,

and is incomplete in that we know occupants for a small fraction of castles

only.

The Appendix will show as full a picture of occupants details as is

possible, from this we see too that prominent families from outside the

county held castles there i.e. Kayer/Wilton (#19A) was held by the Butlers

and the Geraldines/FitzGeralds held Killesk (#65) - at least in 1576 when it

was held for a quarter of a Knight’s fee by Richard Geraldine Baron of

Bumchurch (Kilkenny).

If we attempt to apply our occupants data to the distribution map of

Wexford castles we cannot view the complete picture, as in addition to our

previous difficulties - i.e not knowing the occupants for many structures -

we do not have locations for many castles for which we know the

occupants. It is not surprising therefore, that we are unable to draw any

significant conclusions for occupancy distribution of our subject structures.

The Hore family holdings display the closest proximity to one

another, of the three located- #76 - Ballysheelin, #76A - Harperstown, and

#77 - Aughnagan, all are within a circle of two mile diameter,- see Map "0".

Considering that the latter tower was leased from the Furlong family this

probably represents an effort by the Hore family to consolidate themselves

in one area. Of the four plottable Roche towers, three are in close

proximity #51 - Newcastle, #54 - Artramon, #50 - Cullentra and the other -

#45 Roche’s is within six miles of these. On the other hand a wide
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dispersal is observed in five of the six Browne castles plotted; # 109 and

#112 - Rathronan and Mulrankin - their principal residences are in close

proximity but the others are further flung with #46 - Brownes well north of

these and #20 - Brownswood, further north still whereas #30 - Old Ross

was located well to the west of all their aforementioned castles. This begs

the question as to how closely related all these Brownes were. Also widely

dispersed were the plottable Sutton holdings. Taylorstown (#69) and

Fethard (#126) were both located in Shelboume barony as was one of the

Clonmines castles which they held, their castle of Ballykeeroge (#64) was

also in this barony but two others which they held were further afield -

Clonard (#83) in Forth and Ballyharty (#166) in Bargy. From the

information we have it is not safe to draw any generalizations in terms of the

location of family castes, except perhaps that for families which possessed

numerous castles the trend was to have a power base or nucleus where they

were likely to have most of their castles in relatively close proximity.

The question of continuity of occupancy can also be raised. Of the

87 castles for which we have occupancy details of one sort or another in

Wexford, few, - only 18 - (or 20%) are listed under two family names or

had several different occupants. Of these some can be accounted for in

subletting of the castle from one family to another - i.e. Aughnagan (#77);

some by conquest i.e. Slade (#138) falling into Irish hands. This argues

for a high degree of continuity of occupancy - i.e. that families / occupants

tended more often than not to remain as residents in their castle during its

time in use as opposed to leaving it or being dis-possessed - at least before

the Cromwellian era. In order to illustrate this fully we would require more

detailed information than is available - i.e. exact durations of castle

occupancy by each family.

examples of some castles

What we can do, however, is to take a few

and examine continuity in individual cases
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wherever the evidence permits. We might expect that the above indicators

would be somewhat biased in favour of one occupant, in that the mere

survival of the name of a castle occupant would justify its inclusion as a

castle for which we know the occupants, and our categorising it as a castle

of continuous occupancy would be erroneous; in that though it may have

had many changes of tenancy / occupancy; we would have no evidence of

such, simply because this information failed to survive. We should expect

therefore that where a more detailed account of caste occupants survive that

the picture should be somewhat different - and this indeed is the case.

There are 22 towers and castles for which we have relatively

complete details of occupancy. Of this number eight would appear to have

been occupied for their entire habitation period by the one family line.

Redmonds castle (#125) was from the mid fourteenth century until the time

of Cromwell held by the Redmond family and in each century we have

references to Redmonds living there, specifically in the years 1472, 1591,

and 1642. Rathmacknee (#89) was the continuous home of the Rossiters,

certainly from 1451. Ballybrennan (#33) remained the home of the

Sinnotts until their transplantation in 1653, the family can be traced to the

Ballybrennan area as early as 1210. The only name associated with

Tagannan castle (#113) between the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries is

that of Rochford, and the Meylers appear to have been the sole inhabitants

of Mullinderry (#70A). The Sutton family’s occupation of three castles

appears to have been continuous; they lived at one of their holdings -

Ballykeerogemore (#64) until 1650 - since "the earliest times". They lived

at Fethard (#126) certainly from 1379 until the seventeenth century and their

residence at Clonard (#83) also ran from 1379 - when it was allegedly built

- until the 1600’s. In all of the aforementioned cases we appear to be

dealing with the continuous residence of the same family line in their towers
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for many centuries.

In other cases of which I have found five examples, two lines of

occupants are mentioned in connection with the castles. In some cases the

tower or castle began its initial role as a fortification for the protection of the

"colony" and therefore presumably was garrisoned - only later becoming

primarily a residence. Such was the caes at Kilhile (#91) which in the time

of Henry III was granted to de Montmorency, but in 1565 the Hore family

were there in residence, they also were to reside at Taghmon (#69A) from

the 1540’s at least - it too was originally intended as a primarily military

structure which in 1414 was in the possession of the Talbots. Danes castle

(#101) and Garrylough (#154) were initially held by le Denn and Sinnott’s

respectively but ended up as the homes of Cheevers and Codds. Polehore

(#48) was built by by the Furlongs but it was exchanged with the Hore

family who had possession of it until 1882.

Nine castles appear to have changed hands more frequently.

Kilclogan was initially a possession of the Templars, with their suppression

c 1312 le Hore became custodian and the Hospitallers subsequently

possessed it, in 1544 Sir John Rawson was seised of it, in 1588 it was held

by Radcliffe and was subsequently to be held by Harrington and Loftus.

Wilton/Kayer originally played home to the le Denn family, from the early

fifteenth century the Furlongs held it from the Baron of Kayer and it was

acquired in 1487 by the Butlers of Ormond. The castle of Old Ross had a

fairly checquered occupancy, from the fourteenth century it was occupied

by le Bigod, it reverted to the Crown and was granted to le Brotherton, on

its next reverting to the Crown it was leased to the Earls of Kildare by the

Dukes of Norfolk; during the rebellion of Silken Thomas it was garrisoned

by him, it was then taken by the crown and in 1530 Cahir Mac Arte

Kavanagh was in possession. Harperstown (#76A) was, logically enough,

originally the home of the le Harper family but in 1572 Hore was seised of
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it and held it of Roche of Drinagh. Tintern (#94A) was a Cistercian

foundation and possessed by the monks until the dissollution in 1538. It

was then granted to William Seymith. In 1552 it was leased to Thomas

Ward for 40 years, in 1562 Anthony Colclough purchased the lease. The

Deeps (#33A) originally functioned to command the Slaney, in 1377 we

find the Sinnott family here, the Earls of Kildare subsequently held it and in

the time of Queen Elizabeth I it was the home of Thomas Roche before

John Devereux took possession in 1559. Originally the home of the

Prendergast family Rathumney (#66) became the residence of John Barry

from 1427 probably until 1560, the Colcloughs and the Aliens are also

associated with it. Ballyhack was a preceptory - subordinate community -

of the Knights Templar. In 1348 de Lamport is found here, in 1376 friar

Richard de Northampton is recorded as preceptor and in 1541 the Keatings

were here. Taylorstown (#69) was another which saw many occupants

over the centuries.

What emerges then is a sequence of occupants determined by sale,

exchange, grant, re-grant, conquest and dissolution or suppression. Of our

22 examples we know that nine at least changed hands many times, five had

at least two different occupant groups and eight appear to have been

continuously occupied by those who initially established themselves at that

location and in all probability built the castles. Problems arise in that for

the vast majority of castles / towers we do not know when they were built -

"said to have been built by .... in ...... " is hardly conclusive. Similarly

we do not know if the castle occupied by "X" in the thirteenth century is the

same structure whose remains adorn the landscape today. Because of the

lack of information any meaningful

conclusions is not possible. What

statistical analysis or resultant

we have are merely a few still

photographs in what is an extremely long film and we can but try to

interpolate from these - in an effort to view the movie; and in doing so we
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cannot claim to have the full story. We can conclude no more on continuity

of occupancy than that a tower / castle was as likely as not to be

continuously occupied by one line.

Castle and tower occupants as we have seen were not members of

any one particular class. They could be and were drawn from several tiers

of society, from the titled, to the landed together with their retainers. From

the array of names associated with the Wexford structures it is clear that

numerically speaking not all could have been great magnates. They

belonged to those who were or wished to be considered men of substance.

Their possession was not confined to any one race. The Irish - or more

accurately Gaelic Irish - are also found occupying some of the Wexford

towers.

One might expect that the Gaelic Irish might not be expected to

occupy towers. The custom of tanistry and gavelkind meant that

inheritance was uncertain, and one’s continued residence in a particular area

was thus not assured, one was therefore hardly likely to invest in a tower as

it was as likely as not after your death to go to a non relative. Grosse

asserted that with the adoption by the Irish of feudal customs, with its

inheritance practices in the direct line, the Irish lord was more likely to build

in stone, as it would be his own descendants who would inherit.

Stanyhurst’s 1584 account names several Irish families "the most powerful

Irish chiefs who held castles to which they commonly annexed a large mud

cabin wherein they continued all day sleeping in the castle at night." 12 It

would appear from his report that even when the Irish Chiefs did opt for

towers they preferred the accomodation to which they were more

accustomed and in which they presumably felt most at home; the castle

serving as a place of security and a status symbol combined. Once they

satisfied themselves that the feudal system was here to stay and they began
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to operate within it, the Irish lords would have adopted the tower-house if

for no other reason than to maintain status with their Anglo Norman peers.

The adoption of the tower house by the Irish can be seen as one aspect of

the often remarked upon mingling of the cultures - where each race was to

influence the other’s lifestyles. This was a two way process and the Irish

too had contributions to make - in castle construction the Anglo Normans

were to adopt the Irish method of centering using wicker mats moulded over

a centering frame rather than their traditional customary planking. It was

expected that the landed gentlemen would live in a house befitting their

station and the tower house was such an abode, and regardless of race or

descent the tower house housed these notables. Regardless of location all

studies on the tower house have revealed that Anglo-Irish, Anglo-Norman

and Irish occupants were to be found residing in towers.

In 1538 ..."..the Lord Deputy with his forces entered Kavanagh

country and continued 14 days taking their castells and destroying their

cuntrie .... . 12A The Kavanaghs numbered amongst their castles

Ballindowney (#18), and Polmontry (#16A). Other "Irish" which held

castles in the county from our list include Slade (#138), held for a time by

the Laffans, the O’Byrnes held Monart (#10A) for a time also, whereas the

O’Morchoes (Murphys) built the tower of Clondaw (#12). All but Slade are

located in northern parts of the county which was "Irish territory" - once

again confirming that they were homes of whomsoever controlled the

territory.

If both Irish and "Normans" were building towers, this raises the

question as to whether there are any noticeable architectural differences

between an "Irish" and an "Anglo-Norman" tower. In Co. Tipperary

Cairns concluded that there were not. The question is not valid if the tower

was originally built by the Normans and later occupied by the Irish - but in
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cases such as Clondaw it would have been interesting - if it had survived -

to see on the ground if any supposed structural differences might have

manifest themselves in structural form, alas it no longer survives and we

therefore cannot know.

From the early seventeenth century a new form of castle made its

appearance in Wexford; these were occupied by the planters (known as

undertakers); grantees - under certain conditions. The tracts of land

varied in extent, those with 1000-1500 acres were to build a defensible

castle or house 24x24-30ft at minimum and of 24ft minimum height; those

receiving less were to build defensible houses though dimensional

specifications were not imposed. 14 These structures were constructed

from c 1618 and are not tower-houses, they were less substantial as is

attested by their failure to endure the centuries as well as their anteceedents

the tower houses. Because they are not classifiable as castles for our

purposes they are beyond the scope of this thesis and are included briefly

only to complete the picture. With the arrival of the planters new names

were introduced to the county. The plantation "castles" as identified in the

Loeber studies, included numbers 1, 1G, 2A, 4, 4G, 5A, 6, 9A, 9G, 15,

22B, 23A, and 37. - for a more complete listing see Appendix V. These

structures were referred to as castles and their occupants formed a distinct

and separate group of castle dwellers which go beyond the period of our

study but which will nonetheless be found alluded to in the documents as

for example the Esmondes of Limbrick (#1) - by referring these names

where they occur to the table of plantation castles together with their

occupants - in Appendix V- we may eliminate them as occupants of

tower-houses / castles proper. The survival rate for these structures is

poor. The Loeber studies conclude that their usual form was a main house

with flanking towers adjoining a bawn. The walls - sometimes of brick -
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were not as thick as those of the conventional castles / towers - as is

reflected in their poor survival rate. It would also apparently be quite

wrong, always to describe those listed in the Appendix beside their

respective "castles" as the "occupants", as Loeber points out that

absenteeism was quite commonplace.

Having discussed those who lived in the castles and towers we

shall next turn to the living conditions in the structures themselves. What

was it like to live in a tower-house ? Let us first examine the interiors of

the structures. A tower-house is characterised by its verticality, in that

most of its component rooms and quarters are placed one atop the other as

opposed to adjacent at the same horizontal level. By its very nature the

external plan of each floor or "level" was dictated to be roughly square in

the main - perhaps allowing for turrets or other projections. Internally too

there was little scope for variation from one level to the next.

For the purpose of clarity I have decided to adopt a notation to

describe each floor so as not to be in any doubt as to which level is being

discussed. I shall use the term "level" to refer to any particular "floor".

Generally each level is separated from the next by a floor - on which one

can walk. Taking the lowest level - that for which the natural level of the

ground forms the floor as "level l"and working upwards we arrive at a

picture as seen in Fig. 3.4. What some authors would view as the first

floor I would term "level 3" (where there was an under-vault room, or

Level 2 where there was’nt one). The number of storeys in a tower house

could and did vary. Abrahams in his study notes, that of 22 sites examined

12 had 3 storeys and 9 had 4 - does he include ground level as one of the

storeys ? This is one of the reasons why I have chosen to use the term

"level".

Let us start from Level 1 (Ground Level) and work our way
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upwards. This is usually cramped due to the maximum thickness of the

wails at low levels with only narrow slit wall opes. The ceiling is usually

quite low and it is generally agreed thet this served as a storage area rather

than a habitation - except perhaps for animals - a sort of emergency stable.

With the exception of the lobby, there were few features on level one,

this was a small area inside the exterior entrance to one side of which was a

stairway leading to the upper levels, in front of which was the "ground

floor" "room(s)" and above which one would encounter a murder hole.

Abraham noted that such a "lobby system" was apparently used only in the

smaller tower-houses and he argues from this that such structures were

more defence conscious. Most Wexford towers had the lobby feature, it

did not appear to be dependent on tower plan size - though in general,

Wexford towers might be smaller than those studied by Abraham, (see

diagramatic plans at various levels).

Level 2 - or Level 3 if there was an under-vault room - (f’trst floor)

is composed of several components usually including - fireplace, latrine /

garderobe etc - see Chapter 4. It is spacious as a rule and its windows

generally are the largest relative to other levels, (see Chapter 4). On this

floor therefore, heat and sanitary facilities were provided, and it would

appear to have been the best lit of all. The doorway to this chamber is

frequently large, and Abraham describes this as "high status". Draw bar

slots are also provided, indicative of security. Windows can provide a fair

indicator of the nature of the level at which they are found; their size or

complexity and elaboration being indicative of the status of the room. (See

section on windows in Ch’apter 4.) Abrahams made the reasonable

assumption that this level was the most public chamber. In addition to

having the largest windows and usually control of the murder-hole it

possessed the largest fireplace and so it is likely that cooking was carried on

here. In keeping with this Johnson ascribes to this level the function of
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audience chamber and private retainers quarters. One thing is clear - with

such features it was one of the primary living areas in the tower and in all

probability was used by both the owner and his retainers.

The problem of food preparation has received some attention. The

large fireplace on level 2/3 would have enabled food to be prepared there -

and served while still hot to the Lord / master and his guests. Others have

argued that cooking was carried out in other buildings on ground level

adjacent to the tower and transported in.15 All that was necessary however,

for a kitchen to function, was a fireplace and a slop-sink and the latter was

not an absolute necessity. O’Callaghan seemed quite certain in ascribing

one of the under-vault areas at the Deeps (#33A) as a kitchen. Abraham

has plausibly postulated that the "public features" i.e. fireplace, entrance and

murder-hole are frequently located together at the same side of the tower at

this level thus isolating these features, (see Chapter 4). It is not unusual to

have a level bisected - and even if this is not preserved in the form of a stone

wall it may have existed in the form of a less durable partition; indeed

Cairns notes evidence for a wooden partition at Ballyglasheen Co.

Tipperary. 16 Is it possible therefore that the "public" and the "private"

areas of the room could have been separated by internal partitions ?

Level 4 - second floor - is sometimes referred to as the "Great

chamber" or "Hall". Here again fireplace and latrine / garderobe facilities

are in evidence - Chapter 4. Features at this level display as a rule greater

attention to detail and are generally more ornate. Pointed doorways show it

to be a high status level and window seats are often present also. It is

usually assumed, and the evidence certainly indicates, that this level must

have served as the general living chamber for the castle’s most important

occupants i.e. the Lord, his retinue and guests. Here presumably one

would dine, the food being brought up from the level below. Once he had
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satisfied his apetite for food and entertainment the Lord could ascend to the

next floor - Level 5 - to sleep.

Level 5 is relatively poorly lit (see window analysis in Chapter 4)

and would have been suitable as a sleeping quarters or private accomodation

(solar), it has been postulated that this level may have served as a sleeping

quarters for retainers. I think it is more likely that retainers would have

more appropriately been assigned lower levels together with the battlement /

attic level and level 6 - where it exists -, in that they would be better

disposed towards defending the structure if the need arose, and it would be

more likely that they should have to climb highest - and in doing so incur

greater effort and inconvenience than their master- in order to sleep;

especially if a second stairway or internal division enabled them to do so

while still maintaining the privacy of the Lord and his family. Upper levels

too would have been suitable for accomodating one’s guests. R.A. Brown

in his work on military castles explains that one slept at night in the rooms

in which one worked during the day. A tower-house with its many

recesses and often turrets would have enabled one to find sleeping space at

most of the levels, but for the Lord and those of importance the upper

chambers were the sleeping quarters.

In contradiction to the sleep function for the "upper room" it has

been argued that it would have served as a living area - due to the presence

of suitable facilities at this level. 17 It is however possible that the answer

lies in that it may not have been the uppermost level originally but the

uppermost surviving level that is in question in those cases. I do not

believe that level 5/6 would have been the primary living area in the towers

and the survey details by virtue of an absence of features at this high level,

support the contention that little activity, or habitation, took place there.

(See Chapter 4.)
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So far in looking at life in a tower-house we have been considering

only the surviving structural remains. Documentary and artefactual

evidence however can paint a clearer picture of the internal tower-house

environment.

Floors as we have seen in Chapter 3, were hard, so to make for

better comfort rushes were used as a floor covering. These were softer and

warmer than the paved surface. In 1644 Crofton-Croker remarked "They

have little furniture, and cover their rooms with rushes, of which they make

their beds in summer, and of straw in winter. They put rushes afoot deep

on their floors ...... ,, 18 R.A. Brown claims that in wealthier homes the

floor rush coverings took the form of woven mats annually replaced at

springtime. 19 In the Irish poem "The circuit of Murcheartach O’Neill" it

is noted that the floors were strewn with rushes and that women were sent

out to cut fresh one’s when important guests were expected. The use of

rushes as floor covering was ancient practice and in 941 the poem records

O’Neill’s Queen ordering new one’s at the "Pallis of Aileach" 20

them

Walls too were covered.

today. Interior walls

They did not appear as bare as we see

were usually plastered. Certainly

whitewashing was common, both to improve the appearance of the interior

and to brighten the rooms which were often poorly lit. Walls may in some

cases have been painted with murals - sometimes as frescoes - as can be

found in some of the contemporary abbeys, e.g. Jerpoint. 21 R.A. Brown

maintains that certainly in the larger castles all available surfaces were

painted. It is unfortunate that plasterwork and the finishes it may have

presented have failed to endure the ravages of time and the elements. To

conserve heat and to reduce draughts as well as to decorate the

surroundings, wall hangings were often employed. These could take the

form of tapestries or embroideries - such as perhaps the famous Bayeux
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"Tapestry" - such tapestries though dating to late in our period can be seen

in the restored east wing of Kilkenny Castle.

One of the main advantages of a wall hanging is that it served as a

heat insulator, conserving internal heat which would otherwise have been

quickly lost through the stonework. The occupants relied mainly on the

large fireplace for their warmth - in some of the earliest towers where

fireplaces did not feature central hearths would have been employed.

Fireplaces were large as were the fires themselves by modern standards.

Bodley in 1602-3 stated that fires were burning .."...to the height of our

chins.." 22 Hore quotes a manuscript of 1680 which reveals that the

internal rooms heat derived from fires ..."..spacious halls, in the centre of

which were fire hearthes ...... for the more commodous extension of heat to

the whole family, surrounding it (but this form is antiquated) (sic) all

howses at present having chimneys." 23 Even when they are in evidence

in a tower not all levels had fireplaces (see Chapter 4) and in order to heat

the other rooms and parts of the home braziers would have been used.

These would have been f’flled with embers from one of the main fires. The

fires were the sole source of energy in the household, used for cooking,

water heating, general warmth and for what light they afforded. Lighting

throughout the tower in the hours of darkness was provided by burning

either candles of torches. In 1597 an account detailing provisions at Old

Ross includes .."..8 pair of candlesticks...2 pair bellowes..." 24 Wax

candles or torches were used, as were any durable combustibles which

served to give sufficient light. Fynes Moryson notes the use of a candle of

"reeds and butter" centrally placed in the floor. 25 In order to allow such

lights to burn some sort of holding mechanism was required - candlesticks

have already been noted - these together with holders for torches could be of

standard (upright) form or fixed on the walls. Moryson noted that it was
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usual to fix candles high up to give light. 26 They could also be

suspended from the ceilings. Care though had to be exercised so as to

ensure that they did not come into contact with any thing combustible.

The nearest any of the towers came to having running water was

the local stream or river, many towers were dependant on a well for their

supply. Water was carried in, stored in and used from barrels -

presumably akin to the "tuns" in which wine came. Pots may also have

been used and in 1597 an account records "8 lether bottels" 27 The

garderobe was the main sanitary facility discharging downwards through a

mural chute. Often wall recesses in the garderobe are found where

presumably straw or leaves would have been available. The chutes also

provide a means of disposing of water - i.e. from washing bowls - which

would also serve to cleanse the chute.

1287 mention a wash hand basin. 28

chamber pots were used and these

The account rolls at Old Ross in

It is reasonable to assume that

would have been emptied in the

garderobes. It is thought that strong smelling herbs would have been

placed or hung in the garderobe to serve as the equivalent of a modern air

freshener. These together with the ammonia vapors are thought to have

helped to preserve clothes which were also hung in the garderobe - and

from which in all lilelihood this chamber derives it name.

Wall recesses in the form of small cube / cuboid shaped "holes" in

the wall would have served as mural cupboards - shelves and possibly

doors may have been provided. (See Chapter 4.) Other "built-in" furniture

included window seats. These are shelf like in appearance and can be

found in the recesses of a wall on either side of a window opening within

the internal splay. (Plate 4.38.) Sometimes a raised foot rest is to be

found. This was on the whole a very economical device - providing

seating accommodation, affording a view and fresh air, reducing the
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necessity of wooden internal seating and the space the latter would occupy,

and all contained within the thickness of the wall. Other recesses though

longer and nearer floor / ground level and often arched over may have been

economical sleeping space. These could have been rendered acceptably

comfortable with the addition of straw or hides or other soft materials.

Hides were commonly found in the stock of a medieval home. In February

1307 "9 preserved hides " valued at 15s were recorded at Kilclogan. 29

Beds otherwise were large, and when not slept in were used as seating. It

is thought that it was common practice to share beds - single beds not yet

having come into fashion.3° Later - certainly in the time of Queen

Elizabeth I - more recognisable comforts were evident. Moryson notes

that not all had feather beds and when they were found it was usually in the

"cities". 31 The soft bed, if there was one, was for the Lord - others slept

on pallets, Bodley in his early seventeenth century account records "Master

Morrison ...gives up to us his own good and soft bed, and throws himself

upon a pallet in the same chamber .... the pallet was very hard..." 32 By

the time of Gernon’s travels two centuries later things were much the same

"When you come to yor chamber, do not expect canopy and curtaynes. It

is very well if yor bedd content you..." 33 In 1597 a merchants account

includes "1 doz. cushens..." 34 What form these "cushens" took and how

widespread or early they were in use we can only conjecture. Also listed in

this account were .."...1 lb weight fethers, 2 bed tiks..." But as we have

seen such luxuries were scarce.

The movable furnishings and contents of the towers were, as far as

we can ascertain, extremely practical. The contents of the towers have

proven less durable than the towers themselves, and only three or four items

of Irish furnishings dating pre 1600 have survived to the present time - two

of these are on display at Bunratty castle Co. Clare.35 Most of our
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information on the contents of the towers comes from the documented

accounts. At Old Ross in 1597 "2 cupboards" were recorded, the same

account details "2 cleft stooles" 36 While in 1307 at Kilclogan we find that

in the possession there of the Templars were .." 4 tables, price of each 2s 2

forms, or chairs price 6d; one iron casket or helmet 12d; the brother Peter

de Malvern, the Preceptor, has one couch or bed (unum lectum) price one

mark, ..... . 37 We note from this that the furnishings were scarce and the

occurrence of a bed appears unusual in that it receives special attention in

the account - perhaps indicative of its being an unusual luxury.

Trunks or chests in addition to their storage capacity served as

seating, as chairs were uncommon, and where they occurred were reserved

for the most important members of the household. Amongst the items

listed at Old Ross in 1597 were ..."...6 emptie chests "38

Also listed were other small items including various utensils which

serve to cast further light on the living conditions of the age. Most

common are dining and culinary items. Food apparently was baked, - we

have reference to "sugar loves" -and there is a reference to an oven at

Kilclogan in 130739, fried, as there is reference to a frying pan at Old Ross

in 1597, - roasted on spits over open fires - as tripods are often a feature of

the medieval lists - and of course boiled, as cauldrons and pots are often

mentioned. In 1368 four brass pots are recorded at Ross in the pleas

before the Earl of Desmond for that year.n°

In addition to hot food fruit was eaten, and there are references to

cheeses in the merchants accounts. 41 Spices were always a favourite - or

perhaps a requesite to add flavour to otherwise unexciting dishes. Pepper,

nutmeg and ginger are amongst those spices mentioned. 42 There are

references to platters, and pewter dishes seem to have been the norm.

Amongst the items at Old Ross in 1597 were listed "a chaffing dish" and a
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"custard dishe" so deserts may have been the norm at least at the high table.

Knives and tablecloths are also noted, though forks and spoons are absent

in the lists. Hands -which were washed before meals - together with a

knife were sufficient for eating while liquids were drunk from bowl or

goblet.

On the menu one might expect to find cakes and breads of coarse

texture, made from various cereals, porridge-like mixtures, red and white

meat, fowl, i.e. capon, hens, - doves were also kept - (there is a dovecote at

Clougheast - #136) - and wilder birds, perhaps as a result of falconing; -

cheeses, fruits, eggs etc. were also common. The travellers accounts of the

seventeenth century throw some light on diet at the end of the tower-house

period. Distinction is made between the diet of the "wild Irish" i.e. Gaelic

and the "English-Irish" i.e. Anglo-Irish / Norman. The Gaelic Irish were

wont to eat meat saving their cattle as their primary form of wealth; they

concentrated rather on using their dairy by-products. It is noted that

" .......the wild Irish esteem for a great dainty sour curds, vulgarly called

Bonaclabbe. And for this cause they watchfully keep their cows, and fight

for them as for their religion and life; and when they are almost starved, yet

they will not kill a cow, except it be old and yield no milk .... ,43 Butter

was a favourite, eaten on "kets" - dry biscuit like cakes - cheese was cheap

and commonly eaten also. 44 Moryson too commented on high butter

consumption usually taken with oatmeal. 45 Bread was often toasted. 46

Food in the main, if we are to go by documentary accounts comprised the

four F’s - fowl, fish, flesh, and fruit in addition to dairy produce. With

respect to fish, fowl and game i.e. venison, Moryson claimed that the

Gaelic Irish were less inclined to eat these - allegedly because of laziness to

catch them; .."...and so leave them all for the English." 47 Pork and

mutton were eaten but the former was more popular than the latter. 48 The
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Anglo - Normans or those of Anglo-Norman descent, and those of high

rank were more inclined to eat red meats, whereas the Gaelic together with

the lower orders were more used to pork and fowl. This is supported in

the Moryson account "The English - Irish after our manner serve to the

table joints of flesh as after our fashion, with geese, pullets, pigs and like

roasted meats, but the ordinary food for the common sort is of white

meats.." 49

Basically most of the essentials we would use today, with the

absence of some of the more exotic elements, would have been the norm;

though game of all sorts would have been more common, supplementing

the domestic animals. Wheat and oats were the main crops though some

vegetables were grown. Ploughs, manure forks and bill-hookes (sickles)

are often mentioned. Bees were kept for their honey.

Leaving weaponry and the garments of war aside the everyday

clothes worn were rather plain. The social order within the household was

made obvious in the garments worn, in that the Lord and his family wore

clothes to distinguish them from their retainers. Wool was the usual fabric

and the colours were a mundane green, brown or grey - though black was

worn at times of mourning. Bright colours were reserved to the upper level

of society and worn only on occasion. By the time of Gernon’s writing c

1620 colour was coming more into fashion. "Theyr mantles are commonly

of a browne blew colour Wth fringe alike, but those that love to be gallant

were them of greene, redd, yellow and other light coluurs wthfringes

diversifyed. An ordinary mantle is worthe 4 li, ..." 50 The Le Gouz

account of 1644 described the habit he encountered "for cloaks they have 5

or 6 yards of frize drawn around the neck, the body and over the head and

they never quit this mantle, either in sleeping working or eating." 51

Clothes therefore were not the fashion item they are today, they were
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functional, they varied little and were dictated by one’s social status. It was

customary to wear hair long- known as "glibs". 52

Living standards and household conditions as we have seen could

be quite comfortable. If one happened to be a member of the Lords family

one did quite well and the Knights Templar - according to lists of items

seised of them in the early fourteenth century- possessed what we even

today would consider luxuries. So clearly for those who had the wealth

there was access to the finest Europe had to offer. The internal conditions

in the towers would appear - even by our modem standards - to have been

quite comfortable, and certainly for their day represented, together with the

castellated dwellings the best standard of living available.

As to how the occupants of a tower-house / castle occupied

themselves, we know little of their activities. In feudal society the Knight,

Squire or Gentleman’s prowess with the weapons of war was always

important and so practice was frequent. In addition to the daily practice for

the soldiers and retainers the nobility too practiced - even outside the famous

tournaments. Hunting was a form of exercise as well as a source of

entertainment and a very popular way of putting in one’s time when one

was not engaged in more serious activities. Hunting could take the form of

mounted pursuit of prey though hawking too was common. Indoors

boardgames were popular - cards and dice were known but the latter was

most popular.53 The most commented upon mode of indoor entertainment

was banqueting or feasting. "..They have such plenty of pheasants as I

have known sixty served at one feast..." 54 The menu detailed by Bodley

in 1602 included "mustard and muscadel wine; there were well stuffed

geese .... .pies of venison and various kinds of game, pasties also, some of

marrow with innumerable plums.." 55 In addition to the sumptuous meal

the feast involved entertainment for the household and invited guests.
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Dancing was popular and there were various styles. 56 One might

amuse onesself at table also "the English-Irish have the German fashion of

putting frolics about the table, as pinching and kissing over the shoulders

and many strange ways, and the manner is to sup where you dine." 57 The

amount of drink consumed was apparently high. Moryson deplores the

excesses by both sexes, and the "drinking of healths" was a universal

custom. 58 With the introduction of tobacco it too was manifest in high

society "and plenty of tobacco, with nice pipes, was set before us. "59

As hospitality was important and one’s reputation often depended

on the hospitality one showed to one’s peers, the Lord did his utmost to

ensure that his standards lived up to expectations. Entertainment could be

provided too by jesters, acrobats, musicians or bards. "The feast together

with great iollyty and healths around, toward the middle of supper, the

harper begins to tune and singeth Irish rymes of auncient making. If he be

a good rymer, he will make one song to the present occasion." 60 (Such a

harper / bard was William O’Hoolahan - whose effigy together with that of

his wife are preserved in part in Jerpoint Abbey Co. Kilkenny.) The

picture painted for us of a sixteenth century household in the Carew MSS

conveys something of this atmosphere. "Teagin is reare (late) suppers and

chamber drincking, which they bestowe upon their Lordes and other guests

in their chambers after dinner or supper ..... It is over used both by the

mere Irishe and the English Irishe wheresoever they be in the contry, and so

when they come to any gentlemans house they are served before dyner or

supper with a kinde of refreshinge by name of Teagin" 61 Whether this

"teagin" refers to the name of the beverage or the custom of taking it as

described we cannot be certain, the allusion serves however to show us

how important and universal the feasting and drinking aspect was in the

lives of tower and castle occupants in medieval times.
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Apart from the feasts and banquets the more routine daily meals

comprised breakfast and dinner. The former was taken at dawn when the

days work began and was of bread or meal. Those whose duty it was to

prepare the meals would immediately begin work preparing the main meal

of the day, and this could be served at any convenient stage between noon

and sunset. Life was regulated by the seasons and daylight, clocks- even

in the seventeenth century were found only in the "cities". 62 If we are to

take the 1684 account by Beranger and Bartlett as typical of living

conditions inside the towers we might be somewhat un-impressed. They

describe the interior of Tintern (#94A) as they lodged a night there, they

note that "the tower of it is made a dwelling; the rest (of the monastic ruins)

is uncovered (roofless) and waste, offices being built against it, .... rain

was coming into our room which was full of vessels placed to catch the

drops ...... rats and mice warming themselves before the fire..." 63 We

should not take this as typical - it is late in the period, and by that time

many towers were falling into disrepair and out of use, it is likely also that

the roof there had not been repaired as it was perhaps no longer the main

residence; or perhaps the owner did not have the resources necessary to

carry out continuous maintenance and upkeep. Certainly, only 50 years

before, Brereton spoke most favourably of that same residence .."lodging at

Tinerden , a dissolved abbey, where now Sir Adam Cocliffe lives, and

where we were excedingly kindly and courteously entertained." 64

We can conclude that the tower-house was the place of residence of

substantial landowners or grantees, other than those at the main centres of

power. They could be possessed by the lesser nobility, those with

pretentions to nobility or by those with sufficient means to acquire one -

regardless of station. Generally one might say that initially they would be

the residences of those of sub Tenant-in-Chief status and as time went on
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they became a more popular habitat. They were then aspired to, and

occupied by a wider social base. They could serve as manorial caputs or

simply as defensive residences, they may have been held by military service

or rented. Their occupants may have been answerable directly to the King

or more commonly to one of his vassals. They changed hands by regrant,

death, succession, sale and trade. Some housed Church occupants be they

Metropolitan, Monastic or Preceptorial. Some were occupied initially as

garrisons - places of strength and protection, and gave way later on to more

peaceful residential occupancy. The occupants comprised the owner /

residents and those who served them. A number of prominent families

each held a number of towers, which in some cases are located in close

proximity while others were more widely dispersed. They were occupied

by those who had direct control over the land. In assessing the continuity

of occupancy we are plagued with difficulties - some were clearly the

continuous residences of one family line, some changed hands and others

had within their walls many different occupants during their period of use.

It is, I think true to say they reflected one’s fortunes - those who were in

influence or who possessed the means, chose to advertise such by residing

in these castles. Their occupancy was not restricted to any one specific

class nor indeed any particular race; whomsoever controlled the territory

occupied the towers.

Towers as places of occupation (i.e. in terms of residence)

afforded high class accommodation. On the first floor (generally Level 3)

the Lord / owner and his family mingled with his retainers in what might be

considered the equivalent of our living room. Their interior might indeed at

times be quite

domestics. 64

equates

cluttered, what with the extended family, guests, dogs and

The second floor (Level 4) - the great chamber or hall -

to our modern diningroom, it was more private and more
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exclusively for the use of the owners, where more comforts were to be had,

above this, Level 5 afforded sleeping space and privacy to the resident and

guests. Within the castle walls one might find in addition to the adult

occupants, children, who often had nurses to care for them; castles / towers,

in this pre-school era, were also centres of education - i.e. you educated

your children at home.

Inside the towers a simple level of comfort was the norm. More

colourful and warmer than they appear today - with soft floor coverings,

wall hangings / decoration and various furnishings together with fireplaces

rendered the interiors tolerably comfortable. Furnishings were practical

though where one’s means permitted, luxuries are known to have existed.

Within this environment the occupants of a tower or castle enjoyed as high a

living standard as was to be had. The standard enjoyed varied from one

tower-house to the other according to the means of its occupants. To the

outside world the tower houses were a symbol of importance and standing;

within their walls they afforded to their occupants a means of enjoying that

position in comfort and security.
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9

D ate and (ghronology

Without doubt the most definite statement which can be made about

the dating of the tower house is that dates are rarely ascertainable with any

degree of precision. Having established the tower house as a castle form -

one of several types of castle found in Ireland - I shall tackle the problems

of assigning a chronology to this architectural form by outlining the

contribution of documentary / literary sources towards placing the tower

house on the chronological time line. I shall discuss the methodology of

architectural dating and apply the theory to my Wexford towers commenting

both on the value and limitations of the method, and arrive at some general

conclusions for the county. Other avenues which might repay study in a

search for dating and chronological information, such as archaeology and

scientific methods such as dendrochronology will also be included. I shall

assess the arguments for the "origins" of the Irish tower house as a species

and comment on its evolution both as a tower house and in the broader

context of castles in general, before concluding on the topic.

What is a "castle" ? Some historians opt for strict definitions whilst

others prefer to offer general guidelines. It is generally agreed that castles

are buildings which incorporate defensive features. 1 The number and

nature of these defensive features vary in importance from one historian to

the next; in general the consensus would appear to be that the defensive

aspect should be predominent, and that the residential or domestic role of

the structures should be secondary. 2 The Oxford English Dictionary
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defines a "castle" as "a large building, or set of buildings fortified for

defence against an enemy; a fortress, stronghold". 3 Here two elements

appear to be important, size, and provision for defence. Large is a relative

concept and is open to individual interpretation. The fortification

requirement would seem to require that the structure be "strengthened, -

provided with defensive works." 4

must be done is a matter of opinion.

Here too the the degree to which this

Apparently, therefore, though general

guidelines appear to exist, which would help to define a "castle", it is

obvious that the word "castle" can mean different things to different people.

It is to a degree a matter of perception and interpretation. Within the

general guidelines one can make the definition as strict as one wishes - thus

including / excluding various structures. Attempts to impose strict

criterion defining what is or is not a "castle" I believe to be unwise. Merely

to require a "castle" to possess certain features in order to qualify is but to

impose our perceptions, and to say that a structure which may have such

features is a "castle" and that others - which have a number of similar

features - are not, is too black and white an approach. Each case should be

considered on its own merits. In short, within general guidelines, what is

or is not a "castle" is to a degree, a matter of opinion.

What then is a "tower house" ? How does a tower house differ from

a castle ? Is a tower house not a castle ? Were you to ask a native

inhabitant what structure "A" was, he would no doubt tell you that it was

"Danes Castle", and for structure "B" you would be told "Clougheast

Castle", - see Plates 9.1 and 9.2. Yet both are beyond doubt tower houses.

Is our informant correct ?

backing to his contention.

He certainly has both traditional and ancestral

Long before living memory the structures which

we refer to as tower houses were called castles - and so it continues today.

The terms "castle" and "tower" or "tower house" have a long history of

interchangability. The "castles", be they large military structures, tower
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houses or "hall keeps" appear to have been lumped together under the

umberella term "castle", their contemporaries did not differentiate.5

Seventeenth century inquisitions often speak of "castles or towers" - they

appear to be so closely related (at least in the mind) that either term might be

used to describe one structure. 6 This may be seen for example in a 1569

account where we hear " ...... wch money he then receyued of the said

Bushoppe at a litle Castell or towre over agaynst the abbey of the ffryers in

St. Patricks paryshe within the towne of Wexford." 7 In the account of the

construction of what was apparently a tower house, we note the structure

" 8referred to as "a Square Castell or Tower of Lyme and Stone .....

Similarly a castle at Timolin, was in 1535 referred to as "a pile or fortified

tower" 9 So tOO in the seventeenth century a reference to the town walls of

New Ross describe how it is " fortyfied by the watersyde, by a Cittadell and

forte, and has 12 strong towers or castles (sic) ..." 10 Whether this is due

to an uncertainty on the part of contemporaries as to what was or was not a

castle, or a difference of opinion as to what qualified as "a castle" it is

apparent that as far back as their time of use, many - if not most - saw them

as castles !

Leask too noted that it was customary to refer to tower houses as

castles and he attributed this to the obvious features which they possess

which renders them castle-like.

so, and custom is sufficiently

buildings." 11

So a tower house is a castle; is it not ?

He commented that "custom will have it

justified by the military aspect of the

But it is different. We cannot

say that Ferns or Limerick castles are the same as Adamstown or Ballyhack

castles. But all are castles ! The key lies in the "species", they are castles

of different sorts. The tower house is a castle in that it has general

castle-like features which qualify it for inclusion in the castle category.

Thompson’s reasoning that the tower house "clearly must be classed as a
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castle, perhaps a different species within the same genus, castrum turris as

opposed to castrum castrum" appears the most valid way of looking at the

issue. 12

Sometimes we will find the tower house referred to as a "ten pound

castle". Indeed both terms (tower house and £10 castle) are realistically

misnomers. The term "tower house" suggests the residential aspect

(house) at the expense of the defensive; the latter term (£10 castle) does

incorporate in the term a description of its defensive capabilities ("castle")

but the "£10" aspect is somewhat misleading. One might be inclined to

think that structures so termed either cost £10 to build - which was clearly

not so (see Chapter 2), or that they owe their origins to the mid fifteenth

century statute (see below) - also not true - as some certainly pre-dated it.

If we were to be exacting we should perhaps speak of them as "tower

castles".

What makes "castrum turris" (the tower house) different from

"castrum castrum" (larger military castles or "castles proper") ? In general

tower houses tended to have a smaller ground plan than their more

"military" cousins, their plan in the main was usually sub-rectangular. As

their name suggests they were tower like, rising usually to five or more

storeys. When other towers were present they were of smaller scale and

they would serve as bawn "flankers" (see Chapters 5 and 4). In

comparison to their larger cousins the tower houses had relatively thin walls

(see Chapter 4), in general they were intended for a lesser number of

occupants (see Chapter 8). They combined both residential and defensive

features, and if the defensive aspect was not always predominent it was

certainly a high priority, (see Chapters 6 and 4). It is difficult, and it would

be unrealistic, to insist on laying down a strict criterion by which we would

categorise a structure as a tower house or otherwise. One knows when one

is presented with a castle, and by virtue of it having the usual "form" of a
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tower house and many of the usual / expected features we would class it as

a tower house or otherwise. (See Chapters 4, 3 and 5.)

If we were to describe a "tower house" we might say that it is in the

main - a tower, of variable size, (and often variable plan) which might have

annexed to it other less imposing structures; the whole, forming a secure

and defensible complex by virtue of its possessing a combination of

characteristic defensive and domestic features. These features might

include many of the following;- Murder-holes, machicolations, bartizans,

battlements / allures, batter / talus, narrow opes, loops, vaults, strong door

arrangements, strong walls etc. To be considered genuine the complex

should date roughly between the fourteenth and the mid seventeenth

centuries.

"Castles" built in imitation of the tower house are generally easy to

identify as they tend not to incorporate the required features. Such

imitations may take the form of "follies" such as Castle Talbot or Ballinkeel

(see Plate 9.3), built for aesthetic purposes, as landmarks. These

structures often incorporate brick, have relatively thin walls, large opes and

only a semblance of defensive features - usually on the outside - (mainly for

decorative purposes). One should also include as imitations the

"pseudo-castles". These were built to imitate the genuine medieval

structures (i.e. Johnstown) though they tend to be conspicuous by their

ornamentation. The excessive decoration might be manifest in the form of

excessively ornate battlements etc. and usually by their scale. Also one

must be careful to exempt structures, though apparently "old" - and still

referred to as "castles" - but which are of a later date than those of the true

castle era, (up to the mid seventeenth century), i.e. Daphney Castle,

Killoggy etc. - which should most properly be called mansions or manor

houses. The castle appendage used in some of these cases may derive from

the stature of the structure ( i.e. some deem it worthy of the title) it may
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otherwise derive from a more genuine structure which preceeded that

structure on the same site.

Within the tower house "species" there are a number of different

"strains". Some are more alike than others, differences and similarities

have been noted, and it is inevitable that they will be categorised and

grouped. One might chose any number of criterion for classification but

possibly the most valid would be shape / size of ground plan; this was the

approach taken by Davin. In her study of the tower houses of "The Pale"

she identified tower houses in three categories. Generally the size of the

ground plan, together with the number and shape of the angle turrets were

her criterion. Her "Type r’ had turrets at each of its four corners - such as

at Dunsoghly - and were generally of large ground plan area. "Type II"

were of less than 40 ft. external wall length in plan - most having two angle

turrets - usually at opposite corners (be they rectangular or circular), though

some might have only one turret. Her "Type III" were simple rectangles in

plan, with no turrets, lZA Though this might have been an appropriate

categorisation for her area it is of limited use if applied to Wexford. None

of the Wexford towers would be in her first category. At most, seven

might qualify for her second category. By far the majority of the Wexford

tower houses (which display sufficient extant remains) are turretless (86%)

- being simple rectangles in plan. Indeed for Wexford it would be as valid

to enquire as to how many plans were lengthy rectangles as it would to note

whether or not they had turrets. Excluding the "Coolhull type" c 10% of

Wexford towers display plans which were pronouncedly rectangular (as

opposed to nearly square) - see Fig. 4.3.

Probably a more valid categorisation of tower house "species" is that

of the "local schools" - or the regional differences of style or design.

Cairns found a number of tower houses which were circular in plan - this

indeed is a major difference as it affects the whole structure - and it is
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worthy of a separate categorisation.TM On a smaller scale regional

differences might manifest themselves in the architectural features i.e.

inverted recesses in some of the western structures. 15 In order to merit a

category of their own towers should have a major difference (i.e.circular

plan) or a number / "package" of particular features which link them and

would differentiate them from the "norm". Unless they are substantially

different from the mainstream of other tower houses we are categorising

only features. It is not enough to say that "castle X" has a turret and

therefore fits into "class Y" - one might as well say that "castle A" has a

particular type of roof and therefore it belongs to "class B". If we are to

categorise structures then something more is required. On a national scale

one can observe a number of regional differences in style. For example

Clara in Kilkenny is not untypical of its locality, with its high vault and

internal division into two rooms at each level, this combined with a larger

scale characterises many of the towers in the west of Ireland i.e. Clare and

Limerick. This is not the norm in Wexford where vaults are almost

invariably at low level (see Chapter 3) and internal room division and such

large scale plans are rare.

Within the county of Wexford however, there is a valid general

categorisation of tower house type. Wexford possesses a characteristic

"hall type castle", this has been variously described; O’Callaghan describes

it as the "Coolhull type" - after Coolhull (#106) - which he uses as his

model for this "type" of castle (Plate 9.4). 16 This form of castle / tower

might best be described as a "dual castle" - incorporating as they did both a

horizontal component (in the form of the "hall" ) and a vertical component

(in the form of the tower). Generally in these structures the tower is of

considerably smaller ground plan than the "ordinary" or more common

tower houses; most of the accommodation space and occupancy was

apparently assigned to the adjacent "hall". The towers - by virtue of their
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relatively thick walls, smaller opes, height and other secure provisions -

characteristic of the tower house - was the main defensive component of the

structure, whereas the hall was relatively more spacious, brighter, with its

relatively larger opes offering a more comfortable environment in which to

reside. The "Coolhull type" represents a point in the castle’s evolutionary

process, where the defensive and residential components of castle

architecture were at their most separate - though still integral.

This evolutionary answer was but one solution to the problem of

obtaining extra accommodation space. This pressure for space was widely

felt. Bawn enclosures housed halls (see Chapter 5); Leask maintains that

some of those halls were two storey. 16A External crease marks and Down

Survey maps both confirm that adjacent structures were annexed to afford

more space, (see Chapter 5). It is only a short step from this to the "hall"

or "Coolhull" type of tower house. Stone halls were used elsewhere in the

country and are found in association with castle remains; at Askeaton Co.

Limerick there is a fifteenth century hall, while at Lemenagh Co. Clare a

tower - again of moderate dimensions - of c 1430 construction was

expanded with the addition of a hall in 1643.16B

The chronology or evolution of the "Coolhull" form of castle / tower

is largely a matter of speculation. O’Callaghan admits that this style is of

"shadowy" origins. 17 Speculation has been rife. Craig considers the

"extensions" to have been constructed soon after the tower.TM O’Callaghan

leaves the possibilities open. He notes that towers function best in a

defensive capacity when in isolation, and that therefore they would have

been constructed alone but due perhaps to pressure of space the halls were

later annexed. 19 He allows also that halls may have come first - such as at

Rathumney (#66) and when they proved to be too vulnerable towers were

later added for their protection. Loeber on the other hand thinks that they

may have evolved out of the standard tower house with its adjacent hall -
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presumably as represented by the external crease marks of the roofs on a

number of the structures. O’Callaghan’s suggestion that this form began at

Slade seems reasonable, as the tower there is reasonably square in plan,

though of unusually small proportions. It would appear logical to assume

that pressure for space resulted in the construction of the adjacent structure

to alleviate this, and to increase the comfort factor. The size and shape of

other towers i.e. those at Coolhull and Hilltown though larger in overall

area, are both oblong and relatively small and would have been unusual

tower house shapes. That at Bargy evidently had its adjacent structures

from the outset as the internal stair arrangements attest. At Dungulph and

Fethard ( if we may include these in the "Coolhull" category) the turreted

(tower) elements are both circular and would have offered only limited

accommodation space. It is obvious that they were built as an integral part

of their adjacent structures from the outset; (there was no question of either

tower or hall being "first", both having been constructed together). If we

examine the ground plans of the "Coolhull" type (see Table 4.2) it will

become apparent that the "tower" element of these structures are relatively

small. The area of these (tower) ground plans are comparatively very small

when matched against other "normal" tower plans. Those for our

"Coolhull" type castles range from c 32 to c 37 square metres, with Slade

being even smaller (28.89 m2). The average ground plan size for towers

overall was 66 square metres (see Chapter 4). This argues against these

towers serving as isolated units, and indicates too that the pressure for

expansion at Slade was greatest - and indeed it is here that the style is

thought to have begun. The tower elements of these structures would not

have served as the habitation area of these "castles". Internally their stair

arrangements and internal features confirm that though they were from the

outset a key element of the overall complex they did not possess the features

characteristic of habitation (see Chapter 4) nor indeed the required space.
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The displacement - or offset nature - of the towers relative to the hall

element afforded a flanking type defensive aspect to this castle design. It

is I think reasonable to assume that it was Slade - where the two

components (tower and "hall") are most disjointed with the tower displaying

many similarities to other tower houses - apart from its small size - was

where the hall aspect "evolved" to solve the problems of space. This model

could then be used as a basic design (altered and improved upon) at other

sites where both tower and "hall" would be built contemporaneously as

mutually dependent components.

The "Coolhull" type is a localised style. It is found on the peninsula

where it probably evolved at Slade (the most southern castle in the county)

spreading north and eastwards up along the peninsula to the lands close by

and finding its most easterly expression in Bargy Castle (#115) about eight

miles from Coolhull itself. This process is clearly indicative of the

influence one castle had on the style of its neighbours, (see map).

The business of assigning a chronological date to "the tower house"

or "castles" is a most difficult one. Assigning accurate date to all of our

structures is about as feasible as listing the names of those who built the

pyramids. We can at best hope to arrive at approximations for most

structures, and secure dates for a few. There are a number of different

avenues which we can explore and each presents its own problems.

Documentary sources are of great importance in dating our structures,

but they have two major flaws. Primarily there are not enough of them.

The odd - often accidental - glimpse, amongst the accidental survivors

casting the odd flicker of light is often as much as we get. References are

rare and usually incidental. Secondly, not enough information is

conveyed. One may find a reference to a "castle" at a particular place, but

descriptions are rare, if extant at all, and it is usually not possible to confirm

or establish whether the "castle" being referred to at location "x" is the one
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which we might see there today. Without more specific details we can

rarely be confident that a reference to a castle at say Mulrankin in the twelfth

century is a reference to the structure standing there today. Were we not to

have other methods by which we could cross-check it we might be tempted

to accept the documents in this case and assign the wrong date to what is

more realistically a sixteenth century structure, (see Fig. 9.5). How often

can we assume that the structure which we observe is the same one to which

our documents might refer ? It may be a later modification or even a

completely new structure which has superceeded the one mentioned in the

documents. Sometimes also, the location or place referred to in the

document may be in doubt.

We are frequently forced to ask ourselves if a documentary reference

is realistically referring to castle "x" or tower house "y" - i.e. is the 1283

reference to "the rent of the square house ..... " a reference to a tower

house ? 20 We may choose to interpret the documents in a number of ways,

but can we be sure that the interpretation which suits us is the correct one ?

A 1358 reference to Mountgarrett (#25?) might place it in the mid fourteenth

century; "...also in Mountgarret, viz., the granary near the entrance to the

stone tower .... with two cottages there within the enclosure .... ,, 21

Indeed it would be tempting to accept this as a date pertaining to structure

#25; but can we honestly do so ? More secure documentary references to

Mountgarrett place it in the early fifteenth century - probably 1409 - 10, and

this is supported by the architectural remains. Were it not for the latter

reference we might have accepted a documentary reference leading to a

conclusion which would be incorrect by more than half a century. A late

thirteenth century account refers to repair work on " the castle at Great

Island". As this was repair work it implies that the castle in question is

considerably earlier, mention of slate ridge tiles and wooden timber framed

roof would seem to indicate that it was a stone structure. We hear of
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payment "...to Maurice le Verrur for work on the Castle (sic) of the Island,

5s..." 21A Nothing now remains at this site, was it a tower house ? If so

was the structure referred to in the thirteenth century account the same one ?

The mid thirteenth century reference to the "Marechar’ charter to Dunbrody

of 1241-5 (undated) reads .."for constructing castles, bridges, paths, walls

.... ,, 21B This may well be a reference to "castles" in the form of motte and

bailey structures and it should serve to highlight the danger of making

assumptions on little evidence.

short documentary references without

highlighted in the case of Kayer (#19A).

The dangers of drawing conclusions from

other supporting evidence is

One reference to this castle at Kayer places it well before 1400. 21C

Other references place it prior to this date.

rebuilt in 1599 - possibly as a tower house.

more modern structure and re-named "Wilton", (see Fig. 9.5).

other structures changed substantially in their lifespan or

Realistically the structure was

It was replaced in 1695 with a

How many

underwent

metamorphoses ? Equally tempting to accept are the late fourteenth century

references to " ..... part of the walls and towers of the same town (Old

Ross) " in 1381.22 Were they of stone ? Were they tower houses ? Brief

documentary allusions can be seriously misinterpreted in such cases unless

details are provided.

Cairns uses documentary evidence to argue for fourteenth century

tower houses; but we cannot, in my opinion, assume the conclusivenes of

his argument. "Documents suggest that there were probably tower houses

in several parts of Ireland from the beginning of the fourteenth century." 23

It is important to note that this is merely an interpretation and proof is

lacking. He often relies on the term "fortalice" - interpreting this term to

refer to a castle or tower house. O’Keeffe thinks that the term fortalice

probably refers to tower houses, though he does - as he must - leave room

for doubt, considering it a "likelihood". 23A Johnson on the other hand
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assumes that they are one and the same thing. 23B Cairns cites the case of a

Wexford man granted a subsidy in 1305 to put up a "fortalice" at the manor

of Moylagh. 24 It is no more than an assumption to call this a tower house.

It is an assumption which the evidence has failed to confirm or support.

Perhaps it was a tower house, but there is no detailed description, we can at

most - on the available "evidence" - make an assumption which is far from

conclusive and perhaps just as far from probability.

For the fifteenth century we can be somewhat more comfortable and

secure in our documentary interpretation.

our speculation is perhaps more secure.

Though we cannot allay all doubt

In 1400 at Old Ross "Richard

(Brown) built a mill there, and also began a tower for his safety and for the

defence of the town of Rosse..." 25 Might this be a tower house ? The

word "began" is suggestive of a lengthy construction time, the tower being

named as such and the reference to "safety" might be indicative of the

structure being of stone. We may go so far as to say that it was probably a

tower house, but because we lack sufficient details or a better description

we may go no further, it may be a tower house, but it equally well may not.

The Statute Rolls speak increasingly of the construction of castles in

the fifteenth century. Henry VI passed an Act of Parliament "for the

building of towers uppon ye water or river of Tamon;" and in 1453 an

enactment was made "that none shall breake the fortifications of strength of

the water of Thamon ....
,, 26

assumption that these are the

Perhaps one might be justified in the

"Pill Castles" which we observe on the

ground ? If we examine the architectural remains of those "Pill Castles"

(and probable "Pill Castles") which survive, or have sufficient extant

remains, we will find in the main that their architectural features are

generally supportive of the suggested date, indicating that the statute may

well have given rise to their construction. This would be supported for

Scar, Ban’ystown, Clonmines (#97), Slevoy and Tracystown. Though the
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architecture is not conclusive - often offering only a general date - it does tie

in with the date range indicated in the documents in these cases.

The grant of the famous £10 subsidy was extended to Wexford in

January 1441, then, an Act of parliament was passed for "building towers

upon the water or river of Taghmon in the County of Wexford." 27 With

the £10 grant came specifications (see Chapter 4), we now can be virtually

assured that it is tower houses that are in question.

We can be reasonably sure that tower houses were being constructed

in the late sixteenth century (1578), as we find references to the construction

of what were apparently tower houses; "without the river, is inhabited by

the originall Irishe and the Cavanaghes, Morghes, and Kinselighes, who

poses the wooddy part of the country, and yet are daylie more and more

scattered by our Englishe gentlemen, who incroche upon them and plant

castles andpiles within them." 28 That many certainly pre-date the 1580’s

by some considerable time is supported by a letter of June 1581 from Sir H.

Wallop to Walshingham "..ffor I see a greate nomber off owld broken and

ruynus Castelles, bylt by Inglysshemen not above 2 or 3 myles a sondre,

Wch by them were many yeres quyetly enjoyed, and now in substance all

rasyed and spoyled (so as) to have no Castell nor house of strength .... .29

How old were these structures, we can only speculate by how much they

may have pre-dated the late sixteenth century.

The same conclusion - that many structures - almost certainly tower

houses - were extant well in advance of the 1530’s is supported with

reference to the "re-edification of piles". "Therefore we think it good to

take this way to begin to buylde and re-edifice som piles and fortresses

among them .... ,,30 By this time the tower house would appear not merely

to be still in fashion and use but perhaps more significantly long established

as an architectural species.

Though the documents strongly point to the mid fifteenth century up
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until the end of the sixteenth - and even into the seventeenth centuries as the

highpoint of tower house construction and occupancy we should not lose

sight of the limitations of our sources. How much of this evidence is due

to the greater volume of documents which pertain to this period ? We

cannot exclude the possibility that the tower house was in use and being

constructed before this time. Merely because the documents are relatively

silent or inconclusive does not place it beyond the bounds of possibility.

There is little to indicate that tower house construction continued in

Wexford after the second decade of the seventeenth century, by this time the

"Plantation Castles" had arrived, - and though not strictly speaking a link in

the evolutionary chain - they are the only castles which are documented for

this period. They were constructed in the main c 1618-20.31

If we examine documentary reference to castle construction in

Wexford over the centuries we may go some way towards understanding

the chronology of our structures. In an attempt to gain an overview of

documentary and literary dating evidence for the towers and castles I have

produced Fig. 9.5. On this are plotted documentary and literary indicators

under five categories. These categories attempt to classify the references as

to quality and reliability. Those termed "unlikely" (A) are generally

relatively early in the chronology and are usually vague references to some

form of structure at a site where a castle was built. Often in assigning a

structure to such a date one might encounter the phrase "said to be" - and

thus the assignment must be taken with caution and scepticism. In many

cases too the reference will mention a castle there, but no details are given

which would support the structure having tower house characteristics.

Indeed in many cases such as #54 (Artramon) #81 (Newcastle) and #112

(Mulrankin) the observed architecture at the site is clearly of a much later era

- often by many centuries. In some of these cases there is reference to the

erection or occupancy of a castle or structure, however, no evidence is
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given that it might have been a tower house, it is merely assumed by later

authors, - assumptions which are not borne out by the evidence, and which

are not very likely. Though there may in many cases be references to

castles - often clearly castles of stone - we would be foolish to assume that

they were all towers and we must conclude in cases where a tower house is

to be observed on site today (at least for category "A") that it is the result of

modification or complete replacement.

In a number of cases approximate dates are given for structures

(Fig.9.5 "B") - be this an approximate time in the century or a fixed date

when the castle was mentioned, and we know that the structure pre-dates

this -but by how much we cannot be certain. Many of these general dates

are also speculative, i.e. #124 (Kilclogan) which is regarded as pre-dating

1311-12, as in that year the Templars were seised of it. The date is general

in that the structure existed for an unknown period prior to the mentioned

date and it is speculative because we cannot be sure that it is the tower house

which now stands at Kilclogan. Similarly at Fethard (#126) there was

some form of castle structure there in the mid fourteenth century - but

certainly not in its present form (see below).

A further category (Fig. 9.5 "C") includes more precise dates though

they are still speculative. These are possible dates at which a tower house

may have stood at the site in question but for which the evidence cannot be

considered conclusive. Again here, some castles are "said to" have existed,

i.e. Ballymagir (#111A) in 1236 ! Architecture suggests that the present

structures are in many cases later, i.e. Danes Castle (#101). In 1362 a

structure at Ballyshelin was described as a "stone house" - but we cannot

assume it to be a tower house - or even a castle, it must remain speculative.

Sometime around 1330 there was some form of castle-like structure around

Dungulph, (see Jeffrey 1979), whatever its form it was modified in the late

sixteenth century resulting in the castle we find there now.
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More confidently, we can view the later group (Fig.9.5 "D"), as in

many cases they survive; in many cases too, the architectural and other

evidence supports the plausability of them being of the date suggested by

the documentary sources. This group however, is also lacking in date

precision - again offering only general dates. They are most commonly

derived as references or allusions to a particular castle; from this we can

conclude that it existed at that date, but again we do not know how long

prior to then it may have stood, a few decades, or even centuries perhaps ?

More secure and confident dates are rare; and are found relatively late

in our chronology, (Fig. 9.5 "E"). The earliest of these is for

Mountgarrett, which we can confidently assume was built by Bishop

Patrick Barrett of Ferns c 1409. 32 In the reign of Henry IV there are

records which note that Royal permission was granted to Patrick Barrett,

Bishop of Ferns and Lord Chancellor of Ireland to construct a castle. A

Patent of 9 May 1409 records that the aforementioned Bishop "intends to

build a certain castle (lapideum Kernelatum) in the marches of

Wexfordshire, in a place called Mountgarrett", permission was granted to

the Bishop to "take latomos et cementarios (masons and quarrymen) that are

fit within the shires of Kilkenny, Wexford and Waterford for use in the

construction of the aforementioned castle, by way of thithes of his

Bishoprick." 32/33 It will be observed from the chronology table that the

different groups are reasonably distinct.

line runs from the time of the conquest

Though the shown chronology

up until the mid seventeenth

century, the speculative dates tend to be late twelfth to mid thirteenth

century. The imprecise dates are broadest in their range - running from the

thirteenth to the sixteenth century; though the more confident ones are

grouped mainly in the sixteenth and spill into the seventeenth. Speculative

("C") dates range in general mid thirteenth to mid fifteenth with the more

confidently assigned ones being sixteenth century or later, with the two
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notable exceptions of Mountgarrett (1409-10) and Rathmacknee ( 1451 ).

Of all castles listed (see Appendix II / III) only 63, or c 22% could

even be tentatively dated in this way. A meagre 2.8% of these dates might

be described as "secure" (all relatively late) - see Table 9.6. Speculative

dates account for 4.25% of all castles; a further 11.7% were imprecisely

dated - though some range was assignable, (6.7% generally secure, 5%

speculative). Finally 3.5% - or one in six - of the documentarily "datable"

castles might be said to have yielded misleading or inappropriate dates for

the structures mentioned (or apparently mentioned). Of all the castles

covered in the chronology tables (22% of the total) only one in eight could

be "securely" dated, one in five were "speculatively" dated and half were

imprecisely dated.

Looking at the chronology line in general we cannot escape noting

that the later we progress in time the more dense the number of entries. We

must conclude, that certainly by the early 1400’s tower houses were being

built, but it is only in the sixteenth century that we encounter them in

considerable numbers. Those we do note at this time tend to be well

established, and hint strongly that the tower house was probably coming

strongly into fashion sometime between the mid fifteenth and early

sixteenth centuries. We cannot rule out the possibility that they were extant

- allbeit perhaps few in number - in the early fifteenth century or even

possibly earlier; but our references for these are speculative at best and so

we cannot make confident assertions. Prior to this the references and

"evidence" must be treated with extreme caution and we would be foolish to

read too much into it.

The other major source for dating and supplier of chronological

information is the architecture of the structures themselves. In general

structures are architecturally dated on the basis of "style" or the possession

or absence of particular features. Table 9.6 outlines some of the useful
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features and architectural theories advanced with the date ranges assigned to

such features. We will observe that this method of dating relies heavily on

a number of assumptions - which I have also included in the table. I have

indicated too the possible flaws in these assumptions, or the limitations

attached to their use.

There are a number of general assumptive theories. One of these is

that "simple equals early"; in other words, that styles became more complex

and / or ornate as time progressed. This need not always be the case. For

example, the absence of vaults and talus meant a simpler structure and yet

many later castles and towers do not have these i.e. Strokestown. Planking

- as a form of centering - was a more complex method of construction and

yet it was predominent in the thirteenth century - to be replaced with the

simpler and more flexible wicker later on. 34 It is more reasonable to

assume that simplicity or complexity was more a function of finance and

resources than time. If one had the resources at a relatively early date one

could build a reasonably elaborate structure, similarly at a later date if one

were pressed for resources one might have to make do with a simpler

construction.

A more tenable theory advances the notion that the later the structure

is, it will in general be found to have less provision for defence. This is

based on the assumption that as conditions became more peaceful one could

give greater weight to one’s personal comfort in the design of one’s castle.

Conversly, one was unlikely to omit the defensive features - or

compromise them - when conditions were likely to be threatening.

Architecturally this tendency may take the form of absence of allure - having

gables flush with the external walls. Vaults, which had numerous

defensive qualities (see Chapter 3) might be omitted in the later structures,

i.e. Strokestown or Rathshillane etc. With the absence of vault there is

frequently the disappearance of talus. Sometimes too, wooden stairs
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(combustible) might be used in place of the more defence orientated stone

ones. Authors often differ as to when such transitions took place. The

phasing out of the vault for example is one such point. Cairns opts for the

late sixteenth century, while McKenna favours a century later.35 One will

of course always find exceptions to the rule, and one can but accept these as

general guidelines. We must bear in mind that some areas may have been

more secure than others and therefore less defensive features - i.e. larger

windows (possibly of the mullion and transom type) might be incorporated

- while a contemporary castle dweller in a more volatile area would have

been best served with the more traditional and secure small apertures. Such

factors must be borne in mind when attempting to assign date on the basis

of general architecture.

Some "architectural indicators" are either not specific enough to give

more than a rough idea of the period - often a lengthy one - in which a

structure might have been built. The idea of bawn flanking towers (with

loops) being of sixteenth and seventeenth century date is advanced by

Cairns.36 He argues that these towers came into vogue in this period.

Though a useful guideline, it is not specific and is therefore somewhat

limited in its application. Woodwork would no doubt, be a valuable

indicator of chronology on stylistic grounds. This source must be assessed

mainly in the light of its implications as evidenced in the surviving masonry

- as it is most unusual for in-situ timbers to survive. Duggan has been able

to piece together a wealth of information on "structural woodwork" - mainly

from the stone skeletons of towers. He has convincingly argued for the

use of the wallplate (see Chapter 3) which he assigns generally to the period

1430-1600.38 Though his dates do seem rather precise (perhaps too hard

cast or "rounded") - for something which must have evolved - it is an

extremely useful date indicator, as the floor types can usually be identified

from the stone remains. I have not been able to contradict his assertions
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architecturally, and so as general guidelines they are most useful.

too that "double floor construction" was used up until c 1475.39

He states

Structures

in which we find evidence of this form of construction we should therefore

consider relatively early. This would appear to fit for Mountgarrett,

Killiane, Scar, and Clonmines (#97) - placing them generally in the fifteenth

century. The Mountgarrett documentary evidence supports this theory,

while at Killiane, architectural features indicate a date in keeping with that

suggested. In each of the other cases a general fifteenth to sixteenth

century date was otherwise assigned. It is perhaps significant that in

structures of the later period double floor construction is not in evidence in

the county, which again supports Duggan’s contention - though we must

retain reservations on the precise nature of the dates he advances.

What may be true of one locality is not necessarily true of another.

Leask in using materials as a date indicator notes that "the use of sandstone

..... characteristic of the early period .... and c 1260 native limestone came

into use." 40 Might we assume from this that structures which may have

sandstone cut doorways or windows - as indeed a number of Wexford

structures do - pre-date 1260 ? This would not be a valid assumption. In

Wexford, limestone is rare, and consequently sandstone continued in use

for a longer period; both it, and the more common granite are used in

trimming opes and arches. The choice of stone was determined by local

availability (see Chapter 2) and thus, type of stone is not so much a function

of time as of location and supply.

Perhaps one of the most varied architectural features in the tower

houses are windows. It should not be surprising therefore that they should

be used in an effort to pinpoint structural dates. Quite a number of styles

have been identified (see Table 9.6) and almost all occur in Wexford.

Mullion and transom - as relatively large opes - (see Chapter 4) are accepted

as becoming popular in the latter half of the sixteenth century.41 The use of
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this feature in assigning a date to a structure is not always reliable and may

result in the dating of a castle to a later era than it belongs, if care is not

taken. It was possible - and indeed the practice - in some cases to insert

such windows in extant structures when one felt a lesser need for protection

and desired a more agreeable accommodation. It is often not possible to

say how much earlier the structure may be than may be indicated by its style

of windows. They can offer us a secure date only if we can be sure that

they are contemporary with the structure in which we find them. At

Mountgarrett this type of window would appear to be a later insertion - if

this were not the case the mullion and transom window date theory would

need to be substantially revised. Often the "regular" arrangement of this

type of window holds the key to whether or not they were later insertions.

When they are later inserts they often had to be haphazardly inserted

wherever was convenient rather than being properly laid out and provided

for at the outset of construction.

The use of the "hood moulding" - frequently found with mullion and

transom windows - has been attributed to the early seventeenth century.42

Craig would date them some time earlier, (mid sixteenth).43 Whichever we

choose we must note the limitations of the use of this feature. At

Mountgarrett if it were an original window with hood moulding (see Plate

4.32) then the style would lose its significance as a late indicator, if not,

then we need to be able to know for certain whether or not it was an

either way it proves a limited indicator ofinsertion - often not possible;

date.

The "cusped ogee" style of window as observed at Rathmacknee

(#89) (see Plate 4.38) are stated to be of the "fifteenth century type". 44

Given that we have a secure date for this castle (1451) it is possible that this

fact is used to influence the dating of these windows, if this is so then it

invalidates our assumptions. Apart from this it is once again a
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generalisation. Leask is more general in assigning a chronology to the use

of this feature, - stating that there are "many fifteenth and sixteenth century

examples." 45 We must bear in mind too that this style could be inserted in

older structures. Another important factor which impinges on our date

assumptions for such features is that once a style is introduced it may be

copied at any subsequent date. Windows with a simple pointed arch are

not regarded as of much use in dating structures as they occur in "all castles

and all dates".46

Smaller apertures, - loops - though simpler did offer some variations

in style. Round headed loops are generally thought to belong to the

sixteenth century.47 This might be of use in assisting with the dating of

Adamstown (#31) where this feature is found, and this would also accord

with the documentary evidence for this castle, (see Fig.9.5). Cross-loops,

or those with both a horizontal and vertical slit are believed to be an earlier

phenomenon.48 These too could be both inserted and copied and so care

must be taken in drawing conclusions based on this evidence alone.

The doorway at Mountgan’ett does not show evidence of being a later

insertion. It has already been remarked that this distinctive style is repeated

almost identically at a number of other sites, including Newbawn,

Artramon, Barrystown and Coolhull (see Chapter 4). At Newbawn, other

architectural evidence argues also for a date in the early fifteenth century,

(see Table 9.7). At Barrystown the evidence also points to a fifteenth

century date. Coolhull is a later structure, which also has this style of

door. It might be argued that this style owes its origin to Mountgan’ett and

was employed primarily in the fifteenth century. It may well be that the

Coolhull example is a later copy, if not then the style would appear to run

from from the early fifteenth up until the mid sixteenth centuries.

However, if we examine the location of the structures in question we will

note that they are found in a rough band across the county - below its
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midpoint. Two of the examples though are displaced from the others

though close to one another in the south. These are Barrystown (#100) and

Coolhull (#106). As we have already noted Coolhull is likely to date from

the mid sixteenth and Barrystown probably could be assigned to some time

in the fifteenth century. All of the other structures in question the evidence

places considerably earlier - probably early fifteenth century. This

dichotomy of date is also reflected in the architecture. The southernmost

two (#100 and #106 dating to mid fifteenth to mid sixteenth) do not have

chamfers on their outermost edges whereas all the other (earlier) examples

do. They are in every other respect similar. It seems likely that the

chamfered ones are indicative of an earlier date with the later "copies"

omitting this feature. Because the style is so distinctive, and copied almost

exactly one might be tempted to speculate in favour of them being the work

of one school of masons, operating in this part of the county in the fifteenth

century. The other explanation might be that common drawings or plans

may have been used, (see Chapter 2). It is otherwise difficult to account

for all measurable examples being 1.9m - or exactly 6 feet 3 inches in

height!49

The fireplace as a feature in the tower house has often been used to

assign them to either "early" or "late" date. Not surprisingly, no timescale

has been assigned to this assertion. The consensus has been that those

tower houses which lack fireplaces were amongst the earliest. This is

reiterated by numerous authors. 30 Weight is added to this argument in a

seventeenth century MS which appears to note that chimneys were a

comparatively late feature. Speaking of the tower houses our informant

notes, .. "...castles, some nere 60 foot high, having walls at least 5 foot

thicke, of quadrangle form, ....... of which very few as yet become ruinous,

.... spacious halls, in the centre of which were fire Hearthes (but this

form is antiquated) all .... at present having chimneys". 51 The earlier
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structures without fireplaces, were, he supposed, "erected by the Danes".

Though not afforded much credibility it does seem to show that the

construction was sufficiently earlier than the seventeenth century to enable

such a supposition to carry weight. We cannot say that a tower with one or

more fireplaces is of generally late date as they were inserted in many

relatively early structures. What is sometimes used to confirm that a

fireplace and tower are contemporaneous is that those constructed with the

tower tend not to obscure features or obstruct the allure. Where allures are

impeded by chimney stacks they are likely to be later insertions. Generally

those corbelled out to ensure freedom of movement around the allure are

original.

It is often difficult to recognise alterations or insertions in the

stonework of some of the structures and it is therefore not always possible

to date structures confidently, as it is usually vital to know whether the

feature is part of the original work or was added later. This is not a

problem in some cases - either when a different stone was used or a

different style of masonry employed. It is also glaringly obvious in cases

where brick has been used to modify the structure. In quite a number of

our towers, windows have been enlarged and various alterations carded out

with the re-building of the affected areas carded out in brick rather than

stone. This has clear implications for the modifications - as they would

post-date the end of the sixteenth century and probably be later than the

early seventeenth.52 It can be found in tower house modifications in

several cases, i.e. - Rathlannon, Castletown, Castle Paliser etc.. Though it

has implications for the date of the alterations it does not have any direct

bearing on the date of the structure itself. Unless the brickwork is found at

low levels and consistently integrated with the walls - indicative of its use in

the original construction of the castle it would not serve to prove the castle is

of a date as late as the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century, and such
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has not proven to be the case in Wexford.

Murder holes have been assigned generally to the fifteenth

sixteenth centuries.53

used to date a castle;

and

This is merely a guideline, and per-se should not be

as it appears to be based on the assumption that castles

thought to be fifteenth or sixteenth century in date tend to have them. It is

by no means a secure or precise indicator. A similarly vague appendage is

applied to the multi-stepped style of battlement crenellation found crowning

many castles in the county, i.e. Clougheast - Plate 9.2.54 Leask considers

them typical of the fifteenth century - and no doubt they were, indeed they

probably span a number of centuries, certainly they were extant in the

fourteenth.55 It might be more accurate to say that more structures were

built using this style in the fifteenth century and indeed the sixteenth and

subsequent centuries, but this is little more than to say that at those times

more structures were built.

The openings in a tower house wall which on the outside present as

small holes and splay inwards to a wide opening, affording good viewing

and cover capabilities are variously referred to as "gun ports", "pistol

ports", "gun loops", "musket loops" etc..

thought to be late i.e. from c 1525.56

Structures which have them are

Certainly "firearms" were only

coming into use in Ireland in the sixteenth century, (see Chapter 6) and this

feature would only function for firearms, being totally unsuitable for the

crossbow. Structures which have these "gun loops" or "ports" would

probably date at earliest from the sixteenth century, i.e. Sigginshaggard -

assuming of course that they are original features and not later modifications

/ insertions, installed to take advantage of the new weapons. These

apertures were inserted into earlier structures i.e. Ferrycarrig where they are

obvious later modifications. Here again the use of the feature as signifying

a particular era or period is of use only if we can be sure it is original.

It is quite likely that many other features once properly interpreted
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will prove rewarding as chronological indicators. Any number of avenues

might eventually repay study, - corner presses or double-splay loops for

example. One such avenue would appear to be the occurrence of a

portcullis feature in some tower doors. Do other date indicators suggest

that this feature might belong to a recognisable period ? In Wexford,

examples of this feature remain at Butlerstown (#117), Clougheast (#136),

and Ballyconnor (#122). Our architectural evidence points overall to a late

fifteenth or early sixteenth century date for #’s 117 and 122 and a date

sometime in the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries for #136, (see below). The

documents are silent in the latter case, but for the other two structures would

favour an early sixteenth century date of erection. Might we conclude

therefore that the portcullis in the form presented here is a feature of the

early sixteenth century ? Perhaps so, equally perhaps not. All of the

structures in question occur in the south eastern corner of the county and

may equally well be a localised style, one more a function of location than

of date. Similarly the sharp, long and pointed style of corbels, manifest

externally at Clonmines (#99) and in the fireplace supports at Coolhull

(though otherwise hardly found in Wexford) probably represents a late style

relative to the "conventional" rounded corbel style otherwise typical.

Whatever answers may emerge from the future study of such features we

cannot as yet draw strong conclusions from what for Wexford at least are

only a few examples. Similarly the use of such a guideline would be

limited unless it were applicable to a greater number of structures than the

few now in question.

It is clearly apparent that for architectural evidence, conclusions

drawn on the basis of isolated features can be dubious. The most secure

way in which to date a structure is to take an overview of all usable

indicators and to conclude on the basis of a consensus for each structure.

Working on the basis that a number of date indicators pointing in the same
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direction are more reliable than one in isolation seems the most secure

approach. In an effort to do so I have produced a chronological diagram of

architectural features in so far as they are thought to have a beating on the

date of the structures;- Fig. 9.8. I have assessed structures - where

remains permitted - against these guidelines to produce an acceptable date -

or date range - as suggested by its architectural style or that of its

component parts, (Table 9.7). In Fig. 9.8. the "accepted" lifespan of styles

or features is indicated and it is extended wherever it appeared appropriate to

do so. As an example of how I have used this method, let us take castle

number 107 (Scar). Its possession of a murder hole is a general indicator

of its being fifteenth or sixteenth century in date, (feature 7 in Fig.9.8.). It

also has evidence of a double floor (feature 10), - assigned by Duggan to

the early to mid fifteenth century. The consensus in this case therefore on

architectural grounds is that the fifteenth century is the most likely date for

the structure, given that no contra-indications were present. Again, at #75

(Sigginshaggard), a murder hole probably indicates a fifteenth to sixteenth

century date. Its obvious original musket loops (feature 8 in Fig. 9.8.)

place it most likely in the late fifteenth or sixteenth century, this conclusion

is also supported by features 11 and 12, - which contend that "beam

wallplate construction" and the use of the wallplate was only found in this

period, and these features too are found at Sigginshaggard. I would

therefore favour the late fifteenth to early sixteenth century as the most likely

date for the castle as suggested by its architecture.

It is important to stress that each case needs to be examined on its

own merits. On examining Mountgarrett, no vault is apparent and one

would therefore be inclined to opt for a "late" date (feature 27). On closer

inspection, Mountgarrett may have had a vault, the evidence is not

conclusive, and we must therefore disregard this in weighing up our

conclusion. The mullion and transom window would be indicative of a
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mid sixteenth or even seventeenth century date, (feature 6), but as we have

already noted this appears to be an insertion, (see above) and so this too

must be excluded. The style of door is probably indicative of the early

fifteenth century (see above) this conclusion would also be indicated by the

presence of evidence for a double floor, (feature 10 Fig. 9.8.). I should

therefore favour an early fifteenth century date for Mountgarrett and this

compares favourably with our documentary evidence. This process has

been carried out for each tower (see Table 9.7.) and the results have been

presented in summary form in Fig. 9.9.

"Figure 9.9" is divided into three sections. Part "A" assigns each

"datable" castle to one of the available date categories i.e. #25 is listed under

the early fifteenth century column. Because of the nature of the

architectural parameters it has not been possible to split guidelines into neat

categories covering exact centuries, and consequently, periods have, in

some cases to be left general i.e. late fifteenth to early sixteenth century, as

we have no way of knowing more exactly where to asign the structures in

question. Within the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries some

structures were more exactly assignable than others, as they possessed more

useful date features. We thus arrive at four possible categories, - "general"

- i.e. sometime in that century, or the more specific "early", "middle" or

"late" century dates.

The bar chart (Fig. 9.9B) endeavours to illustrate the number range of

structures we might attribute to any particular century. For each century the

graph shows the number of structures which fall within that century, (be it

"general", "early", "middle" or "late"). Superimposed on this will be

found additions which represent maximum additional structures (from our

evidence) which possibly fall into that century. For example, for the

fifteenth century 12 structures fall within the century itself, (6 "general", 5

"early" and 1 "mid"). Two structures were assignable to the "fourteenth or
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fifteenth" centuries and so they might belong in the latter, hence the

additions, similarly there are 12 assignable to the late fifteenth or early

sixteenth centuries and these too may belong in the fifteenth, likewise for

other centuries. What results is a "maximum" and a "minimum" number of

structures for each century. We can say only that the realistic figure lies

somewhere in between.

If we look at the columns of clearly defined castles we will note that

there is an apparent concentration of structures in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, with the fifteenth having slightly more. Both the fourteenth and

seventeenth centuries had meagre numbers. This is magnified even further

once the superimposed structures are taken into consideration. This would

seem to suggest that the tower house as an architectural phenemenon

belongs largely - indeed by appearances almost exclusively - to the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. We must not lose sight of the limitations of our

information, many of the architectural factors used in the compilation of the

analysis generalise around these two centuries and though they are probably

valid - certainly as accurate as we can command at present - they

nonetheless tend to weigh the curve more heavily for those centuries.

The most accurate picture which we might expect to obtain using the

available architectural criterion is that portrayed in "A" and "C" (Fig. 9.9),

which illustrates the outcome in the categories dictated by the evidence

itself. Part "C" shows as detailed a statistical analysis as was possible. A

total of 50 structures were "datable" architecturally. Column III relates the

percentage breakdown if we are to attempt to impose strict century

categories. This would seem to indicate that for the fourteenth century,

between 2% and 6% might be assignable on the basis of the evidence, with

24% to 72% perhaps belonging in the fifteenth. The figure for the

sixteenth century would be somewhere between 10% and 68%, while for

the seventeenth only 2% appear to belong. Working within the categories
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which emerged from the dictates of the architecture, the picture was more

precise. A total of 2% appear to have been fourteenth century (though this

is quite speculative); 4% belong to a general fourteenth / fifteenth century

date and 24% to within the fifteenth century. Another 24% appear to have

been late fifteenth to early sixteenth century, while a further 24% fit into the

"fifteenth / sixteenth century" category. Twenty per cent might be

assignable to the sixteenth century and a token 2% to the seventeenth. Here

again the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were the apparent centuries of the

"tower house era" with the balance tipping perhaps slightly in favour of the

fifteenth.

Archaeology is potentially a huge contributor to our understanding of

tower house and castle chronology alike.

Irish tower houses have been all too

As has been noted, excavation on

uncommon, (see Chapter 5).

Excavation and subsequent post-excavation analysis can often yield

important chronological indicators which can have significant bearing on the

occupancy periods of our structures. Though little more than an ad-hoc

excavation at Ballyhack Castle (#92) in 1973, the findings did have useful

chronological pointers. Based mainly on pottery finds, Fanning attributed

a probable date of final abandonment of the site to the second half of the

seventeenth century - probably c 1660.57 One of the artefacts found - a

fragment of a metal chaffing dish - was tentatively dated by M. Lewis to the

fifteenth / sixteenth century period, on typological grounds.58 Typology,

indeed is one of the most useful methods of dating, and is generally applied

to pottery and small artefacts. A fragment ("shoe") of a sword scabbard

(Plate 9.10), unearthed at Clougheast (#136) during a clean-up operation

has been tentatively dated to the sixteenth century.58A Unfortunately it is

subject to many of the same limitations applicable to dating by architecture -

also on stylistic grounds. Typology is of greatest use when supplemented

by other archaeological dating methods, such as a consideration (where
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possible) of the stratigraphy of the finds. Dunboy Castle in Co. Cork (a

tower house) also yielded useful archaeological evidence. Here the earliest

pottery found was early fifteenth century, and from this Gowen advanced

that the structure was probably built at that time.59 Another limit to dating

on the basis of finds is that we cannot be sure of the time of deposit of the

objects. Who is to say that the fragments of a fourteenth century jar were

not deposited at a new location sometime in the fifteenth century or later. It

is unsafe to argue a date on the basis of a few items, we can speak with

greater certainty when we have more voluminous evidence. Artifacts too,

are more indicative of times of occupandy than the chronology of the

structure; though the two may often co-incide, it need not always be the

case. How long might a castle have stood before recognisable and now

extant remains were left ? How can we be sure that our assessment of their

date (usually typologically) is accurate, and can we always be assured that

each object tightly belongs to the castle and its contemporary occupants ?

Though there are numerous problems associated with the interpretation of

archaeological finds, the exact provenance of the finds, together with a

volume of consistent material goes a long way towards supporting a

confident assertion of chronology. Archaeology remains a key tool in our

understanding of the medieval world, and a not insignificant one in terms of

chronology.

Archaeologists rely for their material on chance survival; on occasion

one might be fortunate in that conditions might be favourable for preserving

organic materials which enhance the value of the data. Most of the organic

finds, though useful in other contexts are not of much value when it comes

to chronology. Organic material is datable scientifically using "carbon 14"

dating. This, though a useful tool to the student of ancient history or

prehistory, is of little use to the medieval historian or archaeologist, as

results are too imprecise; a variation of+/- 150 or more years might not
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matter to the pre-historian but it would render medieval dates virtually

meaningless.6°

The most precise, and indeed simple method of dating is perhaps the

most useful to the archaeologist. This is the science of

dendro-chronology - or dating on the basis of tree-rings in suitable

surviving timber. The timber may come from the ground, or be an

intra-mural or structural fragment - its origin does not affect the dating

process. What is important, however, is that it be oak, as it is for oak that

the master chronologies (to which the sample must eventually be compared)

have been established. In order to be suitable for dating, a minimum

number of rings (year’s growth) must remain, and the centre of the tree is

desirable. In order for the most accurate assessment of date to be possible,

some sapwood should be present. The basis of the principle is that climatic

conditions affect the amount of annual growth, (as evidenced in the width of

the tree rings). With the aid of a computer and a microscope the width of

the tings can be measured. The greater the number of rings the more

accurate the reading. (Greater numbers of tings are statistically more likely

to produce a more accurate graph. The more accurate and extensive the

graph the greater the likelihood of obtaining an accurate and precise match.)

The graph of the annual rings thus obtained is then compared to established

"master chronologies". Once a match is found one can tell when the tree

was growing. Depending on the amount of sapwood remaining one can

tell within a few years when the tree was felled.

Perhaps the most serious limitation on the use of dendro-chronology,

lies not in the process of obtaining the date but the way in which the dated

sample is interpreted. Accurate dating of the object - is just that - a date for

the object. We are left to assess by what process it came to be in the

situation in which we find it, and the implications this has on our

assessment; herein lies the source of our error.
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A mural sample which I obtained at Fethard Castle (#126), proved

datable. An end year date of 1485, and an estimated date of felling of

1517+/- 9 years was obtained.61

castle around the year 1517 ?

Might this place the construction of the

No. Fethard Castle is more than just a

tower, it might be described as two abutting rectangles with a sub circular

tower at their confluence. The sample (see Plate 9.11) was taken from a

crumbling wall fragment and can pertain only to that part of the structure.

This provenance is indicated with an "x" in plan - Fig. 4.3. This part of the

castle need not necessarily have been constructed at the same time as say for

instance the turret. Might the fragment have been inbuilt in the wall c1517

thus giving a probable date of construction for that part of the castle ?

Again no. The specimen showed evidence of having been worked. It had

a rebate on one side, three holes, possibly for dowels, and one curved side.

This was indicative of it having been used for some other purpose for which

it was originally shaped. Based on its size and shape it was probably a

roof timber - possibly a cross-brace - (due to its curvature). In the light of

this we must modify our interpretation. We must now conclude that at

some time, after 1517 the fragment was used as walling material. This may

have been after it had served an undetermined lifespan as a roof member.

We cannot therefore but generalise and say that the sample was incorporated

at some time from the mid sixteenth century (or later). In terms of our

chronology for Fethard therefore, we can only assert that part of Fethard

Castle was constructed (or substantially modified) at some date around or

since the mid sixteenth century.

Relevant to any study of the chronology of the tower house must be

the "origin" of this architectural form. The origins of the Irish tower house

have been attributed, to a plethora of factors. Noting the similarity of many

of the fifteenth century ecclesiastical towers; i.e. Tintern, Jerpoint,

Dunbrody etc. to the tower house, it has been argued that they might have
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influenced the style of the tower house itself.62 At least one historian has

attempted to relate the tower house to the wooden towers which crowned

the motte or "motte and bailey castles" of the initial conquerors in the twelfth

century.63 Granted there is evidence that early Irish stone churches were

influenced by their wooden predecessors; but in this instance we appear to

be missing something which would link the early motte castles with the later

tower house. The moated site too has been given a place as a direct

ancestor of the tower house. Noting that the function or "purpose" of the

moated-site and tower house were "much the same"; Cairns speculated that

one might change from the earthen one to the stone structure when one’s

"wealth allowed".64 He considers this theory "difficult to prove". For

Wexford at least, the evidence indicates that this would not have been the

case. As already noted, (see Chapter 7) the moated sites and the tower

house distribution patterns are apparently mutually exclusive; and this

argues against one of the settlements evolving into the other.

Davin was amongst the first to advance the possibility of a Scottish

origin for the Irish tower house. Based on Ireland’s "association" with

Scotland - which she claimed had tower houses from the early thirteenth

century,- she argued that the idea came from there.65 Davin noted

similarities such as the vaulted ground floor, rectangular ground plan and

bawns, both were towers, though the Scottish ones tended to be larger.66

Simpson, on the other hand argues for a later (fourteenth and fifteenth

century) date for the Scottish towers.67 Arguments have been advanced

also against the Irish tower house being an import. Why are tower houses

so scarce in Ulster which had close connections with Scotland ? The tower

house was as likely to have evolved out of a need as to have been copied

from elsewhere, indeed probably more

essentially a simple concept,

uncomplicated rectangular plan;

likely. The tower house is

in its simplicity it was usually an

the advantage of height and thick walls
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(supplemented with a number of equally simple modifications, i.e.

machicolis, murder-hole, loops etc.), it was not a huge evolutionary step to

take from other structures of stone which had long been with medieval

society. Indeed it was probably the obvious solution to the needs of those

who built them, so obvious indeed, that it would not need to have been

invented or copied.

There were many stone castles in Ireland - some as early as the

twelfth century. Cairns has noted the presence of a number of round tower

houses in Tipperary, which he attributes to the influence of the cylindrical

keep at Nenagh.68 So too then surely other early castles influenced the

styles of towers throughout the country. Some would argue that the tower

house is a "scaled down" version of a Royal Castle, while others would

argue that it is an upmarket version of the hall-type castle i.e Rathumney.69

As both were extant and could be seen, why should the tower house not be

a hybrid of the two; combining the desirable features of each, - the

simplicity of design and plan of the hall, with the height and consequent

military advantage of the larger military works ? This cross-fertilisation of

styles occurs at Roscommon Castle where the curtain wall towers and the

square keep of other structure designs were combined to form a logical and

practical result. Why should it not occur in a tower house context also ?

All sorts of styles were there to be borrowed from, be it elements of the

Royal works, smaller structures, even elements of the larger works such as

the gatehouses, might have provided inspiration.7° There was no shortage

of source material and learning from experience, the most appropriate

elements were chosen and amalgamated into the tower house we see today.

The importance of the £10 subsidy - giving rise to the oft used

misnomer of "ten pound castle" in the emergence of the tower house has

been recognised. What is at issue here is whether the £10 grants gave rise

to this form of castle or merely encouraged the building of this type; thus
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aiding in the adoption of what may have already been an established

architectural form. If it were possible to prove that the tower house as a

form of castle appeared suddenly and was adopted widely within a relatively

short space of time, then the legislation of 1429 and thereafter would be the

obvious place to look for an explanation of this phenomenon. Our

chronological evidence, however, does not appear to support a sudden and

ubiquitous adoption of a new form of structure at this time. We know too

that structures of the tower house type were extant prior to the statute,

probably they were becoming increasingly popular, and this popularity was

further augmented with the incentives offered by the Government. The

grant itself, was indicative of a need for stability and security and the tower

house was the obvious solution. It is most likely that it was but an effort to

further enhance the popularity of a product which was seen to be effective.

Without a greater amount of data and knowledge of exact chronology of a

greater number of the structures it will not be possible to properly assess the

relevance of the £10 grant to the adoption of the tower house. Just how

much of an impetus did it provide ? The monetary value of the grant was

but a small percentage of the construction costs of the tower house (see

Chapter 2). We have seen too that nearly all tower houses were of

considerably greater dimensions than those required by the statutory

conditions. This would seem to indicate that the specifications were

incidental to one’s own plans for a castle; welcome though the additional

income might have been it should not be seen as much more than an

encouragement. The main encouragement, however, came from the

effectiveness of the tower house which by this time had proven itself. The

grant then served as a promotion. It should be seen as an endorsement of

an effective device which was seen to be efficient and reasonably cost

effective.

The tower house did not suddenly appear on the scene, it was not a
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thought out and mass produced design. It had been with medieval society

in some form for several centuries prior to its evolution into a castle in its

own right. One of the early forms or the tower house should be sought in

the town wall towers which punctuated the walls of the larger urban

settlements. Our tower houses have much in common with the

sub-rectangular multi-storey towers which served as pillars, flankers and

accommodation in town mural defence. The similarities are obvious

between "town tower houses" and those more commonly found outside the

towns. Westgate (#58/1) for example, - obviously a link in the Wexford

town mural defence, must be classed as a tower house - and yet it is a

gate-house to the city and an element of the town wall. The secure dating

of town walls, and the problems associated with their re-building,

compounds the efforts to securely date "town tower houses". If we can

accept that mural flanking towers of tower house like form existed -

possibly from as early as the thirteenth century, - or at least from the

fourteenth; then we do not have to look far for the origins of our towers, as

only slight modifications were required to produce the form most common

today. In evolutionary terms one might see such a process as the reduction

in size of the enclosed space (from town area to bawn enclosure), the

retention of one large tower, with the elimination of the others - or their

reduction in some cases to smaller flanking towers on the bawn walls. The

tower house with its bawn enclosure is in many ways a miniature of the

towns (town walls) which may well have been their evolutionary ancestors.

With many possibilities for their origins, which are we to chose ?

The evidence suggests that the inspiration may have come from many areas.

Numerous factors make the tower house desirable and a number of other -

probably older - structures closely resemble it. The logic of the situation,

therefore, must be that the tower house (if we can speak of it as such - for it

had so many variations) was the obvious next step under the circumstances.
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One modified extant designs to suit one’s purpose and the tower house in

its many forms was the result. We can be sure of one thing, the tower

house was not invented, it was not a huge jump in design, it was merely the

next - and obvious - step in an evolutionary process.

The tower house then was not a unique and isolated building either

stylistically or chronologically. It fitted into a chain of chronology. It is

but one step in the evolution of the species of Irish castle, which began with

the "motte and bailey castle" and ended with the "mansions" of the Gentry.

The Anglo Normans brought the castle with them to Ireland, primarily in

the form of the wood and earthen mottes. Giraldus states that castles were

not in use in Ireland prior to the invasion.71 Though he uses the terms

"castra" and "castellam" in referring to what were obviously not stone

structures; it was not long before the Anglo (or Cambro) Normans

72introduced structures which were perhaps more worthy of the name.

Fig.9.12 shows a simplified chronology of the castle in Ireland. The "first

period" (running roughly from 1180 to 1310) has been described by

H.G.Leask as "the great castle building period in Ireland".73 This period

was characterised with the building of a variety of castellated stone

structures. These may be divided into castles with and without "keeps",

both types varied in design and shape. There was clearly no unity of

design or adoption of a standard. The earliest castles would appear to have

had keeps - or "donjons"-(central towers). Trim - dating to the first or

second decade of the thirteenth century, had an overall rectangular tower

(keep) with sub-rectangular projections in

Carrickfergus too, had keeps from the outset.

the middle of each face.

The military inadequacy of

isolated square towers must soon have given rise to the supplementation of

their defence with the provision of curtain walls. Probably the curtain at

Trim was to compensate for the inadequacy of the initial design.TM Keeps

were not always isolated, some were incorporated in the perimeter walls,
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Carrickfergus and Rinduin for example. Round or polygonal keeps too,

could be found,- both incorporated, such as at Nenagh, (c1200), or

isolated, such as at Dundrum (Co. Down), or Athlone. It would appear

that both the isolated and the incorporated keep were reasonably

contemporaneous. A later variety to emerge - characterised by its towers -

may be seen at Enniscorthy, Fems, and one once stood in Wexford town.

Probably from the mid thirteenth century the "keepless castle" made

its appearance, this is characterised by its curtain wall to which emphasis

and importance had shifted. Towers are now incorporated into the curtain,

rather than remaining isolated within the enclosure. The "city castles" of

Dublin, Limerick, Kilkenny etc. were all keepless; they did have massive

towers but these in addition to affording accommodation space, now further

served to supplement and augment the defence of the now strengthened

curtain walls. Together the two (curtain wall and tower) produced a

mutually beneficial combination. All date to the early part of the thirteenth

century (Dublin 1200-40, Kilkenny probably c 1204, while repairs were in

progress at Limerick in 1212). This re-thinking of design was to be

continued and soon yet another design was to emerge. This is exemplified

at Roscommon Castle - probably built in the latter half of the thirteenth

century. Here "D" shaped towers at each of the corners of a rectangular

enclosure were used, together with twin towers forming a gate-house in one

of the walls. The evolutionary process was clearly at work within the first

century after the introduction of the castle into Ireland.

The second decade of the fouteenth century saw the Bruce invasion of

Ireland. Between one quarter and one third of the population is estimated

to have died in the "Black Death" of 1348-9. Meanwhile in England the

Crown was pre-occupied with the "hundred years war". These are some of

the reasons used to support the theory of the great "Gap" in Irish castle

building. Why should there be a gap ? Invasion, famine, disease and
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resualtant population depletion are thought to have produced a depressed

economy, and it has been argued that castle building suffered greatly, or

even ceased completely ! Leask points out that no major works were

undertaken - or at least can be assigned to the period 1320-1400.75 He is

perhaps more accurate when he states that "we hear of no building".76 This

is not to say that no building took place. It has been pointed out that the

perceived depressed effects on the construction industry were not as drastic

as we might have imagined. Caims cites evidence for the construction of

"castles in divers places" in Ulster in 1352.77 Might we assume therefore

that construction was not as dead in the fourteenth century as we had been

led to believe ? It has been contended that the tower house may indeed

have been built - though not in great numbers - as early as the fourteenth

century; though admittedly this has not been conclusively established.78

Why should there be a break in the link of building ? Even if we accept that

the process of construction underwent setbacks and lay dormant, it is

difficult to accept that this barrenness extended for as much as a century or

longer. Surely recovery did not take so long. Though the "sources" may

be relatively silent we must not assume that nothing was happening.

Possibly there was less imagination, and perhaps no new innovations in

style which we could describe as characteristic of the fourteenth century. It

may well be that construction went on; and possibly because it lacks a

distinctive style we may be mis-attributing it in the chronology. Even if

there was no Royal construction, in times of war and famine there is an

even greater need for security, both for person and property. It probably

would not have made sense to stop building. It may therefore be the case

that the "gap" is more perceived than realistic.

Cairns has tried to push the tower house back to the early fourteenth

century in an effort to fill this gap.79 His contention that some were being

built as early as this (with the majority dating to 1400-1650), though
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tempting to accept as the solution, relies heavily on the acceptance that the

term "fortalice" describes the tower houses we know today.8° Though

plausible, his argument remains inconclusive. However inconclusive his

arguments may be they are perhaps more acceptable than the contention that

most of the fourteenth century and the early part of the fifteenth were a

barren architectural wilderness. The postulated "gap" would be historically

illogical. There were still "two nations" - in their pockets of opposition, the

need for defence did not diminish, if anything it heightened. One of the

most important raisons d’etre of the castle was the provision of security;

and in a time of such a great need it is unrealistic to assume that it should be

ignored. This need had to be catered for, and most effectively in stone;

castles, though they may not have been grandoise, or innovative of design,

must have been built, we should not dismiss them because we cannot

recognise the evidence.

At some point in this period the tower house, in whatever form was

being constructed; - allbeit in limited numbers. How early this was

happening we cannot say with any degree of accuracy, but we do know that

by the early fifteenth century it had come into its own. Indeed it is the

tower house which is accredited as the architectural form of the "building

revival". Leask places this revival c1440,sl As will be observed from

Fig.9.12, it has been assigned to a range of periods by a number of authors

on the subject. Though the statute dates to 1429 many of the experts place

the "revival" quite a few years later. This is accountable in that the periods

indicated are those when tower house building appeared to have flourished.

Though most of our evidence points to earlier tower house construction

they would not have been built in great numbers quite so early. The

various interpretations of the evidence account for the discrepancies of the

periods assigned to tower house construction. Johnson would place it as

early as the late fourteenth century (and running for c 300 years),s2 On the
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other hand O’Callaghan would contend "few Wexford tower houses are

earlier than the late fifteenth century".83 Though we may accept the

generalisations that most of the tower houses would fit into this period, -

certainly those for which we have date evidence -, there are many we cannot

date; and just how many may have pre-dated this intensive building phase

we cannot say. Besides the Wexford tower houses (for which I have cited

the "date" evidence) some other towers can be reasonably securely dated

within the accepted tower house building era; i.e. Blarney (1446), or

Lemenagh tower (c1480). Though tower houses were the chief castle form

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries they were not the exclusive castle

type of the age. Larger castles such as Cahir and Askeaton were both

fifteenth century erections.

The tower house continued

seventeenth century.

would soon die out.

to serve a useful purpose into the

By that time it was losing some of its attractions and

The effective use of cannon by the Cromwellians

proved that despite their relatively great strength, no stone edifice could

withstand persistent pounding. In view of this one was likely to opt for the

more spacious - if less defensible, alternatives. Evidently some

castle-dwellers were succumbing to the temptation of these more

conffortable living environments prior to the time the towers were beginning

to prove ineffective; at least in the more settled or "peaceful" areas. This

was manifest at Lemenagh Co. Clare and at Loughmore - both structures

being attached to fifteenth century towers. At Carrick on Suir Co.

Tipperary a "castle", more properly described as a Jacobean manor house

was added to the extant towers of c 1445 some time in the late sixteenth

century. The later building was domestic and unfortified in nature, though

typical of contemporary developments in architecture. In Wexford this

evolutionary trend may be observed at Rathshillane (#133), - Plate 9.13.

Here a transitional tower house may be observed. Still rectangular in plan,
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and retaining a batter, it is unusually long (13x7.6m, giving it a ground plan

of approximately twice the usual norm) for a tower house. It is however,

only three as opposed to five or so storeys in height. Its wall thickness of

1.1m was one of the thinnest noted and it apparently had no foundation.

Though it does have cut quoinstones, a machicolis and bartizans it lacks a

vault or a stone stair. Chimneys and a garderobe were found, and it

possessed stepped battlement crenellations. The absence of vault and

murder-hole and the inclusion of relatively large single, double and triple

"Tudor style" windows shows that defence, was not the priority. The

bartizan, machicolis and numerous gun-ports evidenced some provision for

defence. Such a castle is clearly a link between the tower house "proper"

and the larger mansion type houses which were to succeed it.

This evolutionary trend was to be observed too in other types of

tower houses, - the "Coolhull" type for example had favoured the use of the

more spacious hall for some time.

would not be required. One

As the tower part became ineffective it

resided in the comfort and relative

spaciousness of the hall and as military developments (cannons) had now

rendered both tower and hall equally ineffectual defenses, one might as well

dwell in relatively insecure comfort as insecure discomfort. (This move

away from the defensive and concentration on structural strenght was to be

manifest too in the "Plantation Castles" of the early seventeenth century.

These were relatively flimsy constructions as evidenced by the paucity of

their remains today).

Perhaps one step back in the evolutionary chain we might find

Strokestown (#35), here, thin walls, absence of vault and inclusion of

"Tudor style" windows are noted. Of "usual" ground plan dimensions and

four storeys in height it may be an evolutionary ancestor of Rathshillane.

Once the towers lost their attraction as final refuges - no match for the

big guns - they became an un-necessary expense and the "castle" was to
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become more residential than defensible. Walls became thinner, rooms

more spacious, vaults disappeared, windows were larger, rooms brighter;

token defensive features, such as battlements - much reduced in strength -

or gun-loops, might be retained; perhaps as much for appearance or out of

tradition than for any intent to use them. These new "castles" were

characterised more by symmetry than by strength. One might more

appropriately call them mansion houses than castles; but of course they

remained "castles" though now more a title than a reality.

In the post 1641 rebellion period the tower house as a new

construction was unusual, Derrynahivenny, erected in 1643 is one of the

last known Irish tower houses to be built.84 They no longer assured

security, and one’s status could now be maintained in more agreeable

surroundings in the new style Irish "castles".

In the overall development of building styles in Ireland which began

at the onset of the Anglo Norman invasion and continued into the

seventeenth century it is very much a matter of personal opinion as to where

one places the markers which denote the chronology of the "Irish Castle".

For some the motte and bailey might be included, others, - probably the

majority; would begin with the early castles of stone, i.e.Trim. Towards

the end of the period some would include castles such as Ormonde Castle

(Carrick on Suir), others would stop prior to this point. The purist might

perhaps finish the castle period in Ireland in the fourteenth century and

exclude even the tower house, but that in my opinion would be unrealistic.

It is I believe, valid to include the tower house as a castle, thus recognising

an evolutionary process of castle architecture running from the end of the

twelfth up to the early sixteenth century. A castle should not be a strictly

definable object, there are many categories of castle, and the tower house is

one of these. Though certainly not in the same league as military

fortifications such as Trim, Ferns or Kilkenny it is nonetheless a related
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structure; a sub species of the overall genus of "castle". Having, as it

does, much in common with earlier castles, it is but an evolved form of

castle and an important link in the evolutionary chain. Even within the

species "tower house" there are a number of different classes of this

structure. There are different "breeds", varying not alone in size but in

overall design - usually manifest in ground plan layout, - i.e. the "Coolhull

type", - though all share common functions, features and chronology.

Assigning an accurate chronology to the tower house species is

extremely problematic, there are numerous pitfalls to be encountered.

Documentary evidence is, on the whole, too scarce, its incidental references

often raise more questions than they answer. We are forced to interpret the

documents in ways they were not intended to yield information. At best we

can obtain fleeting glimpses of named structures for short moments in time.

Often we cannot even be sure that the structure being referred to is the one

we think it might be, it may well be one that stood there prior to the one we

observe. We are therefore forced to make assumptions, which may or may

not be justified. A castle at a particular site may have been demolished and

another rebuilt, between our documentary glimpses, - we would be none the

wiser, and a conclusion that the structure now there stood at the time of one

reference would be erroneous, - though not apparent to us. This paucity of

fact, together with huge gaps in the narrative, leaves open a variety of

interpretations. We can be more sure of our facts only if the documents

contain sufficient detail to match it with other evidence, i.e. architectural,

the two together enabling a more secure conclusion to be made. Even if we

can be sure that the mentioned castle is the one which remains, we may

know only that it stood in year "x" - how much earlier it was built, - a

decade, or a century is often not ascertainable. In general the later

documentary sources, tend both to be more plentiful and more detailed;

these together with surviving architectural evidence, combine in some cases
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to offer reasonably acceptable chronological guidelines for our structures.

In many cases, however, only speculation and assumptions can fill the

voids left by the facts. For Wexford, only about one in five towers could

even be tentatively assigned a date using the documentary evidence alone,

with a small proportion of them being "securely" datable. The documents

would seem to indicate that by the early 1400’s at least, tower houses were

being built; though possibly of earlier chronology, we do not have evidence

for this. As time progresses we encounter a greater number of references

to tower houses, with them being abundantly attested in the sixteenth

century. The development of the tower house in the interim is not much

illuminated by the documents.

Dating by architectural style, or the possession or absence of

particular features can offer only vague general chronological periods.

Architectural styles generally remain in vogue for long periods and tried and

trusted features tend to be repeated. Using architectural indicators we

would often do well to assign a structure (tentatively) to a particular century.

This methodology too, imprecise as it may be, is not without its flaws. In

assessing

variations

architectural styles we

and conditions which

must take into consideration local

may impinge on our chronological

assumptions. Care must also be taken to ensure that where features are

being used as a basis for a date / chronology assessment, that they are

contemporary with the structure itself and not later insertions or

modifications, or indeed a copy of an older style in a relatively late erection.

Architectural chronological indicators are best assessed in groups,

assigning a date on the basis of one feature alone is dangerous. There is

greater certainty of assumption in numbers, i.e. the more features which

hint at a period the safer our accepting their suggested date will be. The

best we can claim for architectural dating is that groups of features, when

taken together, can at best, point to a rough period of construction, i.e.
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Sigginshaggard,- late fifteenth to early sixteenth century. In some cases

features may be universal and "dateless", and of little or no use in assigning

even a rough date. It is a field in which exactitude is conspicuous by its

absence. Based on limited architectural knowledge, and by accepting long

held assumptions, we would date the majority of the Wexford tower houses

to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; though a change in assumption

would necessarily entail a re-assessment of chronology. In short our dates

are only as reliable as our assumptions. Evidently built in the fifteenth

century, - with some perhaps as early as the fourteenth - though it was in

the fifteenth century that the tower house "took off" as a popular

architectural form and continued into the sixteenth, when it was to decline

somewhat in popularity as it entered the seventeenth.

The problems which apply in assigning a chronology on the basis of

architecture apply equally to the field of archaeology. In addition,

archaeologists have been afforded little opportunity to contribute to the

chronology of the tower house. Though under-utilised, archaeology

remains one of the most potentially yielding areas of chronological

information. Even with the most specific dating methods available, i.e.

dendrochronology, we are left to interpret how each specimen came to be

where we find it, and on such assumptions rest the accuracy of our

conclusions.

Of all the theories advanced for the origins of the Irish tower house,

that of evolution from earlier Irish castles seems to be the most tenable.

Though promoted by the fifteenth century government subsidy, it was by

then an established architectural form. There was no shortage of extant

structures from which the tower house was but a short step, - a few minor

design modifications were all that was required. Whether its ancestor was

the earlier military castle, the town wall tower, or both, it seems logical that

it should develop from the structures around it and the evidence does not
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hint otherwise. The tower house is a link in the evolutionary chain of

castles, which began with the Anglo-Norman invasion and ended with the

mansion house "castles" of the seventeenth century.

From the time of its introduction into Ireland the castle began

evolving, there were a variety of styles to suit individual tastes and local

needs. Though at times construction may have been interrupted - or suffer

setbacks because of social or economic factors, it was one evolutionary

chain on which the various factors impinged. The "gap" in construction of

the fourteenth century was neither as wide nor as total as some would

advocate; out of it was to emerge the tower house - a castle form which was

to grow in popularity. It was to be the dominant castle form of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries until it was superceded by less defensive works in

the seventeenth. By this time the era of the true castle in Ireland might be

said to be over. The end of the tower house was bound to come about, - it

was manifest even within the evolution of the tower house itself. As we

have observed, within the tower house group, some, such as Strokestown

and Rathshillane were "stills" in the metamorphasis which would see the

tower house replaced by the mansion house; again indicative that whatever

its speed, the evolutionary process was continually at work.

Our efforts to understand more completely the nature and pace of this

evolution are frustrated by the lack of specifics and the paucity of data. We

are teased with fleeting and insufficient glimpses and allusions: we are

therefore overly reliant on speculative interpretation.
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10

Destruction

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the factors which contributed

to or effected destruction of the castles. I shall examine the role of cannon

and view the deliberate attempts at destruction made in medieval times - both

in the process of assault on the castles, and afterwards in an effort to deny

their use to others. I shall examine too the destructive forces which have

come into play since the medieval era. Amongst these are neglect, the

elements, time and the deliberate actions of "modern" man. I shall

wherever possible attempt to analyse statistically the data in an effort to

quantify destruction as it affected these structures. I shall throughout try to

throw light on what form the destruction took, when it was effected and for

what purpose.

When we speak of the destruction of castles we are likely to

conjure up pictures of cannon bombarding the stone structures which

crumbled before them, being no match for the might of the big guns. The

true picture of castle and tower house destruction over the centuries is

however quite different and the place of cannon in the picture as a whole is

somewhat more minor than we might imagine.

Castle destruction may be divided into two categories. Initially there

was what we might term "Contemporary Destruction" or destruction which

occurred roughly during the occupation period of the structures. The other

category we may term "Modem Destruction". Into this latter category fits

various destructive elements which occurred in the period during which the
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castles were no longer lived in. This latter period would run roughly from

the Cromwellian period up until the present day.

Let us look first of all at "Contemporary Destruction". This form of

destruction occurring as it did when the castle was a useful form of defence

was a deliberate act. It was effected so as to inflict a blow against one’s

enemies. We may divide this first category of destruction into two

sections. Section one covering destruction caused during the process of

attacking one’s enemies, and section two, also effected against one’s

oponents but not during a direct confrontation. Into the former section fits

destruction by both cannon and siege engine and the latter category covers

destruction by slighting, burning or other forms of "strategic destruction".

The use of cannon against castellated structures could be extremely

effective. A description of its effective use may be found in the Ormond

MSS where our informant commented as follows on the effectiveness of

ordnance; "a cannon cleaves and rents the walls at first, and leaves them

so shaken as a few shots after from the culverin breaks down all that the

cannons had shaken ..... ,, 1 A description of the use of cannon is found in

"A diary of the Siege of Athlone, 1691" 2 "We had finished 2 batteries

one of 6 twenty four pounders, and the other of 8 eighteen pounders, and

immediately after we began to batter the castle ..... our guns continued to

play incessantly from our two batteries on the enemies works, and with

very good success .... About four this morning our own battery was

finished and 6 twenty four pounders planted thereon, which began to play

about six (o clock) on the enemy’s breastwork ...... and levelled it with the

ground." 3

Cromwell made extensive use of cannon, indeed it was he who first

made use of this weapon on any extensive scale. Previous to Cromwell the

use of cannon was rare and where employed the guns were relatively small
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and thus made less of an impact on the masonry against which they were

brought. The Cromwellian effective use of artillery was due to the use of

heavier guns and on a more extensive scale

Ireland. His stock of ordnance at Drogheda in

than previously seen in

1649 included "4 whole

cannon and 5 demi-cannon". 4 More was arriving and his stock soon

included 2 cannon with 8" bore (internal diameter) and 2 of 7" bore, - these

fired shot weighing 48 and 42 pounds respectively.5 With 11 siege guns

and 12 field pieces he was able to mount strong batteries and destroy any

obstacle in his way.

Having as he did such a powerful arsenal he was able to dispense

with lengthy sieges and force a quick surrender. His powerful position

was largely due to his ability to convey these valuable pieces of ordnance by

water, and observers of the day attributed his success to his determination,

the ordnance certainly catered to his impatience; ensuring the speedy

reduction of both town and castle walls. Ireton in 1650-51 bombarded

Limerick into surrender - yet another exercise in the use of cannon by a

Parliamentary force. 6 Significantly both of these towns were convenient to

the water transport of ordnance. We know then that Cromwell possessed

the means to level - or at least shake violently into submissiom - any castle

or town; but how extensive was this destruction ? It is difficult to view the

true picture amid the folklore of the destruction caused by this man.

De Rochefort writing c 1660 records that " on the way we saw

several of these small castles, all ruined in the last wars." 7 From this we

might gather that even the tower houses crumbled under Cromwell’s iron

blows. Certainly the tower houses would not have merited such large

batteries of ordnance as we saw at Drogheda or Limerick but one large

cannon could have sufficed to batter a typical tower house to ruin. We

must bear in mind too that the destruction wreaked by the Cromwellian
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forces on the lesser castles need not be - indeed in all likelihood was not -

the direct result of bombardment. The mere threat of bombardment might

induce a surrender and the "slighting" of the castle would then result.

Neither should we attribute all the destruction effected by this time to

the parliamentary forces. Spenser - speaking in the reign of Elizabeth I -

noticed numerous castles of which he said "The English .... fortified with

sundry castles of which the ruins only do now remain." 8 Gernon too

noted much ruin in the Cromwellian period. "In every village is a castle

and a church, but bothe in ruyne." 9

Though it was Cromwell who first realised the full potential of

cannon he was not the first to bring it to bear against the castles of Ireland.

In 1488 the demolition of Balrath castle Co. Westmeath by the Earl of

Kildare is perhaps one of the earliest effective uses of ordnance against an

Irish castle. "He demolished Balrath Castle ...after having brought

ordnance to it." 10 In 1555 "Calvagh O’Donnell brought back with him

from Scotland a gun called Gonna cam by which Newcastle in Inishowen,

and the castle of Eanach were demolished." 11 In 1602 Mountjoy

effectively turned cannon on Dunboy castle Co. Cork. 12 These incidents,

however were the exception in the pre-Cromwellian period.

One might ask why ordnance was not more commonly used against

fortified structures as it is clear from the above accounts that it could be both

available and effective. Munition was scarce and costly and thus the

potential gains involved needed to be great - i.e. cost effective, its use was

confined to major prizes. Not all guns

uncommon for them to explode or burst on

were efficient and it was not

firing - inflicting more damage

on the attackers than on those they sought to attack. This was most likely

to occur in cases where the guns had been locally produced at the forge, and

frequently not from suitable materials. A letter of 1642 describes the
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testing of one such "home made" gun by Lord Broghill in Waterford. ’7

tried one of the ordnance made at the forge, and it held with a two pound

charge, so that I will plant it upon the terras over the river" 12A Such was

the reputation of those locally made guns that they were suspect, required

testing, and were unlikely to be suitable for anything but low charges.

The powder charge too had to be kept dry - not always possible in a

climate such as ours; and so the users of artillery could not always rely upon

their guns to perform when required. Unfamiliarity with the use of

explosives or carelessness in their handling could and did result in

explosions and subsequent loss of life, this may have led to a reluctance to

use cannon. Experts too were hard to come by. Good gunners were

difficult to get and they were always the prime target for the opposition who

concentrated their small arms fire against them.

By far the most important factor inhibiting the widespread use of

cannon against the Irish castle in the medieval period was the nature of the

Irish terrain. The Irish landscape was largely impassable over land.

Effective ordnance was extremely heavy and did not lend itself to transport

without great difficulty. Heavy cannon could easily be lost in the bogs or

tangled in the thick Irish forests and woods. Neither did unbridged rivers

or bad roads lend themselves to the transport of these weapons of war. In

1642 it took 25 yoke of oxen to draw a 6,890 lb "battering piece" over

bog. x4 It is clear that transport even when it was possible was slow; and

while one was engaged in moving ordnance one was an excellent target for

ambush. It is true to say therefore that one of the best defences for the Irish

castle or tower - or at least those inland - was the poor system of

communication which existed at the time. It was this fact which led to the

local manufacture of cannon; which as we have already seen was of limited

effectiveness if not more of a threat to its users. So, though effective
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cannon existed, it was of limited use in that it could not be brought to the

majority of castles and tower houses without a great deal of difficulty and

effort. It was thus employed only where the prize was great.

Given that a large number of targets existed and that cannon was not

always viable, another mode of attack and method of destruction might be

employed. This took the form of siege engines (see Chapter 6 - "Atack

and Defence") but most importantly the sow. These could be employed

where cannon was not practical. They were certainly more commonly

employed than cannon. In Februrary 1642 the Irish at the siege of Tralee

had only one piece of ordnance but four sows. 15 These were a wooden

device and from the descriptions which survive we can piece together a

picture of them. In essence they were a moveable wooden hut with

particular features. They either had no floor or a floor with openings in it

so that its occupants could drive it up against the castle wall from within.

They were often sizeable and thus necessitated wheels to move them. A

good description is given of their use in the siege of Ballyally Co.Clare

(1641-2). "The besieging force having no artillery made 2 sows and a

leather gun .... the great sow was 35 foote long and 9 foote broade .... upon

4 wheeles mad of whole timbar, bound aboutt with hoopes of iron, there

axell trees." 16 It was important that the structure be as strong as possible

as it could come under attack, we note that "The ruffe of the sow was bult

lick the ruffe of a howse, with very sharp ridge ..... she was dubell

plancked with manie thik oken planckes .... very thick with 5 stroke

nailes." 17 Additional protection was afforded by coveting the structure

over with layers of hide "soe that noe musket bullet or steele arow could

pearse it, of which triell was often made." 18

One of the reasons the sow was so popular and commonly employed

is indicated above when it is revealed that the besiegers "madE" 2 sows.
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They could be constructed when and where required - given that the main

materials of wood, hides etc. were relatively easy to obtain. It is recorded

that in 1595 the Governor besieging O’Donnell’s force ordered the

construction of "engines" "for demolishing the castle... This they

constructed of the crann chaingel (monastic wooden nave - chancel

partition) and of the bed chambers of the Culdees (monks) ....... and

other implements which they found befitting for the purpose in the

monastery " 19 In essence the sow was a mobile cover device and the

destructive element came from those who manned it. At Tralee in 1642 the

capacity of the sow was 10 - 12 men. 20 The Sligo account speaks of

filling the sow with "heroes, warriors and artisans..." 21 Levers could be

used to manouvre the sow close against a castle wall - sometimes at night

when the cover of darkness would lessen the likelihood of their coming

under fire - or at least render them a less visible target. On reaching the

castle wall, doors in one wall of the sow were opened and its occupants

began work on the walls. Amongst the tools found in a sow after a sally

by the castle occupants on the engine at Ballyally in 1641 were "1 great

fowling peece, 1 houlbard, one sword, 4 skeanes, 4 pikes, 3 halfe pickes, 2

gread iron sledges, 2 great iron bares, 2 pickaxes, 4 spades, 5 shovels, 1

great hamer, one boriar, ...... ,, 22 The object of the exercise therefore was

to quarry away at the masonry in an effort to undermine wall support; and

either breech the wall or bring the castle down. This could be a lengthy

process and during the operation the sow would be under continuous attack.

The sow could have ropes attached and could thus be speedily withdrawn

by the attacking force if it were in serious danger. Those in the sow could

be relieved and its occupants could change shifts by means of a smaller sow

used to ferry men back and forth to the main sow against the castle wall,

this was the case at Clare in 1641.23
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The sow while operating against its target was a sitting duck, and

those who occupied it were in constant and real danger of their lives.

Missiles discharged from the battlements were a major threat to the sow.

The 1595 A.F.M. account records that the defenders at the castle

battlements "cast clown massy flags (stones) and ponderous rough rocks,

which broke and shattered to pieces everything on which they fell ... " 24

Small arms fire was also usefully brought to bear against sows. At Sligo

guns were fired from the windows; while in 1642 at Tralee the besieged

castle occupants "fired through the grating (of the castle gate) and riddled

the sow whereupon it was drawn away by ropes." 25 There too, those

retreating from the sow came under fire from the castle. Having forced the

attackers from their sow it was usual to "sally out" and destroy the engine,

and there are numerous recorded incidents of the burning of sows. Using

"lighted faggots" dropped or thrown from the battlements efforts were often

made - frequently with success - to burn the sow while it was still occupied.

The nature of the besiegers / attackers work too endangered them; as

is evidenced in the Tralee account. 26 "One Peter Cambridge, a cooper,

worked with an iron crowbar until he dislodged an intire pinnacle of the

castle, which falling on the sow crushed it, with the assailants therein to

pieces." The danger of bringing down masonry on themselves, together

with the ever present threat of pounding from above and the small fire from

within meant that the sow was a very dangerous place indeed. Though

they had the potential to be effectively destructive against a castle, they

were a dangerous method to employ; and the fact that they remained in use

to such a late period is indicative of the difficulty of transporting suitable

ordnance to these sites.

Also indicative of this transport problem is the use of "mock"

artillery. If the castle occupants thought the besieging force were in
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possession of ordnance they were more likely to be persuaded to surrender.

This takes us to the second section of contemporary destruction - that

carded out subsequent to attacks on the castle. Here we encounter two

terms demolition and slighting. The latter was more frequent. It was

the process by which a castle or tower was made untenable - unsuitable for

military use. This invariably involved a degree of destruction but not the

demolition of the structure. A castle could be made unfit for defensive

occupation simply by burning the roof and floors and leaving the stone shell

standing. The object of the exercise was to deny its use as a fortification to

one’s enemies. There was perhaps too a symbolic element to the slighting.

This practice existed certainly from the earliest times, and it is recorded by

Giraldus that Ruaidri burnt the castles between Dublin and the Shannon -

despite having found them deserted. 27

in the wrong hands posed a threat.

Being places of strength, any castle

Therefore if one did not intend to

occupy it oneself it made sense to put it out of action. This was the

thinking behind O’Donnell’s "demolition" of the castle at Sligo in 1595

" ....lest the English should inhabit it." 28 Slighting was a common

practice. In 1571 Nicholas White wrote in a letter to Lord Burghley "... I

retorned from the burning of a Castell called the Shian belonging to a

Geraldine." 29 Slighting was carried on by both sides in most conflicts and

Sir Henry Wallop observed that the "Irish" had engaged in this practise,

noting "the ruins of many castles ........ which had been almost razed to the

ground by the Irishry..." 30 In addition to burning, the slighting of castles

might involve the throwing down of parapets or other destruction at

battlement level. Depending on the circumstances other damage might be

inflicted on the stonework at strategic points.

The demolition of a castle was unusual and where it did occur it was

usually a slow and deliberate process - the intention being to re-use the
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materials; and as such it is probably more correct to view it as a quarrying

exercise. In the act of totally demolishing a castle the emphasis was on the

salvaging of materials for re-use or sale and therefore it was rare to use

gunpowder. This of course was coupled with the fact that it was expensive

and that cannon was limited in availability. The quarrying of castles was

carried on in medieval times and it has continued into the present day.

This takes us to the second category of destruction - that which we

may term "modern". This category covers any form of destruction which

has occurred since the occupancy period of the castles i.e. since the late

seventeenth century. I have divided this into three sub-categories or

sections. Primarily there is deliberate destruction - for which man is

directly responsible - destruction carried out with deliberate intent.

Secondly there is destruction due to neglect; this is resultant from both

human and natural causes. Thirdly, though closely related to the second

category is destruction as a result of the passage of time and the natural

elements.

The potential destructive power of cannon meant that a castle could no

longer offer the same level of security it once did. Whether or not one’s

own castle would come under battery was not the issue: it had been proven

that if one’s enemies were determined enough they could penetrate castle

defences and inflict major damage in the process. In other words the castle

had lost a primary raison d’etre. Coupled with this was the relative

stability which resulted in the wake of the Cromwellian wars; - this reduced

the need for military defensive structures. One still required a suitable

residence befitting one’s station and providing an element of security, but

the move was now to larger, more comfortable structures with less

emphasis on defensive features. This step in the evolutionary chain meant

a move to a larger, brighter residence - one more horizontal than vertical.

In many cases this meant expanding one’s old castle residence - such as at
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Lemenagh Co. Clare - or building one’s new "castle" next to one’s old one.

Such was the case at Ormond castle (Carrick on Suir). This move to the

relatively undefended castle residence began prior to the Cromwellian period

but Cromwell certainly accelerated the process. One now had a choice

between a big castle with large windows, thinner walls, less stairs to climb,

(relatively more spacious and pleasant) or the less roomy structures with

their loops, thick walls and cramped dark interiors. Not surprisingly more

and more of the old castles and towers lost their occupants to their

successors. Given that many were no longer occupied they were bound to

suffer neglect.

Neglect was not confined to the un-occupied castles, maintenance

and upkeep of a castle required money and regular attention. One had to

have sufficient income to permit the costs of maintenance to be met. There

were numerous demands on one’s capital, and repair and preventive work

was not always a priority. This was especially the case where the

occupants of the castle were not the actual owners. If one had a tenant in

one’s castle - especially if he was running a manor or estate, it was his

prime concern to make money - he would therefore aim to keep expenditure

to a minimum. Though leasing conditions frequently stipulated

maintenance, this could be kept to a minimum - if not altogether ignored - in

the effort to maximise profits or indeed fill one’s own coffers. Those not

occupied by the owners, therefore were the prime candidates for neglect.

Some which were occupied might also suffer, as a result of neglect, perhaps

due to lack of resources or motivation to maintain them. It is true to say

therefore that if you owned the castle you were more likely to take care of it

and if you did not it was more likely to suffer.

Constant maintenance is required to combat the long term destructive

properties of time and the elements. Strong as the towers were, the effects

of "time" over the centuries was bound to see them gradually crumble.
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Though the Plantation castles of the early seventeenth century were built at

the end of the tower house period they have left hardly a trace in terms of

architectural remains for us today. Certainly they were strong stone

edifices and that the tower houses which pre-dated them by several centuries

have on the whole a much better survival rate is a testament to the strength

of our subject structures.

Few towers were built on bedrock, and rarely were foundations deep,

often no more than large rocks or small boulders such as at Taylorstown

(#69),- see Chapter 4. Subsidence was therefore likely to occur and we see

the results today in the split vaults and the fissures running through the

walls often splitting them in two, this is to be observed at a number of sites,

one example is shown in Plate 10.1.

Damp proofing was unknown and this of course meant that moisture

could penetrate the wails. Once moisture had infiltrated the structure any

stonework or joints would fall victim to freeze-thaw action, further

weakening the building. The most important tower house feature in terms

of life expectancy was the roof. So long as that remained impervious the

structure was relatively safe from the elements. Once the roof was

damaged however, the rest of the structure was under serious threat.

Thatch and shingles have limited lifespans and in the case of slate and tiles

the wooden framework and the means of attachment too have finite lives.

Gutters become blocked and woodwork rots. Once water had found its

way into the interior then the process of decay would be accelerated. A

travellers account of 1684 describes how at Tintern (#94A) the roof was

leaking despite the use of the structure as a dwelling; " rain was coming

into our room, which was full of vessels placed to catch the drops..." 31

This shows that even in occupied structures penetrating water was a

problem.
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The elements take their toll too in inflicting swift blows on our

structures. Lightning strikes have been known to inflict heavy blows on

castles. Westropp, writing in 1898 noted that in that year "Lightning

passed down the chimney of Moyree castle, burst assunder the massive

blocks of an arched fireplace, flinging masses of masonry about the second

floor. It then passed through the bottom vault, killing several pigs in the

lower room." 32 Storms too have taken their toll; pounding rain and strong

winds have been enough to finish off structures on which the elements had

been working over the centuries.

Another slow but sure destroyer affecting a huge proportion of castles

is ivy. Though many consider this to be attractive or picturesque, few

realize that it is extremely damaging and is slowly strangling the structures.

Penetrating the stonework at the joints - its roots forcing themselves in -

and as it grows it prises them apart, and if left to its own devices invariably

causes serious structural damage. This is sufficient in many cases to render

the structure dangerous or in some cases bring it tumbling to the ground.

Many towers are so plagued with ivy that their features are barely

recognisable; with the towers becoming little more than glorified supports

for blankets of ivy,- see Plate 10.2. Though it is next to impossible to

reverse this process - without major and expensive restoration work - it is at

least possible to halt it by killing the ivy.32A

Modern destruction can be deliberate also. The quarrying of

castles, as a practice has existed almost as long as stone castles themselves.

Indeed in Wexford in the second decade of the seventeenth century old

Castle Morris (#14) was pulled down to build castle Annesley (#15) - a

Plantation castle. 33 Granted that this is understandable to an extent: in that

a derelict castle with its raw materials was a major temptation, given the

high cost of materials and especially of transport. (See Chapter 2.) As an
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indicator of the value of raw materials and their potential for re-use we

might note that Montgomery castle (Powys) was dismantled in 1649 (June

- October). It is clear that it was a careful operation and the categories of

artisans employed in the project illustrates the motive behind the operation.

The intent was to salvage as much as possible. Masons, carpenters, tilers,

glaziers, and labourers were all employed. Also there was a man emloyed

for "watching the materialls" 34 Costs are provided for labour and tools

for the operation, a total of £675-18s-02d was spent on the project. It is

clear from this that the raw materials were of great value. It has been

postulated that one reason for the high survival rate of castles in the west of

Ireland is the poor soil. The argument being that because few were

attracted there, there was less building and there was therefore less chance

of spoilation and quarrying of the older structures.35 It may be too that

ecclesiastical structures have been less prone to spoilation due to reverence

or superstition, but this is difficult to prove, certainly it was unlikely to be a

protective factor for the castles.

Many of Wexford’s castles have fallen prey to quarrying. Clohamon

(#4) was undermined by quarrying in the last century. 36 Courthoyle (#41)

was quarried for wall materials in the 1960’s. 37 Boley (#67) too was

demolished in the 1960’s and its materials were used in road construction.

(For a more comlpete picture see Appendix VI.)

The extent of the destruction becomes even more apparent when one

goes to survey the remains, it is clear too that it is a continuous process.

Some are removed as they stand in the way of "progress". On reaching

what was supposed to be Ryland castle (#3) all that was to be seen where

the castle had stood 10 years before was an engineering works. Another

castle goes the way of the bulldozer. Priesthaggard (#59) was yet another

example, there I had expected at least one level to remain, but was told by
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its owner that he had levelled it in

Destruction is clearly an ongoing process.

We can

destruction.

1978 as it was "only an eyesore".

apply statistics to our subject in an effort to monitor

I have attempted to analyse destruction statistically in a

number of ways; in so far as the data is available and amenable to statistical

analysis. In the first instance I examined the status of 83 individual castles

in the county. These 83 were those categorised in the Civil Survey with

which it was possible to match castles surveyed by the Ordnance Survey

nearly two centuries later. Thus it was possible to montior the recorded

status of each one at four points in time.

What we have initially is a set of 83 castles which stood in Co.

Wexford in or about 1650 - whether they stood as "castle" or "ruin". If we

look again at these same 83 c190 years later we note that 22 had not

changed their recorded status / condition. That is to say that 15 were

termed "castle" and 7 were termed "ruin" in both surveys. Two ruins had

been advanced to the status of castles. Destruction however, was the norm

as one might expect. In 21 cases (25.3%) castles recorded by the C.S. in

1650 had by 1840 become ruinous. More serious though are those which

disappeared - i.e. were recorded as "sites" or not at all in the O.S. - having

earlier been recorded as extant. There are 38 castles (45.78%) which fit

into this category; 12 deteriorated from the status of "castle" to that of "site"

and 15 from "castle" to nothing, i.e. were not recorded in any way. Of

those originally described as "ruin" one was downgraded to the status of

"site" and nine disappeared,- see Table 10.3a.

If we monitor our sample in terms of percentage - taking the 83 as

100% we observe that by 1980 only 31.33% of our sample were still

standing: i.e. that nearly seven in ten had gone. We can plot a rough

destruction curve for this data. From this it is possible to gain some idea of

the rate at which stone castles were being removed from the landscape. It
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is useful in providing approximate numbers at intervals between the known

destruction points. (See Fig. 10.3.)

What is alarming, however, from this exercise is that the curve

shows an accelerating destruction rate.

examine destruction statistics overall.

This will also be apparent when we

If we project the curve until it cuts

the time line at zero (the theoretical point at which there are no castles left)

we find that it cuts it in the mid twenty first century. We may say therefore

that at least for this sample if destruction were to proceed at its current rate

-all things being equal - we should expect the extinction of the castle in the

county c 2030-40. Granted those in State care -which accounts for

pityfully few - would be expected to survive.

The overall - and most accurate - picture of castle destruction in Co.

Wexford is arrived at by examining the recording of each site and castle at

the various points in time. For this there are several important sources.

The Ordnance Survey 38 the Civil Survey 39 and the "Down" Survey 40. In

the 53 six inch sheets for the county - compiled c1840 - a "castle" can be

recorded in one of four ways. It may be described as "castle", "ruin",

"site", or not at all. There is a further category which I have called

N.M.A. (not marked in antiquarian script).41 Those described as "castle"

refer to structures in reasonable or good condition, approximating to a

habitable standard. The term "ruin" refers to those in poor condition and

certainly not fit for habitation. As the letter books produced by the

surveyors reveal (see O’Donovan 1840) the term "site" was used where it

was known to the surveyors that a castle once stood, but where nothing

which could be considered a structure stood as the time of the survey.

Frequently they plotted the "sites" using the D.S. maps.

In Appendix III ("Data 1 (S)") I have recorded the condition of every

castle as it was described in each survey. (The notation I have used for the
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O.S. is C = castle, R = ruin, S = site and where a "-" is used it means that

the castle was not plotted by the survryors - even as a site. It must

therefore be presumed not to have existed or to have been overlooked at the

time.) The condition for all three O.S. dates are provided together with the

C.S. status (where known) (see explanatory note with the table). Between

1840 and 1920 a relatively high degree of comparison and analysis is

possible. Analysis involving the 1980 edition is somewhat more limited in

that the "condition" of the castle is not recorded due to the small scale - each

is merely recorded as extant or it does not feature, there were also some

omissions from this source,- see Fig. 10.4.

In order to make this information more intelligible I have adapted it to

a flow diagram, from which the calculations on destruction have been

made,- Fig. 10.4. If we take first of all the 1840 O.S. findings we note the

following. There were 139 structures standing or recorded in some form

(this includes one each recorded as a "tower’, a "fort" and an "abbey"

(T.F.A.)). This figure includes six which were missed by the surveyors.

These were recorded in the 1920 twenty five inch edition and of course

had to have existed when the first edition was plotted.

If we examine the breakdowns we will note that 93 structures stood;

34 as "castles", 50 as "ruins" (three in the T.F.A. category) plus the six

which were missed. A total of 46 "sites" were also recorded. In the 1920

edition; 85 structures stood - 23 as "castles" and 58 as "ruins" with four in

the T.F.A. category. There were 56 sites recorded in this survey.

The time between the two surveys saw 13 castles deteriorate to the

status of "ruin"; three had vanished, merely to be recorded as "site", four

"ruins" had become sites - i.e. had been demolished or had fallen. One

"site" vanished completely. Four "ruins" had surprisingly been advanced

to the status of "castle" - perhaps reflecting restoration work of some kind -

though it may represent a change in the standard of recording. There were
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two "sites" upgraded to the status of "ruin" and four new sites were plotted.

As has already been mentioned the 1980 half inch edition records

only scant detail and we can therefore only expect castles and ruins to be

recorded. Between the 1920’s and the 1980’s - though apparently 25

structures were lost, in reality only ten were, (as a number of castles were

omitted in the half inch edition,- i.e. they stood in reality though they were

not so recorded).

If we look back to the surveys made in the seventeenth century we

can observe structures which did not survive to the time of the O.S..

Using these it is possible to increase the number of castles standing at this

time (mid 17C) to 210. This must be regarded as a minimum figure. The

absence of the C.S. for the barony of Forth is a serious loss. As the other

surveys show this barony had the highest castle density in the county. (See

distribution map.) The figures for each other barony are arrived at using

O.S., C.S. and D.S. sources; and although for Forth the D.S. is

extremely detailed it cannot make up for the loss of the other source; and

we must assume that quite a number of castles stood in this barony which

would come to light in that source alone.

In terms of overall destruction the picture was as follows. (See Fig.

10.4.) We know that at some point prior to the compilation of the

seventeenth century surveys there were a minimum of 279 castles in Co.

Wexford. 42 At the time when the C.S. and D.S. were made a minimum of

210 were still standing. 44 By the time of the first edition of the ordnance

survey (c 1840) 93 structures stood; c 80 years later only 85 were recorded

as standing and by 1980 this figure was down to 75. If we take 279 as

100% - the number which once stood - then destruction rates would appear

to be as follows. By the mid seventeenth century 210 stood - we had lost

69 structures or 24.73% of those which once stood. Between 1650 and
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c1840 a further 117 had gone - representing a destruction rate of 55.71%

for this period - or one castle on average disappearing every 1.62 years (or

0.616 destroyed annually). Between the two O.S.’s (1840-1920) only

eight structures vanished - or 8.60% for this period, this represents one

castle on average destroyed every 10 years or 0.1 castles per annum. For

the1920-’80 period 10 more castles disappeared - a destruction rate of

11.7%. One castle on average being destroyed every six years (= 0.16

annually). Over the last decade a further six have been lost.

Looking at the picture from another angle we can say that from what

we know of all castles which once stood in Wexford (and this is a minimum

number) 66.67% had vanished by the mid nineteenth century; this had

risen to 69.53% 80 years later, and stood in the early 1980’s at over 73%.

To date over 75% of Known castles have vanished. This is to say that for

every one castle which stands - in whatever condition - in Wexford today

three have vanished. Fig. 10.5 represents in bar-chart form the number of

known castles extant at the various observable points in time.

Due to the nature of the information it is extremely difficult to

examine the time periods when destruction was most likely. We can

however view this on a somewhat limited scale. If we draw a time line and

split it into half century sections and plot known acts of damage and

destruction in the appropriate section some form of pattern does emerge.

(See Periods of Destruction - focal points- Fig. 10.6.)

If we concentrate on the periods for which several acts of damage or

destruction were noted we will observe that there are three such periods.

The first is the seventeenth century, up until c 1650. This should not come

as a surprise to us and it is as a result of the troubles of 1641-2 and the

damage inflicted by Cromwell and his generals 1649-50. These incidents

are generally due to burning, battery and dismantling following siege. The

next notable period is the first half of the nineteenth century when a number
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of castles are recorded as having either fallen or been removed.

be due to the enquiries carried on by the Ordnance Surveyors.

This may

It certainly

does not represent any organised destruction, nor are the examples

connected. It is probable that we are just afforded a glimpse of what would

have been normal destruction; by virtue of the fact that information was

being collected at the time.

The second half of the twentieth century shows a relatively high rate

of castle destruction - and this period is not yet completed. This is alarming

for several reasons. All the incidents noted represent the total destruction

of the castle; most of these are due to deliberate action -i.e. not accidental or

not attributable to the elements. This period is not yet complete and the

number can only increase. It highlights that with modem machinery and

in the name of "progress" it requires little effort - and even less thought to

destroy these structures. It underlines that in the present day our castles are

certainly no safer than before and if anything they are more under threat

now than ever they were in peacetime.

It is perhaps somewhat misleading to speak of those castles which

have "survived". We should not loose sight of the fact that many, though

they still exist are in very poor condition and for many of these the end

cannot be too far off. During the course of the field survey I was amazed

at the poor and even unsafe condition (e.g. Tellarought - #40) of many of

the structures. As already mentioned ivy cover was common; in fact over

71% of those surveyed were covered in ivy. Those which were not were

either national monuments in State care, or the few lucky enough to be cared

for by their private owners. In many cases the ivy had caused serious

damage and will continue to do so. Many of the architectural features were

rendered unrecognisable or un-classafiable due to the spoilation of the

structures. Cut stone - be it in the form of window or door frames,
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decorated corbels, fireplace lintels, or quoinstones have been the target of

looters. In addition to defacing the structures this has of course weakened

them. Many walls have been breached simply to enable the structure to

serve as animal shelters.

The field survey findings have been presented in summary form in

Table of Survey Condition (see Appendix VI). In this are provided notes

pertaining to damage, destruction and present condition. Also noted are the

number of levels (storeys) surviving in each, together with the number of

walls remaining (in plan). When reduced to statistics it becomes apparent

that of the "surviving" castle structures many of them - 12% exist up to one

level only, with only 29% surviving to five levels. As to the number of

walls of the original plan remaining over 11% survived as only one wall or

less in plan with only 70% having a full four walls remaining. (See Table

10.7 for full breakdown.) It is clear therefore that even those castles that

remain may do so only in part, and often the remains are so scant as to make

classification impossible, or even recognition difficult. Some, once the

homes of the great and powerful men of their day and formerly places of

splendour are now no more than lonely and decaying reminders of their

glorious past.

Destruction then has been a continuous process. We have seen the

potential destructive power of cannon. The castle on the whole withstood

the threat from ordnance for several centuries - protected by the Irish

terrain. Their safety however, came to an end in the Cromwellian era and

though relatively few actually fell directly to the blows of artillery, this

began the steady decline of the castle in Ireland. Before this time attempts

to assault castles were generally made with siege engines such as the sow.

The castle on the whole was an effective defence against these mobile

manned mining / quarrying devices, and were usually though not always

impregnable. And so they stood safe until the cannon came of age. It
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was not so much the use of cannon which made the most significant impact

on the castle, but rather its proven effectiveness and mere existence. It

meant a degree of obsolescence for the castle. Cannon contributed mainly

by acting as a catalyst in the evolutionary process. It accelerated the

adoption of the "house" residence where defensibility gave way to comfort.

Given that many were left un-occupied - disgarded shells in the

evolutionary process - they became neglected, many though still inhabited

too suffered from neglect, be it due to a lack of interest or of resources.

With the passing of time subsidence became a factor. Materials reached

their endurance lifespans and once the roof decayed or was breeched,

deterioration in the rest of the structure followed rapidly. They have been

shaken and battered by centuries of exposure to the elements and

strangulation by ivy. Many have fallen prey to quarriers in the modem day

- the less noble imitators of those who slighted and quarried in medieval

times, the strategic motive giving way to one of greed and indifference.

been bulldozed in the name of "progress" andMany too have

"development".

One statistical example revealed that over 45% of the castles extant in

1650 had disappeared by 1840, with over seven in every ten vanishing by

1990. The overall picture tells a similar sad story. Nearly a quarter of the

castles had gone by the mid seventeenth century, this was increased to

over 66% by the mid nineteenth and nearly 73% by the early 1980’s and

over 75% to the present day. The majority of those which do "survive" are

in very poor condition and should more correctly be described as "fractions

of castles" - denuded not alone of their former glory but often of their

constituent elements.

We can see how the process of destruction is ongoing and that

projections for the future do not look good. Features, and indeed entire

castles are continuously being lost, a valuable part of our heritage is
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crumbling about us, much of it before we can even properly record it let

alone save it.
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Conclusions

In summing up the findings on the Wexford tower houses we might

return to our original questions, i.e. what form did they take, who built

them, who lived in them where are they found, when were they in vogue,

how were they built and how defended, why were they so popular and what

has become of them.

Tower houses were generally rectangular in plan, with a number of

levels / storeys, - five being usual. They were characterized by extremely

thick walls with a talus at ground level where the openings were both scarce

and small. Above the vault, rooms became more spacious, brighter, and

better provided with domestic features.

shapes and an assortment of sizes,

Windows came in several different

with rectangular opes being most

common: all were vertical, and wherever possible they were placed as

centrally as possible in the walls. Windows were largest in the level just

above the vault, decreasing in size as they ascended to level five, this is

indicative of the importance and use of the various levels. Stairways of

stone were incorporated in the wails, these took the form of straight mural

flights and / or spirals. Chambers were frequently provided in the

thickness of the walls and garderobes were common on levels three and

four, - fireplaces were also a feature on these levels. Less common

features included slop-sinks and "secret chambers".

There is evidence to suggest that some degree of "standardization" -

or at least general guidelines were adhered to in laying out the plans of the

towers. The towers had a dual role, - residence and defence - with the

vault marking the division into predominantly defensive below, and

generally residential, though secure above.
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Most of the constituent features of the towers came in a variety of

types and styles. This was true also of vaults, with both pointed and barrel

forms being used. Wexford vaults were all at low level with the space

underneath being perhaps suitable for habitation - though less well provided

with domestic features than the levels above the vaults. Often it would

appear these under vault areas would have been used as storage areas. In

addition to providing a floor / ceiling, the vault served as a stabilising

component of the structure. The complexity and effort which was involved

in constructing a vault shows the value placed on this feature. It was also

an important defensive element of the tower, acting as a barrier, mainly

against fire. Apart from vaults, floors were wooden framed and could take

a number of forms. Though put-log and ledge supports were used, it was

the corbel, and the corbel-supported "Beam Wallplate Construction" which

was found to be most common. This was by far the most flexible method

of flooring. Examination of roof details revealed a number of roof types,

though this remains an area in which evidence is most wanting. In the

main, both thatch and slate were used and a number of other materials were

used on a lesser scale. Single and double roofs were both employed, as

both afforded a good amount of internal space, this usually enabled the use /

habitation of the attic level. Of four identifiable roof types, only two were

in evidence in Wexford. Both gave high weighting to defence, combining

also the use of the interior attic space; mobility at allure level appears to

have been a priority.

What remains today in the field are but the skeletal nuclei of what

were once larger more complex settlements. Though the towers themselves

have suffered much destruction it was their external features - those in the

shadow of the towers - which being least substantial - suffered most.

Bawns were a "standard" feature, they varied in design and size. Though

they were generally of stone, there is evidence of earthen examples. Most
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of them had defensive features of their own and some incorporated the

tower house as part of their perimeter. Amongst the functions of the bawn

were the provision of an extra line of defence for the tower, enclosure and

protection of the "soft buildings", and to serve as an enclosure for livestock.

Attached structures, - or "halls" - are both architecturally and literally

in evidence. These less durable components, were probably made

extensively of wood and were largely horizontal, two storeys being the

norm. Fosse / moat survival is unusual, though there is evidence to

indicate that these features were common. Around the tower the

"environment" would have included:- gardens, orchards, fishponds, weirs,

dovecotes, hives, wells and mills. The towers would have had many, if

not most of those associated elements.

The towers "belonged" in the main to the lesser nobility, generally

substantial landholders of sub Tenant - in - Chief status; or generally those

who controlled the land. It cannot be claimed that they exclusively

"housed" any one particular group / class; especially with the passage of

time when many were traded and rented and anyone with sufficient means

or stature - or pretentions to stature - might aspire to one. Some were

garrisoned - serving as small fortresses.

military service though some were rented.

Tenure might take the form of

Most commonly they appear to

have been the homes of vassals of the greater Lords. Some were the

property of The Church. In considering the occupants we should not

forget the retainers - those who served the magnate and his family - they too

would have been castle dwellers, - if only in a service capacity. There

were a number of prominent families who held a number of towers. In

general, whomsoever controlled the land resided in the towers. Apart from

the few larger "more military" castles, a tower house was the highest

standard of residence one could aspire to. Inside they were both

comfortable and secure. They were pleasant environments in which to live.
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Apart from the mundane day to day living, towers were frequently places of

hospitality and entertainment; often too they were the scenes of conflict.

Outside they presented to the world an appearance of status and security.

Not all came by their tower through purchase, inheritance, grant or

force; some had to build them. A master craftsman was recruited or

commissioned for this purpose. In consultation with the client, he would

hammer out the details of the structure to be built and arrange for its

construction.

Tower houses are found on lowlying land; the more lowlying it was

the more attractive it appears to have been to the castle dweller. They were

most abundant where the quality of the soil was highest, indeed there

appears to be a relationship between the quality of the land and the size of

the towers. The better the land the larger the structure tended to be.

Rivers exercised a considerable influence over the siting of towers.

Virtually all were close to a river.

ensuring a water supply they were important.

By influencing the quality of the soil and

They provided also

important transport and supply routes. Some towers serves as elements of

defensive "frontiers" or networks,- most notably the "Pill of Taghmon".

Though apparently not a factor in the choice of site, rock, in the form of

bedrock, sometimes influenced the location of a structure by offering a

secure foundation on which to build.

Most of the Wexford towers are found in the south of the county,

with the most dense distribution being observed inside "The Pill" or the

"Colony" of Bargy and Forth. In general, the distribution pattern of towers

correlates well with known centres of population. On the whole their

distribution is indicative of the

Anglo-Norman / Anglo-Irish race.

areas most densely settled by the

Agricultural considerations though,

would appear to have been most important when it came to the location of

this form of settlement.
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The building of the towers was carried out by specialist craftsmen

(especially masons and carpenters), under the supervision of a master

craftsman. The bulk of the unskilled labour was recruited locally. "Plans"

appear to have existed in the head of the master craftsman. These might

sometimes have been laid down in literary form, and were, no doubt,

moulded and constrained by the wishes of the magnate who would wish

particular features to be incorporated or dimensions to be adhered to.

Those who commissioned the towers, therefore, had a moulding influence

on the form the structure would take, though in the main it was left to the

master, who implemented his tried and trusted methods, designs and

layouts; varying these to suit both the local conditions and his employer.

The superstructures were of rubble, roughly coursed, with worked

stone saved for quoins and trimmings around windows, doors, and other

features. The whole was held together with a lime mortar. Wood was

important, it was used in floor and roof construction and for various

fixtures and fittings. It was used also in a more temporary capacity as

formwork, centering and scaffolding, - some of which could be quite

complex. A timespan of a year or so might be required for the construction

of a tower, though ultimately it was determined by the local availability of

materials and the financial resources available. Materials often cost many

times more to transport than they did to purchase; consequently as much

local material as possible would be used. Costs are difficult to quantify,

though a figure of several hundred pounds would seem reasonable for a

tower at this time.

The towers were protected / defended by a large array of features,

many specifically designed for this purpose. A fosse or moat was often

employed as a first line of defence, bawns, as outer enclosures also served

this function, - some had flanking towers and allures of their own.

Architectural provision within the tower included battlements, with their
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associated machicolations and bartizans. Flanking towers and turrets,

together with strong walls, a talus, a strong door arangement - usually with

murder-hole / lobby feature were all fairly ubiquitous. Loops were

employed throughout the towers in their defensive capacity. At ground

level, openings were few and small. The result was a security, both

apparent and real, - capable of inflicting a serious "sting", and easily able to

repulse the small forces of the day, prior to the widespread use of cannon.

Otherwise only the lengthy and expensive process of siege and privation

was effective against this architectural form.

The tower house is an important link in the evolutionary chain of the

Irish Castle. It evolved out of earlier structures in response to a need, - that

of providing a fitting abode for a magnate, and having the necessary

defensive capabilities. Though overall the towers follow a fairly standard

format some local styles were in evidence; such as the "Coolhull type", - a

combination of hall and tower, found in the south of the county.

Sometimes particular features were found in localised pockets, i.e. the

portcullis in the south eastern corner of the county. There is evidence too

for a degree of standardisation, some dorways were found to have had

virtually identical style, design and measurement.

Despite the use of documentary, archaeoligical, and scientific

methods, towers have proven difficult to date with precision. Using

documentary sources less than one in five towers could be tentatively dated.

The best approach proved to be a combination of all methods, which

together enabled some chronological conclusions. There is evidence for the

construction of tower houses in the early

date to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

1400’s; most would appear to

It was in the fifteenth century

that the tower house "took off" in popularity - perhaps promoted in some

measure by the £10 subsidy, but by that time the tower house was already

an established architectural form. The supposed "gap" in Irish castle
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building was neither as wide nor as total as some would have us believe.

Out of it was to emerge the tower house, which was to remain the dominant

castle form in Ireland until the advent of Cromwell.

Within the tower house "species" there are indications of the

continuity of the evolutionary process, with the lessening in importance of

defensiblity and a swing to a more horizontal design towards the end of the

period, - out of this would come the mansion houses, successors of the

towers, this marked an end to the castle era in Ireland.

The tower house was popular and it endured for centuries because it

was successful in fulfilling its three main raisons d’etre,- ingeniously

catering to a combination of residence, defence and status needs. They

provided a secure environment in which those of high status could enjoy a

high standard of living in comfort and security. They conferred on their

occupants a degree of prestige. The towers were a pre-requisite for those

of means, stature or "in power",- providing a means to enjoy one’s wealth,

protect, (and sometimes enhance) it, and a visible means of demonstrating

it. So long as they could successfully counter the common dangers and

threats they would remain popular. This they did until the seventeenth

century, when safety was no longer assured and the tower house became

somewhat obsolete. More horizontal and convenient structures came into

vogue, - still fitting residences and still prestigeous, if less securely

defensive.

Of the minimum 279 castles which once stood in county Wexford,

few remain; though few suffered at the hands of cannon or in violent

conflict. By the mid seventeenth century over one quarter of them had

gone. This was increased to two thirds by the nineteenth century - with

less than a quarter remaining today. Many which "remain" today, do so

only in part.

walls remain.

Some survive to one level only, in some cases only a few

Towers do not often survive to their original height. Many
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are in poor condition.

structurally unsound, and for them the end is not far off.

but peacetime destruction, which has been most damaging.

Some, in addition to being strangled by ivy, are

It was not war,

Due to neglect,

many have crumbled, while others continue to do so. Worse still, some

have been deliberately despoiled, or destroyed in the name of progress and

development. Despite this, some have been fortunate to escape the many

perils and are now maintained and appreciated. Given the importance of

these tangible elements of our history and culture, it is surely worth

preserving them, not merely in the records, but in the field. We are in a

position to get our priorities right and preserve these valuable, educational,

cultural and aesthetic elements of our past, and ensure for them a place in

the future; though for many it is too late.
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Breakdown of features (by level)

# NAME

20. Black / Brownswood

WND. PRS. RCS. SNK. CHT. GRB. SCR. FIa. GP.

1 - 1
2 ls    - -
3 ls ls - -

1
Y

25. Mountgarrett 1 0 0 1 3
2 4 2 1 -
3 4s ls - 1
4 ls 2s lm -
5 - ls - -

0 4
4 1

lm
P
P

0
1 3

31. Adamstown 1 2s 2s
2 4s 2s 2s
3 4s ls -
4 3s 5

0
1 2s

0

32A. Macmine _ - -

2 - 4p -
3 1 5p 1 4
4 0 3 2
5 Modified.

33A. The Deeps 1 3 - 2 5
2 5 1 1 5
3 6 4 1
4 2 -

40. Tellarought 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0    0
2 1 ....
3 1 3s 1     1 1 2 1 p 1
4 ls 3 2    - - -

41. Courthoyle 1 0    2s    0    2
2 2 1 0 1
3 - P

Y

42. Newbawn 1 ls    ls    1 2s    - - Y

45. Dungear 1
2

2s

53. Barntown 1 2s 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 1 4 4 0 - 1 1 1 0
4 1 3 4 - - 1 1 0
5 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

54. Artramont 1 2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 1 4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
4 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
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LVL. LP, WND. PRS RCS    SNK    CHT GRB    $CR FP GP

56B. Ferrycarrig 1 2 0 0 4 0 1 0
2 0 3 1 2 0 1 0
3 3 3 1 2 - 1 1
3 1/2 - - - 1
4 0 3 0 2 -

0 1(x3)
0 0
1 0

58/1 Westgate 1 ls 0 0 1 0 2 0
2 0s 2 2 0 - - 1
3 0 2 0 0 - - 1
4 0 4 0 0 - - 0

0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0

64. Ballykeerogue 1 ls 0 1 3m 0 - -

65. Killesk 1 0s p 1 - 1 0
2 0 4m 0 2 1 -
3 3s 2s - - 1

0

0

69. Taylorstown 1 2h 0 0 2 0     1      0     1
2 0 1 1 0 -
3 1 2 1 2 - 1 -
4 lh ....

Y

69A. Taghmon 1 ls
? svl.

70. Tracystown 1 2s    0s    2s 5
2 2s    0    0

71. Slevoy 1 ls - 0 4 - -
2 lm - 2    0
3 1 4s 2m 1 - 1 1
4 - - - 1

0

73. Hilltown (the hall) 1 2 1 2
2 1 3+ 0
3 ls ls -

0
P
1

75. Sigginshaggard 1 3 0 0 3 0 2 0 0
2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 0
3 2 4 2 4 0 1 1 0
4 2 2 0 5 0 0 1 0
5 2 0 1 4 - 0 -

0 7+2
0 ltpl.
1 5
0 2
- 3

77. Aghnegan 1 ls -     2s ls - -

78G. Kilmannin 1 ls 1 p 1 3 0     0 0     0
2 1 3 2 - - -
3 0 2 3 ....

0

81. Newcastle 1 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 ....
3 0 4 5 1 - 1 -

0
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LVL. LP. WND. PRS RCS    SNK CHT GRB    ~CR FP Gp

83. Clonard 1 ls    ls    0s    ls    0     0     0     0    0 0
2 0s    ls    0s    0s    0 0     0    0 -

87. Rathlannan 1 0s 0s 0s 1 0 0 0 - 0
2 0s 0s 0s 0s 0 0 - 0
3 1 2s 1 2 p - 0 0
4 0 1 0 0 p - 0

88. Killiane 1 6 0 0 6 - - 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 - - 0
3 1 4 1 3 p 1 0 1
4 ls 4 4 4 1 1 - 1
5 0 2 1 0 0 0 - 0

89. Rathmacknee 1 1 0 5 2 2 0 1 0 0
2 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0
3 1 4 4 0 1 1 1 - 1 0
4 5 3 2 1 0 p 1 - 1 0
5 1 4 1 1 0 0 p - 0 0

91. Kilhile 1 - 2 -

2 - 1 -
3 - 2s 2s -
4 2s 1
5 - 1

1 p
1

92. Ballyhack 1 4 0 1 3
2 1 2 0 1
3 5 2 5 1
4 2 6 2 2
5 0 5 1 1

1
1 p
- 1
- 1

P

95. Dungulph (C.H.T.) 1 5 -
1 1/2
2 - 3
3 - -

97. Clonmines I 1 2 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 - 0 0
3 3 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
4 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
5 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

99. Clonmines III 1 0 4 0
2 0 1    0
3 Allure level

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100. Barrystown 1 2p 3 0
2 1 ls    1 2
3 ls    - -

0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

7
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LVL. LP. WND. PRS RCS SNK CHT GRB $CR FP GP

101. Danes 1 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 0    0
2 1 .....
3 1 3 4 0 0 1 1 0 1
4 1 2 3 0 0 0 1 0 1
5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

104 Kilcavan 1 ls - 1
2 ls    - ls
3 1 ls    1 1

106. Coolhull (the hall ) 1 7 0 2 0 -
2 2 6 0 0 0
3 - 5 0 -

0
0

0
2

107. Scar 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
3 1 3 3 1 - 1 - 1
4 0 4 5 1 0 - - 0

108A. Cullenstown
2 2s
3 2s 2s

4s 0

P

0

1

109. Rathronan 1 0s 1 s -
2 0 1 1
3 ls 2s 1

0
2

0
1
lp 0

1

0
0
1

110. Baldwinstown 1 2m lp 1 2
2 1 1 0 1
3 1 2 0 1
4 0 3 0 1
5 1 3 2 0

2
2
1
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
0

0
0
1
1

111A. Ballymagir 1 1 2s 1
2 - -

3 0
2

112. Mulrankin 1 2s - - 4m 1 - 0 0
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -
3 3 3m 2 3 1 - 1
4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

114A. Ballycogley 1 3s 3 5
2 1 1 1 1
3 3s 1 s 3s 3
4 1 s 2s 0s -
5 p 2 2 -

0 2
1
1

0
1
1

0
2

0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
- 0

117. Butlerstown 1 1 0 1 4 0 2 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0
3 2 3 2 0 - 1 1 - 1 0
4 0 5 1 0 p 0 1 - 1 0
5 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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LVL. LP._.,. WND. PRS RCS SNK CHT GRB SCR FP GP

122. Ballyconnor 1 2s 0 ls 3 1 0 -    0 7
2 0 2 0 5 0 p 0 - 0 2s
3 ls - 3 1 p o

124. Kilclogan 1 2 0 1 0
2 1 2 0 1 1 p 1
3 1 2 1 - 1 1
4 0 4 0 1 - 0

126. Fethard 1 - 4p 2s 4s -     2p
2 0 4 2s 2 - 2p 1
3 0 2 ls - -

128. Ballyteighue 1 3 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 0 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
4 0 3 3 1 0 - 1 - 1
5 0 3 3 0 0 - 0 0 0

129. Ballyhealy 1 2s 2s 0 6
2 0 1 0 1 0
3 1 4 8 - 1 1
4 3 3 4 0 1
5 1 2 1 4 0

0
1
1

133. Rathshillane 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 1 5 0 3 - 1 0 2
3 0 4 2 0 - 0 1 0 1

8(x)

134. Ladyslsland 1 3s 0 ls 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
3 3s 4s 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
4 1 4 3 1 - 0 1 0 1 0
5 0 3 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 0

136. Clougheast 1 3 0 6 3 0 1 0 - 0
2 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 3 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 1
4 1 4 4 4 0 - 1 - 1
5 0 3 2 3 0 - - - 0

137. Castletown 1 4 - 0 7 0 - 0 0 -    0
2 0 2 0 2 p - 0 0 0 0

138. Slade 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
2 2 0 1 0 0 1 0
3 1 2 1 0 0 1
4 0 2 2 0 0 0
5 0 1 - -

0
0
1
0

0

0
0
0

For codes and notes see over.
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Notes / Codes to Levels Breakdown.

CODINGS

LVL =
LP =
WND =
PRS =
RCS =
SNK =
CHT =
GRB =
SCR --
FP =
GP =

Level of the structure in which features occur.
Loops
Windows
Presses
Wall Recesses
Slop sinks
Mural chutes
Guarderobes
"Secret" Chamber
Fireplace
Gun-Port

Y
S

cr
m
h

P
svl.
tpl.
(x)

Yes (this feature exists)
survive (may have been more)
cross
minimun (i.e. there were at least this number)
horizontal
possibly
several
triple
some were multiple ports i.e. with 2 or 3 outlets.
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{DATA 1 (LN.)}

Location of Castles and Towers

Castle NO.

1

1G

2

2A

2G

3

4

4A

4B

4G

5

5A

5B

5G

6

6A

6G

7

7A

7G

8

8A

8B

8G

8X

9

9A

9G

10

10/%

11

Name of Castle

Limerick / Limbrick

Inch

Fortchester

Wingfield

Pallis

Ryland

Clohamon

Mountnorris

Clonatin

Prospect

Borris

Monaseed

Clonatin Upr.

Mill Lands

Ballycarney

Kilbride

Gorey

Kilboggy

Ferns

Craan

Ballymore

Ballinastraw

Tomgar(rowmore)

Middletown

Courttown

Daphney

Tomduff

Milshoge

C/avas

Monart

Enniscorthy

O.S. sheet Barony

6" 25"

03-13 GRY

03 .... GRY

03--10 GRY

02--02 GRY

02 .... GRY

09-- 11 SWH

09-- 12 SWH

10--04 SWH

07 .... GRY

07 .... BLK

10--01 SWH

06--02 GRY

07 .... GRY

07 .... GRY

15--09 SWH

12--02 BLK

07 .... GRY

15--07 SWH

15--07 SWH

15 .... SWH

16--06 SWH

16-16 GRY

16 .... GRY

12 .... BLK

12 .... BLK

19-- 16 SWH

17--05 BLK

16 .... SWH

20--06 SWH

19--16 SWH

20--13 SWH

Parish/Townland

Kilkevan..

Newtown lwr.

Inch..

Wingfield hse.

Kill(n)enor..

Templeshanvough..

Kilrush..

Kilcoimb..

Clonatin

Kiltennel..

Kilrush..

Kilnahue..

Clonatin upr.

Mill Lands

Ferns..

Kiltennel..

Gorey corp. lands

Ferns..

Ferns..

Craan

Ferns..

Ballinastraw hse.

Templeshanvough..

Ardamine..

Enniscorthy..

Killenagh..

Toome..

Enniscorthy + ..

Templeshanvough..

Enniscorthy twn.
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11A

llB

11G

12

12A

12G

14

15

16

16A

17

17X

18

18B

19

19A

19B

20

21

21A

21X

22

22B

22G

22X

23

23A

24

24X

25

25A

25B

26

27

28

29

30

30B

31

Cooladine

Tomnemaghtiry

Toom

Clondaw

Peppards

Drumgold

Morris

Annesley

Ballyleigh

Polmontry

Warrens

Ballywilliam

Ballindoney

Killegny

Castleboro

Wilton

Castleboro II

Brownswood

Ballinkeel

Oulart

Ballyfarnoge

Talbot

Ballinaclash

Castle Ellis

Garrylough

Talbot

Ballivodack

McMurroughs

Ballyanne

Mountgarrett

Scark / Ballinlane

Rosbercon

Castlemoyle

Arnestown

Fort Garret

Lacken

Old Ross

Mistringe

Adamstown

26--02

20--06

20 ....

20--12

22--02

20 ....

22--10

22--10

23--16

23--12

24--09

24 ....

24--06

24 ....

25--05

25 ....

25 ....

26--09

26--15

21--14

27--11

33 ....

27 ....

27--11

27--08

29--07

29--07

29--08

29--14

29--15

29--16

30--05

30--09

30--14

30 ....

31--09

BLK

SWH

SWH

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BLK

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

BTY

Ballyhuskart..

Cloune..

Toome..

Kilcormack..

Donoghmore..

Drumgold

Kilmuckridge

Kilmuckridge

Ballyleigh

St.Mullins..

Templeudigan..

Templeudigan..

Forrastalstown

Killegney..

Clonmore..

Castleboro hse.-

Templeshannon..

Kilmallon~lmaloge..

Mylenagh..

Killylie..

Ballyvollowe..

Castle Ellis..

Castletalbot

Ballyvaldon..

St.Marys..

New Ross..

Scark

Rosbercon

New Ross

New Ross..

Ballyaune..

Cushenstown..

Old Ross..

Adamstown

Adamstown..
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31A

32

32A

32G

33

33A

33B

33G

34

34A

34B

34G

35

35X

36

36B

37

38

39

39A

39B

40

40A

41

41A

41B

42

43

43A

44

45

46

46A

47

47X

48

48B

48X

49

Old Court

Doononey

Macmine

Coolnagree

Ballybrennan

The Deeps

Ballykeoge/Galbally

Knockduff

Ballinesker

Finchohue

Arnestown

Castle Sow

Stokestown

Dugganstown

Old Court

Ballylane

Crekan / Camlin

Mylerspark

Slievecoiltia

Rathnageerah

Kilbreny

Tellarought

Nash/Nuke/St.Ctn.

Courthoyle

Ballyshanon

Rossilagh

Newbawn

Newcastle

Ballyloskan

Haystown

Dungear

Brownscastle

Growtown

Carrigmannon

Bulgan

Polehore

BaUyharron

Blackhall

Muchwood

31--09

31--14

32--01

31 ....

31--03

32--13

32 ....

25 ....

33--02

34--04

34--03

32 ....

34--06

44 ....

34--10

34 ....

34--07

34--08

34--11

35--13

35 ....

34--12

35--13

35--03

35--04

36 ....

35--11

35--15

36--13

36--02

36--10

36--11

36--16

37--01

37 ....

37--06

37 ....

37 ....

37--05

BTY

BTY

SRE

BTY

BTY

SRE

SRE

SRE

F’I’H

BTY

BTY

SRE

BTY

SBN

SBN

BTY

BTY

BTY

SBN

SBN

SRE

SBN

SBN

BTY

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

BTY

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

Adamstown..

Dunooney..

Clonmore..

Coolnagree

Ballybrennan..

Takillen..

Ballyhoge

Knockduff

St.Margarets..

Old Ross..

Arnestown hse.

Takillen..

Stokestowne..

Whitechurch..

Ballylane cottage

Old Ross..

Mylerspark

Slievecioltia

Owenduff..

Kilbraney

Camagh..

Nash

Adamstown..

Adamstown..

Assagart

Adamstown..

Clongeen..

Horestown..

Whitechurch..

Taghmon..

Taghmon..

Coolstuffe..

Killuran..

Ardcandrisk..

Takillen..

Muchwood crs.rds.
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49X

5O

50B

51

52

53

54

55

56

56A

56B

57

57B

58/1

58/2

58/3

58/4

58A

58B

58G

59

59G

60

60G

61

61B

61G

62

63

64

65

66

66A

67

67A

68

68A

69

69A

Davidstown

Cullentra

Ballidegan

Newcastle

Barntown

Barntown

Artramon

Ballytramon

Ballyboggan

Ferrycarri g tower

Ferrycarrig

Wexford I

Selskar

Westgate

Waddings

Whites

Stonebridge

Rosslare tower

Mulgannon

Whitemill

Priesthaggard

Ballyfarnoge

Kilmannock I

Ballysop

Great Island

Ballykeeroge (beg)

Ballynamona

Dunbrody

Dunbrody II

Ballykeerogue (more)

Killesk

Rathumney

Ballygarvan

Boley

Rosegarland

Longgraigue

Bryanstown

Taylorstown

Taghmon

7 ....

37--10

37 ....

37--08

37--14

37--14

37--04

37--04

37--11

37--02

37--02

37--12

37--16

37--16

37--16

37--16

37--16

38--11

37 ....

37 ....

39--06

39 ....

39--09

39 ....

39--09

39 ....

39 ....

39--10

39--10

39--07

39--12

40--09

40--01

40--06

40--12

40--04

40--07

40--15

41--03

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

FTH

SRE

FTH

SRE

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SRE

SRE

SRE

SBN

SRE

Carrick..

N.twn.Ballidegan

Takillen..

Barntown castle

Carrick..

Ardcroman..

Ardcavan..

Ballyboggan

Takillen..

Ferrycarrig

Wexford Town

Wexford Town

Wexford Town

Wex. Town

Wex. Town

Wex. Town

Roslare point

Mulgannon hse.

Whitemill sth.

Kilmokea..

Whitechurch..

Kilmanock..

Ballysop hse.

Kilmannock

Kilmokea..

Priesthaggard

Dunbrody..

Dunbrody..

Priesthaggard

Dunbrody..

Owenduff..

Owenduff..

Owenduff..

Ballylannan..

Longraigue..

Clongean..

Kenagh/Tintern..

Taghmon..
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69G

69X

70

70A

71

72

73

73B

74

75

76

76A

76B

77

77X

78

78G

79

80

81

81A

81B

81G

82

83

83B

83G

84

84B

85

86

86G

87

88

88B

88G

89

89G

90

Coolaw

Yolegrew

Tracystown

Mullinderry

Slevoy

Ardenagh

Hilltown

Ballyknock

Tullycanna

Sigginshaggard

Ballyshelin

Harperstown

Forth Common

Aghnegan

Dirr

Tracystown

Kilmannan

Ballyconnick

Cleristown Sth.

Newcastle

Bridewell

Fardistown

Ballycuppock

Gurchens Great

Clonard

Hayestown

Rathaspick

Drinagh

Newbay

Latimerstown

Johnstown I

Staplestown

Rathlenan

Killiane

Great

Lake Little

Rathmacknee

Ballykelly

Buttermilk

1 ....

41 ....

41--01

40--10

41--05

41--06

41--13

41 ....

41--14

41--04

41--12

41--11

42 ....

41--11

41 ....

41--12

42 ....

41--16

41--16

42--13

47--01

42 ....

47 ....

42--13

42--03

42 ....

42 ....

42 ....

37 ....

42 ....

42--11

42 ....

42--11

42--12

42 ....

43 ....

42--15

42 ....

44--01

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

SRE

BGY

SRE

SRE

BGY

FTH

SRE

SRE

SRE

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

FTH

BGY

BGY

PTH

FTH

FI’H

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FrH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

SBN

Taghmon -

Hillburn

Inch..

Taghmon..

Taghmon..

Kilcavan..

Ballyknock

Ambrosetown..

Coolstuffe..

Coolstuff..

Ballinagale..

Forth Common

Coolstuff..

Taghmon..

Kilmannon..

Ballyconnick..

Kilmannon..

Kilmannon..

Bridewell hse.

Kildavin..

Mulrankin..

Kilmannon..

St.Peters Wexford..

Rathaspeck..

Rathaspeck..

Drinagh..

St.Peters Wexford..

Drinagh

Rathaspeck..

Kildavin..

Johnstown castle

Kilmacree

Kilmokea..

Kilmacree

Rathmacknee..

Killane..

Dunbrody..
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90A

91

92

92A

92X

93

94

94A

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

108A

109

110

ll0A

111

lllA

112

113

l13B

114

l14A

l14B

114X

115

116

117

l17A

Nuge

Kilhile

Ballyhack

Duncannon Fort

Ramsgrange

Haggard I

Battlestown

Tintern

Dungulph

Black

Clonmines I

Clonmines II

Clonmines III

Barrystown

Danes

Newtown

Bannow

Kilcavan

Fannystown

Coolhull

Scar

Duncormick I

Cullenstown

Rathronan

Baldwinstown

Kilcowan

Bridgetown

Ballymagir

Mulrankin

Tagannan

Mayglass

Ballyrane

Ballycogly

Orristown

Trimmer

Bargy

Butlerstown I

Butlerstown II

Rathdowney

44--08

44--02

44--06

44--15

45--09

45--09

45--10

45--13

45--04

45--04

45--04

45--04

45--08

45--08

45--12

45--15

46--01

46--06

46--09

46--03

46--11

46--13

45--07

47 --09

46--12

47--10

46--16

47--10

47--03

47 ....

47--08

47--08

47 ....

48 ....

47--15

47--16

47--16

48--01

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

FTH

FTH

FI’H

FTH

FTH

FTH

BGY

FTH

FTH

FFH

Ballyhack

Dunbrody..

Dunbrody..

Dunbrody..

Haggard

Dunbrody..

Tintem..

Fethard..

Wellingtonbridge

Clonmines..

Clonmines..

Clonmines..

Carrig..

Carrig..

Newtown

Bannow..

Kilcavan..

Busherstown

St.Imoge..

Duncormack..

Duncormack..

Bannow..

Mulrankin..

Kilcowan..

Kilcowan..

Mulrankin..

Ballymagir..

Bridgetown

Mayglass..

Mayglass..

Killinick

Mayglass..

Kiliane..

Tomhaggard..

Ishartmon..

Ishartmon..

Ballybrennan..
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117B

118

119

119X

120

120A

120B

120G

121

121X

122

123

123B

124

125

125A

126

127

128

129

129A

129X

130

130B

131

132

133

134

134A

134X

135

135G

135X

136

137

138

142

143

145

Grahormack

Hill I

Hill lI

Slad

Ballytory

Liginstown

Allenstown

Tomhaggard

Ballygerry

Waddingsland

Ballyconnor (beg)

Ballyhire

Killalan / Ballytrent

Kilclogan

Houseland

Loftus Hall

Fethard

Ballyteige I

Ballyteige II

Ballyhealy

Ballyseskin

Ballyharty

Churchtown

Sigginstown

Ballymacane

Tacumshin

Rathshillane

Ladys Island

Ladys Island tower

Buncarrig

Castle Paliser

Ballyfane

St. Margarets

Clougheast

Castletown

Slade

Ballynastragh

Ballyorley

Ballymore

7 ....

48--10

48--10

48 ....

48--14

47--15

48 ....

47 ....

48--07

48 ....

48--11

48--12

48 ....

49--08

49--15

54--03

50--05

52--05

52--05

52--06

52--02

53--01

52 ....

53--01

53--01

53--02

53--02

53--02

53 ....

53--03

53 ....

53 ....

53--07

53--07

54--11

07 ....

22 ....

33 ....

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

SBN

SBN

SBN

SBN

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

BGY

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

SBN

GRY

GRY

BLK

Ballymore..

Kilscoran..

Kilscoran..

Tacumshin..

Shartmond..

Allenstown big.

Tomhaggard..

Kilrane..

Kilrane..

St.Hellens..

Killiane..

Templetown..

Templetown..

Hook..

Fethard..

Ballyteige castle

Kilmore..

Kilturk..

Kilmore..

Cross scales hse.

Tacumshin..

Churchtown

Tacumshin..

Tacumshin..

Ladys Island..

Island..

Ballytra

Came..

Came..

Came..

Hook..

Kilkevan..

Kilcormack..

Screen..



147 Horetown 36 .... SRE Horetown..

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Scripts.

Plain script = Exact category uncertain

Bold type = Structure confirmed as a tower house.

Italics = Structure not a tower house.

Barony Codes.

BGY = Bargy

BLK = Ballaghkeen

BTY = Bantry

FTH = Forth

GRY = Gorey

SBN = Shelbourne

SRE = Shelmaliere

SWH = Scarawalsh

For further information on this Appendix see - Footnote 1A (Chapter 7)
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"STATUS"

{DATA 1 (S)}

/ CONDITION of Wexford "Castles" c 1650- 1980.

Castle No. Name of Castle C.S.    O.S. O.S. O.S.
c1650    c1840 c1920 c1980

Dgm. Sq.

1

1G

2

2A

2G

3

4

4A

4B

4G

5

5A

5B

5G

6

6A

6G

7

7A

7G

8

8A

8B

8G

8X

9

9A

9G

10

Limerick / Limbrick R R R X

Inch R - - O

Fortchester R S S 0

Wingfield R - - O

Pallis R - - O

Ryland - R R X

Clohamon R f R R X

Mountnorris C - - O

Clonatin - - - O

Prospect D - - 0

Borris R R R X

Monaseed R - - 0

Clonatin Upr. - - - O

Mill Lands - - O

Ballycarney - R R X

Kilbride C sh - - O

Gorey - - O

Kilboggy * * *

Ferns C C R X

Craan - - - 0

Ballymore - S S 0

Ballinastraw - - - O

Tomgar(rowmore) - - - O

Middletown D - - 0

Courttown ....

Daphney - * * *

Tomduff R mh - 0

Milshoge - - - 0

C/avas - S S O

X N

X Y

O

X

O

X

O

X

O

O

N
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10A

11

llA

llB

llG

12

12A

12G

14

15

16

16A

17

17X

18

18B

19

19A

19B

20

21

21A

21X

22

22B

22G

22X

23

23A

24

24X

25

25A

25B

26

27

28

Monart

Enniscorthy

Cooladine

Tomnemaghtiry

Toom

Clondaw

Peppards

Drumgold

Morris

Annesley

Ballyleigh

Polmontry

Warrens

Ballywilliam

Ballindoney

Killegny

Castleboro

Wilton

Castleboro II

Brownswood

Ballinkeel

Oulart

Ballyfarnoge

Talbot

Ballinaclash

Castle Ellis

Garrylough

Talbot

Ballivodack

McMurroughs

Ballyanne

Mountgarrett

Scark / Ballinlane

Rosbercon

Castlemoyle

Arnestown

Fort Garret

C.So

c1650

C

R

Cs

C

C

R

R

R

C

O.So

c1840

C

o

S

S

R

S

S

S

R

R

R

R

S

R

R

S

C

O.S.

c1920

C

S

S

R

S

S

S

R

R

R

C

S

R

S

R

S

S

O.S.

c1980

O

O

O

O

O
:#

O

O

X

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

X

O

8�

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

O

Dgm.

O

X

O

O

X

O

X

X

O

X

O

X

Sq.

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y
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29

30

30B

31

31A

32

32A

32G

33

33A

33B

33G

34

34A

34B

34G

35

35X

36

36B

37

38

39

39A

39B

40

40A

41

41A

41B

42

43

43A

44

45

46

46A

Lacken

Old Ross

Mistringe

Adamstown

Old Court

Doononey

Macmine

Coolnagree

Ballybrennan

The Deeps

B allykeoge/Galbally

Knockduff

Ballinesker

Finchohue

Arnestown

Castle Sow

Stokestown

Dugganstown

Old Court

Ballylane

Crekan / Camlin

Mylerspark

Slievecoiltia

Rathnageerah

Kilbreny

Tellarought

Nash/Nuke/St.Ctn.

Courthoyle

Ballyshanon

Rossilagh

Newbawn

Newcastle

Ballyloskan

Haystown

Dungear

Brownscastle

Growtown

C.S.

c1650

C

C

C

Cf

C

C

C

C

Rd

C

Cd

Cs

C

R

Ci

R

C

O.S.

c1840

S

S

R

S

S

S

C

S

S

S

R

R

R

S

S

R

R

O.S.

c1920

S

S

R

S

S

R

S

S

C

S

S

S

R

R

R

S

S

R

R

O.S. Dgm. Sq.

c1980

O - -

O - -

O - -

X X Y

O - -

O - -

O - -

X X Y

O - -

O - -

O - -

O - -

O O -

O - -

O - -

O - -

O - -

O O

O - -

O - -

O O -

O - -

O X Y

O O -

X X Y

O O -

O - -

X X N

O - -

O O -

O - -

X X N

X X Y

O X Y
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47

47X

48

48B

48X

49

49X

50

50B

51

52

53

54

55

56

56A

56B

57

57B

58/1

58/2

58/3

58/4

58A

58B

58G

59

59G

60

60G

61

61B

61G

62

63

64

65

C.S. O.S.

c1650 c1840

Carrigmannon C r S

Bulgan - -

Polehore C S

Bailyharron - -

Blackhall - -

Muchwood - S

Davidstown

Cullentra - S

Ballidegan - -

Newcastle C i S

Barntown - *

Barntown R C

Artramon C i C

Ballytramon - R

Ballyboggan - S

Ferrycarrig tower - -

Ferrycarrig - -

Wexford I - C

Selskar

Westgate - S

Waddings - -

Whites - -

Stonebridge - -

Rosslare tower - S

Mulgannon - -

Whitemill - -

Priesthaggard - R

Ballyternoge - -

Kilmannock I - S

Ballysop C i -

Great Island - S

Ballykeeroge (beg) - -

Ballynamona - -

Dunbrody C 1 C

Dunbrody H - *

Ballykeerogue (more) - R

Killesk - R

O.S.

c1920

S

S

S

S

S

R

C

R

S

T

T

S

S

R

S

S

C

R

R

O.S.

c1980

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

X

X

O

T

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

Dgm.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sq.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

%

N
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66

66A

67

67A

68

68A

69

69A

69G

69X

70

70A

71

72

73

73B

74

75

76

76A

76B

77

77X

78

78G

79

80

81

81A

81B

81G

82

83

83B

83G

84

84B

Rathumney

Ballygarvan

Boley

Rosegarland

Longgraigue

Bryanstown

Taylorstown

Taghmon

Coolaw

Yolegrew

Tracystown East

Mullinderry

Slevoy

Ardenagh

Hilltown

Ballyknock

Tullycanna

Sigginshgrd.

Ballyshelin

Harperstown

Forth Common

Aghnegan

Dirr

Tracystown

Kilmannan

Ballyconnick

Cleristown Sth.

Newcastle

Bridewell

Fardistown

Ballycuppock

Gurchens Great

Clonard

Hayestown

Rathaspick

Drinagh

Newbay

C.S.

c1650

R

Rd

Cr

C

C

Ci

Cf

Cf

C

C

C

C

C

R

R

C

C

C

C

C

O.So

c1840

R

R

S

S

C

R

:#

S

C

S

R

S

C

R

C

R

S

C

S

R

S

O.S°

c1920

R

R

C

S

R

R

R

S

C

S

R

S

R

R

R

S

S

C

S

S

R

S

O.S.

c1980

X

O

X

O

O

O

X

O

X

O

O

X

O

O

X

O

X

O

O

X

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

Dgm.

X

O

O

X

O

X

X

X

O

X

Sq.

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N
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85

86

86G

87

88

88B

88G

89

89G

90

90A

91

92

92A

92X

93

94

94A

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

108A

109

110

ll0A

111

Latimerstown

Johnstown I

Staplestown

Rathlenan

Killiane

Great

Lake Little

Rathmaeknee

Ballykelly

Buttermilk

Nuge

Kilhile

Ballyhack

Duncannon (Fort)

Ramsgrange

Haggard I

Battlestown

Tintem

Dungulph

Black

Clonmines I

Clonmines II

Clonmines HI

Barrystown

Danes

Newtown

Bannow

Kilcavan

Fannystown

Coolhull

Scar

Duncormick I

Cullenstown

Rathronan

Baldwinstown

Kilcowan

Bridgetown

C.So

c1650

C

C

C

Cfi

C

C

C

Cs

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

OoS°

c1840

S

C

C

C

R

R

R

F

S

A

R

R

T

R

C

C

R

R

R

R

S

C

R

R

R

R

S

O.S.

c1920

C

R

C

C

R

R

S

R

C

R

T

R

C

R

R

R

S

R

S

R

R

S

C

C

R

S

S

O°S.

c1980

O

O

X

X

O

O

X

O

X

O

O

X

F

O

X

X

X

X

X

X

O

X

O

X

X

O

O

O

O

O

O

Dgm.

X

0

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

Sq.

Y

Y

Y

Pt

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y
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111A

112

113

l13B

114

114A

114B

114X

115

116

117

117A

l17B

118

119

l19X

120

120A

120B

120G

121

121X

122

123

123B

124

125

125A

126

127

128

129

129A

129X

130

130B

131

Ballymagir

Mulrankin

Tagannan

Mayglass

Ballyrane

Ballycogly

Orristown

Trimmer

Bargy

Butlerstown I

Butlerstown H

Rathdowney

Grahormack

Hill I

Hill lI

Slad

Ballytory

Liginstown

Allenstown

Tomhaggard

Bailygerry

Waddingsland

Ballyconnor (beg)

Ballyhire

Killalan / Ballytrent

Kilcloggan

Houseland

Loftus Hall

Fethard

Ballyteighue

Ballyteighue II

Ballyhealy

Ballyseskin

Ballyharty

Churchtown

Sigginstown

Ballymacane

CoSo

c1650

Cf

C

Cf

C

C

C

C

C

C

O.S.

c1840

R

S

R

C

C

C

C

C

S

C

S

R

R

C

C

R

C

C

O.S.

c1920

R

S

S

C

C

C

S

S

C

C

S

R

S

R

R

R

C

R

R

S

O°S.

c1980

O

X

O

O

O

O

O

X

X

O

O

O

X

X

O

O

O

X

O

O

X

X

O

X

O

X

O

X

Dgm.

O

X

X

X

X

O

X

O

X

Sq.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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C.S. O.S. O.S. O.S. Dgm. Sq.

c1650 c1840 c1920 c1980

132 Tacumshin - R R O X Y

133 Rathshillane - C R O X Y

134 Ladys Island - R R X X Y

134A Ladys Island tower - - T T X -

134X Bunearrig ......

135 Castle Paliser - S S O - -

135G Ballyfane - - O -

135X St. Margarets ......

136 Clougheast C C X X Y

137 Castletown - C C X X Y

138 Slade C C R X -

142 Ballynastragh R - - O -

143 Ballyorley R - - O - -

145 Bolimore/Ballymore C - - O - -

147 Horetown C f - - O - -

UNLOCATED CASTLES

Cas.# Name Source Status Barony

139

141

144

146

148

149

150

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

168

171

174

Aclamane

Clogneskin

Pallice

Ballykeoge / Bellvue

Balleshenan

Soe / Sooe

Rahale / Potts

Curracloe

Knockea

Murrintown

Rochestown

Sallystown

Whitestown

Ambrosetown

OM Hall

Ballywitch

Greyrobin

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

R

R

C

R

SBN

GRY

GRY

SRE

BTY

SRE

BLK

SRE

SBN

FTH

FTH

FTH

FTH

BGY

BGY

FTH

FTH
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EXPLANATORY NOTES to DATA 1    (S)    - APPENDIX III

Boldtype = Confirmed as a Tower House

Plain type = Status not known (Possibly

Italics = Not a tower house

was a tower house)

for Col. 1 (C.S. c 1650)

C = Castle
D = Decayed

R = Ruin
d = Decayed

f = Fair

ft = Fort
i = Indiffrent

mh = Manor / Mansion house

r = Ruinous
s = Small

sh = Stone House

for Col. 2 and 3 (O.S. c1840 and c1920)
A = Abbey

C = Castle
F = Fort

R = Ruin

S = Site
T = Tower

- = Not shown

* = a N.M.A. castle (not marked antiquity)

for Col. 4 (O.S. c1980)

X = Recorded / indicated

O = Not recorded

on the 1/2-map.

for Col. 5 (Dgm.)
X = A diagram / plan was provided.

0 = A plan was not provided

for Col.

General

SMR

6 (Sq.)
Y = The plan was that

approximately so.

N = The plan could not

Sites and Nonuments

of a square structure or

be described as square.

one

Record Office of the O.P.W.
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Wexford Castle Occupants (Pre 1600)

(the numbers given are the castle reference numbers)

Family No. Name Notes

Barry 100
66

Barrystown
Rathumney (For a time.)

Browne 30
~m

20
112
109

46

Old Ross
Greyrobin
Browneswood
Mulrankin
Rathronan
Brownes

( ~ 400)

Principal residence.

Barrett 25 Mountgarrett 1401

Butler 19A Kayer / Wilton (See under Furlong.)

Cheevers 129
129A
156
101

Ballyhealy
Ballyseskin
Blackhall
Danes (Originally le Denn’s.)

Cliffe Bellvue

Codd 83G
137
154

Rathaspick
Castletown
Gan’ylough

1564
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Cullen 108A Cullenstown

Devereux

Esmondes

FitzGerald

FitzHenry

Furlong

Geraldine

Hay/Hayes

Hore

31
31A
41A
106
Q~

lllA

Adamstown
Old Court
Ballyshannon
Coolhull
Sallystown
Ballymagir (Principal seat.) 1236

86
142

Johnstown
Balinesra

65 Killesk (See under Geraldine.)

32A

34G
104

Macmine
Clonmines I
Castlesow
Kilcowan

77
19A
47
147
158

Aughnagan
Kayer/Wilton
Carrigmannon
Horetown
Davidstown

Sub-let to Hores.
See under Butler.
Of the Baron of Kayer.
Exchanged 1309.
Of the Baron of Kayer.

65 Killesk See under FitzGerald.

138
118/9
132

Slade
Hill Castle
Tacumshin

See Laffans.

76A
69A
77
76
60

Harperstown
Taghmon
Aughnagan
Ballyshelin
Kilmanock

1572 of the Roches.

Of the Furlongs.
Of the manor of Belgrave.
(Manor)
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Kavanaghs

Keating

Laffan

Lambert

Mawbry

Meylers

O’Byrnes

O’Morchoes

Ormonds

Prendergasts

Redmonds

Roche

18
16A

Ballindowney

125
ll0A

Polmontry

138

Houseland
Kilcowan(more)

1541 (see Redmond.)

123
134/A

Slade See Hay.

88B

Ballyhire
Ladys Island

75
70A

The Island

10A

Dirr
Mullinderry

1624

12

Monart (For a time.)

25

Clondaw Built it. (O’Morchoe = Murphy)

82

Mountgarrett From the Bishop of Fems.

125
125A

Gurchins 1484

54
5O
45
51

Houseland
Redmonds/Loftus Hall

Artramon
Cullentra
Roches
Newcastle

See Keatings.

Of Earl of Shrewsbury.
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Rochfords 113 Tagannan/Mount Pleasant

Rositers 115
81
71

Bargy
Newcastle
Slevoy

Sixteenth century.
Thirteenth century.
1608

Stafford 150 Rahale (Manor)

Sutton 61B/64
69
126
83
166

Ballykeerogue
Taylorstown
Fethard
Clonard
Ballyharty
Ballykeerogemore
Clonmines II

Had many owners.
Formerly Bishops resid.
1379
They sublet this.

Synnott 33
48B
152
154

Ballybrennan
Ballyharron
Ballyfafnoge
Garrylough

The family headquarters.

Talbot 22 Castletalbot

Turner 84B Newbay 1562

Wadding l14A Ballycogley

Whitty 128 Ballyteighue
95 Dungulph
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PLANTATION CASTLES

OWNER NAME OF "CASTLE"

Annesley Castle Annesley (#15)

Camolin (#57)

Blundell Drumgold

Carroll Ballycarney (#6)

Cooke Newtown

Esmonde Limerick (# 1)

Fisher Prospect (#4G) (a.k.a. Fisherstown)

Hibbotts Monasootagh

Jones Middleton

Kenny Edermine (a.k.a. Jonestown)

Langhorne Ballynaclash (#22B)

Loftus Rahale

Marwood Monaseed

Parsons Tomduff

Pierse Medophall

Trevelyan Ballyvoodock (a.k.a.Sampton)

Wingfield Ballynabamey
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Current Remains and Condition of Wexford Castles.

NO. NAME NOTE Storeys Ivy Walls

Surviving Remaining
(out of 4)

1. Limerick Partly burned 1642.
Re- built and ordered to be
burnt m 17C; abandoned
pre 1649. 1 Y 1

3. Ryland Now an engineering works,
Destroyed early 1980" s,
much of it undermined in
1820 by road construction
when a lot of it fell. 0 0

4. Clohamon Nothing left.
Undermined by quarrying in
the 19C 0 0

5. Borris C.S. describes it as a "broken
castle" 1 Y    1+

6. Ballycamey Remnants demolished in
"recent years" - Jeffreys 0 0

8. Ballymore Nothing Remains 0 0

9. Daphne 1 Y 1 (bits)

11. Enniscorthy Restored as a Museum 1 N 4

12A. Peppards Incorporated in a modem
house

14. Morris There is an account quoted
in Jeffreys of the last
remnants being blown up
by the Co.Council. (P184) 0 - 0

15. Annesley 1 N 1 (pt. of tr.)

19. Castleboro Elizabethan manor house - Y -

20. Brownswood Dismantled 1650 by George
Cooke - Cromwellian, (Jef. p
180). It appears not to have
deteriorated much in the 20C. 21/2 Y 2
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21. Ballinkeel (poss. folly) 2 Y 4

22. Talbot 4 Y 3

25. Mountgarret 5=F Y 4

31. Adamstown N. comer fell Jan 1961, there

are three quarters left. The

bawn walls were demolished

sometime after 1863. 4 Y

32A. Macmine Modified as part of a later and

larger castle complex,

now deserted. 4 Y 4

33A. The Deeps In poor condition. 3 Y 3 1/2

35. Strokestown Extensive modification,

inhabited until recently. 4 Y 4

40. TeUarought Unsafe 4 Y 4

41. Courthoyle Partially quarried for wall

material in the 1960"s 2 Y

42. Newbawn Y

45. Dungear Lone standing wall. 2 Y

46. Brownes Pile of rubble.

53. Barntown Base slightly undermined. 5=F Y(!) 4

54. Artramont Doorframe partially quarried

fissure on one face. 4+ (5=F) N 4

56B. Ferrycarrig In care of Wex. Co. Council. 4 N 4

57B. Selskar Ecclesiastical tower Nat.Mon. 4 N 4

58/1. Westgate Privately restored. 4(+attic) N 4

59. Priesthaggard Remains were levelled in

1978 "only an eyesore" 0 0
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62. Dunbrody II Fragmentary remains are

incorporated into the later

mansion type house. Y

64. BaUykeeroge Burnt 1649 by Cromwell’s

troops. The round flanker

fell to half its former height

in last 20 years. 3 Y 2

65. Killesk Virtually no change since

the nineteenth century. 3 Y 3

66. Rathumney

(S.N.#229)

O.P.W. have carried out

restoration work on it. 2 N 4

67. Boley Nothing left.

Demolished 1960’s. The

materials were used for road

construction. It was

substantial in 1840 0 0

68. Longraigue Built into modem house.

69. Taylorstown 3+ Y 4

69A. Taghmon Inaccessible, in town, a

fissure on one face. 5=F Y 4

70. Tracystown Apparent victim of quarrying. 2 N 3

71. Slevoy Much modified, includes

red brick. 31/2 Y 4

73. Hilltown (C.H.T.) Modified. 4 Y 4

75. Sigginshaggard Talus partially quarried. 5 N 4

76A. Harperstown Incorperated in later structure -

also ruined. 14- Y

77. Aghnegan Modified as a cow shed ! N 4

78. Dirr (Tracystown) A windmill, (frequently mistaken

as a castle ruin.) 2 Y
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78G Kilmannin Crumbling interior, strangled

by ivy. 4 Y 4

81. Newcastle Adjacent to farmhouse. 3 1/2 Y 4

83. Clonard Shaky. 2 Y    3

87. Rathlannon Much modified. 4+ Y    4

88. KiUiane Some windows modified. 5=F Y 4

89. Rathmacknee National Monument (SN434) 5=F N 4

90. Buttermilk Could find no trace. Y

91. Kilhfle 5 Y 2

92. Ballyhack

(S.N.#516)

O.P.W. have carried out

restoration work and an

excavation on it. 5+ N    4

95. Dungulph Modified residence of

Mr. O’Brien. 3 N 4

97. Clonmines I Some quarrying. 4 1/2 5=F    N 4

98. Clonmines II Now part of a farmhouse,

modified almost beyond

recognition 4 Y 4

99. Clonmines III Fortified Church 2 +allure =F Y 4

100. Barrystown Opes much quarried. 2+ Y     4

101. Danes Talus quarried. 5=F Y" 4

104. Kilcavan Has changed little in the 20C 4 Y 2

106. Coolhull (C.H.T.) Soon to be taken into State

care ? 3+4=F Y 4

107. Scar Quarrying has taken place

at various levels. 4=F Y 4
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108A. Cullenstown Roofed down, now used as a

store room off house. 3 Y 4

109. Rathronan Modified and reduced in height

as a dwelling, now deserted. 3 Y 4

110. Baldwinstown Split from top m bottom.

Turret also subsiding. 5=F Y 4

lllA. Ballymagir Was modified as a dwelling

house, now unused. 2-t- Y 4

112. Mulrankin Quarrying at several levels

especially level 1. 5=F Y 4

114A. Ballycogley Will soon crumble. 5=F Y 3

115. Bargy (C.H.T.) Home of the Davis

family. N

117. Butlerstown Well cared for, belongs to

Skrine’s 5=F N 4

120. Ballytory Incorporated in Doyle’s house. 2 N 4

122. Ballyconnor Fissure on one face. Y 4

124. Kilclogan Breech in one wall. 5=F Y 4

125. Houseland Pile of rubble.

126. Fethard Has suffered breeching and

quarrying. Y 4

128. Ballyteighue Reasonable condition. 5+ attic =F Y 4

129. Ballyhealy Restored as a dwelling, now

deserted and vandalised. 5 N 4

130B. Sigginstown Inaccessible 5=F N 4

131. Ballymacane Only a stone with the date

"1612" inscribed on it remains. 0 0
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132. Tacumshin Apparently leveled for

a cow parlour. 0 0

133. Rathshillane No foundations, serious fissure. 3=F Y 3 1/2

134. Lady’s Island Some quarrying at base, also

windows. Barbican at a 70

degree angle due to subsidence. 5=F N 4

136. Clougheast Now well cared for (Davis’s) 5+ dovecote =F N 4

137. Castletown Modified, includes red brick. 2 Y 4

138. Slade National Monument (SN429) 5+battlem.=F    Y 4

Code

F = The structure’s full original height.

if for example 5=F is recorded, this means that five storeys survive and this was the full height,

if 4, 5=F is noted then four storeys now remain out of five which once stood.

Y = The structure does have ivy on it.

N = There is no apparent ivy.
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APPENDIX V~:I

COPIES    OF    SURVEY    FORMS    USED

Albert J. Jordan
Dept. Med. Hist. T.C.D.

TOWERHOUSE FIELD SURVEY

Co. WEXFORD

NAME No.

STATISTICS

Ground Plan extnl area I
m

Altitude ht. o.d.- .....
I
I

No. Storeys surviving

i

x I
Area

I ~,~all thickness

I I

CLASSIFICATIONS

Davin I
I

C.H.: I      I ¥’~

FEATURES

Batter Y/N Window seat

I.M.T.

Mural
chute

Y/N Loft room
(under vault)

Y/N

DEFENSIVE FEATURES

Bartizans

Machicolis

Machicolation

Murder Hole

Gun Ports

MATERIALS

(if known) IStone

Oth Materials I
(found or used) i

STRUCTURE

Rubble -- Coursed

Roughly Crsd.

Un-coursed

Cut Quoins Y/N

Cut Window/Door frames

Other (Specify).

LEVELS BREAKDOWN

Y/N

SUMMARIES OF DETAIL~

Stairs-- Mural Spiral

Vaults (under levels)

Turrets    I

Roof Detail Surviv.

Floor Detail @ levels I
(enter level No.’s) I

I No. (sketch)

Y/N

FEATURE

("R"=rnd.hd.)
I,,oop8

Windows
Presses
Wall Recesses

Slop Sinks
Mural Chutes
Gardrobes

"Secret Chmbr"
Fireplace(O/L)
Other

EXTERNAL FEATURES

Bawn            Y/N/P (sketch)

Approx dist nearest water source I          I

Associated Settlement (i.e M+B/Moated site etc.)

I I
Earthworks / Defences

Building stone source dist. - ....

Y/N Details

no evid = \

Land Quality \ Use

Evid EXTNL Putlog holes / scaffolding ?

Y/N I      I (if so sketch)

DATESURVEYED I
!
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Albert J. Jordan
Dept. Med. Hist. T.C.D.

TOWERHOUSE FIELD SURVEY

Co. WEXFORD
VAULTS

No.

Level (for which this vault forms floor) I

Other vaults (/ if not, otherwise give level)

SHAPE

Barrel

Pointed

[3
r-1

Rough Sketch

Is there any evidence for centering or formwork ? (corbels scars/putlog offsets etc.)

WICKER I [ PLANKING NO EVIDENCE

Evidence in support of or contravening Mc Kenna thesis

DATE SURVEYED I I
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Albert J.Jordan

Dept. Med. Hist.T.C.D.

TOWERHOUSE FIELD SURVEY

Co. WEXFORD

STAIRS
No.

I III II

MURAL SPIRAL

Average Tread

Average Riser

No. of steps

Average width

No. of lights

Direction of
ascent- ie

Clockwise/
Anti-clock.
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1
Albert j. Jordan ] TOWER HOUSE FIELD SURVEY

Dept. Med. Hist. T.C.D.I Co. WEXFORD

Dist. floor level to corbels

(Floor thickness of timber)
I I

Floor Joists rested on

Ledge
Putlog/Socket

Corbel
Slits

Wallplate

Uncertain
Other (Specify)

u

n

n

I

~mn

Insert X if defenite

P if possible

"EVE’I I

Likely Cles~ification

B.W.C.

(joists rest on wallplate which
spans the corbels)

SGL.

(joist spans from one wall to
other no intermediate supports)

DBL.

(secondary joists resting on corbels
and support the primary joists at rt
angles.)

ROUGH SKETCH
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I
ALbert J. Jordan J

IDept. Med. Hist. T.C.D

TOWER HOUSE FIELD SURVEY
Co. WEXFORD

WINDOWS
No.

III

1 2

SHAPE AREA No. 1 x2
For that shape

(approx)    of that shapeSketch if reqd

TOTAL APPROX AREA FOR THIS LEVEL
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Albert J. Jordan

Dept. Med. Hist. T.C.D.

TOWER HOUSE FIELD SURVEY

Co. WEXFORD

ROOFS No.

Rise

Span I I

DIMENSIONED \ SCALE SKETCH
Note corbel / putlog spacing and position

Note evidence for fabrics etc.
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APPeNDiX

INDEX OF CASTLES

Name Ref~

A

Aclamane 139
Adamstown 31
Aghnegan 77
AUenstown 120B
Ambrosetown 165
Annesley 15
Ardenagh 72
Amestown 27 / 34B
Artramon 54
Aughnagan 77

B

B aldwinstown 110
BaUeshenan 148
Ballidegan 50B
Ballinaclash 22B
Ballinastraw 8A
Ballindoney 18
BaUinesker 34
Ballinkeel 21
Ballinlane 25A
Ballivodack 23A

Bally...

Ballyanne 24X
Ballyboggan 56
Ballybrazil 64
Ballybrennan 33
Ballybrittas 33
Ballycappoge 81G
Ballycamey 6
Ballycogley 114A
Ballyconnick 79
Ballyconnor 122
B aUycuppock 81G
B allycushlane 131
Ballyfane 135G
Ballyfamogue 59G
Ballyfamogue 21X
Ballygarvan 66A
Ballygeary 121
Ballygerry 121
Ballyhack 92
Ballyharron 48B
Ballyharty 129X
BaUyhealy 129
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Bally...

BaUyhire
Ballykeerogue (beg)
Ballykeerogue (more)
Ballykelly
Ballykeoge
Ballykeoge
Ballyknock
Ballylane
Ballyleigh
Ballyloskan
Ballymacane
Ballymagir
Ballymore
Ballymore
Ballynamona
Ballynastragh
BaUynastragh
Ballyorley
Ballyrane
Ballyseskin
Ballyshannon
Ballyshelin
Ballysop
Ballyteighue
Ballyteige
Ballytemoge
Ballytory
Ballytramon
Ballytrane
Ballytrent
BaUywilliam
Ballywitch

B

Bannow
Bargy
Bamtown
Bamtown
Barrystown
Battlestown
Bellvue
Black
Black
Blackhall
Boley
Bolimore
Borris
Bridewell
Bridgetown
Brownescastle
Brownswood
Bryanstown
Bulgan
Buncarrig
Butlerstown
Butlerstown
Buttermilk

123
61B
64
89G
146
33B
73B
36B
16
43A
130
111A
8
145
61G
8A
142
143
114
129A
41A
76
60G
128
127
59G
120

55
114
123B
17X
171

103
115
52
53
100
94
146
20
96
48X
67
145
5
81A
111
46
20
68A
47X
134X
116
117
90
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C

Camlin
Carrigmannon
Castleboro
Castleboro II
Castle Ellis
Castlehayestown
Castlemoyle
Castlepaliser
Castle Sow
Castletown
Churchtown
Clavas
Clearestown
Cleristown
Clogneskin
Clohamon
Clonard
Clonatin
Clonatin Upper
Clondaw
Clonmines I,II,III.
Clougheast
Cooladine
Coolaw
Coolhull
Coolnagree
Courthoyle
Craan
Crekan
Courttown
Cullenstown
CuUentra
Curracloe

37
47
19
19B
22G
83B
26
135
34G
137
130
10
8O
8O
141
4
83
4B
5B
12
97-99
136
llA
69G
106
32G
41
7G
37
8X
108A
50
159

D

Danescastle
Daphney
Davidstown
Deeps
Dirr
Doononey
Drinagh
Drumgold
Duganstown
Dunbrody
Dunbrody II
Duncannon
Duncormick
Dungear
Dungulph

E

Enniscorthy

101
9
49X
33A
77X
32
84
12G
35X
62
63
92A
108
45
95

11
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F

Fannystown
Fardystown
Ferns
Ferrycarrig
Ferrycarrig Tower
Fethard
Finshoge
Fortchester
Fort Garret
Forth Common

G

Galbally
Garrylough
Gorey
Grahormick
Great
Great Island
Greyrobin
Growtown
Gurchens Great
Gurteens

H

Haggard
Harperstown
Hays (Wex.)
Hayestown
Hayestown
Hill
Hill II
Hillbum
Hilltown
Horetown
Houseland

Inch

J

Johnstown

K

Kayer (a.k.a.Wilton)
Kilboggy
Kilbreny
Kilbride
Kilcavan
Kilclogan
Kilcowan
Kilhile
KiUalan
Killegny
KiUesk

105
81B
7A
56B
56A
126
34A
2
28
76B

33B
22X
6G
117B
88B
61
174
46A
82
82

93
76A

44
83B
118
119
70
73
147
125

1G

86

19A
7
39B
6A
104
124
110A
91
123B
18B
65
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K

Killiane
Killiane
Kilmannan
Kilmannock
Knockduff
Knockea

L

Lacken
Ladys Island
Ladys Island Tower
Lake Little
Latimerstown
Limbrick
Limerick
Lingstown
Loftus Hall
Longraigue

M

Macmine
Mayglass
Middletown
Mill Lands
Milshoge
Mistringe
Monart
Monaseed
Morris Castle
Mountgarrett
Mounmorris
Mount Pleasant
Muchwood
Mulgannon
Mullinderry
Mulrankin
Murrintown
Mylerspark

MC.

Mc Murrough’s Island

N

Nash
Newbawn
Newbay
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
New Ross
Newtown
Nuge
Nuke

88
123B
78G
60
33G
160

29
134
134A
88G
85
1
1
120A
125A
68

32A
113B
8G
5G
9G
30B
10A
5A
14
25
4A
113
49
58B
70A
112
161

38

24

40A
42
84B
43
51
81
26
102
90A
40A
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O

Oldcourt
Oldcourt
OldhaU
Old Ross
Orristown
Oulart

P

Pallice
PaUis
Peppards
Polehore
Polmontry
Polmounty
Potts
Priesthaggard
Prospect

R

Rahale
Ramsgrange
Rathaspick
Rathdowney
Rathlannon
Rathmacknee
Rathnageerah
Rathronan
RathshiUane
Rathumney
Redmonds Hall
Rochestown
Rosbercon
Rosegarland
Rosslare Tower
Rossilagh
Ryland

S

Sallystown
Scar
Scark
Selskar
Sigginshaggard
Sigginstown
Slad
Slade
Slevoy
Slievecoiltia
Soe
Sooe
Staplestown
St. Catherines
St. Mannans / Mannins
St. Margarets
Stokestown
Stonebridge (Wex.)

31a
36
168
30
114B
21A

144
2G
12A
48
16A
16A
150
59
4G

150
92X
83G
l17A

87
89
39A
109
133

66
125A
162
25B
67A
58A
41B
3

163
107
25A
57B
75
130B
l19X
138
71
39
149
149
86G
40A
78G
135X

35
58/4
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T

Tacumshin
Taghmon
Tagannan
Tagunnan
Talbot
Talbot
Taylorstown
TeUarought
The Deeps
Tintem
Tomduff
Tomgar(rowmore)
Tornhaggard
Tomnemaghtiry
Toom
Traceystown
Tracystown East
Trimmer
TuUicana

W

Waddings (Wex.)
Waddingsland
Warrens
Westgate
Wexford
WhitemiU
Whites (Wex.)
Whitestown
Wilton
Wingfield

Y

Yolegrew

132
69A
113
113
22
23
69
40
33A
94A
9A
8B
120G
11B
llG
78
70
114X
74

58/2
121X
17
58/1
57
58G
58/3
164
19A
2A

69X
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Fiant Feb. 20.35. H. VIII ( in Hore 1906.154)

see Hore 1911.477

Hore 1900.28

Knoop and Jones 1967.118

ibid. p 105

Hore 1900.27
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11.

11A.

liB.

12.

12A.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

18b.

18a.

18A.

18B.

18C.

18D.

18E.

18F.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

23A.

24.

25.

Knoop and Jones 1967.54

"Inventory of the King’s Stuff (sic) remaining at the mines of

Barriestowne and Clomyne and Ballyhack. 12 Aug. 1552"

(in Hore 1900.243)

Mag. Rot. Scac. Hib. 6 Edw. II No. 541/5. P.R.O. London.

(in Hore 1904.276-7

Brown 1980.30

Brown 1980.32

Hore 1900.27

Knoop and Jones 1967.45

ibid. p 45

ibid. p 46

ibid. p 98

Sir Henry Wallop commissioned Anthony Colclough to erect a

"strong fort" here "against the depredations of the Kavanagh’s" the

estimated cost was £350 - (see Hore 1911.598).

Renn 1960.11

Paul (of) Finglas Account. (see # 1C above)

see Hore 1911.13

Letter of Sir Henry Wallop to Walshingham. (1581)

S.P. Ireland Vol. 83 No. 41. P.R.O. London.

Paul (of) Finglas Account. (see No. 1C above)

Statute Rolls 53 H III - 26 Henry VI 1268-9 -- 1447-8

I Q 36 - 54 P.R.O. Dublin.

Begun 16 May and completed the same summer.

(see Cairns 1987.20)

see Hore P.H. 1900.27-8.

Quoting from 1283-4 Account of Constable and provost of Old Ross.

848/26 P.R.O. London. (P.H.H. MSS Vol. 72.281)

Min. Acc. 11-12 Edw. I. Vetus Ross.

Mc Kenna 1984.32

ibid. Fig. 15. pp 33-4.

Fitchen 1961.33

Fitchen op. cit. p 220 and Mc Kenna 1984.36

Mc Kenna op.cit, pp 36-7.

Mc Kenna op.cit, p 37

Fitchen op.cit, p 20
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3
(Architecture I)

(Vaults Floors and Roofs)

.

.

3.

o

.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Multiple vaults were discovered at Daphne castle (#9) also, but this was

not a tower house and is evidently of a later era, and therefore does not

feature in the statistics. (It is a squat lengthy building,

incorporating red brick.)

Leask asserted that this was the usual material.

Mc Kenna found that in many of her cases that

hazel too was employed. (Mc Kenna 1984.32)

Mc Kenna 1984.36/37. She contended that in order to remove

formwork used in the construction of the vault, that the "end

walls" were not built up until after the vault had set and the formwork

had been removed. She noted that these walls sometimes "fall

away, since they were not tied into the vault

construction." (See also Chapter 2.)

see Wilcox 1984.36.

Cairns 1987.14

see Mc Kenna op.cit, pp 16-17.

@ Kilmannin (#78G) - see Table 3.21.

At Clam Co. Kilkenny beams and joists measure

12"x14" and the thickness of the floor was

thus 20"-24" (c 60cm) - Leask 1941.82.

Duggan 1982.118-121.

ibid. 118-121.

Calculated as follows -

The external area = 14.0m x 10.7m

Which implies - "X" = 10.7m

- "Y" = 14.0m

- "T" = 2.05m

Wall thickness = 2.05m

D=X-2T

therefore D = 10.7-(2 X 2.05)

= 10.7-4.10

= 6.60m
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12A.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

Duggan op.cit, p 20.

ibid. p 20.

ibid. p 62-4.

ibid. p 64.

ibid. p 22. and p 115.

The tenability of this modification to Duggan’s suggested floor form for

Rockfleet is dependent on the absence of beam fixing evidence (corbels

or put-log holes) in the non illustrated walls - or at least the existence

in these walls of such supports as would fit in with the modification.

I.E. it would not be feasible to raise the floor up as suggested if there

were corbels present in the other walls at a level to support one of the

beams.

Duggan op.cit, p 132

Mc Kenna op.cit, p 24.

Duggan op.cit, p 113.

ibid. p 93.

ibid. p 55.

Min Ac. 13-14 Edw.I 847/21 Carlow. P.R.O.(Lond.)

(P.H. MS. Vol. 72 p73.)(in Hore 1900 O.R.153.)

If the floorboards were taken up for re-use then the nails would have

been taken with them, or perhaps the evidence for them in the timbers

has been obscured with the passing of time.

Chasing is the chiselling out of masonry to produce a channel into

which is slotted a beam or flashing. It is an extremely tedious and slow

operation.

see Duggan op.cit, p 129.

ibid. p 131.

see Hore 1906.64.

T. Crofton Croker ed. "Narratives illustrative of the contests in Ireland

in 1641 and 1690." (publ. 1841) in O’Danachair C. "Irish siege

engines" in The Irish Sword I 1949-53.

1680 MS in the Hore collection. (Quoted in Hore 1862.60.)

Hore 1862.60. - footnote 3.

Mc Kenna op.cit, p 41.

Civil Survey p 84.

Stanyhurst 1584 in Duggan 1982.127. and Jope 1961.205.

Le Gouz 1644 Account in Crofton Croker ed. 1837.40-1.

"Account of New Ross by Robt. Leigh Esq. in

1684. (MS of Sir. Thos. Phillipps Bt.) in Hore 1900. O.R. 294.
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38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

1680 MS in Hore 1862.72

Civil Survey p 94

ibid. p 112.

ibid. p 122.

For angle turrets see Davin 1982.81.

Comment as to the state of the castle in

1323-4. (see Hore 1906.64)

Account of the Provost of the Manor of Old

Ross. Min. Ac. 11-12 Edw.I. Vetus Ros 848/26

(P.R.O. Lond., P.H. MSS Vol. 72.281) also

quoted in Hore 1900.28-31.

in Hore 1901 D p 202-3.

Account of the Earl of Norfolk 1279-94.

Min.Ac. Lands of the Earl of Norfolk, t. Edw.I.P.R.O.Lond. Q.R.

Sweetman 1979.232

Some fragments of roof tiles were discovered in post-excavation rubble

at Dysart Castle (a tower house) Thomastown Co. Kilkenny by the

author. It would appear that these were plain roof tiles as opposed to

the ridge type, - each having a hole in one corner. The director of the

excavation - Ben Murtagh - has concluded that these are unlikely to

belong to the medieval era and they probably belong to a later structure

on the site. (Pers. comm.)

Duggan op.cit, p 131.

ibid. p 24.

for a diagram of the roof see Duggan 1982.126

Duggan op.cit, p 127.

Mc Kenna op.cit, p 42.

ibid. 60 and Fig. p 30.

ibid. Fig. 22.
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4
(Architecture 11)

(Walls and Mural Features)

.

.

.

4.

5.

6.

.

7A.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

14.

15.

16.

There were four widely used standards for the "foot" in

Medieval times, dependant on ones locality.

"English foot" = 0.3048m

"Roman" .. = 0.2957m

"Carolingian" = 0.3329m

"Pied Royale" = 0.3248m

(see Stalley 1987.71)

S. P. Ireland. 7 Hen. VI 1429. P.R.O. London

Abraham 1986. 47.

Ibid. p 47.

Leask 1946.32.

Account of David Trillec and Raymund Lund, Constable

and Provost of Old Ross for 1283-4.

(in Hore 1900.27)

Gowen 1978.5.

Petition Comu. A. 14.23 A.D. 1657. (in Hore 1904.408).

see #6 above.

Abraham op. cit. p 62.

Ibid. p 64.

Stalley, (Seminar Med. Hist Research Group 11-12-’86)

Le Gouz (1644), in Crofton-Croker ed.1837.41.

In calculating the area of the window space in each

level, no account has been taken of the opes on the stairways.

This figure is arrived at as follows, thick walls (1.2m

or more), strong doorway (draw-bar slot etc.) and a

talus are each regarded as a defensive feature; the

number represents how many of these were found, i.e. if "3"

then all were present.

The chart uses only "mural" features in its analysis,

and it records merely whether or not a particular feature is

found on any level, and not how common this feature was.
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5
(Extemal Features)

lo

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

23A.

24.

25.

26.

27.

see Lee 1858.127

O’Donovan in Lee 1858.133

Ibid p 133

Ibid p 127

Ibid p 126

Ibid. p 134

Jope 1960.112

Cairns 1984.251

Ffrench 1889

Lee op. cit. p 131

Jope op. cit. p 118

Lee op. cit. p 128

Moryson "Description .... " p 222

Ibid. p 324

footnote in Lee 1858.126

Dep. Trin, Coll, Dub; F2. 12. 263

Jope op. cit. p 107

Gowen 1978.3

Ffrench 1889

in Hore 1906.33

Mag. Rot. Hib. 21 Apr. 4 Edw.II No. 541/3 P.R.O.L.

in Grose 1791 Vol. 1 xxxviii

" ....Brass vessels (vasa) in the hall .... ")

Mag. Rot. Scac. Hib. 21 Apr.; 4 Edw. II No. 541/3 P.R.O.L.

Hastings Collection, Huntington Library, San Marino, California

U.S.A. Ham Box 78. I am indebted to Dr. Rolf Loeber for bringing

this to my attention, and allowing me to see his paper prior to

publication.

S. P. Irel. Vol. 83 No. 41 P.R.O.L.

Stout 1983-4.34

Davin 1982.88

1680 MS (quoted in Hore 1862.60)
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27A.

28.

28A.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

52A.

53.

54.

55.

Hastings Collection. Box 78. (See No. 23A above.)

Gowen 1978.12

In some cases owners were able to confirm the presence / location of

wells in the bawn area or close to the tower. (i.e. Towers # 12A, 40,

68, 100, 107, 108A, l llA, l14A, 117, and 128.) Often no-one

could be found from whom to enquire, though when the opportunity

to enquire arose the response was usually positive, wells being

confirmed. This would support the conclusion that most had this

feature, as they are easily lost: though from how early a date such

features existed at the sites it is not possible to say.

Mag. Rot .... op.cit.

see Gies 1975.155

Sweetman 1979.232

Stout op.cit, p 39

see Fanning / Hurst 1975.115

Sweetman op. cit. p 239

Ibid. pp 239 + 241

Ibid. p 237

Gowen op. cit. p 25

Fanning / Hurst op. cit. p 111

Gowen op.cit, p 35

Sweetman op.cit, p 224

Ibid. p 241

Ibid. pp 223 + 244

Gowen op.cit, p 29

see Whelan in Sweetman 1979.244, also Gowen 1978.29

Ibid. p 244

Sweetman op.cit, p 241

Stout op.cit, p 36

Sweetman op.cit, p 234

Ibid. p 236

Gowen op.cit, p 33

Ibid. p 37

Sweetman op.cit, p 239

O’CaUaghan 1981.30

Cairns 1987.25

1649 account, quoted in Hore 1900 O.R. p 324

Petition. Comu., A. 14.23. A.D. 1657. (in Hore 1904.408)
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56.

57.

Letter of correspondence from I. C. Ruffell to T. B. Barry - 6

Mar. 1988, showing photo of the head.

Pers.Comm. My thanks to Michael Moore of the Field Survey office

of the O.P.W. for his helpful suggestions on this matter.

6
(Attack and Defence)

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.

7.

7A.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

12A.

14.

15.

16.

in Hore 1911.68

Giraldus Cambrensis Expugnatio Hibernica 1978 ed. p 85

Giraldus op. cit. p 33

Brown 1980.45

Friar Michael "Bemardi of Kyldare - an eye wimess."

Brit. Mus. Harleian MSS No. 913

"curious account of the erection of the walls and

fortifications of New Ross in 1265" (Hore believes it to

have been written in 1309)

Depositions T.C.D. ; F2. 12 P63 (in Hore 1901.138)

J. F. M. Ffrench 1889

Giraldus Expugniati0 op. cit. p 33

Leask 1971.239

De hOir 1982.76

"Bemardi" (see No. 5 above)

Captain Astor of Bristol. "News from the west of Ireland."

Lond. 1642. Brit. Mus. E142, 4 (in Hore 1904.61)

Giraldus op.cit, p 139

Depositions T.C.D. F2 12 p 260

Brown 1980.96

see Cairns 1987.23

"Inquisition taken at Ross before John Taylor."

S.P. Irel. 10 H. VIII P.R.O.L. (in Hore 1900 O.R. p 232)

Harris Life of William III- Quoted in Grose 1791 p XL

see Cairns 1987.23
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18A.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

It is extremely difficult to relate medieval costs to moderm money

equivalents, as there are so many factors to be taken into account, not

least inflation, and the change over to decimalisation, (with the £

going from 240 pence to 100p). Probably the most valid approach

is to relate the cost of items then and now. If we were to attempt,

say, to relate medieval wage costs to those of the present day, we

might go about it as follows;- the thirteenth century tradesman’s rate

was 5d per day worked. This compares to the modern wage on

average at £20,825. We would therefore - using this approach - need

to multiply the thirteenth century rate by 2603 to give the current

rate! If we were to apply this factor to the cost of a tower house in

the sixteenth century at say, £350, we would arrive at a modern day

cost for the structure of £911,000. I believe that this is too simple a

method, it neglects many factors which should be taken into account,

and which would require a thesis on economics in itself. Probably

the rough guide of giving other contemporary costs such as the price

of a horse @ £5 is as accurate / specific as we can be.

De hOir 1982.76

"Lords Justices and council to H. M. commissioners

for the affairs of Ireland" (Orm. MSS) in De hOir 1982.88

Sixteenth century extract from State Papers

(in De hOir 1982.870)

see Cairns 1984.95

J. F. Lydon 1973.122

in De hOir 1982.80

Old Ross Accounts 1281-2 (in Hore 1900.18)

1638 Account (in Hore 1911.644)

7
(Location and Distribution)

Giraldus Expugnatio Hibernica (1978 ed. ) p 181

There I have recorded each name, together with the O.S. sheet on

which it appears. (i.e." #4 Clohamon 09--12 SWH Kilrush"- The

"09" refers to sheet number nine of the first edition maps whilst
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.

2a.

o

.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.

10.

11.

"12" is its sub sheet on the twenty five inch maps. "SWH" is the

code for the Barony of Scarawalsh whilst Kilrush is the parish).

(Whenever two dots (..) appear after the "parish"name it is confirmed

as the parish, otherwise this column refers to the townland in which

the castle is located.) In the second Appendix list the castles are

similarly noted though instead of the locational data I

have noted the recorded condition or "status" of each in the various

surveys from the Civil Survey of the Seventeenth Century to the

modem day maps.

I am most grateful to Geraldine Stout and Michael Gibbons (S.M.R.

office of the O.P.W.) who made their records available to me, it

proved an invaluable method of checking my data and in a number of

cases I was able to add sites to my list.

This is calculated as follows - of the castles and towers whose status

we know - i.e. we know whether they were tower houses or some

other form of castle - 180 or 88.67% were tower houses. Taking the

total number of castle structures for which we have evidence, whether

or not we know their status or location we have 280 structures.

Assuming that 88.67% of these were tower houses we arrive at a total

tower house population for the county of 248.

In each case the number given ranges from the number of confirmed

tower houses (Map 1) to the possible number (Map2).

Davin 1982.194

Cairns 1984.161

Mary McAuliffe -"Seminar Paper 15-12-’89.

McKenna 1984.62

Only one possible tower house was sited above 400ft. O.D. (Fort

Common (#76B) - see Table 7.1

An Foras Taluntas 1964 NatiQnal Soil Survey of Irel~tnd "Soil

suitability map of Co. Wexford. with "Survey bulletin #1"

Figures are arrived at using both the soil map - see #9 above - in

conjunction with the ground plan sizes of the tower houses - see

Table 4.2.

The calculations for this exclude the "Coolhull" type castles and those

with inordinately large ground plans - usually having three storeys

only. This is necessary in order not to bias the figures, and results in

a more accurate representation.

Giraldus Expu~atio 1978 ed. p 245

Barry 1987.93
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

29A.

30.

31.

Whelan ed. 1987 pp 65-101.

Colfer 1987.71

Colfer notes the size of a carucate @ 120 medieval acres of arable

land, with an indefinite amount of "waste" or uncultivated land

incluced. (1987.72)

Colfer op.cit, p 73

Barry 1987.84 and 93

ibid. p 84

ibid. p 84

Colfer op. cit. p 67

Abraham 1986.39

Barry 1977.

Colfer op.cit, p 93

Hore 1906.413

ibid. p 414

ibid p414

Colfer op.cit, p 91

Addit. MSS 4801. Brit. Mus. (see also Hore 1906. 412)

O’Keeffe 1987.42

Colfer op.cit, p 94

8
(Occupation)

¯

.

3.

4.

4A.

.

6.

7.

8.

see Hore 1900.10

Hore and Graves 1870.39

Spenser 1763.223

Hogan 1878.55

Luke Gemon "A discourse of Ireland. Anno 1620"

Stowe MSS vol 28. folio 5 Brit. Mus.

(re-printed in Falkiner ed. 1904 pp 345-62)

Jeffreys 1976.24

Spenser op. cit. p 132-3

Hore 1911.598

Depositions T.C.D. F2. 12. p 260
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8A.

.

10.

10A.

11.

12.

12A.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Fynes Moryson "The commonwealth of Ireland" re-printed in

Falkiner 1904. op. cit.

Depositions - see Hore 1904.40

Hore 1911.149

Gernon op. cit. p 360

Jeffreys 1979.124

Grose 1791 p xxxviii

in Hore 1911.27

see Loeber 1987

Cairns 1987.25 and Cairns 1984.216

Cairns 1987.15

Cairns 1984.212/215

Le Gouz in Crofton Croker ed. 1837.41

Brown 1980.121

see Dublin University Mag~ine Vgl 53 No, 116 (April 1859. pp

460-9)

There is a fresco to be seen in the presbetry of Jerpoint Abbey Co.

Kilkenny.

Bodley "A visit to Lecale in the county of Down in the year

1602-3."

T,C,D, MS NO, 734 re-printed in Falkiner 1904.332

Hore 1862.72 (MS 1680)

Allowances for store and provision according to the book of orders.

Q.R. Miscellena, 39, Q. Eliz. 929/40 P.R.O. London

re-printed in Hore 1900 O.R. p 281

Moryson "Description..." op. cit. p 231

Ibid p 231

Ibid p 231

Min, Acc. 14-15 Edw. I. Old Ross 848/31

Mag. Rot. Scac. Hib. 6 Edw. II. No. 541[5

in Hore 1904.276

Brown 1980.118

Moryson Descripton p 227

BoNey op. cit. p 338

Gernon op. cit. p 361

"Allowances.." op. cit. p 279

Hunt and Lynch 1985.9

"Allowances.." op. cit. p 279

P.R.O. London

P.R.O. London
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37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

64.

65.

3 Feb. 1307, Mag. Rot. Scac, Hib. 6 Edw. II. NO, 541/5

P.R.O. Lond.

in Hore 1904.276

"Allowances.." op. cir. p 279

Ibid p 279

Mere Rolls. Irel. 42 Edw III P. R. O. (Dublin)

"Allowances.." op. cir. p 279

Ibid p 279

Moryson "Description..." op. cir. p 230

de Rochfort "Ireland under the Restoration" (c 1660) re-printed in

Falkiner ed. 1904.422

Moryson op. cit. p 321

Bodley op. cir. p 330

Moryson op. cir. p 320

Ibid p 228

Ibid p 226

Gernon op. cir. p 359

Le. Gouz op. cir. p 44

Moryson "Commonwealth .... " in Falkiner op. cir. p 261

Moryson "Manners ..... " in Falkiner op. cir. p 322

Moryson "Description ..." in Falkiner op. cir. p 223

Bodley op. cir. p 340

Moryson "Manners..." in Falkiner op. cir. p 322

Ibid p 320

Moryson "Description .... " in Falkiner op.cit, p 227

BoNey op. cir. p 336

Gernon op. cir. p 361

Cerew MSS Vol 635 p 62 Lambeth

(a 1586 account, ref. in Hore 1911 p 94)

Moryson "Manners..." in Falkiner op. cit. p 322

Hore 1901.148 Jnl. Royal Hist and Arch, Assn of Irl. Vol IV

(fourth series Oct 1876)

Bodley in 1602-3 deplored the dogs which he found a nuisance when

visiting a tower "Capt. Constables dogs ..... which were very badly

educated, were always jumping on the beds, and would not let us

alone." Bodley, in Falkiner ed. op. cit. p 339

Moryson "Manners .... " in Falkiner op. cit. p 318.
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9
(Date and Chronology)

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

11.

12.

12A.

14.

15.

16.

16A.

16B.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

21A.

2lB.

21C.

22.

see Jope 1960.97

see Thompson 1987.1

Oxford English Dictionary (second edition, 1989) Vol. II p 956

Little Oxford Dictionary. 1980.229 (definition of "fortify").

Brown 1980.47

Inq. 6 Mar. 1618. (see Hore 1906.234 and 412.)

Mem. Rolls, Hib. 12 Q. Eliz.; mem. 70. P.R.O. Dublin.

Paul of Finglas account (List of papers laid before the Privy Council

- O.P. 1834/702.- Dublin P.R.O. M2532) (Vol. containing extracts

from the Council books 1584-95.) Hayes Vol. 6. Subj. p 344.

see Hore 1911.596

MS of Sir Thos. Philipps Bart. Middle Hill Worcestershire,

(in Hore 1900. O.R. p 368)

Leask 1941.5

Thompson 1987.2

Davin 1982.41- 49.

Cairns 1987.19

i.e. Cork and Clare - see Cairns 1987.19.

O’Callaghan 1981.32

Leask 1941.106

ibid. p 133

O’Callaghan op.cit, p 44

Craig 1982.100

O’Callaghan 1984.40

Min. Acc. pt. of II Edw. I 848/5 P.R.O. (London)

also in P.H.Hore MSS Vol 72.211

Clynn’s Annals. Aide MSS #4789

also in Hore 1900 (O.R.) p 37

Min. Ac. 14-15 Edw. I Old Ross 848/31 P.R.O. (London)

see also Hore 1900.37

see Hore 1901.64

Hore 1911.202

Cal. Pat. Rolls. 3 Ric. II. P.R.O. (London)

see also Hore 1900.210 (O.R.)
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23.

23A.

23B.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

Cairns 1984.186

O’Keeffe 1987.39

Johnson (#61) p .20

Cairns 1984.186

13 June I Henry IV Cal. Pat. Rot. Canc. Hib. p 157 #97

see also Hore 1900.216

Addit MSS 4801 Brit. Mus.

Hore 1906.412

Carew MS #635.( dated c 1578 - in Hore and Graves 1870.27)

S.P. Ireland. Vol. 83 #41.

S.P. Ireland Hen. VIII 1536. Vol. III No. 1 P.R.O. (Lond.)

Loeber 1987.181

Patent Rolls, 9 May, 10 Hen. IV (1409)

see Hore 1900.130; similarly Jeffreys P. 208-9

Hore mis-dates this to 1408; but Hen. IV’s tenth year was 1409

and this accords with other authors comments based on the same

document. See Jeffreys p 208-9 and Cheney C.R. ed. Handbook

of Dates .... (1978.22). Lond.

see Leask 1941.86

Cairns 1984.204

Cairns 1984-6 (Irish Sword) p 114

Duggan 1982.117

ibid. p 131

ibid. p 131

Leask 1941.34

see Leask 1941.68

O’Callaghan 1969.34

Craig 1982.100

Edw. Culleton (see S.M.R. file for this castle).

Leask 1941.24

ibid. p 24

i.e. Taffe’s Castle near Carlingford (R.S.p.c.)

Brown attributed them to the fourteenth century. (Brown 1980.42)

All measurable examples were c 1.9m from apex to ground-

level, at Barrystown 1.86m was noted, though here the ground

level could not be determined exactly.

Cairns 1987.16

Craig 1982.97

1680 MS in the Hore collection, see Hore 1862.72
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52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

58A.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

Brick tended not to be used earlier than 1560 and is most likely

post 1600. (pers. comm. R.S.)

O’Callaghan 1969.34

see Leask 1941.88 and 1946.33

see Jope 1960.99

see Cairns 1984.180, - based on the assumption that only by then

were firearms becoming common in Ireland.

Fanning and Hurst 1975. P.R.I.A. Vol. 75 C # 6.

ibid. p 11

A general date on the basis of typology (from a photograph only) was

obtained (advice from E. Kelly National Museum of Ireland). A

more precise date was not available at the time of going to print.

Gowen 1978.19

Michael K.E. and Ralph ed. 1971. Dating techniques and the

Archaeologist. See also Barker 1977.207, where he notes that "radio-

carbon dating ...... beset with too many uncertainties..."

"Sample Q8118, from Fethard Castle Co. Wexford .... sample

yielded 100 annual growth rings ... the centre of the tree is present

on the sample. No sapwood or indication of the heartwood/sapwood

is present on the sample. The ring pattern was compared against the

Dublin Medieval master and gave a "t" value of 5.31 @ an end year of

AD 1485. The ring pattern was also compared against other masters

and gave a consistent end date. The best estimated felling date would

be AD 1517+/- 9 or later. This is calculated by adding the Belfast

sapwood estimate of 32+/- 9 years to the end date of the ring

pattern..."

Report from Palaeocology Centre Q.U.B. by David Brown.

see Cairns 1987.1

Simpson p 229

Cairns 1987.7

Davin 1982.122

ibid. p 93-9

Simpson op. cit. p 234

Cairns 1984.241

see Davin 1982.113

see Johnson p 49

Giraldus "Topom’aphy.." p 119

Giraldus Expugnati0 Hibernica 1978 ed. p 195

(and facing page for latin.)
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73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

Leask 1941.75

see Stalley 1971.32/3, 36.

Leask 1941.75

ibid. p 25

re: Lord Robert Savage - see Cairns 1984.187.

see Cairns 1987.8

Cairns 1984.241

ibid. p 189

Leask 1941.75

Johnson (61) p .20

O’Callaghan 1981.9

Leask 1946.32, but see also Craig 1982.109 - he notes a

post 1670 example.

10
(Destruction)

.

.

.

6.

.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Ormond MSS n. s., ii 163.

Publ. Lond. July 11 1691. (Reprinted in the Irish Sword

(1959-60).

From "Diary of the siege of Athlone"

pp 88-9.

Perfect Weekly account 5-12 Sept. 1649.

4

Irish Sword 4 (1959-60)

(Cited in

IrishEcclesiastical Record fourth series, xxx. 1911 p 53.

See Simms J.G. 1974 (Irish Sword. 11) p 217.

For an account of this see Simms J.G. 1957.

"Hugh Dubh O’Neill’s defence of Limerick 1650-1" in

Irish Sword 3 (1957-8)pp 115-23.

De Rochefort c 1660.417.

Spenser 1763.177

Gernon c 1620.355.

Quoted in dell, it 1982-3.81.

ibid. p 84.
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12.

12A.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

32A.

For a fuller account of the reduction of this castle by various

types of ordnance see Gowen M. 1978.13.. esp. p 21.

Extract from a letter of Roger Boyle, Lord Broghill at Lismore Co.

Waterford to his father, the Earl of Cork, 11 Jan. 1642.

in Irish Sword 7 (1965-6) p 135

see Mc Comish W.A. 1969.16.

see Caball 1954.316.

Crofton-Croker T. "Narratives illustrative of the contests in

Ireland in 1641 and 1690"

Account of siege of Ballyally castle Co. Clare Nov. 1641-June

1642. in Camden Soc. 14th ser.

Quoted also in O’Danachair C. (1949-53), "Irish Siege Engines" in

Irish Sword 1 (1949-53) p 230.

ibid. p 230.

ibid. p 230.

Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters (A.F.M.)

1595 - O’Donovan ed. p 1981.

Caball 1954.315.

A,F.M. 1595

O’Danachair 1949-53.230.

ibid. p 230.

A.F.M. 1595 p 1983.

Caball 1954.316.

ibid. p 317.

Giraldus Expugn~tio Hibernica 1978 ed. p 139.

A.F.M. 1595 p 1983.

S.P. Irel., Vol 32. No. 31. P.R.O.Lond. ( also in Hore 1911.377.)

1581 letter of Sir Henry Wallop of Enniscorthy to Secretary

Walshingham. (quoted in Hore 1862.56.)

Beranger and Bartlett 1684 account. (in Hore 1901.148)

Jnl. Royal Hist. and Arch. Assn. 0f Irl. Vol IV 4th ser. Oct. 1876.

Westropp 1898.359.

This is best done by cutting out a section of the ivy stem next to the

root. This will eventually result in the death of the plant; halting

the damage it is causing. Efforts should not be made to tear the

plant from the structure as this would in all likelihood result in

further damage.

see Jeffreys 1979.184.

Powys castle records (Welsh Office) in Thompson 1987.193.
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35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

Craig 1982.107.

see Jeffreys 1979.

ibid. p 200.

(a) First edition six inch maps for the County, together with the

letter books compiled by O’Donovan and his team.

(b) the 1920 edition 25 inch maps.

(c) the 1980 half inch maps.

Made under the jurisdiction of "Courts of survey". Its purpose

was to record the names and possessions of landed proprietors. It

ran from June 1654 into 1556. Its context is the forfeiture

under Cromwell.

So called because the information was put "down" on paper. It is

in cartographic form.

This sometimes occurs. In 15 cases I noted a "castle" marked on

the maps but the lettering was not the style used to denote an

antiquity. These structures were generally inhabited and often of

relatively late date. I have included these in the statistical

calculations on the assumption that though they may not have been

"genuine" castles at the time of the O.S. in 1840 they were at one

time castles in the truest sense; and that the more modern

structures merely succeeded the originals on the same site, the

name being retained. In at least three cases this has proven to be the

case -with the 17C surveys confirming a castle at those locations.

This figure is made up as follows ;-

144 found / recorded in the O.S.

35 added from the C.S.

12 N.M.A.’s not accounted for above.

55 added from D.S. and S.M.R. files - based mainly on the D.S..

33 unlocated sites added from the D.S. and S.M.R.. 43

279 = Total (see Castle Category Chart.)

The Sites and Monuments Record (S.M.R.) is a project set up under

the National Parks and Monuments branch of the Office of Public

Works (O.P.W.).

Their brief is to record all extant monuments or sites. In

addition to mapping all types of historical sites and monuments, a

file for each site is compiled, containing all known references and

sources relevant to the site. These are subsequently added to

later by the O.P.W. Field Survey Office.
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44. 97 recorded as standing in the C.S.

33 others recorded by the D.S. and S.M.R.

80 further structures still standing - or

recorded as "sites" in the O.S.

210 = Total (This figure must be regarded as a minimum.)
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